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Workflow Optimization in Release 1.6.387
As of 1.6.387, Decon and HDR modules have swapped positions in the workflow. You will
notice this in the GUI (buttons have swapped places as well). This manual had been
updated to reflect this change.
Deconvolution will now be performed after the local optimization of the stretch had been
completed on all scales (CONTRAST, HDR, SHARP). Enhancement of ringing artifacts
produced by Decon will be avoided using that order. Furthermore, Decon does not require
a star mask as Sharp does, instead only singularities (overexposed areas, fat stars) need to
be included in the mask.
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About the Manual
Starting to work with StarTools I was digging out excellent tutorials on the homepage. I
compiled a manual for personal use, because I did not like to swivel chair between
homepage and StarTools. In a compact layout, it made a great print version I could use as
a guide while working in StarTools. I took the chance to redo this manual completely after
StarTools V1.5 and V1.6 had been released. This is covering up to 1.6.392.
This manual includes:
• All sections of the 'About' tab on StarTools Homepage (Author: Ivo Jager)
• 'Quick Start Guide' of StarTools Homepage (Author: Ivo Jager)
•
•

All sections of the 'Modules' tab on StarTools Homepage (Author: Ivo Jager)

•

Selected forum articles (Authors: Ivo Jager, Guy, RKonrad)

'User Notes' on Forum (Author: Guy)

This manual is approaching StarTools on 3 levels:
• 'Introduction & 'Quick StartGuide' will get you started
• 'Modules' introduces parameters und and mode of operation of modules
• 'User Notes' auf Basis by Guy provide a detailed compendium yet in an extremely
compact format (avg. 3 pages per modul), including extremely helpful step-by-step
guides on special techniques, helping to train those quickly an achieve results
immediately.
This manual refers to V 1.6, also Guy's Notes cover V1.6.
If you are new to StarTools, the Quick Start Guide may be all you need to get rolling.
However, to get the most fun out of StarTools, I strongly recommend to spend half an hour
on Ivo's 5 pages on Tracking. These do help a lot to understand why StarTools feels so
fundamentally different than other sofware does and why it really pays to get used to a
different kind of workflow.
Note: a german version of this manual is also available.
I hope this manual is useful for some of You
Jochen Scharmann
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Introduction
What is StarTools?

StarTools is powerful, yet very easy to use; no windows, no clutter, no process containers.

A new way of astronomical image and signal processing
StarTools is a new type of image processing application for astrophotography that tracks
noise propagation as you process.
StarTools extensive knowledge of the past, present and - sometimes - future of your
signal, allows you to do things users of other software can only dream of. These things
include mathematically correct deconvolution of heavily processed data, mathematically
correct color calibration of stretched data, and objectively the best noise reduction
routine in the market that seems to 'just know' exactly where noise grain in your final
image is located.
'StarTools is the best-kept secret amongst signal processing purists; those who
fundamentally understand how StarTools achieves such superior signal fidelity.'
As opposed to other software, StarTools uses new brute force and data mining techniques,
so your precious signal is preserved as much as possible till the very end. StarTools makes
use of the advances in CPU power, RAM and storage space, replacing old algorithms with
new, more powerful ones.
The best-kept secret amongst signal processing purists
StarTools is not just popular with beginners. StarTools is the best-kept secret amongst
signal processing purists; those who fundamentally understand how StarTools achieves
such superior signal fidelity. Yet, you don't need a mathematics or physics degree to
understand the underlying theory; see the Tracking section to learn more.
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We're incredibly pleased StarTools superior processing capabilities haven't gone unnoticed,
now being the new tool of choice for a rapidly growing group of beginners, enthusiasts and
institutions that numbers in the many thousands.
User friendly by mathematical nature
The software is 'user friendly by mathematical nature'. To be able to function, the engine
needs to be able to make mathematical sense of your signal flow from start to finish.
That's why it's simply unable to perform 'nonsensical' operations. This is great if you're a
beginner and saves you from bad habits or sub-optimal decisions. It's not so much because
we put 'guard rails' in, it's just that the application would break otherwise.

Interface
Don't be fooled by StarTools' simple interface - you
are forgiven if, at first glance, you get the
impression StarTools offers only the basics.
Nothing could be further from the truth!
StarTools goes deep. Very deep. It's just not 'in
your face' about it and you can still get great
results without delving into the depths of its
capabilities. It's up to you.
If you're a seasoned photographer looking to get
more out of your data, StarTools will allow you to
visibly gain the edge with novel, brute-force
techniques and data mining routines that have
only just become viable on modern 64-bit multicore CPUs and increases in RAM and storage
space.
If you're a beginner, StarTools will assist you by
making it easy to achieve great results out-of-the
box, while you get to know the exciting field of
astrophotography better.
Whatever your situation, skills, equipment and
prior experience, you'll find that working with
StarTools is quite a bit different than most
software you've worked with. And in
astrophotography, that tends to be a good thing!

Navigation

Navigation within StarTools generally takes place
between the main screen and the different
modules. StarTools' navigation was written to
provide a fast, predictable and consistent work
flow.
There are no windows that overlap, obscure or clutter the screen. Where possible,
feedback and responsiveness will be immediate. Many modules in StarTools offer on-thespot background processing, yielding quick final results for evaluation and further
tweaking.
In some modules a preview area can be specified in order to get a better idea of how
settings would modify the image in a particular area, saving the user from waiting for the
whole image to be re-calculated.
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'Navigation within StarTools generally takes place between the main screen and the
different modules.'
In both the main screen and the different modules, a toolbar is found at the very top, with
buttons that perform functionality that is specific to the active module. In case of the
main screen, this toolbar contains buttons for opening an image, saving an image,
undoing/redoing the last operation, invoking the mask editor, switching Tracking mode on/
off, restoring the image to a particular state, and opening an 'about' dialog.
In both the main screen and the different modules, a toolbar is found at the very top, with
buttons that perform functionality that is specific to the active module. In case of the
main screen, this toolbar contains buttons for opening an image, saving an image,
undoing/redoing the last operation, invoking the mask editor, switching Tracking mode on/
off, restoring the image to a particular state, and opening an 'about' dialog.
Example of the Main
Interface

Exclusive to the main screen, the buttons that activate the different modules, reside on
the left hand side of the main screen. Note that the modules will only successfully
activate once an image has been loaded, with the exception of the 'Compose' module.
Note also that some module may remain unavailable, depending on whether Tracking
mode is engaged.
Helpfully, the buttons are roughly arranged in a recommended workflow. Obviously not all
modules need to be visited and workflow deviations may be needed,
recommended or suit your personal taste better.
Consistent throughout StarTools, a set of zoom control buttons are found in
the top right corner, along with a zoom percentage indicator.
Panning controls ('scrollbar style') are found below and to the right of the
image, as appropriate, depending on whether the image at its current zoom
level fits in the application window.
Common to most modules is a 'Before/After' button, situated next to the
zoom controls, which toggles between the original and processed version of
an image for easy comparison. A 'PreTweak/PostTweak' button may also be
available, which toggles between the current and previous result, allowing
you to quickly spot the difference between two different settings.
All modules come with a 'Help' button in the toolbar, which explains, in
brief, the purpose of the module. Furthermore, all settings and parameters
come with their own individual 'Help' buttons, situated to the right of the
parameter control. These help buttons explain, again in brief, the nature of
the parameter or setting.
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The icons in the top two panels roughly follow a recommended
workflow.

Zooming, panning and scaling
StarTools' astrophotography-optimised scaling
algorithm can highlight latent pattern issues.
It also was designed to show constant noise
levels regardless of zoom level.

'StarTools implements a custom scaling algorithm in its user interface, which makes
sure that perceived noise levels stay constant, no matter the zoom level.'
Even the way StarTools displays and scales images, has been created specifically for
astrophotography.
StarTools implements a custom scaling algorithm in its user interface, which makes sure
that perceived noise levels stay constant, no matter the zoom level. This way, nasty noise
surprises when viewing the image at 100% are avoided.

At 100% zoom level a barely
distinguishable horizontal
pattern can indeed be seen.

Even more clever, StarTools scaling algorithm can highlight latent and faint patterns (often
indicating stacking problems or acquisition errors) by intentionally causing an aliasing
pattern at different zoom levels in the presence of such patterns.
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Changing parameters in StarTools
An example of a levelsetter control in
StarTools
The parameters in the different modules are typically controlled by one of two types of
controls:
1. A level setter, which allows the user to quickly set the value of a parameter within
a certain range
2. An item selector, which allows the user to switch between different modes.
'The parameters in the different modules are typically controlled by one of two types
of controls; A level setter, which allows the user to quickly set the value of a
parameter within a certain range.'
Setting the value represented in a level setter control is accomplished by clicking on the
'+' and '-' buttons to increment or decrement the value respectively. Alternatively you can
click anywhere in the area between the '-' and '+' button to set a value quickly.
An example of a selector control in StarTools
Switching items in the item selector is accomplished by clicking the arrows at either end
of the item description. Note that the arrows may disappear as the first or last item in a
set of items is reached. Alternatively the user may click on the label area of the item
selector to see the full range of items which may then be selected from a pop-over menu.

Hotkeys
As of version 1.5, StarTools implements some hotkeys for common functions;
Zoom out
- key
OK
ESC or ENTER key
Zoom in
+ or = key
Blink before / after B key
Zoom fit-to-screen 0 key
Undo / redo
B key
Back
ESC key
Mask editor
M key
Cancel
ESC key
Open
O key
Done
D or ENTER key
Save
S key
Keep
K key
Screenshot
key
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Tracking

Signal evolution
Tracking starts as soon
as you load your data.

Signal evolution Tracking data mining plays a very important role in StarTools and
understanding it is key to achieving superior results with StarTools.
As soon as you load any data, StarTools will start Tracking the evolution of every pixel in
your image, constantly keeping track of things like noise estimates, parameters you use
and other statistics.
Tracking makes workflows much less linear and allows for StarTools' engine to 'time travel'
between different versions of the data as needed, so that it can insert modifications or
consult the data in different points in time as needed ('change the past for a new present
and future'). It's the primary reason why there is no difference between linear and nonlinear data in StarTools, and the reason why you can do things in StarTools that would have
otherwise been nonsensical (like deconvolution after stretching your data). If you're not
familiar with Tracking and what it means for your images, signal fidelity and simplification
of the workflow & UI, please do read up on it!
'Signal evolution Tracking data mining plays a very important role in StarTools and
understanding it is key to achieving superior results with StarTools.'
Tracking how you process your data also allows the noise reduction routines in StarTools to
achieve superior results. By the time you get to your end result, the Tracking feature will
have data-mined/pin-pointed exactly where (and how much) visible noise grain exists in
your image. I therefore 'knows' exactly how much noise reduction to apply in each area of
your image.
Noise reduction is applied at the very end, as you switch Tracking off, because doing it at
the very last possible moment will have given StarTools the longest possible amount of
time to build and refine its knowledge of where the noise is in your image. This is
different from other software, which allow you to reduce noise at any stage, since such
software does not track signal evolution and its noise component.
Tracking how you processed your data also allows the Color module to calculate and
reverse how the stretching of the luminance information has distorted the color
information (such as hue and saturation) in your image, without having to resort to 'hacks'.
Due to this capability, color calibration is best done at the end as well, before switching
Tracking off. This too is different from other software, which wants you to do your colour
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calibration before doing
any stretching, since it
cannot deal with colour
correction after the
signal has been nonlinearly transformed like
StarTools can.
The knowledge that
Tracking gathers is used
in many other ways in
StarTools, however, the nice thing about Tracking is that it is very unobtrusive. In fact, it
actually helps get you get better results from your data in less time by homing in on
parameters in the various modules that it thinks are good defaults, given what Tracking
has learnt about your data.

The best kept secret amongst signal processing purists
StarTools monitors your signal and its noise component, per-pixel, throughout your
processing (time). It sports image quality and unique functionality that far surpasses other
software. Big claim? Let us back it up.
Your signal and its noise component
When you stretch your dataset, you will
notice noise grain becoming visible quickly in
the darker areas..

If you have ever processed an astrophotographical image, you will have had to non-linearly
stretch the image at some point, to make the darker parts with faint signal visible.
Whether you used levels & curves, digital development, or some other tool, you will have
noticed noise grain becoming visible quickly.
You may have also noticed that the noise grain always seems to be worse in the darker
areas than the in brighter areas. The reason is simple; when you stretch the image to
bring out the darker signal, you are also stretching the noise component of the signal
along with it.
And the former is just a simple global stretch. Now consider that every pixel's noise
component goes through many other transformations and changes as you process your
image. Once you get into the more esoteric and advanced operations such as local
In this example, brightness has been
deliberately modified locally (top right),
e n h a n c i n g c o n t r a s t . U n f o r t u n a t l e y,
traditional software cannot know that area
has a much higher signal-to-noise ratio. As a
result noise reduction treats all areas the
same, destroying much detail.
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contrast enhancements or wavelet sharpening, noise levels get distorted in all sorts of
different ways in all sorts of different places.
The result? In your final image, noise is worse in some areas, less in others. A 'one-noisereduction-pass-fits-all' no longer applies. Yet that's all other software packages - even the
big names - offer.
Current image processing software for astrophotography is fundamentally broken
Chances are you have used a noise reduction routine at some stage. In astrophotography,
the problem with most noise reduction routines, is that they have no idea how much worse
the noise grain has become in the darker parts. They have no idea how you stretched and
processed your image earlier. And they certainly have no idea how you squashed and
stretched the noise component locally with wavelet sharpening or local contrast
optimisation.
'The separation of image processing into dumb filters and objects, is one of the
biggest problems for signal fidelity in astrophotographical image processing software
today.'
In short, the big problem, is that separate image processing routines and filters have no
idea what came before, nor what will come after when you invoke them. All pixels are
treated the same, regardless of their history. Current image processing routines and filters
are still as 'dumb' as they were in the early 90s. It's still 'input, output, next'.
Without knowing how signal and its noise component evolved to become your final image,
trying to, for example, squash noise accurately is impossible. What's too much in one area,
is too little in another, all because of the way prior filters have modified the noise
component beforehand.
The separation of image processing into dumb filters and objects, is one of the biggest
problems for signal fidelity in astrophotographical image processing software today. It is
the sole reason for poorer final images, with steeper learning curves than are necessary.
Without addressing this fundamental problem, 'having more control with more filters and
tools' is an illusion. The IKEA effect aside, long workflows with endless tweaking do not
make for better images.
But what if every tool, every filter, every algorithm could work backwards from the
finished image, and trace signal evolution, per-pixel, all the way back to the source
signal? That's Tracking.
Tracking is the solution
Tracking in StarTools makes sure that every module and algorithm can trace back how a
pixel was modified at any point in time. It's the Tracking engine's job to allow modules and
algorithms 'travel in time' to consult data and even change data (changing the past) and
then forward-propagate the changes to the present.
The latter sees the Tracking module re-apply every operation made since that point in
time, however with the changed data as a starting point; changing the past for a better
future. This is effectively signal processing in three dimensions; X, Y and time (X, Y, t).
The power of 3D (X, Y, t) signal processing
Correct deconvolution of extremely noisy, stretched, locally contrast-enhanced (top left)
data. No further masks (other than simple auto-generated star mask), local supports or
selective processing was performed. Noise grain is correctly identified and ignored. Only
areas with sufficient SNR are enhanced.
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Deconvolution - an example
This remarkable feature is responsible for never-seen-before functionality that allows you
to, for example, apply deconvolution to heavily processed data. The deconvolution
module 'simply' travels back in time to a point where the data was still linear (normally
deconvolution can only correctly be applied to linear data!). Once travelled back in time,
deconvolution is applied and then Tracking forward-propagates the changes. The result is
exactly what your processed data would have looked like with if you had applied
deconvolution earlier and then processed it further.

Signal evolution Tracking allows for many more enhancements over traditional software.
For example color constancy (right), effortlessly visualizing features with similar
chemical/phsycial properties, regardless of brightness.
Sequence doesn't matter any more, allowing you to process and evaluate your image as
you see fit. But wait, there's more!
Deconvolution - an example that gets even better
Time traveling like this is very useful and amazing in its own right, but there is another
major, major difference in StarTools' deconvolution module.
200% zoomed crop input
and output. Left: original,
right: Decon result. Thanks
to signal evolution
Tr a c k i n g , a n d d e s p i t e
stretching, local dynamic
range optimization and
noise presence, Decon is
able to recover the finest
details without introducing
artifacts, or the need for
support masks or manual
intervention.
The major difference, is that, because you initiated deconvolution at a later stage, the
deconvolution module can take into account how you processed the image after the
moment deconvolution should normally have been invoked (e.g. when the data was still
linear). The deconvolution module now has knowledge about a future it normally is not
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privy to in any other software. Specifically, that knowledge of the future tells it exactly
how you stretched and modified every pixel - including its noise component - after the
time its job should have been done.
You know what really loves per-pixel noise component statistics like these? Deconvolution
regularization algorithms! A regularization algorithm suppresses the creation of artefacts
caused by the deconvolution of - you guessed it - noise grain. Now that the deconvolution
algorithm knows how noise grain will propagate in the 'future', it can take that into
account when applying deconvolution at the time when your data is still linear, thereby
avoiding a grainy 'future', while allowing you to gain more detail. It is like going back in
time and telling yourself the lottery numbers to today's draw.
What does this look like in practice? It looks like a deconvolution routine that just
'Shrinkally' brings into focus what it can. No local supports, luminance masks, or selective
blending needed. No exaggerated noise grain, just enhanced detail.
And all this is just what Tracking does for the deconvolution module. There are many more
modules that rely on Tracking in a similar manner, achieving objectively better results
than any other software, simply by being smarter with your hard-won signal.
TL; DR
In StarTools, your signal is processed (read and written) in a time-fluid way. Being able to
change the past for a better future not only gives you amazing new functionality, changing
the past with knowledge of the future also means a cleaner signal. Tracking always knows
how to accurately estimate the noise component in your signal, no matter how heavily
modified.

User-friendly by mathematical nature
For its unique engine to function, StarTools needs to be able to make mathematical sense
of your signal flow. That's why it's simply unable to perform 'nonsensical' operations. This is
great if you're a beginner and saves you from bad habits or sub-optimal decisions.
Just like in real life, in astrophotographical image processing, some things need to be
done in a particular order to get the correct result. Folding, drying then washing your
shirt, will achieve a markedly different result to washing, drying and folding it. Similarly,
deconvolution will not achieve correct results if it is done after stretching, ditto for light
pollution removal and color calibration. In mathematics, this is called the commutative
property.
The 'Tracking' feature, constantly backward propagates and forward propagates your signal
through processing 'time' as needed. This means that 'nonsensical' signal paths (e.g. signal
paths that get sequences wrong) would break Tracking's ability. Therefore, such signal
paths are closed off. For this reason, it is neigh-impossible in StarTools to perform
catastrophically destructive operations on your data; it simply wouldn't be sound
mathematics and the code would break.
'The 'Tracking' feature, constantly backward propagates and forward propagates
your signal through processing 'time' as needed.'
For example, the notion of processing in the linear domain vs non-linear (stretched)
domain is completely abstracted away by the engine because it needs to do that. If you
didn't know the difference between those two yet, you can get away with learning about
this later. Even without knowing the ins-and-outs of astronomical signal processing, you
can still produce great images from the get-go; StarTools takes care of the correct
sequence.
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So, whereas other software will happily (and incorrectly!) allow you to perform light
pollution removal, color calibration or deconvolution after stretching, StarTools will...
...actually also let you do that, but with a twist!
Tracking will rewind and/or fast-forward to the right point in time, so that the signal flow
to makes sense and is mathematically consistent. It inserts the operation in the correct
order and recalculates what the result would have looked like if your decision had always
been the case. It's time travelling for image processing, where you can change the past to
affect the present and future.
For an in-depth explanation of Tracking, see the Tracking section.
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Tutorials
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Recommended ISO for DSLR cameras
There is an optimal ISO value for each DSLR, where your specific sensor provides the
optimal balance between read noise and dynamic range.
ISO in the digital domain is unfortunately much misunderstood. The most important thing
to understand is that picking an ISO value does not - in any way - make your digital
camera's sensor more or less sensitive to light. A sensor's ability to convert incoming
photons into electrons is fixed. The article 'What is the best ISO for your DSLR for
astrophotography?' by Chris van den Berge goes in more depth.
For the purpose of astrophotograph then, your camera will have an ISO value that is
optimal for this type of photography. This section contains a number of suggested ISO
values for popular DSLR models from popular vendors. These values are based on data
from Photons to photos, sensorgen.info (now defunct), DxOMark and dslrastrophotography.com.
Please note that these are suggestions and you may wish to do more research and/or try
one above the suggested setting.
Canon
MODEL

ISO

Canon 700D / Rebel T5i
Canon 70D

Canon 100D / Rebel SL1
Canon 1000D / Rebel XS

400
200

Canon 7D
Canon 7D Mark II

1600
1600

Canon 1100D / Rebel T3
Canon 1200D / Rebel T5

1600
800

Canon 80D

200

Canon 1DX
Canon 1D Mark II

3200
400

Nikon
MODEL

ISO

Canon 1D Mark II-N

400

D3100

1600

Canon 1D Mark III
Canon 1D Mark IV

800
1600

D3200

100

Canon 1Ds Mark II
Canon 1Ds Mark III

400
800

D3300
D5000

400
400

Canon 20D
Canon 30D

1600
800

D5100
D5200

200
800

Canon 350D / Rebel XT

400

D5300
D5500

200
100

Canon 400D / Rebel XTi
Canon 40D

200
800

D600

200

Canon 450D / Rebel XSi
Canon 500D / Rebel T1i

400
1600

D610
D700

400
800

Canon 550D / Rebel T2i
Canon 50D

800
400

D7000
D7100

100
200

Canon 5D

800

D750
D800

100
200

Canon 5D Mark II
Canon 5D Mark III

1600
3200

D810a

200

Canon 600D / Rebel T3i
Canon 60D / Canon 60Da

800
800

Canon 650D / Rebel T4i
Canon 6D

800
1600
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800
1600

Sony
MODEL

ISO

Sony A3000
Sony A5000

800
200

Sony A5100
Sony A6000

400
400

Sony A7
Sony A7 II

800
800

Sony A7 III

1600

Sony A7R
Sony A7R II

200
800

Sony A7R III
Sony A7R IV

1600
800

Sony A7S

3200
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Deep Sky Stacker Settings
Deep Sky Stacker Settings
Deep Sky Stacker (FREE) remains a one of the most popular pre-processing applications for
Windows. Stacking and saving your data with these settings is essential to getting good
results from StarTools.
When applying the important pre-processing do's and don'ts when using StarTools with any
stacker, you will want to configure Deep Sky Stacker specifically in the following manner.
• Choose No White Balance Processing in the RAW/FIST
• Choose Bilinear Interpolation for the Bayer Matrix Transformation algorithm
• Save your final stack as 32-bit/channel integer files, with adjustments not applied.
• Stack with Intersection mode - this reduces (but may not completely eliminate)
stacking artifacts
• Do not choose Drizzling
• Turn off any sort of Background Calibration
With all the above settings made, you can then safely stack and (assuming you used a DSLR
or OSC) import your dataset into StarTools as 'Linear, from OSC/DSLR with Bayer matrix
and not white balanced'.

•
•
•
•

•
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Starting with a good dataset
StarTools will not work correctly (or work poorly) with an incorrectly stacked dataset.
Getting a suitable dataset from your free or paid stacking solution, is extremely
important.

Important pre-processing do's and don'ts
Important dataset preparation do's and don'ts
There are a few simple, but important, do's and don'ts to prepare your dataset for postprocessing in StarTools.
Learning how to use a new application is daunting at the best of times. And if you happen
to be new to astrophotography (welcome!), you have many other things, acronyms and
jargon to contend with too. Even if you consider yourself an image processing veteran,
there are some important things you should know. That is because some things and best
practices play a bigger role in StarTools than in other applications.
Really, these all boil down to making sure your is as virgin as possible. Note that doesn't
mean noise-free or even good, it just means you have adhered to all best the below
conditions and practices to the best of your abilities.
If you are new to processing
When learning how to process astrophotography images, the last thing you want to do, is
learning all sorts of post-processing tricks and techniques, just to work around issues that
are easily avoidable during acquisition or pre-processing. Fixing acquisition and preprocessing issues during post-processing, will never look as good, while you will also not
learn much from this; it is likely whatever you learn and do to fix a particular dataset
learn is likely not applicable to the next.
Conversely, if your dataset is clean and well calibrated according to best practices, you
will find workflows much more replicable and shorter. In short, it is just a much better use
of your time and efforts! You will learn much quicker and you will start getting more
confident in finding your personal vision for your datasets - and that is what
astrophotography is all about.
If you are an image processing veteran
When we say StarTools requires the most virgin dataset you can muster, we really mean it.
It means no procedures or modifications must be done by any software - no matter how
well-meaning. No gradient reduction, no color balancing, not even normalization (if not
strictly necessary). Signal evolution Tracking - the reason why StarTools achieves
objectively better results than other software - absolutely requires it.
Checklist
• Make sure your dataset is as close to actual raw photon counts as possible.
• Make sure your dataset is linear and has not been stretched (no gamma correction,
no digital development, no levels & curves)
• Make sure your dataset has not been normalised (no channel calibration or
normalisation) unless unavoidable due your chosen stacking algorithm
• Maks sure all frames in your dataset are of the same exposure length and same ISO
(if applicable)
• Make sure your dataset is the result of stacking RAW files (CR2, CR3, NEF, ARW,
FITS, etc.) and not lossily compressed or low-bit depth formats (e.g. not JPEGs or
PNGs).
• Make sure no other application has modified anything in your dataset; no
stretching, no sharpening, no gradient reduction, no normalisation
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If you can help it, make sure your dataset is not color balanced (aka 'white
balanced'), nor has had any camera matrix correction applied
Flats are really not optional - your dataset must be calibrated with flats to achieve
a result that would be generally considered acceptable
Dithering between frames during acquisition is highly recommended (a spiralling
fashion is recommended, and if your sensor is prone to banding, you will want to
use larger movements)
If you use an OSC or DSLR, choose a basic debayering algorithm (such as bilinear or
VNG debayering) in your stacker. Avoid 'sophisticated' debayering algorithms meant
for single frames and terrestrial photography like AHD or any other algorithms that
attempt to reconstruct detail.
If using an mono CCD/CMOS camera, make sure your channels are separated and
not pre-composited; use the Compose module to create the composite from within
StarTools and specify exposure times where applicable.
common problems in StarTools caused by ignoring the check-list above
Achieving results that are not significantly better than from other software
Trouble getting any coloring
Trouble getting expected coloring
Trouble getting a good global stretch
Halos around dust specks, dead pixels or stacking artefacts
Faint streaks (walking noise)
Vertical banding
Noise reduction or other modules do not work, or require extreme values to do
anything
Ringing artifacts around stars
Color artefacts in highlights (such as star cores)
Trouble replicating workflows as seen in tutorials and/or videos

Allowed / not allowed
Allowed in your dataset:
• Noise grain
• Light pollution
• Sky gradients
Ideally avoided:
• Vignetting
• Dust specks, dust donuts
• Smudges
• Amp glow
• Dead pixels, dead sensor columns
• Satellite trails
• Trees or buildings
•

Walking noise and other correlated noise (e.g. noise that is not single-pixel
speckles)
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Do's and don'ts
Do:
• Process your dataset from start-to-finish in StarTools including compositing (LRGB,
LLRGB, SHO, HOO, etc.)
• Use simple workflows
• Acquire and apply flats
• Dither between frames during acquisition
• Bin your dataset if your dataset is oversampled
• Use deconvolution to restore detail if possible
• Practice with some publicly available datasets that are of reasonable quality to get
a feel for what a module is trying to do under normal circumstances
Don'ts:
• Do not post-process any part of your image in any way, in other application before
opening it in StarTools
• Do not make composites in any other application but StarTools
• Do not process any part of your subs any way, in other application before stacking
them
• Do not visit the same modules many times
• Do not process your dataset at higher resolution than necessary
• Do not drizzle your dataset in your stacker if your dataset is already oversampled
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Quick Start Tutorial
A video is also available that shows a simple, short processing workflow of a real-world,
imperfect dataset.

A Quick Generic Work Flow
Getting to grips with new software can be daunting, but
StarTools was designed to make this as painless as
possible. This quick, generic work flow will get you
started.
While processing your first images with StarTools, it may
help knowing that the icons in the top two panels roughly
follow a recommended workflow when read top to
bottom, left to right.
The icons in the top two panels
roughly follow a recommended
workflow when read left to right,
top to bottom.

Step 1: Import, Start Tracking
Open an image stack ('dataset'), fresh from a stacker. Processing in StarTools is easiest and
will yield vastly better results if the data is as 'virgin' as possible, meaning unstretched,
not colour balanced, not noise reduced and not deconvolved. Best results are achieved
with data that is as close to what the camera recorded as possible.
Do not use any software that may meddled with your data prior to passing it to your
stacking program. Avoid any pre-conversion tools or software that came with your camera.
Make sure that any stacking software that you use is configured to perform as little
processing to the data as possible. For example, if you use Deep Sky Stacker make sure
that Per Channel Color Calibration and RGB Channels Calibration are set to 'no'. Also make
sure that, in Deep Sky Stacker, the final file is saved with settings 'embedded', rather than
applied. 32-bit integer FITS files are preferable.
Counter-intuitively, a good stacker output will have a distinct, heavy color bias with little
or no apparent detail. Worry not; subsequent processing in StarTools will remove the color
bias, while restoring and bringing out
detail. If, looking at the initial image,
you are wondering how on earth this will
be turned into a nice picture, you are
often on the right track.
Upon opening an image, the Tracking
dialog will open, asking you about the
characteristics of the data. Choose the
option that best matches the data being
imported. If your dataset comes straight
from a stacker, the first option is safe.
Tracking is now engaged (the Track
button is lit up green).
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Step 2: Inspect Your Dataset
Launch AutoDev to help inspect the
data. Chances are that the image looks
terrible, which is - believe it or not the point. In the presence of problems
in the data, AutoDev will show these
problems until they are dealt with.
Because StarTools constantly tries to
make sense of your data, StarTools is
very sensitive to artefacts, meaning
anything that is not real celestial
detail (such as stacking artefacts, dust
donuts, gradients, terrestrial scenery,
etc.). Just 'Keep' the result. StarTools,
thanks to Tracking, will allow us to
redo the stretch later on.
At this point, things to look out for are:
• Stacking artefacts close to the borders of the image. These are dealt with in the
Crop or Lens modules
• Bias or gradients (such as light pollution or skyglow). These are dealt with in the
Wipe module.
• Oversampling (meaning the finest detail, such as small stars, being 'smeared out'
over multiple pixels). This is dealt with in the Bin module.
• Coma or elongated stars towards one or more corners of the image. These can be
ameliorated using the Lens module.

Step 3: Prep
Fix the issues that AutoDev has brought
to your attention:
• Ameliorate coma using the Lens
module.
• Crop any remaining stacking
artefacts.
• Bin the image up until each pixel
describes one unit of real detail.
• Wipe gradients and bias away. Be
very mindful of any dark anomalies bump up the Dark Anomaly filter if
dealing with small ones (such as dark
pixels) or mask big ones out using the
Mask editor. You may also wish to use
a mask to mask out nebulosity if
using high values for the two
Aggressiveness parameters.
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Step 4: Final Global Stretch
Once all issues are fixed, launch
AutoDev again and tell it to 'redo' the
stretch. If all is well, AutoDev will now
create a histogram stretch that is
optimised for the 'real' object(s) in your
clean data. If your data is very noisy, it
is possible AutoDev will optimise for
the noise, mistaking it for real detail.
In this case you can tell it to Ignore
Fine detail.
If your object(s) reside on an otherwise
uninteresting or 'empty' background,
you can tell AutoDev where the
interesting bits of your image are by
clicking & dragging a Region Of
Interest.
Don't worry about the colouring just yet - focus getting the detail out of your data
first. If your image shows very bright highlights, know that you can 'rescue' them later
on using, for example, the HDR module.

Step 5: Detail Enhancement
Season your image to taste. Apply
deconvolution with the Decon module,
dig out detail with the Wavelet Sharpen
('Sharp') module, enhance Contrast with
the Contrast module and fix any
dynamic range issues with the HDR
module.
There are many ways to enhance detail
to taste and much depends on what
you feel is most important to bring out
in your image. As opposed to other
software, however, you don't need to
be as concerned with noise grain
propagation; StarTools will take care of
noise grain when you finally switch
Tracking off.

Step 6: Color Calibration
Launch the Color module.
See if StarTools comes up with a good
colour balance all by itself. A good
colour balance shows a good range of
all star temperatures, from red, orange
and yellow through to white and blue.
HII areas will tend to look purplish/
pink, while galaxy cores tend to look
yellow and their outer rims tend to
look bluer.
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Green is an uncommon colour in outer space (though there are notable exceptions, such as
areas that are strong in OIII such as the core of M42). If you see green dominance, you may
want to reduce the green bias. If you think you have a good colour balance, but still see
some dominant green in your image, you can remove the last bit of green using the 'Cap
Green' function.

Step 7: Final Noise Reduction, Switching Tracking Off
Switch Tracking off and apply noise
reduction. You will now see what all
the 'signal evolution Tracking' fuss is
about, as StarTools seems to know
exactly where the noise exists in your
image, snuffing it out. The most
important parameters to tweak are
Smoothness, in combination with Grain
Dispersion.
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Core Workflow Diagram

Basic workflow with mandatory (M) and suggested (S) modules.
• StarTools workflow allows some flexibility. The diagram is not meant to show a
fixed flow but to help beginners putting the moduls in a meaningful order.
• Within 'Tracking On' block, StarTools allows the execution of steps in a different
order
• Loading, stretching and noise reduction steps offer two options each.
• Mandatory masks are shown. Sharp will require an inverse star mask. Decon module
requires masking out singularities only.
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Advanced Workflow Diagram
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Advanced workflow with mandatory (M) and suggested (S) modules to the left and optional
modules to the right.
• StarTools workflow allows some flexibility. The diagram is meant to provide a
starting point for the use of optional modules
• Please check the 'Special Techniques' sections in the 'User Notes' chapter to find
more hints to explore the versatile use of modules in different slots
• Within 'Tracking On' and 'Tracking Off' blocks, StarTools allows the execution of
steps in a different order
• Loading, stretching and noise reduction steps offer two options each
• Mandatory masks are shown. Sharp and Flux will require an inverse star mask.
Decon module requires masking out singularities only. Shrink, Repair and Synth
work on a mask including stars only
• Masks may be used optionally in some other modules including Wipe, Life, Color,
Filter, Layer, Heal
• Layer and Flux modules are not shown. These may be used in many different
locations depending on purpose
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Features
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Log
StarTools keeps a detailed log of what modules and parameters you used. This log file is
located in the same folder as the StarTools executable and is named StarTools.log.
As of the 1.4 beta versions, this log also includes the mask you used, encoded in base64
format. See the documentation on masks on how to easily decode the base64 if needed.

Masks
Color image with some parts selected in green.
The Mask feature is an integral part of StarTools. Many modules use a mask to operate on
specific pixels and parts of the image, leaving other parts intact.
Masking is an integral
part of working with
StarTools.

Importantly, besides operating only on certain parts of the image, it allows the many
modules in StarTools to perform much more sophisticated operations.
You may have noticed that when you launch a module that is able to apply a mask, the
pixels that are set in the mask will flash three times in green. This is to remind you which
parts of the image will be affected by the module and which are not. If you just loaded an
image, all pixels in the whole image will be set in the mask, so every pixel will be
processed by default. In this case, when you launch a module that is able to apply a mask,
the whole image will flash in green three times.
'You may have noticed that when you launch a module that is able to apply a
mask, the pixels that are set in the mask will flash three times in green.'
Green coloured pixels in the mask are considered 'on'. That is to say, they will be altered/
used by whatever processing is carried out by the module you chose. 'Off' pixels (shown in
their original colour) will not be altered or used by the active module. Again, please note
that, by default all pixels in the whole image are marked 'on' (they will all appear green).
For example, an 'on' pixel (green coloured) in the Sharp module will be sharpened, in the
Wipe module it will be sampled for gradient modelling, in Synth it will be scanned for
being part of a star, in Heal in will be removed and healed, in Layer it will be layered on
top of the background image, etc.
To recap:
• If a pixel in mask is 'on' (coloured green), then this pixel is fed to the module for
processing.
• If a pixel in mask is 'off' (shown in original colour), then tell the module to 'keep
the pixel as-is, hands off, do not touch or consider'.
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Usage
The Mask Editor is accessible from the main screen, as well as from the different modules
that are able to apply a mask. The button to launch the Mask Editor is labelled 'Mask'.
When launching the Mask Editor from a module, pressing the 'Keep' or 'Cancel' buttons will
return StarTools to the module you pressed the 'Mask' button in.
As with the different modules in StarTools, the 'Keep' and 'Cancel' buttons work as
expected; 'Keep' will keep the edited Mask and return, while 'Cancel' will revert to the
Mask as it was before it was edited and return.
As indicated by the 'Click on the image to edit mask' message below the image, clicking on
the image will allow you create or modify a Mask. What actually happens when you click
the image, depends on the selected 'Brush mode'. While some of the 'Brush modes' seem
complex in their workings, they are quite intuitive to use.
Apart from different brush modes to set/unset pixels in the mask, various other functions
exist to make editing and creating a Mask even easier:
• The 'Save' button allows you to save the current mask to a standard TIFF file that
shows 'on' pixels in pure white and 'off' pixels in pure black.
• The 'Open' button allows you to import a Mask that was previously saved by using
the 'Save' button. Note that the image that is being opened to become the new
Mask, needs to have the same dimensions as the image the Mask is intended for.
Loading an image that has values between black and white will designate any
shades of gray closest to white as 'on', and any shades of gray closest to black as
'off'.
• The 'Auto' button is a very powerful feature that allows you to automatically
isolate features.
• The 'Clear' button turns off all green pixels (i.e. it deselects all pixels in the
image).
• The 'Invert' button turns on all pixels that are off, and turns off all pixels that were
on.
• The 'Shrink' button turns off all the green pixels that have a non-green neighbour,
effectively 'shrinking' any selected regions.
• The 'Grow' button turns on any non-green pixel that has a green neighbour,
effectively 'growing' any selected regions.
• The 'Undo' button allows you to undo the last operation that was performed.
NOTE: To quickly turn on all pixels, click the 'clear' button, then the 'invert' button.
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Brush Modes
StarTools' mask editor showing the brush modes selection menu.

10 different brush modes are at
your disposal.

Different 'Brush modes' help in quickly selecting (and de-selecting) features in the image.
For example, while in 'Flood fill lighter pixels' mode, try clicking next to a bright star or
feature to select it. Click anywhere on a clump of 'on' (green) pixels, to toggle the whole
clump off again.
The mask editor has 10 'Brush modes’:
• 'Flood fill lighter pixels': use it to quickly select an adjacent area that is lighter
than the clicked pixel (for example a star or a galaxy). Specifically, Clicking a nongreen pixel will, starting from the clicked pixel, recursively fill the image with
green pixels until it finds that; either all neighbouring pixels of a particular pixel
are already filled (on/green), or the pixel under evaluation is darker than the
original pixel clicked. Clicking on a green pixel will, starting from the clicked
pixel, recursively turn off any green pixels until it can no longer find any green
neighbouring pixels.
• 'Flood fill darker pixels': use it to quickly select an adjacent area that is darker
than the clicked pixel (for example a dust lane). Specifically, clicking a non-green
pixel will, starting from the clicked pixel, recursively fill the image with green
pixels until it finds that; either all neighbouring pixels of a particular pixel are
already filled (on/green), or the pixel under evaluation is lighter than the original
pixel clicked. Clicking on a green pixel will, starting from the clicked pixel,
recursively turn off any green pixels until it can no longer find any on/green
neighbouring pixels.
• 'Single pixel toggle': clicking a non-green pixel will make a non-green pixel turn
green. Clicking a green pixel will make green pixel turn non-green. It is a simple
toggle operation for single pixels.
• 'Single pixel off (freehand)': clicking or dragging while holding the mouse button
down will turn off pixels. This mode acts like a single pixel 'eraser'.
• 'Similar color': use it to quickly select an adjacent area that is similar in color.
• 'Similar brightness': use it to quickly select an adjacent area that is similar in
brightness.
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'Line toggle (click & drag)': use it to draw a line from the start point (when the
mouse button was first pressed) to the end point (when the mouse button was
released). This mode is particularly useful to trace and select satellite trails, for
example for healing out using the Heal module.
'Lasso': toggles all the pixels confined by a convex shape that you can draw in this
mode (click and drag). Use it to quickly select or deselect circular areas by
drawing their outline.
'Grow blob': grows any contiguous area of adjacent pixels by expanding their
borders into the nearest neighbouring pixel. Use it to quickly grow an area (for
example a star core) without disturbing the rest of the mask.
'Shrink blob': shrinks any contiguous area of adjacent pixels by withdrawing their
borders into the nearest neighbouring pixel that is not part of a border. Use it to
quickly shrink an area without disturbing the rest of the mask.

The Auto Feature

The Auto Mask Generator is
indispensible when, for example,
dealing with star mask, as
required for many of the modules
in StarTools.

The powerful 'Auto' function quickly and autonomously isolates features of interest such as
stars, noise, hot or dead pixels, etc.
For example, isolating just the stars in an image is a necessity for obtaining any useful
results from the 'Decon' and 'Shrink' module.
The type of features to be isolated are controlled by the 'Selection Mode' parameter
• 'Light features + highlight > threshold': a combination of two selection algorithms. One is
the simpler 'Highlight > threshold' mode, which selects any pixel whose brightness is
brighter than a certain percentage of the maximum value (see the 'Threshold' parameter
below). The other selection algorithm is 'Light features' which selects high frequency
components in an image (such as stars, gas knots and nebula edges), up to a certain size
(see 'Max. feature size' below) and depending on a certain sensitivity (see 'Filter
sensitivity' below'). This mode is particularly effective for selecting stars. Note that if
the 'Threshold' parameter is kept at 100%, this mode produces results that are identical
to the 'Light features' mode.
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• 'Light features': selects high frequency components in an image (such as stars, gas knots
and nebula edges), up to a certain size (see 'Max feature size') and depending on a
certain sensitivity (see 'Filter sensitivity').
• 'Highlight > threshold': selects any pixel whose brightness is brighter than a certain
percentage of the maximum (e.g. pure white) value. . If you find this mode does not
select bright stars with white cores that well, open the 'Levels' module and set the
'Normalization' a few pixels higher. This should make light features marginally brighter
and dark features marginally darker.
• 'Dead pixels color/mono < threshold': selects dark high frequency components in an
image (such star edges, halos introduced by over sharpening, nebula edges and dead
pixels), up to a certain size (see 'Max feature size' below) and depending on a certain
sensitivity (see 'Filter sensitivity' below') and whose brightness is darker than a certain
percentage of the maximum value (see the Threshold parameter below). It then further
narrows down the selection by looking at which pixels are likely the result of CCD
defects (dead pixels). Two versions are available, one for color images, the other for
mono images.
• 'Hot pixels color/mono > threshold': selects high frequency components in an image up
to a certain size (see 'Max feature size' below) and depending on a certain sensitivity
(see 'Filter sensitivity' below). It then further narrows down the selection by looking at
which pixels are likely the result of CCD defects or cosmic rays (also known as 'hot'
pixels). The 'Threshold' parameter controls how bright hot pixels need to be before they
are potentially tagged as 'hot'. Note that a 'Threshold' of less than 100% needs to be
specified for this mode to have any effect. Noise Fine - selects all pixels that are likely
affected by significant amounts of noise. Please note that other parameters such as the
'Threshold', 'Max feature size', 'Filter sensitivity' and 'Exclude color' have no effect in this
mode. Two versions are available, one for color images, the other for mono images.
• 'Noise': selects all pixels that are likely affected by significant amounts of noise. This
algorithm is more aggressive in its noise detection and tagging than 'Noise Fine'. Please
note that other parameters such as the 'Threshold', 'Max feature size', 'Filter sensitivity'
and 'Exclude color' have no effect in this mode.
• 'Dust & scratches': selects small specks of dusts and scratches as found on old
photographs. Only the 'Threshold' parameter is used, and a very low value for the
'Threshold' parameter is needed.
• 'Edges > Threshold': selects all pixels that are likely to belong to the edge of a feature.
Use the 'Threshold' parameter to set sensitivity where lower values make the edge
detector more sensitive.
• 'Horizontal artifacts': selects horizontal anomalies in the image. Use the 'Max feature
size' and 'Filter sensitivity' to throttle the aggressiveness with which the detector detects
the anomalies.
• 'Vertical artifacts': selects vertical anomalies in the image. Use the 'Max feature size' and
'Filter sensitivity' to throttle the aggressiveness with which the detector detects the
anomalies.
• 'Radius': selects a circle, starting from the centre of the image going outwards. The
'Threshold' parameter defines the radius of the circle, where 100.00 covers the whole
image.
Some of the selection algorithms are controlled by additional parameters;
• 'Exclude color': tells the selection algorithms to not evaluate specific colour channels
when looking for features. This is particularly useful if you have a predominantly red,
purple and blue nebula with white stars in the foreground and, say, you'd want to select
only the stars. By setting 'Exclude color' to 'Purple (red + blue), you are able to tell the
selection algorithms to leave features in the nebula alone (since these features are most
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prominent in the red and blue channels). This greatly reduces the amount of false
positives.
• 'Max feature size': specifies the largest size of any feature the algorithm should expect.
If you find that stars are not correctly detected and only their outlines show up, you
may want to increase this value. Conversely, if you find that large features are being
inappropriately tagged and your stars are small (for example in wide field images), you
may reduce this value to reduce false positives.
• 'Filter sensitivity': specifies how sensitive the selection algorithms should be to local
brightness variations. A lower value signifies a more aggressive setting, leading to more
features and pixels being tagged.
• 'Threshold': specifies a percentage of full brightness (i.e. pure white) below, or above
which a selection algorithm should detect features.
Finally, the 'Source' parameter selects the source data the Auto mask generator should
use. Thanks to StarTools' Tracking functionality which gives every module the capability to
go 'back in time', the Auto mask generator can use either the original 'Linear' data (perfect
for getting at the brightest star cores) or the data as you see it right now.
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Modules
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Compose: Effortless, Signal Evolution-Tracked Composite Creation
and Processing

In conjunction with the Composite module, the Entropy module can be used to boost
detail in, for example, Synthetic L+SHO datasets, while availing of signal evolution
Tracking. Here O-III was boosted, while Tracking kept noise propagation under control.
The Compose module is easy-to-use, but extremely flexible compositing and channel
extraction tool. As opposed to all other software, the Compose module allows you to
effortless process, LRGB, LLRGB, or narrowband composites like SHO, LSHO and more
composites, as if they were simple RGB datasets.
In traditional image processing software, composites with separate luminance information
(for example acquired through a luminance filter, created by a synthetic luminance frame,
or a combination of both), require lengthy processing workflows; luminance (detail) and
color information needs (or should!) be processed separately and only combined at the
end to produce the final image.
Through the Compose module, StarTools is able to process luminance and color
information separately, yet simultaneously.
This has important ramifications for your workflow and signal fidelity;
Your workflow for a complex composite is now virtually the same as it is for a simple
DSLR/OSC dataset; Modules like Wipe and Color automatically consult and manipulate the
correct dataset(s) and enable additional functionality where needed.
Because everything is now done in one Tracking session, you get all the benefits from
signal evolution tracking until the very end, without having to end your workflow for
luminance and start a new one for chroma/color; all modules cross-reference luminance
and color information as needed until the very end, yielding vastly cleaner results.
The 'Entropy' module can consult the chroma/color information to effortlessly manipulate
luminance as you see fit, while Tracking monitors noise propagation.
Synthetic luminance dataset are created by simply specifying the total exposure times for
each imported dataset. With a click of a button, synthetic luminance datasets can be
added to an existing luminance dataset, or can be used as a (synthetic) luminance dataset
in its own right.
Finally, the Compose module can be used to create bi-color composites, or to extract
individual channels from color images.
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Usage
Creating a composite is as easy as loading the desired datasets into the desired slots, and
optionally setting the desired composite scheme and exposure lengths.
The 'Luminance' button loads a dataset into the 'Luminance File' slot. The 'Lum Total
Exposure' slider determines the total exposure length in hours, minutes and seconds. This
value is used to create the correct weighted synthetic luminance dataset, in case the
'Luminance, Color' composite mode is set to create a synthetic luminance form the loaded
channels. Loading a Luminance file will only have an effect when the 'Luminance, Color'
parameter is set to a compositing scheme that incorporates a luminance dataset (e.g. 'L,
RGB', 'L + Synthetic L From RGB, RGB' or 'L + Synthetic L From RGB, Mono') .
The Red, Green and Blue buttons load a dataset in the 'Red File', 'Green File' and 'Blue File'
slots respectively. The 'Red Total Exposure', 'Green Total Exposure', 'Blue Total Exposure'
sliders determine the total exposure length in hours, minutes and seconds for each of the
three slots. These values are used to create the correct weighted synthetic luminance
dataset (at 1/3rd weighting of the 'Lum Total Exposure'), in case the 'Luminance, Color'
composite mode is set to create a synthetic luminance from the loaded channels.
Loading an dataset into the 'Red File', 'Green File' or 'Blue File' slots will see any missing
slots be synthesised automatically if the 'Color Ch. Interpolation' parameter is set to 'On'.
Loading a color dataset into the 'Red File', 'Green File' or 'Blue File' slots will automatically
extract the red, green and blue channels of the color dataset respectively.
There are a number of compositing schemes available, some of which will put StarTools
into 'composite' mode (as signified by a lit up 'Compose' label on the Compose button on
the home screen). Compositing schemes that require separate processing of luminance and
color will put StarTools in this special mode. Some module may exhibit subtly different
behaviour, or expose different functionality while in this mode.
The following compositing schemes are selectable;
• 'RGB, RGB' simply uses red + green + blue for luminance and uses red, green and
blue for the color information. No special processing or compositing is done. Any
loaded Luminance dataset is ignored, as are Total exposure settings.
• 'RGB, Mono' simply uses red + green + blue for luminance and uses the average of
the red, green and blue channels for all channels for the color information,
resulting in a mono image. Any loaded Luminance dataset is ignored, as are Total
exposure settings.
• 'L, RGB' simply uses the loaded luminance dataset for luminance and uses red,
green and blue for the color information. Total exposure settings are ignored.
StarTools will be put into 'composite' mode, processing luminance and color
separately but simultaneously. If not Luminance dataset is loaded, this scheme
functions the same as 'RGB, RGB' with the execption that StarTools will be put into
'composite' mode, processing luminance and color separately yet simultaneously.
• 'L + Synthetic L from RGB, RGB' creates a synthetic luminance dataset from
Luminance, Red, Green and Blue, weighted according to the exposure times
provided by the 'Total Exposure' sliders. The color information will consists of
simply the red, green and blue datasets as imported. StarTools will be put into
'composite' mode, processing luminance and color separately yet simultaneously.
• 'L + Synthetic L from RGB, Mono' creates a synthetic luminance dataset from
Luminance, Red, Green and Blue, weighted according to the exposure times
provided by the 'Total Exposure' sliders. The color information will consists of the
average of the red, green and blue channels for all channels, yielding a mono
image. StarTools is not put into 'composite' mode, as no color information is
available.
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On synthetic luminance generation
For practical purpose, synthetic luminance generation assumes that, besides possibly
varying total exposure lengths, all other factors remain equal. E.g. it is assumed that
bandwidth response is exactly equal to that of the other filters in terms of width and
transmission, and that only shot noise from the object varies (either due to differences in
signal in the different filter band from the imaged object, or due to differing exposure
times).
When added to a real (non synthetic) luminance filter source, the synthetic luminance's
three red, green and blue channels are assumed to contribute exactly one third to the
added synthetic luminance. E.g. it is assumed that the aggregate filter response of the
individual three red, green and blue channels, exactly match that of the single luminance
channel.
Channel assignment and coloring
As of StarTools 1.6, channel assignment does not dictate final coloring. In other words,
loading, for example, your SHO dataset as RGB, no longer locks you into that choice.
Uniquely, thanks to the signal evolution Tracking engine, the Color module allows you to
remap the channels at will, even far into your processing.
So, if for example you wish to switch your SHO imported dataset to a OHS rendering
instead (or even complex channel blends), you can do so in a couple of clicks. The same
goes for a HOO bi-color. Also see the Color module documentation for more information.

Popular coloring
Popular narrowband composite coloring
Hubble / HST / SHO
The Hubble Space Telescope palette (also known as 'HST' or 'SHO' palette) is a popular
palette for color renditions of the S-II, Hydrogen-alpha and O-III emission bands. This
palette is achieved by loading S-II, Hydrogen-alpha and O-III ('SHO') as red, green and blue
respectively. A special 'Hubble' preset in the Color module provides a shortcut to color
rendition settings that mimic the results from the more limited image processing tools
from the 1990s.
H-alpha and O-III bicolor
A popular bi-color rendition of H-alpha and O-III is to import H-alpha as red and O-III as
green as well as blue. A synthetic luminance frame is then created that only gives red and
blue (or green instead of blue, but not both!) a weighting according to the two datasets'
exposure lengths. The resulting color rendition tends to be close to these bands'
manifestation in the visual spectrum with H-alpha a deep red and O-III appearing as a teal
green.
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AutoDev
Top:
traditional Digital
Development curve,
Bottom: AutoDev.
Notice more detail
visible in the shadows,
while not compromising
on detail in midtones or
blowing out stars.

AutoDev is an advanced image stretching solution that relies on detail analysis, rather
than the simple non-linear transformation functions from yesteryear.
To be exact, in StarTools, Histogram Transformation Curves (DDP, Levels and Curves,
ArcSinH stretch, MaskedStretch etc.) are considered obsolete an non-optimal; AutoDev
uses robust, controllable image analysis to achieve better, more objective results in a
more intuitive way.
When data is acquired, it is recorded in a linear form, corresponding to raw photon
counts. To make this data suitable for human consumption, stretching it non-linearly is
required.
Historically, simple algorithms were used to emulate the non-linear response of
photographic paper by modelling its non-linear transformation curve. Later, in the 1990s
because dynamic range in outer space varies greatly, 'levels and curves' tools allowed
imagers to create custom histogram transformation curves that better matched the object
imaged so that the most amount of detail became visible in the stretched image.
Creating these custom curves was a highly laborious and subjective process. And,
unfortunately, in many software packages this is still the situation today. The result is
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almost always sub-optimal dynamic range allocation, leading to detail loss in the shadows
(leaving recoverable detail unstretched), shrouding interesting detail in the midtones (by
not allocating it enough dynamic range) or blowing out stars (by failing to leave enough
dynamic range for the stellar profiles). Working on badly calibrated screens, can
exacerbate the problem of subjectively allocating dynamic range with more primitive
tools.
'StarTools’ AutoDev module however uses image analysis to find the optimum custom
curve for the characteristics of the data.'
Not a bug, but a feature! Don't let a first
result like this scare you. AutoDev is doing
you a favor by showing you exactly what is
wrong with your data. In this we can see
heavy light pollution, gradients and stacking
artifacts that need taking care of before we
can go any further
StarTools' AutoDev module uses image analysis
to find the optimum custom curve for the
characteristics of the data. By actively
looking for detail in the image, AutoDev
autonomously creates a custom histogram
curve that best allocates the available
dynamic range to the scene, taking into account all aspects and detail. As a consequence,
the need for local HDR manipulation is minimised.
AutoDev is, in fact, so good at its job that it is also one of the most important tools in
StarTools for initial data inspection; using AutoDev as one of the first modules on your data
will see it bring out problems in the data, such as stacking artefacts, gradients, bias, dust
donuts, etc. Upon removal and/or mitigation of these problems, AutoDev may then be
used to stretch the cleaned up data.
Upon removal and/or mitigation of these problems, AutoDev may then be used to stretch
the cleaned up data, bringing out detail across the entire dynamic range equally.

Usage
To be able to detect detail, AutoDev has a lot of smarts behind it. Its main detail detection
algorithm analyses a Region of Interest ("RoI") - by default the whole image - so that it can
find the optimum histogram transformation curve based on what it "sees".
Understanding AutoDev on a basic level is pretty simple really; its goal is to look at what's
in your image and to make sure as much as possible is visible, just as a human would (try
to) look at what is in the image and approximate the optimal histogram transformation
curves using traditional tools.
The problem with a histogram transformation curve (aka 'global stretch') is that it affects
all pixels in the image. So, what works in one area (bringing out detail in the background),
may not necessarily work in another (for example, it may make a medium-brightness DSO
core harder to see). Therefore it is important to understand that - fundamentally globally stretching the image is always a compromise. AutoDev's job then, is to find the
best-compromise global curve, given what detail is visible in your image and your
preferences. Of course, fortunately we have other tools like the Contrast, Sharp and HDR
modules to 'rescue' all detail by optimising for local dynamic range on top of global
dynamic range.
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Great allocation of dynamic
range by AutoDev after taking
care of the stacking artifacts,
gradients and light pollution
using the Wipe module.

Being able to show all things in your image equally well, is a really useful feature, as it is
also very adept at finding artefacts or stuff in your image that is not real celestial detail
but requires attention. That is why AutoDev is also extremely useful to launch as the first
thing after loading an image to see what - if any - issues need addressing before
proceeding. If there are any, AutoDev is virtually guaranteed to show them to you. After
fixing such issues (for example using Crop, Wipe, Band or other modules), we can go on to
use AutoDev's skills for showing the remaining (this time real celestial) detail in the image.
'AutoDev finds the best compromise global curve, given what detail is visible in your
image and your preferences.'
If most of the image consists of a background and just a small object of interest, by
default AutoDev will weigh the importance of the background higher (since it covers a
much larger part of the image vs the object). This is understandable and neatly
demonstrates its behavior. It will always look for the best compromise stretch to show the
entire Region of Interest ("RoI" - by default the entire image). This also means that if the
background is noisy, it will start digging out the noise, taking it as "fine detail" that needs
to be "brought out". If this behaviour is undesirable, there are a couple of things you can
do in AutoDev.
1. Change the 'Ignore Fine Detail <' parameter, so that AutoDev will no longer detect
fine detail (such as noise grain).
2. Simply tell it what it should focus on instead by specifying an ROI and not regard
the area outside the ROI just a little bit ('Outside ROI influence').
You will find that, as you include more background around the object, AutoDev, as
expected, starts to optimise more and more for the background and less for the object. To
use the RoI effectively, give it a "sample" of the important bit of the image. This can be a
whole object, or it can be just a slice of the object that is a good representation of what's
going on in the object in terms of detail. You can, for example, use a slice of a galaxy
from the core, through the dust lanes, to the faint outer arms. There is no shame in trying
a few different ROIs in order to find one you're happy with. What ever the case, the result
will be more optimal and objective than pulling at histogram curves.
There are two ways of further influencing the way the detail detector "sees" your image;
• The 'Detector Gamma' parameter applies - for values other than 1.0 - a non-linear
stretch to the image prior to passing it to the detector. E.g. the detector will "see"
a darker or brighter image and create a curve that suits this image, rather than the
real image.
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This makes the detector proportionally more (< 1.0) or less (> 1.0) sensitive to
detail in the highlights.
o Conversely it makes the detector less (<1.0) or more (> 1.0) sensitive to detail
in the shadows. The effect can be though of as a "smart" gamma correction.
Note that tweaking this parameter will, by virtue of its skewing effect, cause
the resulting stretch to no longer be optimal.
• The 'Shadow Linearity' parameter specifies the amount of linearity that is applied
in the shadows, before non-linear stretching takes over. Higher amounts have the
effect of allocating more dynamic range to the shadows and background.
o

Understanding AutoDev's behavior
In AutoDev, you're controlling an impartial and objective detail detector, rather than a
subjective and hard to control (especially in the highlights) bezier/spline curve.
Having something impartial and objective taking care of your initial stretch is very
valuable, as it allows you to much better set up a "neutral" image that you can build on
with the other local detail-enhancing tools in your arsenal (e.g. Sharp, HDR, Contrast,
Decon, etc.). For example, when using Autodev, it will quickly become clear that point
lights and over-exposed highlights, such as the cores of bright stars, remain much more
defined. The dreaded "star bloat" effect is much less pronounced or even entirely absent,
depending on the dataset.

Notice how over-exposed highlights do not
"bloat" at all. The cores stay in their place
and do not "bleed" into the neighboring
pixels.

However, knowing how to effectively use Region of Interests ("RoI") is crucial to making the
most of AutoDev. Particularly if the object of interest is not image-filling, a Region of
Interest will often be necessary. Fortunately the fundamental workings of the RoI are easy
to understand.
Let's say our image is of galaxy, neatly situated in the center. Then confining the RoI
progressively to the core of the galaxy, the stretch becomes more and more optimised for
the core and less and less for the outer rim. Conversely, if we want to show more of the
outer regions as well, we would include those regions in the RoI.
Shrinking or enlarging the RoI, you will notice how the stretch is optimised specifically to
show as much as possible of the image inside of the RoI. That is not to say that anything
outside the RoI will be invisible. It just means that AutoDev will not (or more correct;
much less - see the 'Outside RoI Influence' parameter) take into account what is happening
to the image outside the RoI.
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Confining the Region of Interest ("RoI") progressively to the core of this galaxy, the
stretch becomes more and more optimised for the core and less and less for the outer
regions.
Color retention
Non-linearly stretching an image's RGB components causes its hue and saturation to be
similarly stretched and squashed. This is often observable as 'washing out' of coloring in
the highlights.
Traditionally, image processing software for astrophotography has struggled with this,
resorting to kludges like 'special' stretching functions (e.g. arcsinh) that somewhat
minimize the problem, or even procedures that make desaturated highlights adopt the
colors of neighboring, non-desaturated pixels.
'While other software continues to struggle with color retention, StarTools Tracking
feature allows the Color module to go back in time and completely reconstruct the
RGB ratios as recorded, regardless of how the image was stretched'
While other software continues to struggle with color retention, StarTools Tracking feature
allows the Color module to go back in time and completely reconstruct the RGB ratios as
recorded, regardless of how the image was stretched.
This is one of the major reasons why running the Color module is preferably run as one of
the last steps in your processing flow; it is able to completely negate the effect of any
stretching - whether global or local - may have had on the hue and saturation of the
image.
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Because of this, AutoDev's performance is not stymied like some other stretching solutions
(e.g. arcsinh) by a need to preserve coloring. The two aspects - color and luminance - of
your image are neatly separated thanks to StarTools' signal evolution Tracking engine.
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Develop: Stretching with Photographic Film Emulation
Top: linear image
Bottom: image developed
by photographic film curve
using Develop module by
'homing in'.
Notice the lack of star
bloat, courtesy of the
automatic black and white
point detection.

The Develop module was created from the ground up as an alternative the classic Digital
Development algorithm that attempts to emulate classic film response when first
developing a raw stacked image.
It effectively functions as a classic digital 'dark room' where your prized raw signal is
developed and readied for further processing.
The module can also be used as swiss pocket knife for gamma correction, normalisation
and channel luminance contribution remixing.

Usage
First off, please note that this module emulates many aspects of photographic film,
including its shortcomings. These shortcomings include photographic film's tendency to
"bloat" stellar profiles. If your goal is to achieve a non-linear stretch that shows as much
detail as possible, the far more advanced AutoDev will always do an objectively better job
for that purpose.
'This module emulates many aspects of photographic film, including its shortcomings'
Enhancements over the classic Digital Development algorithm (Okano, 1997), are the
introduction of an additional gamma correction component, the removal of the edge
enhancement component, and the introduction of automated black and white point
detection. The latter ensures your signal never clips, while making histogram checking a
thing of the past.
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A semi-automated 'homing in feature' attempts to find the optimal settings that bring out
as much detail as possible, while still adhering to the Digital Development curve.
Finally, a luminance mixer allows for re-mixing of the contribution of each color channel
to brightness.
Color Retention
Non-linearly stretching an image's RGB components causes its hue and saturation to be
similarly stretched and squashed. This is often observable as "washing out" of coloring in
the highlights.
Traditionally, image processing software for astrohptography has struggled with this,
resorting to kludges like "special" stretching functions (e.g. ArcSinH) or Color enhancement
extensions to the DDP algorithm (Okano, 1997) that only attempt to minimize the
problem, while still introducing color shifts
While other software continues to struggle with color retention, StarTools Tracking feature
allows the Color module to go back in time and completely reconstruct the RGB ratios as
recorded, regardless of how the image was stretched.
This is one of the major reasons why running the Color module is preferably run as one of
the last steps in your processing flow; it is able to completely negate the effect of any
stretching - whether global or local - may have had on the hue and saturation of the
image.
Because of this, the digital development color treatment extensions as proposed by Okana
(1997) has not been incorporated in the Develop module. The two aspects - color and
luminance - of your image are neatly separated thanks to StarTools' signal evolution
Tracking engine.
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Bin: Trade Resolution for Noise Reduction
400% zoomed crop of
an image. Left: scaled
down to 25% of its
original size using
nearest neighbor
sampling (retaining
noise). Right: same
image binned down to
25% of its original
size. A significant
amount of noise
reduction has occured.
Futher deconvolution is now an option. Notice real structural detail is not compromised,
but any non-structural detail (noise) has been removed.
The Bin module puts you in control over the trade-off between resolution, resolved detail
and noise.
With today's multi-megapixel imaging equipment and high density CCDs, oversampling is a
common occurrence; there is only so much detail that seeing conditions allow for with a
given setup. Beyond that it is impossible to pick up fine detail. Once detail no longer fits
in a single pixel, but instead gets 'smeared out' over multiple pixels due to atmospheric
conditions (resulting in a blur), binning may turn this otherwise useless blur into noise
reduction. Binning your data may make an otherwise noisy and unusable data set usable
again, at the expense of 'useless' resolution.
The Bin module was created to provide a freely scalable alternative to the fixed 2×2 (4x
reduction in resolution) or 4×4 (16x reduction in resolution) software binning modes
commonly found in other software packages or modern consumer digital cameras and
DSLRs (also known as 'Low Light Mode'). As opposed to these other binning solutions, the
StarTools' Bin module allows you to bin your data (and gain noise reduction) by the amount
you want – if your data is seeing-limited (blurred due to adverse seeing conditions) you are
now free to bin your data until exactly that limit and you are not forced by a fixed 2×2 or
4×4 mode to go beyond that.
Similarly, deconvolution (and subsequent recovery of detail that was lost due to
atmospheric conditions) may not be a viable proposition due to the noisiness of an initial
image. Binning may make deconvolution an option again. The StarTools Bin module allows
you to determine the ratio whith which you use your oversampled data for binning and
deconvolution to achieve a result that is finely tuned to your data and imaging
circumstances of the night(s).
Core to StarTools' fractional binning algorithm is a custom built anti-aliasing filter that has
been carefully designed to not introduce any ringing (overshoot) and, hence, to not
introduce any artefacts when subsequent deconvolution is used on the binned data.
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Usage
Operating the Bin module
couldn't be easier with just one
slider doing all the work.
The Bin module is operated with
just a single parameter. This
parameter controls the amount of
binning that is performed on the
data. The new resolution is
displayed ('New Image Size X x
Y') , as well the single axis scale
reduction, the Signal-to-NoiseRatio improvement and the
increased bit-depth of the new
image.
When To Bin?
Data binning is a data pre-processing technique used to reduce the effects of minor
observation errors. Many astrophotographers are familiar with the virtues of hardware
binning. The latter pools the value of 4 (or more) CCD pixels before the final value is read.
Because reading introduces noise by itself, pooling the value of 4 or more pixels reduces
this 'read noise' also by a factor of 4 (one read is now sufficient, instead of having to do 4).
Ofcourse, by pooling 4 pixels, the final resolution is also reduced by a factor of 4. There
are many, many factors that influence hardware binning and Steve Cannistra has done a
wonderful write-up on the subject on his starrywonders.com website. It also appears that
the merits of hardware binning are heavily dependent on the instrument and the chip
used.
Most OSCs (One-Shot-Color) and DSLR do not offer any sort of hardware binning in color,
due to the presence of a Bayer matrix; binning adjacent pixels makes no sense, as they
alternate in the color that they pick up. The best we can do in that case is create a
grayscale blend out of them. So hardware binning is out of the question for these
instruments.
So why does StarTools offer software binning? Firstly, because it allows us to trade
resolution for noise reduction. By grouping multiple pixels into 1, a more accurate 'super
pixel' is created that pools multiple measurements into one. Note that we are actually
free to use any statistical reduction method that we want. Take for example this 2 by 2
patch of pixels;
77
37
A 'super pixel' that uses simple averaging yields (7 + 7 + 3 + 7) / 4 = 6. If we suppose the '3'
is anomalous value due to noise and '7' is correct, then we can see here how the other 3
readings 'pull up' the average value to 6; pretty darn close to 7.
We could use a different statistical reduction method (for example taking the median of
the 4 values) which would yield 7, etc. The important thing is that grouping values like
this tends to filter out outliers and make your super pixel value more precise.
Sensor resolution may be going up, but the atmosphere's resolution will forever remain the
same - buying a higher resolution instrument will do nothing for the detail in your data in
that case!
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Binning and the loss of resolution
But what about the downside of losing resolution? That super high resolution may have
actually been going to waste! If for example your CCD can resolve detail at 0.5 arcsecs per
pixel, but your seeing is at best 2.0 arcsecs, then you effectively have 4 times more pixels
than you need to record one 1 unit of real resolvable celestial detail. Your image will be
'oversampled', meaning that you have allocated more resolution than the signal really will
ever require. When that happens, you can zoom in into your data and you will notice that
all fine detail looks blurry and smeared out over multiple pixels. And with the latest DSLRS
having sensors that count 20 million pixels and up, you can bet that most of this resolution
will be going to waste at even the most moderate magnification.
'Sensor resolution may be going up, but the atmosphere's resolution will forever
remain the same - buying a higher resolution instrument will do nothing for the detail
in your data in that case!'
This is also the reason why professional CCDs are typically much lower in resolution; the
manufacturers rather use the surface area of the chip for coarser but more deeper, more
precise CDD wells ('pixels') than squeezing in a lot of very imprecise (noisy) CCD wells (it
has to be said the latter is a slight oversimplification of the various factors that determine
photon collection, but it tends to hold).
Binning to undo the effects of debayering interpolation
There is one other reason to bin OSC and DSLR data to at least 25% of its original
resolution; the presence of a bayer matrix means that (assuming an RGGB matrix) after
applying a debayering (aka 'demosaicing') algorithm, 75% of all red pixels, 50% of all green
pixels, and another 75% of all blue pixels are completely made up!
Granted, your 16MP camera may have a native resolution of 16 million pixels, however it
has to divide these 16 million pixels up between the red, green and blue channels! Here is
another very good reason why you might not want to keep your image at native resolution.
Binning to 25% of native resolution will ensure that each pixel corresponds to one real
recorded pixel in the red channel, one real recorded pixel in the blue channel and two
pixels in the green channel (the latter yielding a 50% noise reduction in the green
channel).
There are, however, instances where the interpolation can be undone if enough frames are
available (through sub-pixel dithering) to have exposed all sub-pixels of the bayer matrix
to real data in the scene (drizzling).
Fractional binning
StarTools' binning algorithm is a bit special in that it allows you to apply 'fractional'
binning; you're not stuck with pre-determined factors (ex. 2x2, 3x3 or 4x4). You can bin
exactly the amount that achieves a single unit of celestial detail in a single pixel. In order
to see what that limit is, you simply keep reducing resolution until no blurriness can be
detected when zooming into the image. Fine detail (not noise!) should look crisp.
However, you may decide to leave a little bit of blurriness to see if you can bring out more
detail using deconvolution.
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Crop: Express Cropping Tool with Switchable Luminance and Chroma
Preview
Cropping is as easy as clicking and
dragging with the mouse

The crop module is an easy-to-use image cropping tool with quick aspect ratio presets and
switchable luminance and chroma preview modes.
The module was designed to quickly find and eliminate stacking artefacts across
luminance and chrominance data, as well as help with framing your object(s) of interest.

Usage

The Crop module has a simple
interface with 8 popular aspect
ratio presets.

Using the crop module is fairly straightforward. The desired crop is created by clicking and
dragging with the mouse the area to retain. Fine-tuning can be accomplished by changing
the X1, Y1 and X2, Y2 coordinate pair parameters.
8 preset crops are available. Their names ('3:2', '2:3', '16:9', 9:16') denote the aspect ratio,
while the smaller or greater sign prefix denotes their behaviour;
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Presets with the greater-than ('>') sign will grow the current selection to achieve
the selected aspect ratio
• Presets with the smaller-than ('<') sign will shrink the current selection to achieve
the selected aspect ratio
A 'Color' button is available, which functions much like the Color button in the Wipe
module. It is only available when Compose mode is engaged (e.g. luminance and chroma
are being processed separately, yet simultaneously) and allows you to switch the view
between the luminance and chroma datasets that are being processed in parallel. The
later is useful if, for example, you need to crop stacking artefacts that only exist in the
chroma dataset, but not in the luminance dataset. Because chrominance data always
remains linear and is never stretched like the luminance dataset, a courtesy (nonpermanent) AutoDev is applied, so you can better see what is in the chrominance dataset.
•
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Wipe: Light Pollution, Vignetting and Gradient Removal
The Wipe module
detects, models and
removes any source of
unwanted light bias.

Usage
The Wipe module's main purpose is to eliminate unwanted light in an image and establish
a neutral background.
Unwanted light may come in the form of gradients, colour cast or light pollution.
• Gradients are usually prevalent as gradual increases (or decreases) of background light
levels from one corner of the image to another. Sources may include the or a nearby
street light.
• Colour casts are a tint of a particular colour which, contrary to a gradient, affects the
whole image evenly.
• Light pollution is the presence of a persistent haze of (often) coloured light, caused by
urban street lighting.
2 sources of unwanted light; a gradient
starting at the upper right corner, and light
pollution in the form of the typical yellow/
brown light. Also visible is vignetting, as
seen in the darkening of the corners. Image
courtesy of Charles Kuehne.

Other issues that the Wipe module may ameliorate are vignetting and amp glow;
• Vignetting manifests itself as the gradual darkening of the image towards the corners
and may be caused by a number of things.
• Amp glow is caused by circuitry heating up in close proximity to the CCD, causing
localised heightened thermal noise (typically at the edges). On some older DSLRs and
Compact Digital Cameras, amp glow often manifests itself as a patch of purple fog near
the edge of the image.
Strictly speaking, Vignetting is not an additive light source and the correct course of
action is to apply flat frames during sub frame calibration. That said, reasonable results
can be achieved using Wipe's 'vignetting' preset.
Note that while part of Wipe's job description is 'establishing a neutral background', this
doesn't necessarily the background is colourless. It simply means that the colour channels
are now bias-less, however colour calibration of the channels by the Color module is still
required.
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Preparing data for the Wipe Module
Leaving stacking artifacts in will cause Wipe
to interpret the anomalous data as true
background, causing it to back off near the
location of the artifacts.
It is of the utmost importance that Wipe is
given the best artefact-free, linear data you
can muster.
Because Wipe tries to find the true (darkest)
background level, any pixel reading that is
mistakenly darker than the true background
in your image (for example due to dead
pixels on the CCD, or a dust speck on the
sensor) will cause Wipe to acquire wrong
readings for the background. When this
happens, Wipe can be seen to 'back off'
around the area where the anomalous data
was detected, resulting in localised patches
where gradient (or light pollution) remnants
remain. These can often look like halos.
Often dark anomalous data can be found at
the very centre of such a halo or remnant.
Halo around a simulated dust speck dark
anomaly.
The reason Wipe backs off is that Wipe (as is the case with most modules in StarTools)
refuses to clip your data. Instead Wipe allocates the dynamic range that the dark anomaly
needs to display its 'features'. Of course, we don't care about the 'features' of an anomaly
and would be happy for Wipe to clip the anomaly if it means the rest of the image will
look correct.
Fortunately, there are various ways to help Wipe avoid anomalous data;
• A 'Dark anomaly filter' parameter can be set to filter out smaller dark anomalies, such as
dead pixels or small clusters of dead pixels, before passing on the image to Wipe for
analysis.
• Larger dark anomalies (such as dust specks on the sensor) can be excluded from analysis
by, simply by creating a mask that excludes that particular area (for example by
'drawing' a 'gap' in the mask using the Lassoo tool in the Mask editor).
• Stacking artefacts can be cropped using the Crop module.
Masking out the dust speck in order to make
Wipe ignore that location.
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The result of making Wipe ignore the
anomalous data. No halo-like remnant is
left.

Bright anomalies (such as satellite trails or hot pixels) do not affect Wipe.
Operating the Wipe Module
Once any dark anomalies in the data have successfully been dealt with, operating the
Wipe module is fairly straightforward. By default, a setting is selected that performs well
in the presence of moderate gradients, colour casts or bias levels.
If the gradient is found to undulate stronger, a higher 'Aggressiveness' setting may be
appropriate. When using a higher 'Aggressiveness', be mindful of Wipe not 'wiping' away
any medium to larger scale nebulosity. To Wipe, larger scale nebulosity and a strong
undulating gradients can look like the same thing!
If you're worried about Wipe removing any larger scale nebulosity, you can protect this
nebulosity by masking it out, so that Wipe doesn't sample it.
Because Wipe's impact on the dynamic range in the image is typically very, very high, a
(new) stretch of the data is almost always appropriate so that the freed up dynamic range
that used to be occupied by the gradients and/or light pollution can now be put to good
use to show detail. Therefore, a global re-stretch using the AutoDev or Develop module is
almost always required.
Having to 'Keep' the result and switching to 'AutoDev' or 'Develop', just to see the result, is
a bit tedious. Therefore, switching on a courtesy 'Temporary AutoDev' operation allows you
to see the result.
Advanced parameters
A number of controls for advanced use and special cases are available.
The 'Corner aggressiveness' lets the user specify a different aggressiveness value for the
corners of the image. This can be useful if gradients become stronger in just the corners
and can help ameliorate vignetting. The 'Drop off point' determines how far from the
center of the image the 'Corner aggressiveness' starts taking over from the main
'Aggressiveness' parameter. At 100% for the 'Drop off point', no effect is visible (e.g. only
the main 'Aggressiveness' parameter is used) since the' Corner aggressiveness' only comes
into effect 100% of the way between the center of the image and the corners.
The 'Precision' parameter can help when dealing with rapidly changing (e.g. undulating)
gradients combined with high 'Aggressiveness' values.
The 'Mode' parameter allows for the selection of what aspect of the image should be
corrected by Wipe;
• Correct color and brightness; removes both colour and brightness bias across the image.
• Correct color only; removies color casts but does not impact brightness bias.
• Correct brightness only; retains color but corrects brightness bias. This mode is useful
when processing narrowband data, or data that was not acquired on earth (for example
Hubble Space Telescope data).
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Contrast: Local Contrast Optimization
Top: globally stretched data without
further local dynamic range
optimisation.
Bottom: Large to medium scale local
dynamic range optimisation with the
Contrast Module.

The Contrast module optimizes local
dynamic range allocation, resulting in
better contrast, reducing glare and
bringing out faint detail.
It operates on medium to large areas and
is especially effective for enhancing
contrast in nebulae, globular clusters and
galaxy cores.

Usage
We will use this Hydrogen Alpha dataset of
Meloitte 15, acquired by Jim Misti to
demonstrate the Contrast module.

The Contrast module has some parameters in common with the Wipe module. In some
ways it is similar, though not the same.
Just like the Wipe module, the Contrast module is sensitive to 'dark anomalies'; pixels not
of celestial origin that are darker than the real celestial background.
So, just like the Wipe module, if dark anomalies are present, we need to make sure that
any such anomalies are mitigated before Contrast sees them, either by removing them
(cropping them out) or instructing the Contrast module to ignore them (increasing the
'Dark anomaly filter' parameter).
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A lower 'Aggrressiveness' setting tends to
yield images that are less stark, by being less
aggressive with local dynamic range
optimisation.

Once any dark anomalies are taken care of, a suitable 'Aggressiveness' parameter needs to
be chosen. The 'Aggressiveness' parameter controls how 'local' the dynamic range
optimisation is allowed to be. You will find that a higher 'Aggressiveness' value with all else
equal, will yield an image with areas of starker contrast. More generally, you will find that
changing the 'Aggressiveness' value will see the Contrast module take pretty different
decisions on what and where to optimise. The rule of thumb is that a higher
'Aggressiveness' value will see smaller and 'busier' areas given priority over larger more
'tranquil' areas.
A higher 'Aggrressiveness' setting tends to
yield images that more stark, by being more
aggressive with local dynamic range
optimisation.

Similar to the Wipe module, the 'Precision' parameter can be used to increase the
precision when dealing with highly detailed wide-fields with a lot of undulating detail,
combined with high 'Aggressiveness' values.
The 'Dark anomaly headroom' parameter controls how heavily the Contrast module
'squashes' the dynamic range of larger scale features it deems 'unnecessary'. By deallocating dynamic range that is used to describe larger features and re-allocating it to
interesting local features, the de-allocation necessarily involves reducing the larger
features' dynamic range, hence 'squashing' that range. Very low settings may appear to clip
the image (though this is not the case). For those familiar with music production, the
Contrast module is very much akin to a Compressor, but for your image instead.
The 'Compensate gamma' feature attempts to apply a non-linear curve that makes the
image just as bright as the source (input) image. This option may be desirable if the image
has gotten to dark.
Finally, the 'Expose dark areas' option can help expose detail in the shadows by
normalizing the dynamic range locally; making sure that the fully dynamic range is used at
all times. This option may generate artefacts at high 'Aggressiveness' settings, which may
be mitigated in some instances by increasing the 'Precision' parameter.
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HDR: Automated Local Dynamic Range Optimization
Example of subtle local dynamic
range manipulations. Top left
original. Top right 'Equalize'
algorithm. Bottom left 'Optimize'
algorithm. Bottom right 'Reval
All' algorithm.

The HDR (High Dynamic Range) module optimises local dynamic range, in order to bring
out the maximum amount of detail that is hidden in your data. A HDR optimisation tool is a
virtual necessity in astrophotography, owing to the huge brightness differences (aka
'dynamic range') innate to various objects that exist in deep space.
'The HDR (High Dynamic Range) module optimises local dynamic range, in order to
bring out the maximum amount of detail that is hidden in your data.'
As opposed to other approaches (for example wavelet-based ones), the HDR module
enhances dynamic range allocation locally (not just globally). It further takes into account
psycho-visual theory (i.e. the way human vision perceives and processes detail) in the way
the controls operate on the image.
Finally, the HDR module does not exacerbate noise grain like simpler dynamic range
algorithms, factoring in noise propagation into the size of the final detail enhancement.
The result is an artefact free, totally natural looking image with real detail that does not
suffer from the problems that other approaches suffer from, such as looking 'flat', looking
too busy, or blowing out highlights such as stars.

usage
The HDR module optimises local dynamic range allocation for smaller details (e.g. on a
more local level) than the Contrast module; the HDR module works primarily medium-tosmall features in the image.
The HDR module complements the Sharpen module and is generally a more flexible and
powerful alternative that generally achieves artifact-free results. Examples of use cases
are bright galaxy cores where small detail is still recoverable in the highlights.
The HDR module does not exacerbate noise grain like simpler dynamic range algorithms,
factoring in noise propagation into the size of the final detail enhancement. As such, it is
meant after your non-linear dataset has been stretched, for example using the
Development or AutoDev modules.
As with most modules in StarTools, the HDR module comes with a number of presets;
Optimise - accentuates detail
Equalise - pulls detail into the midtones and out of the shadows and highlights
Tame - pulls detail into the midtones and out of just the highlights
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Reveal - reveals latent structural detail in the highlights (set 'Algorithm' to 'Reveal All' to
also reveal structural detail in the shadows)
Going beyond the presets, more detailed adjustments can be made, starting with the
'Detail Size Range' parameter. This parameter is highly influential on the end result. It
governs the range of detail sizes HDR should concentrate on, in order to bring out the
most detail. Keeping this value small will see small detail accentuated. However, using
larger values will see both small and large structural detail modified. Using larger values
will progressively dig out larger scale structures and can be quite effective in highlighting
these.
A selection of different algorithms to bring out detail exists. These are chosen through the
'Algorithm' parameter:
• 'Equalize', much like the preset, pulls detail into the midtones and out of the
shadows and highlights.
• 'Tame highlights' uses the 'Equalize' algorithm to enhance just the highlights. It is a
great tool for reducing glare, very effectively negating brightness build-up in DSO
cores and galaxies. It can yield similar results to the Contrast module, but on
smaller scales.
• 'Brighten Dark' uses the 'Equalize' algorithm to enhance just the shadows. It just
can be an extremely useful tool for bringing out latent detail in the shadows, such
as faint, larger scale nebulosity. Because the Reveal module as whole factors in
noise propagation into the size of the final detail enhancement, it does not tend to
introduce much noise grain and will only bring out larger scale structures if
detected.
• 'Optimize soft' uses a fairly conservative detail enhancement strategy and is useful
to give, for example, an image of a DSO a bit more 'punch' if it is mostly very wispy
or shrouded in nebulosity.
• 'Optimize hard' is a less conservative version of 'Optimize soft' and is a good general
purpose structural detail enhancer.
• 'Reveal DSO core' uses the 'Reveal' algorithm and applies it to just the highlights. It
is a very aggressive, but also effective, structural detail hunter. Its aggressiveness
can be controlled by the 'Strength' parameter. The Reveal algorithm is a (very, very)
distant cousin of the simple Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalisation
(CLAHE) algorithm, but rather than performing local histogram equalisation, it
performs local histogram stretching and not equalisation, thereby avoiding artifacts
and noise grain exacerbation in areas with low signal-to-noise ratios. The 'Reveal
DSO core' only workson the highlights.
• 'Reveal All' is similar in all aspects to the 'Reveal DSO core' algorithm, with the
exception that it is also applied to the shadows, enhancing the totality of the local
dynamic range.
In order to throttle how much the shadows and highlights respond to the enhancements, a
brightness mask is used, the power of which is controlled by the 'Dark/Bright Response'
parameter.
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Sharp: Multi-scale Noise-Aware Structural Detail Enhancement
As of StarTools 1.6,
the Sharp is able to
dig out faint detail in
the form of larger
structures, entirely
without exacerbating
noise.

StarTools' Detail-aware Wavelet Sharpening allows you to bring out faint structural detail
in your images.
Other Wavelet Sharpening implementations can often drown out other fine detail because
of different frequency ranges competing for the modification of the same pixel - in those
implementations, the different scales (bands) interfere with each other and are not aware
of the sort of detail you are trying to bring out.
'StarTools' Detail-aware Wavelet Sharpening allows you to bring out faint structural detail
in your images'
Unique to other implementations, StarTools' Wavelet Sharpening gives you control over
how detail enhancements across different scales and SNR areas interact. Apart from
traditional parameters like controlling the strength of the detail enhancement per band,
StarTools allows you to be the arbiter when two scales (bands) are competing to enhance
detail in their band for the same pixel.

Left: source. Middle: bias towards larger scale structures. Right: bias towards smaller
scale structures.
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As of StarTools 1.6, you can now control how Sharp enhances detail based on the Signal-toNoise Ratio (SNR) per-pixel in your image. This ability lets you dig out larger scale faint
detail without increasing noise.
As with all modules in StarTools, the Wavelet Sharpening module will never allows you to
clip your data, always yielding useful results, no matter how outrageous the values you
choose, while availing of the Tracking feature's data mining. The latter makes sure that,
contrary to other implementations, only detail that has sufficient signal is emphasised,
while noise grain propagation is kept to a minimum.
Using StarTools' Auto Mask Generator, stars are automatically left alone. And, best of all,
the complete algorithm is so fast that results are calculated in virtually real-time, while
the interface couldn't be more user friendly.
This new version of the module is now able to determine per-pixel the minimum scale at
which the signal is still good enough to bring out latent detail. It then proceeds to target
that scale automatically if/when needed.
In practice, the result is pretty effective in bringing out latent detail and structures that themselves - are mired in higher scale noise, while greatly reducing the introduction of
noise due to oversharpening.

Some examples with otherwise identical (exaggerated!) settings in 1.5 (left) and 1.6
(right)
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Deconvolution: Detail Recovery from Seeing-Limited and DiffractionLimited Data

200% zoomed crop input and output. Left: original, right: Decon result. Thanks to signal
evolution Tracking, and despite stretching, local dynamic range optimization and noise
presence, Decon is able to recover the finest details without introducing artifacts, or the
need for support masks or manual intervention.
StarTools' Deconvolution module allows for recovering detail in seeing-limited and
diffraction-limited datasets.
StarTools' deconvolution is unique amongst astrophotography software in several ways;
• Firstly, StarTools' Tracking feature allows you to apply 'mathematically correct'
Deconvolution on data you have already stretched and processed. You can use
deconvolution at any stage during your processing. In fact, the module will achieve
better results if used late in your processing work flow. This is because the module
will then have a better understand of how the signal (and its noise component) was
stretched and modified per-pixel.
• Second, the regularization algorithm (the algorithm that keeps noise from
destabilising the convergent solution) is designed so that no guessing is needed as
to how to set its parameters correctly. The regularization parameter is always set
to provide the optimal balance between noise/artifact and detail based on the
detected noise statistics of your dataset.
• Third, the regularization algorithm employs the same psychovisual tricks as found
in the noise grain equalization denoise module. This means it is able to shape any
introduced (if you so choose) noise grain into 'useful' detail enhancing grain.
• Fourth, the Deconvolution algorithm in StarTools does not require pristine data and
will often still successfully enhance detail in noisier datasets.
• Finally, the Deconvolution algorithm in StarTools is so fast, that previewing and
experimentation to find the right parameters can be done in near-real-time. This
includes evaluating the effects of different, custom Point Spread Functions ('PSFs').
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Usage
It is important to understand two things about deconvolution;
• Deconvolution is 'an ill-posed problem', due to the presence of noise in every
dataset. This means that there is no one perfect solution, but rather a range of
approximations to the 'perfect' solution.
• Deconvolution should not be confused with sharpening; deconvolution should be
seen as a means to restore a compromised (distorted by atmospheric turbulence
and diffraction by the optics) dataset. It is not meant as an acuity enhancing
process.
Understanding the former two important points will make clear why the various
parameters exist in this module.
Defect and singularity mask
First order of business for using the Decon module, is to generate an inverted star mask.
This mask should contain all pixels we wish to deconvolve, with the exception of
'singularities' (e.g. areas that contain aberrant or no data, such as hot, dead pixels,
defective sensors columns or over-exposing star cores). For your convenience, an AutoMask
feature is available by means of the 'AutoMask' button (also launched upon opening the
Decon module).
The AutoMask feature is able to generate a suitable star mask in most cases by selecting
'Auto-generate mask'. As of StarTools 1.6, a more conservative 'Auto-generate conservative
mask' option is also available which refrains from masking out detail in the highlights as
much. The latter may be useful if your instrument has a good linear response throughout
the dynamic range and even into the highlights. Alternatively, you may also launch the
Mask editor to create (or touch up) a mask yourself.
Deconvolution is extremely sensitive to aberrant data, as it relies on all data to be 'real'
and (originally) linear, in order to undo the specified blur in that area of the image.
Letting Decon deconvolve any aberrant data greatly impacts the immediate vicinity being
deconvolved and virtually always leads to significant artefacts being generated.
The Point Spread Function (PSF)

Left: original, middle: deconvolved image with appropriate settings, right: deconvolved
image with ringing artifacts due to an inappropriate (too high) choice for the Radius
parameter.
The Deconvolution algorithm's task, is to reverse the blur caused by the atmosphere and
optics. Stars, for example, are so far away that they should really render as single-pixel
point lights. However in most images, stellar profiles of non-overexposing stars show the
point light 'smeared' out, yielding a core surrounded by light tapering off. Further
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diffraction may be caused by spider vanes and/or other obstructions in the Optical Tube
Array, for example yielding diffraction spikes.
The point light's energy is scattered around its actual location, yielding the blur. The way a
point light is blurred like this, is also called a Point Spread Function (PSF). Deconvolution
is all about modelling this PSF, then finding and applying its reverse to the best of our
abilities.
Atmospheric or lens-related blur is more easily modelled, as its behaviour and effects on
long exposure photography has been well studied over the decades. 5 subtly different
models are available for selection via the 'Primary Point Spread Function' parameter;
• 'Gaussian' uses a Gaussian distribution to model atmospheric blurring. This model is
fast to calculate and was the default model in StarTools prior to version 1.6.
• 'Circle of Confusion' models the way light rays from a lens are unable to come to a
perfect focus when imaging a point source (aka the 'Circle of Confusion'). This
distribution is suitable for images taken outside of Earth's atmosphere or images
where Earth's atmosphere did otherwise not distort the image.
• 'Moffat Beta=4.765 (Trujillo)' uses a Moffat distribution with a Beta factor of 4.765.
Trujillo et al (2001) propose in their paper that this value is the best fit for
prevailing Atmospheric turbulence theory.
• 'Moffat Beta=3.0 (Saglia, FALT)' uses Moffat distribution with a Beta factor of 3.0,
which is a rough average of the values tested by Saglia et al (1993). The value of
~3.0 also corresponds with the findings Bendinelli et al (1988) and was
implemented as the default in the FALT software at ESO, as a result of studying the
Mayall II cluster.
• 'Moffat Beta=2.5 (IRAF)' uses a Moffat distribution with a Beta factor of 2.5, as
implemented in the IRAF software suite by the United States National Optical
Astronomy Observatory.

Even this noisy and heavily drizzled Hubble dataset can be corrected by the StarTools'
Decon module at its native, drizzled resolution. Left: not deconvolved, middle:
deconvolved, right: deconvolved and noise grain equalized.
The size (aka 'kernel size') of the chosen 'Primary Point Spread Function' is controlled by
the 'Primary Radius' parameter. A good rule of thumb is to increase this value until ringing
artefacts become noticeable, and then back off a little. As of StarTools 1.6, an 'Enhanced
Deringing' parameter is available than can further ameliorate ringing artefacts.
Converging on an optimal solution is an iterative process in the Deconvolution module. In
general, more iterations, controlled by the 'Iterations' parameter, will yield a better result
but will take longer to compute. More iterations tend to yield diminishing returns.
Different datasets may benefit from more or fewer iterations. You may wish to experiment
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on a smaller preview section to evaluate improvements before computing deconvolution of
the entire image.
A 'Secondary Point Spread Function' may be specified by clicking on a star. The
Deconvolution module will then use the star as a guide to construct a suitable total PSF.
Good star samples are stars that do not overexpose, but are not too dim, are closer to the
center of the image and have a flat background. When a 'Secondary Point Spread Function'
is provided, the total/final PSF used is a combination of that PSF modulated by the
'Primary Point Spread Function'. This allows you to create a final PSF that is tightly
controlled by the ideal atmospheric profile (and its radius) as specified by the 'Primary
Point Spread Function', while exhibiting a custom measure of deformity as seen in the
selected star's PSF.
For example, to make Decon use the 'Secondary Point Spread Function' only, set the
'Primary Point Spread Function' to 'Circle of Confusion (No Atmosphere)' and specify a very
large 'Primary PSF Radius'. As expected, smaller radii will start cutting off the 'Secondary
Point Spread Function' in a circular fashion. For a gentler tapering off of the 'Secondary
Point Spread Function', you can use, for example,a 'Gaussian (Fast)' profile for the 'Primary
Point Spread Function'.
Optionally, any star chosen as a 'Secondary Point Spread Function' can be made to
iteratively deconvolve along with the image (by choosing one of the 'Dynamic' Star Sample
settings). This effectively means that the deconvolution process deconvolves with an everchanging total PSF. This mode can yield very good, even superior results, depending on the
fidelity of the initial star sample, though at the cost of longer processing times. If this
mode is selected and you are using a preview, make sure that the chosen star is included
in the preview and falls well into the preview area.
Understanding regularization
The 'Regularization' parameter controls the balance between newly recovered detail and
noise grain propagation. Deconvolution is exceptionally sensitive to noise; without
something to check whether newly recovered detail is indeed detail or artifact, the
compounding effect of multiple iterations of deconvolving noise will end up a noisy,
artefacting mess.
'Regularization in StarTools is automatically set to a baseline that should yield a
good balance between detail recovery and artefact suppression'
The 'Regularization' in StarTools is automatically set to a baseline that should yield a good
balance between detail recovery and artefact/noise suppression. However, there are
instances where you may wish to deviate somewhat from the baseline to show more
detail. The way this detail is introduced at the expense of noise, is very similar to how the
Noise Grain Equalization Denoise module works; noise grain is allocated/'allowed' in such a
way that it is still hard to detect by humans if the image is viewed at 100% zoom or below.
Zoom levels above 100% break the illusion, however and noise grain allocation becomes
visible.
In general, as opposed to any other software, regularization (and deconvolution as a
whole) in StarTools is extremely adept at detecting and mitigating noise and artifact
propagation, thanks to signal evolution Tracking. Regularization in StarTools is wholly
driven by per-pixel SNR statistics gathered as you processed the image, thereby avoiding
artefact development in low SNR areas, while guaranteeing maximum detail in higher SNR
areas. In fact, this ability makes applying deconvolution later in your processing a good
idea, as Decon will have more 'up to date' SNR statistics to work with. The closer your
image is to completion, the more settled per-pixel SNR measurements will be. The latter
settled SNR-measurements can than be taken into account by the Regularization algorithm
to yield the most appropriate results for your image.
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If pushed to introduce noise to gain more
detail, the regularization algorithm employs
the same psychovisual tricks as found in the
noise grain equalization denoise module. Top
left; regularization set to 1.0 (no grain
introduced). Top right; regularization set to
0.85 (grain is introduced in such a way that
it is nearly invisible at native resolution).
Bottom; a 200% zoom of the top right image
(breaking the illusion and showing the noise
grain).

Throughout all this, Deconvolution still operates on the linear data, even though the end
result is calculated for your stretched and (possibly) heavily processed image. The
mechanism responsible for this mathematical tour de force is 'Tracking Propagation';
decisions based on your stretched image are back propagated to the dataset when it was
linear, re-calculated, then forward propagated to the heavily processed state your dataset
is now in.
You can think of this procedure as undoing all changes you made since you started with
linear data until the dataset is linear again, then making a modification to the dataset in
its linear state, then redoing all
those changes you made again this time starting from modified
linear data. It's a little bit like time
travel and changing the past using
knowledge about the future.
Uniquely, thanks to Tracking in
StarTools, deconvolution cares not
if the image has been stretched or
heavily processed already. Top
left: original, top right:
immediate deconvolution, bottom
left: heavy processing of original,
bottom right: deconvolution of
heavily processed original.
There are two modes for 'Tracking
Propagation'. The first, 'Post-decon
(fast)', default mode, only back
and forward propagates the final
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result of the deconvolution operation and uses an approximation for the intermediary
iterations. This was the default mode before StarTools 1.6. The second mode, 'During
Regularization (Quality)' back and forward propagates the results constantly for every
iteration. The second option is slower but more precise than the first, however may allow
you to push the dataset a little more, especially in conjunction with 'Regularization' values
lower than the default balanced 1.0.
Lunar, planetary and solar
Deconvolution for planetary, solar and lunar imaging can be achieved as well by switching
'Image Type' to 'Lunar/Planetary'. The difference between 'Deep Space' and 'Lanr/
Planetary' mode deconvolution is the way reconstructed highlights are treated. In the case
of 'Deep Space', reconstructed highlights are assumed to overexpose and dynamic range of
the entire image is not adjusted, while reconstructed highlights in the case of a 'Lunar/
Planetary' image, reconstructed highlights are allocated additional dynamic range, as to
not make them overexpose. Note that this assumes there are no prior over-exposing areas
in the source image.
Finding an appropriate latent PSF in StarTools' Decon module is an iterative process. In
general, more iterations, controlled by the 'Iterations' parameter, will yield a better result
but will take longer to compute. More iterations will yield diminishing returns. Different
datasets may benefit from more or fewer iterations. You may wish to experiment on a
smaller preview section to evaluate improvements before computing deconvolution of the
entire image.
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Life: Global Light Diffraction Remodelling of Large Scale Structures
The Life module's Isolate preset
at work, 'pushing back' a busy star
field and refocusing attention on
the nebulosity.

The Life module brings back 'life'
into an image by remodelling
uniform light diffraction, helping
larger scale structures such as
nebulae and galaxies stand out
and (re)take center stage.
Throughout the various processing
stages, light diffraction (a subtle
'glow' of very bright objects due
to lens or mirror diffraction)
tends to be distorted and
suppressed through the various
ways dynamic range is
manipulated. This can sometimes
leave an image 'flat' and 'lifeless'. The Life module attempts to restore the effects of
uniform light diffraction by an optical system, throughout a processed image. It does so by
means of modelling an Airy disk pattern and re-calculating what the image would look like
if it were diffracted by this pattern. The resulting model is then used to modulate or
enhance the source image in various ways. The resulting output image tends to have a reestablished natural sense of depth and ambiance, with better visible super structures.
For example, the Life module's Isolate preset, when applied to the whole image, is
particularly adept at pushing back busy star fields and noisy backgrounds, refocusing the
viewer's attention to the larger scale structures. As such it is a very powerful, yet easy to
use tool to radically change the feel of an image.
The Life module may additionally be used locally by means of a mask. In this case the Life
module can be used to isolate objects in an image and lift them from an otherwise noisy
background. By having the Life module augment an object's super-structure, faint objects
that were otherwise unsalvageable can be made to stand out from the background. Please
note that, depending on the nature of the used selective mask, the super structures
introduced by using the Life module in this particular way with a selective mask, should be
regarded as an educated guess rather than documentary detail.
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Usage
3 examples of the Life module
presets manipulating the
visibility of large scale
structures. Top left; original. Top
right; 'Moderate' preset. Bottom
left; 'Heavy' preset. Bottom right;
'Shroud' preset.

As with most modules in StarTools, the HDR module comes with a number of presets;
Moderate - applies a moderate application of the 'life' algorithm.
• Heavy - a more aggressive application of the 'life' algorithm.
• Less=More - pushes back anything that is not a super structure, imparting depth to
the image by manipulating brightness
• Shroud - Helps brighten an image without emphasising background noise or star
fields.
• Isolate - pushes back anything that is not a super structure (similar to Less = More)
while enhancing energy allocated to super structures.
Going beyond the presets, very detailed adjustments can be made, starting with the 'Glow
Threshold' parameter. This parameter is determines how bright a pixel needs to be before
it is considered for diffraction by the Airy disk diffraction model.

A comparison of the subtle qualities of the 'Less is more' and 'Isolate' presets. Left;
original. Middle; 'Less is more' preset. Right; 'Isolate preset'.
To view just the model that Life is using to enhance the image, the 'Output Glow Only'
parameter can be set to 'Yes'. Optionally this output can be used to manipulate the image
later using the Layer module, or in a separate application.
The 'Strength' parameter governs the overall strength of the effect.
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The 'Inherit Brightness, Color' parameter determines whether brightness or color
information is inherited (and thus unchanged) from the source image.
The 'Saturation' parameter controls the colour saturation of the output model (viewable by
setting 'Output Glow Only' to 'Yes'), before it is applied to the source image to generate
the final output. This parameter can be quite effective for enhancing the color of
nebulosity.
A computer-generated image of an
Airy disk. The grayscale intensities
have been adjusted to enhance the
brightness of the outer rings of the
Airy pattern. Source: Wikipedia.

The 'Detail Preservation' parameter
selects the detail preservation
algorithm the Life module should use
to merge the model with the source
image to produce the output image;
Off - does not attempt to preserve
any detail.
Min Distance to 1/2 Unity - uses the pixel that is closest to half unity (e.g. perfect gray).
• Max Contrast - uses whatever pixel maximises contrast with its neighbouring pixels.
• Linear Brightness Mask - uses a brightness mask that progressively masks-out
brighter values until it uses the original values instead.
• Linear Brightness Mask Darken - uses a brightness mask that progressively masks
out brighter values. Only pixels that are darker than the original image are kept.
• The 'Detail Preservation Radius' sets a filter radius that is used for smoothly
blending processed and non-processed pixels, according to the algorithm specified
by the 'Detail Preservation' parameter.
• The 'Compositing Algorithm' parameter defines how the calculated diffraction
model is to be generally combined with the original image:
• Screen - works like projecting two images on the same screen.
• Power of Inverse - Power of Inversed Pixels (PIP) function.
• Multiply, Gamma Correct - multiplies foreground and background and then takes
the square root.
• Multiply, 2x Gamma Correct - similar to 'Multiply, Gamma Correct' but doubles the
Gamma Correction.
The 'Airy Disk Sampling' parameter controls the accuracy of the point spread function (PSF)
that describes the diffraction model (an Airy disk).
Default is 128 x 128 pixels. Range is 128 x 128, 256 x 256, 512 x 512 pixels.
Increasing this value will give a more accurate simulation but will take longer.
The 'Airy Disk Radius' parameter sets the radius of the Airy disk point spread function (PSF)
that is used to diffract the light. Just like in nature, you may spot some (very) subtle rings
around the stars after processing. The way this looks can be adjusted using this setting.
Finally, as with most modules in StarTools that employ masks, a 'Mask Fuzz' parameter is
available to smoothly blend the transition between masked and non-masked pixels.
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Aesthetics and knowing your audience
Astrophotography is more than just pulling sliders along, showing the maximum amount of
detail. The greatest names in astrophotography are able to tell a story with their images.
The two means that help you with this are framing and scale.
Framing is the way you put your objects in their frame. Take for example this amazing
work by Rogelio Bernal Andreo; it's like the witch is looking up a the star - they are the
two main objects and the eye is immediately drawn to the two and their juxtaposition.
A similarly brilliant example of effective framing, is this image of the blue horsehead; the
'horse' is intently 'staring' at the bright star in front of it. Just spectacular!
Using scale to direct the viewer and tell a story is a little bit less obvious and is a lesser
known technique. This is not surprising; the tools that allow you to effectively manipulate
your presentation this way, have only been introduced fairly recently and only really
pertain to astrophotography. The advent of multi-scale processing (aka 'wavelets) tools in
programs like like PixInsight for the first time afforded astrophotographers control over
individual detail sizes in their images.
The scale at which you process has ramifications for your final presentation and how you
would want to show details, structures and super-structure coherence. Just like a painting
in a museum, are you going to force people to 'step back' and admire the image as a whole
(i.e. provide a lower, screen filling resolution), or are you going to let people 'swim
around' in your image through panning? Both are valid choices but will lead to a different
aesthetic and composition. The first means you will try to create an image that is pleasing
as a whole, much like an oil painting - you dispense with amplifying 'busy' (i.e. small)
detail, such as a busy star field, that detracts from the super structure. The other, a 1:1
close up where you will have your viewers panning through, emphasises busy detail, with
lots of stuff to discover as you pan through. Zoom out though and the image will look very
busy and less aesthetically pleasing.
The nice thing is, it is up to you - you have the tools! In StarTools the Life module
especially lets you manipulate and enhance super structures all the way down to the
smaller details. And, of course, StarTools also comes with traditional wavelet sharpening
tools.

Original (data courtesy of Josh Lake)
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Treated with Life's Isolate preset (attenuating
everything but super structures)

Treated with Life, augmenting smaller
superstructures and re-embedding detail into
super structure with HDR's Reveal algorithm
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Color: Advanced Color Correction and Manipulation
Top: traditional processing,
Bottom: StarTools color constancy
showing true color of the core,
regardless of brightness. (image
acquisition by Jim Misti)

Thanks to StarTools' Tracking feature the Color module provides you with unparalleled
flexibility when it comes to colour presentation in your image.
Whereas other software without Tracking data mining, destroys colour and colour
saturation in bright parts of the image as the data gets stretched, StarTools allows you to
retain colour and saturation throughout the image with its 'Color Constancy' feature. This
ability allows you to display all colours in the scene as if it were evenly illuminated,
meaning that even very bright cores of galaxies and nebulas retain the same colour
throughout, irrespective of their local brightness, or indeed acquisition methods and
parameters.

Left: traditional
processing, Right:
S t a r To o l s c o l o r
constancy showing
star temperatures
evenly until well into
the core.
This ability is important in scientific representation of your data, as it allows the viewer to
compare similar objects or areas like-for-like, since colour in outer space very often
correlates with chemical signatures or temperature.
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The same is true for star temperatures across the image, even in bright, dense star
clusters. This mode allows the viewer of your image to objectively compare different parts
and objects in the image without suffering from reduced saturation in bright areas. It
allows the viewer to explore the universe that you present in full colour, adding another
dimension of detail, irrespective of the exposure time and subsequent stretching of the
data.
Color constancy
(right) demonstrates
how features with
similar chemical/
phsycial properties
show identical colors,
regardless
of
brightness.

For example, StarTools enables you to keep M42's colour constant throughout, even in its
bright core. No fiddling with different exposure times, masked stretching or saturation
curves needed. You are able to show M31's true colours instead of a milky white, or resolve
star temperatures to well within a globular cluster's bright core. All that said, if you're a
fan of the traditional 'handicapped' way of colour processing in other software, then
StarTools can emulate this type of processing as well.
The Color module's abilities don't stop there, however. It is also capable of emulating a
range of complex LRGB color compositing methods that have been invented over the
years. And it does it at the click of a button! Even if you acquired data with an OSC or
DSLR, you will still be able to use these compositing methods; the Color module will
generate synthetic luminance from your RGB on the fly and re-composite the image in
your desired compositing style.
The Color module allows for various ways to calibrate the image, including by star field,
sampling G2V star, galaxy sampling and - unique to StarTools - the MaxRGB calibration
view. The latter allows for objective colour calibration, even on poorly calibrated screens.
Aside from Color calibration (thanks to Tracking data mining carried out on a linear version
of your data, no matter whether you have stretched it or not), the Color module comes
with a number of ways to control colour saturation in your image. A green removal
algorithm rounds out the feature set.

Usage
The Color module is very powerful - offering capabilities surpassing most other software yet it is simple to use.
The primary goal that the Color module was designed to accomplish, is achieving a good
colour balance that accurately describes the colour ratios that were recorded. In
accomplishing that goal, the Color module goes further than other software by offering a
way to negate the adverse effects of non-linear dynamic range manipulations on the data
(thanks to Tracking data mining). In simple terms, this means that colouring can be
reproduced (and compared!) in a consistent manner regardless of how bright or dim a part
of the scene is shown.
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Upon launch, the colour module blinks the mask three times in the familiar way. If a full
mask is not set, the Color modules allows you to set it now, as colour balancing is typically
applied to the full image (requiring a full mask).
In addition to blinking the mask, the Color module also analyses the image and sets the
Red Bias Reduce, Green Bias Reduce and Blue Bias Reduce factors to an value which it
deems the most appropriate for your image. This behaviour is identical to manually
clicking the 'Sample' button.
Launching the Color Module
If a full mask is not set, the Color
modules allows you to set it now,
as colour balancing is typically
applied to the full image
(requiring a full mask).

StarTools tends to come up with a
reasonable colour balance by
default.

Setting a colour balance
The Red, Green and Blue Bias controls.

The Red Bias Reduce, Green Bias Reduce and Blue Bias Reduce factors are the most
important settings in the Color module. They directly determine the colour balance in
your image. Their operation is intuitive; too much red in your image? Pump up the 'Red
Bias Reduce' value. Too little red in your image? Reduce the 'Red Bias Reduce' value.
If you'd rather operate on these values in terms of Bias Increase, then simply switch the
'Bias Slider Mode' setting to 'Sliders Increase Color Bias'.
Switching between these two modes you can see that, for example, a RedBias Reduce of
8.00 is the same as a Green and Blue Bias Increase of 8.00. It makes intuitive sense when
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you think about it - a relative decrease of red makes blue and green more prevalent and
vice versa.
In addition to blinking the mask, the Color module also analyses the image and sets the
Red Bias Reduce, Green Bias Reduce and Blue Bias Reduce factors to an value which it
deems the most appropriate for your image. This behaviour is identical to manually
clicking the 'Sample' button.
Color balancing techniques
Now that we know how to change the colour balance, how do we know what to actually
set it to?
There are a great number of tools and techniques that can be applied in StarTools that let
you home in on a good colour balance. Before delving into them, It is highly recommended
to switch 'Style' to 'Scientific (Color Constancy)' during color balancing, even if that is not
the preferred style of rendering the colour of the end result, this is because the Color
Constancy feature makes it much easier to colour balance by eye in some instances due to
its ability to show continuous, constant colour throughout the image. Once a satisfactory
colour balance is achieved, of course, feel free to switch to any alternative style of colour
rendering.
White reference by clicking a pixel
If you know that a particular pixel or area in
your image is supposed to be a shade of
neutral white or gray, simply clicking on it is
sufficient to let StarTools compute the right
Red, Green and Blue bias settings to make
that pixel appear neutral. This technique is
particularly useful if you have a star of
spectral type G2V (sun-like) in your image.
The reasoning is that the sun is the perfect
daylight white reference, and so any similar
star elsewhere in the galaxy should be too.

White point reference by mask sampling
We can calibrate against a big enough
population of non-associated foreground
stars, by putting them in a mask, clicking
'Sample' in the Color module and applying
the found bias values to the whole image
again.

Upon launch, or upon clicking the Sample button, the Color module samples whatever
mask is set (note also that the set mask also ensures the Color module only applies any
changes to the masked-in pixels!) and sets the Red, Green and Blue bias settings
accordingly.
We can use this same behaviour to sample larger parts of the image that we know should
be white. This method mostly exploits the fact that stars come in all sorts of sizes and
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temperatures (and thus colours!) and that this distribution is completely random.
Therefore if we sample a large enough population, we should find the average star to be
somewhere in the middle. Our sun is a very average star and is the white balance that
we're after. Therefore, if we sample a large enough number of pixels containing a large
enough number of stars, we should find a good colour balance.
A reasonably good color balance achieved by
putting all stars in a mask using the Auto
feature and sampling them.

We can accomplish that in two ways; we either sample all stars (but only stars!) in a wide
enough field, or we sample a whole galaxy that happens to be in the image (note that the
galaxy must be of a certain type to be a good candidate and be reasonably close preferably a barred spiral galaxy much like our own Milkyway).
Whichever you choose, we need to create a mask, so we launch the Mask editor. Here we
can use the Auto feature to select a suitable selection of stars, or we can us the Flood Fill
Brighter or Lassoo tool to select a galaxy. Once selected, return to the Color module and
click Sample. StarTools will now determine the correct Red, Green and Blue bias to match
the white reference pixels in the mask so that they come out neutral.
To apply the new colour balance to the whole image, launch the Mask editor once more
and click Clear, then click Invert to select the whole image. Upon return to the Color
module, the whole image will now be balanced by the Red, Green and Blue bias values we
determined earlier with just the white reference pixels selected.
White balancing in MaxRGB mode
Major green channel dominance in the core
points to color imbalance in that area.

StarTools comes with a unique colour balancing aid called MaxRGB. This mode of colour
balancing is exceptionally useful if trying to colour balance by eye, but the user suffers
from colour blindness or uses a screen that is not colour calibrated very well.
The MaxRGB aid allows you to view which channel is dominant per-pixel. If a pixel is
mostly red, that pixel is shown red, if a pixel is mostly green, that pixel is shown green,
and if a pixel is mostly blue, that pixel is shown blue.
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Reducing the green bias has removed green
dominance in the core, leaving only
spurious/random green dominance due to
noise.

Switching from MaxRGB mode to Normal
mode confirms the image still looks good.

By cross referencing the normal image with the MaxRGB image, it is possible to find
deficiencies in the colour balance. For example, the colour green is very rarely dominant
in space (with the exception of highly dominant OIII emission areas in, for example the
Trapezium in M42).
Therefore, if we see large areas of green, we know that we have too much green in our
image and we should adjust the bias accordingly. Similarly if we have too much red or blue
in our image, the MaxRGB mode will show many more red than blue pixels in areas that
should show an even amount (for example the background). Again we then know we should
adjust red or green accordingly.
White balancing by known features and processes

M101 exhibiting a nice yellow core, bluer
outer regions, red/brown dust lanes and
purple HII knots, while the foreground stars
show a good distribution of color
temperatures from red to orange, yellow,
white to blue.

StarTools' Color Constancy feature makes it much easier to see colours and spot processes,
interactions, emissions and chemical composition in objects. In fact, the Color Constancy
feature makes colouring comparable between different exposure lengths and different
gear. This allows for the user to start spotting colours repeating in different features of
comparable objects. Such features are, for example, the yellow cores of galaxies (due to
the relative over representation of older stars as a result of gas depletion), the bluer
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outer rims of galaxies (due to the relative over representation of bright blue young stars
as a result of the abundance of gas) and the pink/purplish HII area 'blobs' in their discs.
Red/brown (white light filtered by dust) dust lanes complement a typical galaxy's
rendering.
Similarly, HII areas in our own galaxy (e.g. most nebulae), while in StarTools Color
Constancy Style mode, display the exact same colour signature found in the galaxies; a
pink/purple as a result of predominantly deep red Hydrogen-alpha emissions mixed with
much weaker blue/green
emissions of Hydrogen-beta and Oxygen-III emissions and (more dominantly) reflected blue
star light from bright young blue giants who are often born in these areas, and shape the
gas around them.
Dusty areas where the bright blue giants have 'boiled away' the Hydrogen through
radiation pressure (for example the Pleiades) reflect the blue star light of any surviving
stars, becoming distinctly blue reflection nebulae. Sometimes gradients can be spotted
where (gas-rich) purple gives away to (gas-poor) blue (for example the Rosette core) as
this process is caught in the act.
Diffraction spikes, while artefacts, also can be of great help when calibrating colours; the
'rainbow' patterns (though skewed by the dominant colour of the star whose light is being
diffracted) should show a nice continuum of colouring.
Finally, star temperatures, in a wide enough field, should be evenly distributed; the
amount of red, orange, yellow, white and blue stars should be roughly equal. If any of
these colors are missing or are over-represented we know the colour balance is off.
Colour balancing of data that was filtered by a light pollution filter
Colour balancing of data that was filtered by a light pollution filter is fundamentally
impossible; narrow (or wider) bands of the spectrum are missing and no amount of colour
balancing is going to bring them back and achieve proper colouring. A typical filtered data
set will show a distinct lack in yellow and some green when properly colour balanced. It's
by no means the end of the world - it's just something to be mindful of.
Correct colouring may be achieved however by shooting deep luminance data with light
pollution filter in place, while shooting colour data without filter in place, after which
both are processed separately and finally combined. Colour data is much more forgiving in
terms of quality of signal and noise; the human eye is much more sensitive to noise in the
luminance data that it is in the colour data. By making clever use of that fact and
performing some trivial light pollution removal in Wipe, the best of both worlds can be
achieved.
OSC (One-Shot-Color) instruments
Many more modern OSC cameras have a spectrum response that increases in sensitivity
across all channels beyond the visual spectrum red cut-off (the human eye can detect red
wavelengths up until around 700nm). This is a feature that allows these cameras pick up
detail beyond the visual spectrum (for example for use with narrowband filters or for
recording infrared detail).
However, imaging with these instruments without a suitable IR/UV filter (also known as a
"luminance filter") in place, will cause these extra-visual spectrum wavelengths to
accumulate in the visual spectrum channels. This can significantly impact the "correct" (in
terms of visual spectrum) colouring of your image. Just as a light pollution filter makes it
fundamentally impossible to white-balance back the missing signal, so too does imaging
with extended spectrum response make it impossible to white-balance the superfluous
signal away.
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This example spectral response graph of a
ZWO ASI290MC camera shows a marked
"bump" in the green and blue response
beyond the red visual spectrum cut-off
(approximately 700nm).
Hallmarks of datasets that have been
acquired with such instruments, without a
suitable IR/UV filter in place, is a distinct
yellow cast that is hard (impossible) to get
rid of, due to a strong green response
coming back in combined with extended
red channel tail.
The solution is to image with a suitable IR/
UV filter in place that cuts-off the extended spectrum response before those channels
increase in sensitivity again. The needed IR/UV filter will vary per OSC. Consult the
respective manufacturers' spectral graphs to find the correct match for your OSC.
Tweaking your colors

Increasing saturation makes colours more
vivid, while increasing the Dark Saturation
response parameter introduces more colour
in the shadows.

Once you have achieved a color balance you are happy with, the StarTools Color module
offers a great number of ways to change the presentation of your colours.
Style
The parameter with the biggest impact is the 'Style' parameter. StarTools is renowned for
its Color Constancy feature, rendering colours in objects regardless of how the luminance
data was stretched, the reasoning being that colours in outer space don't Shrinkally
change depending on how we stretch our image. Other software sadly lets the user stretch
the colour information along with the luminance information, warping, distorting and
destroying hue and saturation in the process. The 'Scientific (Color Constancy)' setting for
Style undoes these distortions using Tracking information, arriving at the colours as
recorded.
To emulate the way other software renders colours, two other settings are available for
the Style parameter. These settings are 'Artistic, Detail Aware' and 'Artistic, Not Detail
Aware'. The former still uses some Tracking information to better recover colours in areas
whose dynamic range was optimised locally, while the latter does not compensate for any
distortions whatsoever.
LRGB Method Emulation
The LRGB Method Emulation allows you to emulate a number of colour compositing
methods that have been invented over the years. Even if you acquired data with an OSC or
DSLR, you will still be able to use these compositing methods; the Color module will
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generate synthetic luminance from your RGB on the fly and re-composite the image in
your desired compositing style.
A more 'handicapped' way of showing colours
is also available, emulating the way other
software distorts and destroys hues and
saturation along with stretching the
luminance data.

The difference in colouring can be subtle or more pronounced. Much depends on the data
and the method chosen.
• 'Straight CIELab Luminance Retention' manipulates all colours in a psychovisually
optimal way in CIELab space, introducing colour without affecting apparent
brightness.
• 'RGB Ratio, CIELab Luminance Retention' uses a method first proposed by Till
Credner of the Max-Planck-Institut and subsequently rediscovered by Paul
Kanevsky, using RGB ratios multiplied by luminance in order to better preserve star
colour. Luminance retention in CIELab color space is applied afterwards.
• '50/50 Layering, CIELab Luminance Retention' uses a method proposed by Robert
Gendler, where luminance is layered on top of the colour information with a 50%
opacity. Luminance retention in CIELab color space is applied afterwards. The
inherent loss of 50% in saturation is compensated for, for your convenience, in
order to allow for easier comparison with other methods.
• 'RGB Ratio' uses a method first proposed by Till Credner of the Max-Planck-Institut
and subsequently rediscovered by Paul Kanevsky, using RGB ratios multiplied by
luminance in order to better preserve star colour. No further luminance retention is
attempted.
• '50/50 Layering, CIELab Luminance Retention' uses a method proposed by Robert
Gendler, where luminance is layered on top of the colour information with a 50%
opacity. No further luminance retention is attempted. The inherent loss of 50% in
saturation is compensated for, for your convenience, in order to allow for easier
comparison with other methods.
• Note that the LRGB Emulation Method feature is only available when Tracking is
engaged.
Saturation
The 'Saturation' parameter allows colours to be rendered more, or less vividly, whereby
Bright Saturation and Dark Saturation control how much colour and saturation is
introduced in the highlights and shadows respectively. It is important to note that
introducing colour in the shadows may exacerbate colour noise, though Tracking will make
sure any such noise exacerbations are recorded and dealt with during the final denoising
stage.
Cap Green
The 'Cap Green' parameter, finally, removes spurious green pixels if needed, reasoning that
green dominant colours in outer space are rare and must therefore be caused by noise.
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Use of this feature should be considered a last resort if colour balancing does not yield
adequate results and the green noise is severe. The final denoising stage should, thanks to
Tracking data mining, pin pointed the green channel noise already and should be able to
adequately mitigate it.
Matrix correction and remapping
As of StarTools 1.6, the Color module comes with a vast number of camera color correction
matrices for various manufacturers (Canon, Nikon, Sony, Olympus, Pentax and more), as
well as a vast number of channel blend remappings for narrowband dataset (e.g. HST/SHO
or bi-color duoband/quadband filter data).
Uniquely, thanks to the signal evolution Tracking engine, this color calibration is preferably
performed towards the end of your processing workflow. This allows you to switch color
rendering at the very last moment at the click of a button without having to re-composite
and re-process, while also allowing you to use cleaner, non-whitebalanced, non-matrix
corrected data for your luminance component, aiding signal fidelity.
The new Color Module Demystified
This section is to demystify what exactly StarTools is doing to your colors and how the
Style and LRGB Method Emulation let you wield awesome power, virtually without having
to lift a finger.
First up is the 'Style' parameter. Ever since Tracking (and by extent, non-linear processing)
was introduced in 1.3, a number of completely new and innovative abilities were
bestowed upon StarTools' modules.
We're all familiar with StarTools detail aware noise reduction, deconvolution after
stretching, and lately the intelligent 'detail aware' wavelet sharpener. Around 1.3.2 the
Color module was revamped with a new way of Color compositing, separating luminance
and color processing completely. At the time it seemed like the logical way to implement
it, having the Tracking data at our disposal, but it turned out to have some more
interesting atributes.
This algorithm, which is now embodied in the 'Scientific (Color Constancy)' setting of the
'Style' parameter, is a new, more scientifically accurate way of representing color in your
images. Color perception is a difficult subject and there are no right answers to what
constitutes 'the right way' to present color in deep space images. I'd love to elaborate on
this, but we'll save that discussion for another time. What does exist, however is a 'worse'
way of presenting color in deep space images and it is, unfortunately, surprisingly
common.
Take this image of the Orion nebula for example
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It's not the prettiest image, but there's nothing majorly wrong with that. Or so you'd say...
Indeed, this is typical of the best that people using
other software come up with in terms of color. But here
is the rub:
This is the exact same image, same color calibration,
just stretched less.

The core now appears green (which, incidentally, is correct; OIII emissions are dominant),
you might also notice that the stars that are visible are much bluer.
So how come, in the previous image, the core was nearly white? The answer is that this is
the result of (erroneously) stretching the color data along with the luminance (brightness)
as well, which is strangely very much common practice, even in other software that prides
itself on scientific accuracy. Color is a product of discrepancies in the red, green and blue
channels. Stretching these channels non-linearly deforms, stretches, squashes and skew
these discrepancies based on their in-channel brightness. The result is that hues and
saturation levels vary wildly as the user starts stretching the data in order to recover more
luminance detail.
Of course, the notion that things out there in space 'Shrinkally' change their color based on
how we stretch our image would be a fairly ludicrous proposition. Yet, sadly, here we are,
with a majority of images out there suggesting that this is the case.
Now look at the two images again. The core is clearly green in the second (less stretched)
image, while the core in the first image is so pale that we might have missed it is actually
green (indeed many astrophotographers throw their hands up in the air and just depict it
as white). However, notice the area adjacent to the core at 3 o'clock (in the second image
it is completely absent). It is decidedly more green. Could the two areas be of similar
chemical make up?
In fact they are! It is just neigh impossible to see, as stretching the luminosity component
has (for no good reason at all) drained the core of its color, compared to the area adjacent
to it.
And here is where StarTools' Tracking aided color
compositing algorithm comes in:
Now let's ignore for a minute that the colors might
appear a little oversaturated. In the interest of fairness
I applied the same settings for image #1 and image #3.
I had to be a good bit more aggressive with the
saturation to show any color in #1.
What we're seeing here is 'color constancy'. No matter
how the image was stretched, the colors are absolutely
comparable between areas that vary wildly in their
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dynamic range. The area adjacent to the core at 3 o'clock is the exact same green as the
core. Also spare a moment to look at the stars. They now show color, no matter how dull
or bright they are. The full visible black body emission spectrum is covered and what's
most important - temperatures are completely stable and independent of how dull or
bright they were recorded and subsequently stretched. This is because StarTools stays true
to the color data as initially recorded, undoing all the stretching (thanks to Tracking!) to
the luminance data to arrive at the 'virgin' colors as they were recorded.
This is how color in space should be presented from a scientific point of view reproducibility no matter the exposure time or who processed it, with true separation
from the way luminance was processed. Faint Andromedas should produce the same colors
as bright Andromedas. Short exposure star fields should produce the same colors as long
exposure starfields, etc.
Below is another striking example. Notice how star colors are recovered until well into the
core of the globular cluster, while the viewer is able to objectively compare star
temperatures all the way; colors are constant and comparable throughout the DSO.

Now, as of 1.3.5 there is actually a way to 'dumb down' (which perversely was a lot of work
to implement and get right!) color compositing to the levels of other software. StarTools is
all about enabling the user, not about pushing philosophies, so if you want to create
images with the 'handicapped' traditional look you now can, using the 'Artistic' setting for
the 'Style' parameter.
As a StarTools user you may have felt that your colors were never quite like 'the other
guys'; more vivid, just more colorful. And you would have been right. You may have
secretly liked it but you may have been uneasy being proud of the result as it is 'different'
to what a lot of other folks have been producing (your Andromeda may have had a 'strange'
yellow core, your M42 may have had an 'odd' green core, your M16 may have had many
more tints of red and pink, or your stars seemed almost too CGI-pretty to be true). Now
you now why, and now you know you can be just as proud at your images - perhaps even
more, as they have been more scientifically correct/valuable to look at than the other
guy's.
The 'LRGB Method Emulation' setting
Over the past two decades, astrophotographer have struggled with compositing color (e.g.
combining separate luminance and color information) images, leading to a number of
different LRGB compositing methods. I won't go into them here, but all attempt to
invarably 'marry' luminance and color information. The different techniques all produced
different hues and saturations for the same data. And what is true for all of them is that
they involved a lot of layering and pixel math to produce.
Because StarTools separates color from luminance until the very last moment (that
moment being when you use the Color module), really any method of color compositing
can be chosen for combining the data at that moment. The 'LRGB Method Emulation'
simply lets you choose from a number of popular compositing techniques at the click of a
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button. You will notice that all these different settings have a subtle (or sometimes notso-subtle) impact on the hues (and sometimes saturation and luminance) that are
produced. It's just that easy.
Even if your data was from a non-LRGB source, it still works as StarTools will have still
separated color from luminace during processing by creating a synthetic luminance frame
from your RGB-only data where needed. Conversely, as you may have seen in the latest
YouTube video, processing LRGB data is now no different than processing DSLR or OSC
data. Luminance is separated anyway! The only difference is that you load your data
through the LRGB module. It's a big step towards a unified yet extremely powerful
workflow for all data sources.
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Filter: Feature Manipulation by Colour
Top Left: Source, Top
Right: Hydrogen-alpha
enhanced, Bottom
Left: Core light
emissions (yellow)
reject, Bottom Right:
Dust lane pass

The Filter module allows for the modification of features in the image by their colour by
simply clicking on them. It's as close to a post-capture colour filter wheel as you can get.
Filter can be used to bring out detail of a specific colour (such as faint Ha, Hb, OIII or S2
details), remove artefacts (such as halos, chromatic aberration) or isolate specific
features. It functions as an interactive colour filter.
Left: original image, Right: Fringe killer
applied

The Filter module is the result of the observation that many interesting features and
objects in outer space have distinct colors, owing to their chemical make up and
associated emission lines. Thanks to the Color Constancy feature in the Color module,
colours still tend to correlate well to the original emission lines and features, despite any
wideband RGB filtering and compositing. The Filter module was written to capitalise on
this observation and allow for intuitive detail enhancement by simply clicking different
parts of the image with a specific colour.
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Entropy: Inter-channel Entropy-driven Detail Enhancement
Top left: original, top
right: all channel
optimisation, bottom
left: blue channel
optimisation, bottom
right: red + green
optimisation. Original
image courtesy of
NASA, ESA, the Hubble
Heritage Team (STScI/
AURA), and R. Gendler
(for the Hubble
H e r i t a g e Te a m ) .
Acknowledgment: J.
GaBany

The Entropy module is a novel module that enhances detail in your image, using latent
detail cues in the color information of your dataset.
The Entropy module exploits the same basic premise as the Filter module; that is, the
observation that many interesting features and objects in outer space have distinct colors,
owing to their chemical make up and associated emission lines. This correlation become
100% when considering a narrowband composite, where each channel truly is made up of
data from distinct parts of the spectrum.
200% zoom detail from
NASA 106 image. Left:
original, right:
Entropy module
processed image. Very
subtle difference in
clarity and contrast
can be spotted.

The Entropy module works by evaluating entropy (a measure of 'busyness' or 'randomness')
as a proxy for detail. It does so on a local level in each colour channel for each pixel. Once
this measure has been established for each pixel, the individual channel's contribution to
luminance for each pixel is re-weighted in CIELab space to better reflect the contribution
of visible detail in that channel.
The result is that the luminance contribution of a channel with less detail in a particular
area is attenuated. Conversely, the luminance contribution of a channel with more detail
in a particular area is boosted. Overall, this has the effect of accentuating latent
structures and detail in a very natural manner. Operating entirely in CIELab space means
that, psychovisually, there is no change in colour, only brightness.
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Subtle large-scale structure enhancement. Left: original, middle: Entropy module
processed, right: difference map. Of course, the strength of the effect is wholly decided
by the user.
The above attributes make the Entropy module an an extremely powerful tool for
narrowband composites in particular.
The Entropy module is effective both on already processed images, as well as Tracked
datasets. The module is available as of StarTools 1.5.

Usage

The Entropy module makes for a fantastic narrowband manipulaton tool; here it was used
to effortlessly boost the prevalence of O-III emissions in a SHO-mapped image.
The Entropy module is very flexible in its image presentation. To start using the Entropy
module, an entropy map needs to be generated by clicking the 'Do' button. This map's
resolution/accuracy can be chosen by using the 'Resolution' parameter. The 'Medium'
resolution is sufficient in most cases.
For the entropy module to be able to identify detail, the dataset should ideally be of an
image-filling object or scene.
After obtaining a suitable entropy map, the other parameters can be tweaked in realtime;
• The 'Strength' parameter governs the overall strength of the boost or attenuation of
luminance. Overdriving the 'Strength' parameter too much may make channel
transitions too visible. In this case you may wish to pull back, or increase the
'Midtone Pull Filter' size to achieve a smoother blend.
• The 'Dark/Light Enhance' parameter enables you to choose the balance between
darkening and brightening of areas in the image. To only brighten the image (for
example if you wish to bring out faint H-alpha, but nothing else), set this
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•

•

parameter to 0%/ 100%. To only darken the image (for example to better show a
bright DSO core) bring the balance closer to 100%/0%.
The 'Channel Selection' parameter allows you to only target certain channels. For
example, if you wish to enhance S-II more visible in a Hubble-palette image, set
this parameter to red (to which S-II should is mapped). S-II will now be boosted,
and H-alpha and O-III will be pushed back where needed to aid S-II's contrast. If you
wish to avoid the other channels being pushed back, simply set the 'Dark/Light
Enhance' to 0/100%.
The 'Midtone Pull Filter' and 'Midtone Pull Strength' parameters, assist in keeping
any changes in the brightness of your image confined to the area where they are
most effective and visible; the midtones. This feature can be turned off by setting
'Midtone Pull Strength' to 0%. When on, the filter selectively accepts or rejects
changes to pixels, based on whether they are close to half unity (e.g. neutral gray)
or not. This feature works analogous to creating a HDR composite from different
exposure times. The transition boundaries between accepted and rejected pixels
are smoothened out by increasing the 'Midtone Pull Filter' parameter.
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De-Noise: Detail Aware Wavelet-based Noise Reduction
The De-Noise module
offers detail-aware,
astro-specific noise
reduction, which,
paired with StarTools'
Tr a c k i n g f e a t u r e ,
yields results that
have no equal.

Whereas generic noise reduction routines and plug-ins for terrestrial photography are
often optimised to detect and enhance geometric patterns and structures in the face of
random noise, the De-Noise module is optimised to do the opposite and optimise patterns
and structures that are non-geometric in nature in the face of random noise (as well as
read noise).
When used in conjunction with StarTools' 'Tracking' feature which data mines every
decision and noise evolution per-pixel during the user's processing, the results that DeNoise is able to deliver autonomously are absolutely unparalleled. The extremely targeted
noise reduction that is provided in this case, can only be approximated in other software
by spending many hours creating a noise mask by hand.

Usage
The final image before entering
the denoising stage. Large local
dynamic range variations were
intentionally introduced using
the Contrast module to decouple
luminance and noise levels (e.g.
one is no longer a predictor for
the other), in order to
demonstrate the noise evolution
Tracking capabilities of StarTools.

Denoising starts when switching Tracking off. It is therefore generally the last step, and for
good reason. Being the last step, Tracking has had the longest possible time to track and
analyse noise propagation.
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Bearing the aforementioned in mind, note that clicking the Denoise icon in the left hand
menu launches the Denoise module in preview mode; the final result cannot be kept and is
only meant for evaluation purposes to examine noise propagation and mitigation in an
unfinished workflow. Only switching Tracking off will allow you to keep the final noisereduced result.
The first stage of noise reduction involves the selection of 3 subtly different noise
reduction algorithms, and helping StarTools establish a baseline for visual noise grain. To
establish this baseline, increase the 'Grain size' parameter until no noise grain of any size
can be seen any longer. StarTools will use this baseline to more intelligently redistribute
the energy in the various bands that is taken out during the wavelet denoising in the
second stage. Note that this parameter is also still available for modification in the second
stage, though it lacks the visual aid presented here.

Noise reduction is performed at the end of
your processing by switching Tracking off.

After clicking 'Next', the wavelet scale extraction starts, upon which, after a short while,
the second interactive noise reduction stage interface is presented.
The base algorithm that performs noise removal is an enhanced wavelet denoiser, meaning
that it is able to attenuate features based on their size. Noise grain caused by shot noise
(aka Poisson noise) - the bulk of the noise astrophotographers deal with - exists on all size
levels, becoming less noticeable as the size increases. Therefore, much like the Sharp
module, a number of scale sizes are available to tweak, allowing the denoiser to be more
or less aggressive when removing features deemed noise grain at different sizes. Tweaks to
these scale parameters are generally not necessary, but may be desirable if - for whatever
reason - noise is not uniform and is more prevalent in a particular scale.

Signal flow
Firstly, different to basic wavelet denoising implementations, the algorithm is driven by
the per-pixel signal (and its noise component) evolution statistics collected during the
preceding image processing. E.g. rather than using a single global setting for all pixels in
the image, StarTools' implementation uses a different setting (yet centered around a userspecified global setting) for every pixel in the image.

The first stage of the noise reduction
procedure provides StarTools with a visual
calibration with regards to the upper range
of noise grain visibility, as well as a selection
of 3 different noise reduction algorithms.
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Second, the wavelet denoising algorithm is further enhanced by a feature scale correlation
enhancement, which exploits common psychovisual techniques, whereby noise grain is
generally tolerated better in areas of increased detail.
The second and final stage of the noise
reduction process lets you fine-tune all
aspects of the inherent trade-off between
noise reduction and detail loss.

Third, because shot (Poissonian) noise (applied) behaves differently to Gaussian noise
(added) in areas of low signal around the noise floor, a separate algorithm can be deployed
for just these areas if they are prevalent in your image. Datasets and images that show
symptoms of linear noise response breaking down, may exhibit conspicuous single dark
pixels inside otherwise smooth areas. Finally, any removed energy is collected per pixel
and re-distributed across the image, giving the user intuitive control over reintroduction
of noise grain and fine detail, countering any over-smoothening.

A 200% enlarged crop of the image before (left) and after (right) the Tracking-driven
denoising stage. No masks were used, while noise reduction has kept perfect lock-step
with perceived grain despite large local dynamic range variations.

Parameters
The parameters that govern global noise reduction response (rather than per-feature-size)
are 'Brightness/Color detail loss' and 'Smoothness'.
'Brightness/Color detail loss' specifies a measure of allowed acceptable detail loss in order
to reduce noise. In color images, the 'Color detail loss' parameter works solely on any color
noise, while the 'Brightness detail loss' parameter works on the detail itself, not its colors.
The 'Smoothness' parameter determines how much (or little) the denoiser should take
notice of any inter-scale detail correlation. Detail correlation is higher in areas that look
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'busy' such as galaxy or nebula cores or shock waves, whereas detail correlation is low in
areas that are 'tranquil' such as opaque homogenous gas clouds. Increasing 'Smoothness'
progressively ignores such correlation, allowing for more aggressive noise reduction in
areas of higher correlation.
'Scale correlation' specifies how deep the denoiser should look for detail that may be
correlated across scales. Most data can withstand deep correlation, however some types
of data may exhibit an artificially introduced correlation. This can be the case with data
that:
• has been drizzled with insufficient frames
• originates from a sensors with a color filter array (for example an OSC or DSLR) and
where insufficient frames were stacked
• was not sufficiently dithered between sub-frame acquisition
• has any other type of recurring embedded pattern, visible or latent
Noise in such cases will not exhibit a Poisson distribution (e.g. it does no longer resemble
shot noise) and will exhibit correlation in the form of clumps or streaks. Such data may
require a shallower 'Scale correlation' value. More generally, such types of noise/artefacts
are beyond the scope of the denoise module's capabilities and should be corrected during
acquisition and pre-processing, rather than at the post-processing stage.

Recommended workflow
Set Smoothness until fine noise grain is sufficiently smoothened out. Increase Scale 5 if
noise grain is visible in the largest scales. Increase or decrease Grain Dispersion to taste to
reintroduce fine detail and grain. Vary the Brightness Detail Loss and Color Detail Loss if
needed.
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De-Noise 2: Statistical and Psychovisual Noise Grain Equalization

Left: pre-denoise image, middle: statistically optimal noise grain equalization, right:
pyschovisually optimized noise grain equalization.
New in StarTools 1.6, the Denoise 2 module offers an alternative aesthetic to the
venerable classic Denoise module, yet with all of its local signal quality Tracking power
intact.
Denoise 2 is an acknowledgement of the 'two schools' of noise reduction prevalent in
astrophotography; there are those who like smooth images with little to no noise grain
visible, and there are those who find some noise grain acceptable (or even desirable!) for
the purpose of creating visual interest and general aesthetics (much like noise grain is
added for a 'filmic' look in CGI). The classic Denoise module caters to the former, while the
Denoise 2 module caters to latter.

Usage
Denoise 2 is centered around a single, intuitive concept; noise grain equalization. That is,
with a single intuitive parameter, an 'acceptable' noise grain visibility threshold is
specified above which noise grain is visually acceptable, and below which noise grain is
visually unacceptable. The result is a final image that appears to have a constant level of
noise grain, no matter how it was processed or stretched from the time it was linear.
The equalization of noise grain across the entire image is an important aspect of Denoise
2, as doing so will no longer draw the attention of a viewer to areas of low SNR (Signal-toNoise Ratio); it makes the image appear as if it has a constant SNR across the entire
image, precisely as most viewers are used to in other types of media (e.g. terrestrial
daylight photography and cinematic sequences).
The level of 'still acceptable' noise grain, is set by the 'Grain Removal' parameter. Higher
values remove more grain to the point of blurring the image.
'Grain Limit Detail' and 'Grain Limit Color' set the largest visible noise grain size, for detail
(luminance) and color respectively, that Denoise 2 should target. Beyond these limits,
Denoise 2 will leave detail wholly intact. These parameters are derived from the 'Grain
Size' parameter in the setup screen. The 'Grain Size' parameter in the setup screen merely
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helps establish a visual baseline (starting point); 'Grain Limit Detail' and 'Grain Limit Color'
override this.
''Grain Limit Detail' and 'Grain Limit Color' set the largest visible noise grain size,
for detail (luminance) and color respectively, that Denoise 2 should target.'
Denoise 2 further - optionally - exploits the human visual system's poor ability to
distinguish noise grain in the context of other detail, while also catering to its preference
for acutance (a subjective perception of sharpness that is related to the edge contrast in
an image). To this end, a psychovisual support image can be synthesised and evaluated.
The Psychovisual support image should not be mistaken for a simple luminance mask
blending the original and denoised image, rather it serves as an input to acutance
modelling and signal-to-noise ratio estimation during denoising.
The 'Mode' parameter toggles between statistically correct grain removal and psychovisual
grain removal. When 'Mode' is set to 'Statistical' the 'PV Detail', 'PV Support Gamma' and 'PV
Support Area' are unavailable as these are for the psychovisual ('PV') grain removal mode
only.
When the 'Mode' parameter is set to 'Psychovisual', the 'PV Detail', 'PV Support Gamma' and
'PV Support Area' become available. 'PV Detail' governs what detail sizes Denoise 2 should
look at when deciding whether something is visually 'busy'. 'PV Support Gamma' governs a
non-linear transformation of the support image, non-linearly stretching the 'busyness' map.
Increasing this parameter increases the strength of the grain preservation in busy areas.
Finally, 'PV Support Area' specifies how 'busyness' psychovisually affect neighboring pixels
in an area. Increasing this value will make grain preservation 'bleed' into neighboring
pixels, preserving more grain (and detail).
Psychovisual noise reduction and detail preservation is - by its very nature - an imprecise
process. While evaluating the resulting Denoised image, it is important to try to keep a
'bird's eye view' of the noise grain in your image; it is important to imagine someone
looking at your denoised image for the first time with 'fresh eyes' and no prior knowledge
of the original noisiness of your image. 'Pixel-peeping' (e.g. looking at the image at
increased zoom levels than native 100% zoom) will reveal noise much more readily than
normal, rather than letting the psychovisual tricks do their work at native resolution (in
that sense the effect is similar to that of quantization error dithering).
As is the case with the classic Denoise module, the Denoise 2 module was primarily
designed for targeting Poissonian ('shot') noise.
The Denoise 2 module relies entirely on the per-pixel statistics Tracking provides, and as
such, it is not available for non-Tracked processing; the Denoise 2 cannot yield correct
results if the dataset was not linear at the time of engaging Tracking.
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Flux: Automated Astronomical Feature Recognition and Manipulation
Flux sharpening by self similarity.

The Fractal Flux module allows for fully
automated analysis and subsequent
processing of astronomical images of DSOs.
The one-of-a-kind algorithm pin-points
features in the image by looking for natural
recurring fractal patterns that make up a
DSO, such as gas flows and filaments. Once
the algorithm has determined where these
features are, it then is able to modify or
augment them.
Knowing which features probably represent
real DSO detail, the Fractal Flux is an
effective de-noiser, sharpener (even for noisy
images) and detail augmenter.
Detail augmentation through flux prediction can plausibly predict missing detail in seeinglimited data, introducing detail into an image that was not actually recorded but whose
presence in the DSO can be inferred from its surroundings and gas flow characteristics.
The detail introduced can be regarded as an educated guess.
Flux Sharpening by self-similarity feature
detection. Only areas that are deemed
recurring detail are sharpened.
It doesn't stop there however – the Fractal
Flux module can use any output from any
other module as input for the flux to
modulate. You can use, for example, the
Fractal Flux module to automatically
modulate between a non-deconvolved and
deconvolved copy of your image – the Fractal
Flux module will know where to apply the
deconvolved data and where to refrain from
using it.
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Band: Banding Reduction
Banding in a $7 web cam.

The Band module reduces horizontal and
vertical banding/striping, often caused by
read noise.

Usage
Using the Band module is quite straight
forward; simply specify the orientation of the
banding ('Horizontal' or 'Vertical') and click
'Do'. An 'algorithm' parameter switches
between two subtly different algorithms that
attempt to reduce banding. If the default
algorithm ('Algorithm 1') does not produce
satisfactory results, 'Algorithm 2' may
possibly yield better results.
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Heal: Unwanted Feature Removal
Removal of stars is an effective way to draw
attention to the underlying nebulosity, or to
process nebulosity spearately from the stars.

The Heal module was created to provide a
means of substituting unwanted pixels in an
neutral way.
Cases in which healing pixels may be
desirable may include the removal of stars,
hot pixels, dead pixels, satellite trails and
even dust donuts.
The Heal module incorporates an algorithm
that is content aware and is able to
synthesise extremely plausible substitution
pixels for even the large areas. The algorithm
is very similar to that found in the expensive
photo editing packages, however it has been
specifically optimised for astrophotography
purposes.

The heal module's algorithm is similar to
that found in expensive photo editing
packages
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Usage
Getting started with the Heal module in StarTools is a fairly straightforward affair; simply
put any unwanted pixels in a mask and let the module do its thing. The more pixels are in
the mask, the more the Heal module will have to 'invent' and the longer the Heal module
will take to produce a result.
By using the advanced parameters, the Heal module can be made useful in a number of
advanced scenarios.
The 'New Must Be Darker Than' parameter lets you specify a brightness value that indicates
the maximum brightness a 'new' (healed) pixel may have. This is useful if you are healing
out areas that you later wish to replace with brighter objects, for example stars. By
ensuring that the 'new' (healed) background is always darker than what you will be placing
on top, you can simply use, for example, the Lighten mode in the Layer module.
The 'Grow Mask' parameter is a quick way of temporarily growing the mask (see Grow
button in the Mask editor). This is useful if your current mask did not quite get all pixels
that needed removing.
The 'Quality' parameter influences how long the Heal module may look for substitutes for
each pixel. Higher quality settings give marginally better results but are slower.
The 'Neighbourhood Area' parameter sets the size of the local area where the algorithm
can look for good candidate seed pixels.
The 'Neighbourhood Samples' parameter is useful if you are looking to generate more
'interesting' areas, based on other parts of the image. It can be useful for a large area
being healed to avoid small repeating patterns. This feature is useful for terrestrial
photography, however, this is often not needed or desirable for astrophotographical
images. If you do not wish to use this feature, keep this value at 0.
The 'New Darker Than Old' parameter sets whether newly created pixels should always be
darker than the old pixels. This may be useful for manipulation of the image in the Layer
module (for example subtracting the healed image from the original image).
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Layer: Versatile Pixel Workbench

The Layer module allows you to chain, mask and layer and apply countless of operations
and filters.
The Layer module is an extremely flexible pixel workbench for advanced image
manipulation and pixel math, complementing StarTools' other modules.
It was created to provide you with a nearly unlimited arsenal of implicit functionality by
combining, chaining and modulating different versions of the same image in new ways.
Features like selective layering, automated luminance masking, a vast array of filters
(including Gaussian, Median, Mean of Median, Offset, Fractional Differentation and many,
many more) allow you to emulate complex algorithms such as SMI (Screen Mask Invert),
PIP (Power of Inverse Pixels), star rounding, halo reduction, chromatic aberration removal,
HDR integration, local histogram optimization or equalization, many types of noise
reduction algorithms and much, much more.
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Repair: Star Rounding and Repair
The Repair module's 'Warp' algorithm uses the
original pixels from the image to reverse-warp
stars back into shape.
The Repair module attempts to detect and
automatically repair stars that have been
affected by optical or guiding aberrations.
Repair is useful to correct the appearance of
stars which have been adversely affected by
guiding errors, incorrect polar alignment, coma,
collimation issues or mirror defects such as
astigmatism.

The Repair module's 'Redistribute' algorithm
uses the original pixels from the image and
recalculates their appearance and position as if
they originated from a point light source.

The Repair module allows for the correction of
more complex aberrations than the much less
sophisticated 'offset filter & darken layer'
method, whilst retaining the star's exact
appearance and color.
The repair module comes with two different
algorithms. The 'Warp' algorithm uses all pixels
that make up a star and warps them into a
circular shape. This algorithm is very effective
on stars that are oval or otherwise have a
convex shape. The 'Redistribution' algoirthm uses
all pixels that make up a star and redistributes
them in such a way that the original star is
reconstructed. This algorithm is very effective
on stars that are concave and can not be
repaired using the 'Warp' algorithm.
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Shrink: Star Appearance Manipulation
Top: source. Middle: 'tighten' algorithm, note more defined
stars. Bottom: 'shrink' algorithm, note smaller stars..

The Shrink module allows you to modify the appearance of
stars in your image. It allows you to shrink stars, tighten stars
and better color stars.

Usage
To make big/fat/white stars appear tighter, there is a special
'tighten' setting in the Shrink module. This module allows you
to change general star appearance.
What you will want to do, is have Startools create a mask for
you that has those big/fat/white stars in them. This is very
easy - in the mask editor, click 'Auto', 'Stars'. This preset will
usually do a decent job at grabbing all the stars. However, this
time, we're only interested in the big/fat/white stars. To grab
only those, change the the 'Selection Mode' into
'Highlights>Threshold'. This does exactly what it says on the tin - it grabs only very bright
pixels that are bigger than the 'Threshold' parameter (which by default sits at 100%). All
you need to do then, is set 'Threshold' to something smaller than 100% (let's say 90%). Now
'click' Do.
If all is well, you should notice that the cores of the big/fat/white stars are now 'green' in
the mask editor (meaning they are now part of the mask). You might want to click 'Grow'
once or twice to select neighbouring pixels that are also quite white.
Now click 'Keep' to keep your mask and to start using it in the module of your choice (the
Shrink module in this instance).
If you launch the Shrink module with the mask we just created, you'll see it subtly shrinks
the big/fat/white stars by default. Very useful for busy star fields that detract from a
DSO. But it's not what you're after right now. To accomplish what you are after in this
case, select the 'Tighten' setting for the 'Mode' parameter. What you'll notice now is that it
gets rid of the halo around big/fat/white stars. It will only get rid of any pixels of halos
that are part of your mask. Just so you don't have to go back to the mask editor to 'grow'
your mask, for your convenience there is a 'Mask Grow' parameter that temporarily grows
the mask, including more of those pesky halo pixels as you increase the setting.
Finally, the 'Iterations' parameter affects the 'strength' of the effect.
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Synth: Star Resynthesis and Augmentation
Diffraction partterns are not
painted on; they can be quite
subtle.

The Synth module generates physically correct diffraction and diffusion of point lights
(such as stars) in your image, based on a virtual telescope model.
Besides correcting and enhancing the appearance of point lights (such as stars), the Synth
module may even be 'abused' for aesthetic purposes to endow stars with diffraction spikes
where they originally had none.
Any other tools on the market today simply approximate the visual likeness of such star
spikes and 'paint' them on. However the Synth module can physically model and emulate
most real optical systems and configurations to obtain a desired result.
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Lens: Distortion Correction and Field Flattening
Top: source image (courtesy of Marc
Aragnou), notice star elongation
towards corners. Bottom: Lens
corrected image (without auto crop
to show curvature).

The Lens module was created to digitally correct for lens distortions and some types of
chromatic aberration in the more affordable lens systems, mirror systems and eyepieces.
One of the many uses of this module is to digitally emulate some aspects of a field
flattener for those who are imaging without a physical field flattener.
While imaging with a hardware solution to this type of aberration is always preferable, the
Lens module can achieve some very good results in cases where the distortion can be well
modeled.
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3D Stereo: Plausible depth information synthesis for 3D capable media
The 3D Stereo module
can output images in
various formats, for
example in this red/
cyan anaglyph format.

New as of StarTools 1.6 beta, is the 3D Stereo module. The 3D Stereo Synthesis module can
be used to synthesise depth information based on astronomical image feature
characteristics.
The depth cues introduced are merely educated guesses by the software and user, and
should not be confused with scientific accuracy. Nevertheless, these cues can serve as a
helpful tool for drawing attention to processes or features in an image.
Depth cues can also be highly instrumental in lending a fresh perspective to astronomical
features in an image. The 3D Stereo Synthesis module is able to generate plausible depth
information for most deep space objects, with the exception of some galaxies.
The module can output various popular 3D formats, including side-by-side (for cross eye
viewing), anaglyphs, depth maps and self-contained web content HTML. The ouput images
can be used on websites, with red/cyan glasses or within VR experiences.
A pair of Red/Cyan glasses is a cheap but
effective way of evaluating the output of the
Stereo 3D module.
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Usage
Perceiving depth when using the module
Using the Stereo 3D module effectively starts with choosing a depth perception method
that is most comfortable or convenient.
By default, the Side-by-side Right/Left (Cross) Mode is used, which allows for seeing 3D
using the cross-viewing technique. If you are more comfortable with the parallel-viewing
technique, you may select Side-by-side Left/Right (Parallel). The benefits of the two
aforementioned techniques is that they do not require any visual aids, while keeping
coloring intact. The downside of these methods, is that the entire image must fit on half
of the screen. E.g. zooming in breaks the 3D effect.
If you have a pair of red/cyan filter glasses, you may wish to use one of the three
anaglyph Modes. The two monochromatic anaglyph modes render anaglyphs for printing
and viewing on a screen. The screen-specific anaglyph will exhibit reduced cross-talk (aka
'ghosting') in most cases. An 'optimized' Color mode is also available, which retains some
coloring. Visual spectrum astrophotography tends to contain few colors that are retained
in this way, however narrowband composites can benefit. Finally, a Depth Map mode is
available to inspect (or save) the z-axis depth information that was generated by the
current model.
Modelling and synthesizing depth information for astrophotography
The depth information generated by the Stereo 3D module is entirely synthetic and should
not be ascribed any scientific accuracy. However, the modelling performed by the module
is based on a number of assumptions that tend to hold true for many Deep Space Objects
and can hence be used for making educated guesses about objects. Fundamentally, these
assumptions are:
• Dark detail is visible by virtue of a brighter background. Dust clouds and Bok
globules are good examples of matter obstructing other matter and hence being in
the foreground of the matter they are obstructing.
• Brighter areas (for example due to emissions or reflection nebulosity) correlate
well with voluminous areas.
• Bright objects within brighter areas tend to drive the (bright) emissions in their
immediate neighborhoods. Therefore these objects should preferably be shown as
embedded within these bright areas.
• Bright objects (such as bright blue O and B-class stars), drive emissions in their
immediate neighborhood and tend to generate cavities due to radiation pressure.
• Stark edges such as shockfronts tend to speed away from their origin. Therefore
these objects should perferably be shown as veering off.
Tweaking the model
Depth information is created between two planes; the near plane (closest to the viewer)
and the far plane (furthest away from the viewer). The distance between the two planes
is governed by the 'Depth' parameter.
The 'Protrude' parameter governs the location of the near and far planes with respect to
distance from the viewer. At 50% protrusion, half the scene will be going into the screen
(or print), while the other half will appear to 'jut out' of the screen (or print). At 100%
protrusion, the entire scene will appear to float in front of the screen (or print). At 0%
protrusion the entire scene will appear to be inside the screen (or print).
The 'Luma to Volume' parameter controls whether large bright or dark structures should be
given volume. Objects that primarily stand out against a bright background (for example,
the iconic Hubble 'Pillars of Creation' image) benefit from a shadow dominant setting.
Conversely, objects that stand out against a dark background (for example M20) benefit
from a highlight dominant setting.
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The 'Simple L to Depth' parameter naively maps a measure of brightness directly to depth
information. This a somewhat crude tool and using the 'Luma to Volume' parameter is
often sufficient.
The 'Highlight Embedding' parameter controls how much bright highlights should be
embedded within larger structures and context. Bright objects such as energetic stars are
often the cause of the visible emissions around them. Given they radiate in all directions,
embedding them within these emission areas is the most logical course of action.
The 'Structure Embedding' parameter controls how small-scale structures should behave in
the presence of larger scale structures. At low values for this parameter, they tend to float
in front of the larger scale structures. At higher values, smaller scale structures tend to
intersect larger scale structures more often.
The 'Min. Structure Size' parameter controls the smallest detail size the module may use to
construct a model. Smaller values generate models suitable for widefields with small scale
detail. Larger values may yield more plausible results for narrowfields with many larger
scale structures. Please note that larger values may cause the model to take longer to
compute.
The 'Intricacy' parameter controls how much smaller scale detail should prevail over larger
scale detail. Higher values will yield models that show more fine, small scale changes in
undulation and depth change. Lower values leave more of the depth changes to the larger
scale structures.
The 'Depth Non-linearity' parameter controls how matter is distributed across the depth
field. Values higher than 1.0 progressively skew detail distribution towards the near plane.
Values lower than 1.0 progressively skew detail distribution towards the far plane.
Exporting to 3D-capable media
Besides rendering images as anaglyphs or side-by-side 3D stereo content, the Stereo 3D
module is also able to generate Facebook 3D
photos, as well as interactive self-contained
2.5D and Virtual Reality experiences.
Standalone Virtual Reality experience
The standalone VR experiences are
compatible with anything from the latest
headsets to the sub-$5 Google Cardboard
devices.
The 'WebVR' button in the module exports
your image as a standalone HTML file. This
file can be viewed locally in your
webbrowser, or it can be hosted online.
It renders your image as an immersive VR
experience, with a large screen wrapping
around the viewer. The VR experience can be viewed in most popular headsets, including
HTC Vive, Oculus, Windows Mixed Reality, GearVR, Google Day Dream and even sub-$5
Google Cardboard devices.
To view an experience, put it in an accessible location (locally or online) and launch it
from a WebVR/XR capable browser.
Please note that landscape images tend to be more immersive.
Standalone interactive 2.5D web viewer
The 'Web2.5D' button in the module exports your image as a standalone HTML file. This file
can be viewed locally in your webbrowser, or it can be hosted online.
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Depth is conveyed by a subtle, configurable, bobbing motion. This motion subtly changes
the viewing angle to reveal more or less of the object, depending on the angle. The
motion is configurable both by you and the viewer in both X and Y axes. The motion can
also be configured to be mapped to mouse movements.
A so called 'depth pulse' can be sent into the image, which travels through the image from
the near plane to the far plane, highlighting pixels of equal depth as it travels. The 'depth
pulse' is useful to re-calibrate the viewer's persepective if background and foreground
appear swapped.
Hosting the file online, allows for embedding the image as an IFRAME. The following is an
example of the HTML required to insert an image in any website:
<iframe scrolling='auto' marginheight='0' marginwidth='0' style='border:none;maxwidth:100%;' src='https://download.startools.org/pillars_stereo.html?
spdx=4&amp;spdy=3&amp;caption=StarTools%20exports%20self-contained,
%20embeddable%20web%20content%20like%20this%20scene.
%20This%20image%20was%20created%20in%20seconds.%20Configurable,
%20subtle%20movement%20helps%20with%20conveying%20depth.' frameborder='0'></iframe>

The following parameters can be set via the url:
modex: 0=no movement, 1=positive sine wave modulation, 2=negative sine wave modulation, 3=positive sine
wave modulation, 4=negative sine wave, 5=jump 3 frames only (left, middle, right), 6=mouse control
modey: 0=no movement, 1=positive sine wave modulation, 2=negative sine wave modulation, 3=positive sine
wave modulation, 4=negative sine wave, 5=mouse control
spdx: speed of x-axis motion, range 1-5
spdy: speed of y-axis motion, range 1-5
caption: caption for the image
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Facebook 3d photos
The Stereo 3D module is able to export your
images for use with Facebook's 3D photo
feature.
The 'Facebook' button in the module saves
your image as dual JPEGs; one image that
ends in '.jpg' and one image that ends in
'_depth.jpg' Uploading these images as photos
at the same time will see Facebook detect
and use the two images to generate a 3D
photo.
Please note that due Facebook's algorithm
being designed for terrestrial photography,
the 3D reconstruction may be a bit odd in
places with artifacts appearing and stars
detaching from their halos. Nevertheless the
result can look quite pleasing when simply
browsing past the image in a Facebook feed.
3D-capable TVs and projectors
TVs and projectors that are 3D-ready can - at
minimum - usually be configured to render side-by-side images as 3D. Please consult your
TV or projector's manual or in-built menu to access the correct settings.
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User Notes
by Guy
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Image Analysis and Evaluation
This discusson covers analyzing the image quality and tackle its imperfections. Such an
understanding will also help in guiding how best to improve your technique and (over
time) equipment. At each of these steps in the imaging process, imbalances, noise,
inefficiencies, etc. can arise. Identify and learn to spot them or their hallmarks, and find
a software or hardware solution that eliminates or ameliorates them.
Checking sub-frames and stacking options
After an imaging session - as a minimum - start with a set of Lights, Darks, Flats & Bias (or
Dark Flat) frames.
1. Check the exposure length of the sub-frames:
o Only stack subs with the same exposure time and ISO setting - if necessary
combine them later in Startools using the Layer module- See Creating a multi
exposure length HDR composite.
o If combining subs using median or sigma modes (anything but additive) the sub
exposure must be long enough to catch some signal photons on most of the light
frames so that the signal is not considered as noise by the stacking process.
o Light pollution can tempt you to reduce the exposure time but often the signal
is lost. Stacking and post-processing techniques can help to reduce the effect of
light pollution, and compensate for saturated areas, but there is no way to
make up for lack of signal.
o If there are some over-exposed stars they can be improved by using the Shrink
(Shrink) module.
o Look at the luminance histogram Is there a high count on left of the histogram
and nothing on the right? If so, it may benefit from a longer exposure time.
o Is there much saturation (a high count on the far right of histogram) showing
the exposure time was perhaps too long?
o If both left and right have high counts then the object has a high dynamic range
(HDR) - consider collecting sets of subs with different exposure times - stack
them separately and combine later in StarTools.
2. Look at the light sub-frames:
o If there are hot or stuck pixels or fixed pattern noise:
o If you do dithering between sub-frames (which is recommended) then these will
be managed if you stack using a form of Sigma clipping with at least 10 subs.
See this external article on Dithering.
o Without dithering, dark frames will get rid of the hot or stuck pixels.
o If there is horizontal or vertical banding: If you do dithering this should be
much reduced after stacking - also stacking with a set of bias frames may help
with banding. If you don't currently dither between sub-frames then consider
doing so in the future.
o If there are satellite trails, cosmic rays and other small blemishes in individual
frames: These will be managed if you stack using Median, or a form of Sigma
clipping with at least 10 subs.
o Otherwise remove the sub-frame with the defect - or, if you only have a few
sub-frames, see if you can remove it using the Heal module during postprocessing.
o If there are any that are low grade or have any other individual artefacts that
don't appear in the majority of images (e.g. focus issues, cloud, mist - etc. etc.) discard these sub-frames.
o Discarding the subs is better than introducing errors which will be difficult to
remove later - however, if you only have a few subs leaving in subs with minor
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problems may improve the overall signal to noise ratio (SNR) more than leaving
them out.
3. For OSCs and DSLRs:
o When debayering, use Bilinear interpolation rather than VNG or AHD - This
allows StarTools to control noise better.
o Improve detail by avoiding debayering - if you have used spiral dithering during
capture and have a large number of sub-frames you can stack using Bayerdrizzle (DSS) - See the topic Using debayered integrated images.
o For noisy images - consider whether the image is sufficiently oversampled that
you can afford to reduce the resolution by a factor of 4 - if so consider stacking
using Super-pixels (DSS) or colour binning (Nebulosity) after reading this note by
Michael Covington.
4. If using DSS:
o Consider preprocessing with DCRAW to remove the white balancing - as
described DSS vs Nebulosity vs ?? and Eliminating white balancing when using
DSS.
o Consider saving the output as a FITS (32 bit/ch - integer) rather than a TIFF file
(if not already) - see discussion M13 Globular cluster.
o You can also change the Autosave file format by setting Stacking Parameters Intermediate Files - 'Intermediate and Final Image File Format' to FITS - See
Difference between TIFF and FITs files.
5. For DSLRs, check whether the optimum ISO was used:
o The optimum ISO for a camera is one where the sensor output is not artificially
amplified to emulate improved sensitivity.
o Above this setting you are not gaining any benefit in capturing detail and the
dynamic range may be reduced.
o See the external links: DSLR Exposure, Best ISO setting for Astrophotography,
DSLR Camera Data.
o If necessary, make a note to change it for next time.
Study the stacked image. First, look for the problems:
1. Check if image has been white balanced
o RAW sub-frames will not be white balanced, JPEG will.
o Stacking can introduce white balancing (Deep Sky Stacker (DSS) always white
balances when using RAW subs, PixInsight and Regim do not).
o White balanced images often show a red, brown or yellow bias. Non whitebalanced images are teal or blue-green.
2. This will affect how you open the image in StarTools:
o If it is a (stacked) RAW image - either monochrome or white-balanced colour select 'Linear, was not Bayered or is white balanced'.
o If it is a (stacked) RAW colour image that is not white balanced - select 'Linear,
was Bayered, is not white balanced'.
o If it is a JPEG use 'Modified and not linear'.
3. Use the AutoDev module and look at the initial image - this is specially designed to
show up any colour casts, vignetting and artificial patterns such as banding. See
this example using M51.
o Are the corners darker? - this is a sign of vignetting - using flats will help.
o Can you see darker blotches? - These may be due to dust specks on the sensor best way to remove these is to use flats. In the absence of flats try a method
covered in the Heal module description.
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Is there a Zipper or Checkerboard pattern - a possible indication of a
debayering issue - see the topic 'Checkerboard Pattern in Image' on homepage.
o Zoom in to see the noise
o Is there a lot of noise? - For images with low signal to noise - increase
the 'Ignore Fine Detail' setting to stop AutoDev responding to the noise.
See also later references to noise.
o Is the background quite uniform or are there coloured or darker singlepixel spots? If there are dark spots then consider increasing the Dark
Anomaly Filter when using the Wipe module.
Look for stacking artefacts - be sure to Crop the image to remove these before
using the Wipe module.
Look for any banding - vertical or horizontal:
o Ideally, if you can, restack using a set of bias frames.
o Otherwise plan to try the Band module to fix this: - use as first step, turn
tracking off - use Band module - turn tracking back on and continue - see this
topic discussing the Band module.
o In the future stacking with bias frames, or dithering during capture, may help.
Look at the background for Skyglow
o Does the background have a colour bias (skyglow or light pollution):
o Red or yellow/brown cast - skyglow that has been white balanced.
o Teal, blue or green cast - skyglow that has not been white balanced.
o Bright blue-green cast - skyglow filtered using a light pollution filter.
o Missing yellow (e.g. no yellow stars) - indicates use of light pollution
filter.
o Try the Wipe Module - if this doesn't work it may be that you need more subs to
increase the total integration time - or your subs aren't long enough - to get a
reasonable SNR. See CN discussion Deep Sky Imaging, Aperture and Sky Fog
Limits.
Look at the stars in the centre of the image:
o Are the stars oval and all oriented in the same direction?
o Look back at the sub-frames and see if some are worse than others - if
so discard sub(s) and re-stack.
o If all the same this may indicate guiding problems or the imaging plane
is not perpendicular to the telescope axis. For now plan to try the
Repair module.
o If round but blurred or doughnuts - see if some are worse than others - if so
discard sub(s) and restack.
o If all the same think about what might cause this (e.g. poor focus) and
try and put it right for next time. For now plan to use the Decon
module.
o If there are some stars (or other features) that are over-exposed then they can
be improved by:
o shrinking stars using the Shrink (Shrink) module or ...
o using HDR techniques to combine a stack of long exposures with a stack
of short exposures - See Creating a multi exposure length HDR
composite.
Look at the stars at the edge of the image:
o Are the stars elongated on axis towards the centre of the image (Coma)?
o

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
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Make a note to use the Lens module to reduce this before doing any
cropping of the image. For the future a Coma Corrector will reduce this
effect.
o Are the stars at the edge more blurred than at the centre - or vice versa?
o This is most likely caused by field curvature. For the future using a field
flattener may help this.
9. Sampling - is the resolution better than the seeing? (over-sampled) - You can
improve the signal to noise ratio by reducing the resolution with the Bin module.
o To check - look at the smallest stars - if they occupy more than a 3x3 block of
pixels then the image is over-sampled.
o When binning, reduce the resolution so this blurryness is gone. See Bin module
usage.
10. Zoom in and look at the background - Look for shadows and marks that could
indicate dust, scratches, cosmic rays or satellite trails - make a note to try the
Heal module.
o Remember to mask out dust specks (as well as the subject) when using the
Wipe module.
11. Look at noise:
o Identify the type of noise
o In most cases by far the biggest noise type is shot noise (aka Poisson
noise). 'Correcting' this type of noise is not really possible as such - this
noise is fundamentally 'uncertainty' in your signal.
o We can, however, (in all sorts of clever ways) pretend that uncertainty is
not there by making educated guesses about what the signal would look
like if we modeled that uncertainty and then removed it.
o The only unique thing that StarTools does versus any other software is
that it makes sure to keep an exact handle on that modeled uncertainty
at all times, even when your data is being processed, stretched and
modified. Therefore noise reduction in ST is using the right model at all
times, applicable to the image as you currently see it. This in turn
makes for extremely targeted noise reduction across the image.
o Is there a lot of noise in the background? - try using the 'Isolate' preset in the
Life module later using a full mask as described in the topic First Astro
Photograph.
o Zoom in - does the noise have a colour bias (skyglow or light pollution?) or is it
random colours (equipment generated?)?
o Are there signs hot pixels have not been eliminated by stacking? Go back and
use Sigma or Kappa Sigma stacking to eliminate stuck pixels or use a bad pixel
map if your stacker allows.
o Is the noise level such that additional binning of the image would look better in spite of the loss of resolution? See Bin Module Use.
o There is a balance: the noise level is always such that a binned image
would look better. There is always more detail just over the horizon,
waiting to be brought out, if only your data was that little bit better. At
the end of the day, it's up to you to decide of course. If you want a
deep, high-fidelity post stamp, that's your artistic prerogative. The cool
thing is that binning gives you that freedom to make that trade-off.
o If noisy data then the deconvolution (Decon) module needs to be used with
caution - it works best when the image has little noise.
o Finally, the De-noise module (Wavelet De-Noise - when you switch Tracking off)
will help eliminate noise - adjust the Grain Size until the noise grain can't be
o
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seen - don't worry about the signal - StarTools has been tracking it and will
protect it.
o If noise is predominantly colour blotches - set 'Brightness Detail Loss' to 0% in
the Wavelet De-Noise module.
12. Look at the stars and other features:
o Signs of Chromatic aberration - try using Lens or Filter module later
o See the Fringe and halo killer - or
o Make a synthetic Luminance channel from the green channel to reduce
bloat from CA in the blue channel as described in the topic Sh2-82 and
reducing stars.
o Signs of Purple fringing? o try using Lens or Filter module later - or
o consider using one of the approaches for processing the blue channel
separately as discussed in the topic fringe killer filter add blue back to
central star.
o This may throw automatic colour calibration off - try using 'Max RGB'
mode when colour correcting.
13. Look at the RGB histogram:
o Is there saturation/clipping of colours (high count on far right of histogram)?
o Is there much green? This will also show up in 'Max RGB' tool in the Color
module - Plan to fix this using Color Module - See Color module - colour
balance.
Now look at the qualities of the image:
Are there any reasons to use something other than your 'standard' workflow?
1. Subject - modify process depending on the subject.
o Imaging Planets - perhaps from a video source or jpeg - try using the process
described Planetary Images and LRGB stacks.
o Imaging Comets - remove the blurry stars in the background - either when
stacking by using sigma clipping, or using the Heal module as described in the
topic Comet Lovejoy/2014 close up or as described in the Background Notes in
Heal Module use.
o Lunar imaging - when using the Decon module set 'Image Type' to 'Lunar/
Planetary' - see the discussion in the topic Colorful Aaristarchus on homepage.
2. Object characteristics (high dynamic range, low dynamic range, faintness, etc.) :
o Is it very high dynamic range - are there saturated areas? - merge 2 images with
different exposure times using Layer Module (need to capture more data) - See
Creating a multi exposure length HDR composite.
o Busy star field in background - try using the Isolate preset in the Life Module to
de-emphasise it.
3. Image framing - does the image need to be cropped - for framing or to get rid of
edge effects?
4. Are there special non-celestial elements in the image? - Trees, mountains, dust
specks - Remember to mask out these object(s) when using the Wipe module.
5. Atmospheric conditions - e.g. seeing is not good - Using Decon module will help
here - see Decon Module use.
6. Details - are there specific features you want to bring out?
o Some nebulosity for example - See Using Heal to process stars and background
independently
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Faint Detail - Try creating a synthetic luminance channel using this approach or
this alternative approach.
o Small to medium structures - use the HDR module to locally adjust the stretch
to bring out small to medium details.
o Medium to large structures - use the Contrast module to locally adjust the
stretch to bring out medium to large details.
o Large Structures - Try using the Life module to emphasise large structures.
7. Colours - what colours are there?
o Are they real?
o Full range of star colours - Older (red, orange, yellow) and younger
(white and blue)
o Hot ionised gas clouds - HII regions Red (Ha) or Purple (Ha & Hb), SII and
NII Red, OIII cyan
o Reflection Nebulae - Dust and cool (non-ionised) gas - can scatter light
from nearby source (e.g. star) - blue scattered better than red
o How to ensure they are preserved during processing? See Colour
balancing techniques in Color module description
o Are they wrong - like green in the wrong place? - For green use Cap Green in
the Color module. For other colours try using the Filter module or ...
o Are you using the Hubble Palette or similar? - you may want to adjust the
channel balance in the Color module using the Bias Sliders.
8. Combining RGB and Ha data - consider using the approach described in the topic
H,R,G,B data -> synthetic luminance.
9. Shooting at different times (moon out) - try using the techniques described above
to handle Skyglow.
o

10. Shooting from a different location - do you have to work to control the effect of
light pollution? Are you using a light pollution filter? - See Colour Balancing using a
light pollution filter which is more fully described in the topic Color balancing of
data....
11. Equipment change or retuning (e.g. mount, flexure, insertion of filter etc.).
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Main Window
Purpose:
To load the initial image(s), select modules to apply, change the mask, undo changes, and
save the desired result.

When to use:
•
•
•
•

At the start of processing to load the files(s).
To select the next module to apply (see below for example workflow).
Between modules to set a mask or undo some changes.
To turn Tracking off towards the end of the workflow.

Workflow:
See the Quick Start Tutorial for a quick generic workflow.
Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open a file with the Open button, or combine multiple files with the LRGB button.
In turn, select the modules you want to apply (see above for example workflow).
Turn Track off. Denoise at this stage.
Select any remaining modules required.
Save the desired result.

Description of Controls:
Open
• Used to open single monochrome or colour images:
• StarTools reads FITS, PNG and uncompressed TIFF files.
• StarTools works best with images that are linear and without preprocessing apart
from registration and stacking
• The image should not have had any stretching, noise reduction, colour balancing or
deconvolution.
• For more information see Background Notes.
• After loading you are prompted about the image source. This will affect how you
open the image in StarTools:
o If it is a (stacked) RAW image - either monochrome or white-balanced colour select 'Linear, was not Bayered or is white balanced.
o If it is a (stacked) RAW colour image that is not white balanced - select 'Linear,
was Bayered, is not white balanced'. As of StarTools v1.5.366 standard OSC/
DSLR data that is not white balanced uses the Compose mode by default. See
the Compose module notes for more details of the Compose mode.
o If it is a JPEG or video source use 'Modified and not linear'.
LRGB (v1.4 and earlier)
• Used to merge multiple files such as those representing Luminance and Red, Green,
and Blue channels, or those representing the Hubble palette.
• See separate LRGB module description for details on how to use it.
Compose (v1.5 and later)
• Used to merge multiple files such as those representing Luminance and Red, Green,
and Blue channels, or those representing the Hubble palette. Also allows creation
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•
Save
Saves
•
•
•

of synthetic luminance channels, and allows different ways of combining this data,
such as LLRGB.
See separate Compose module description for details on how to use it.
the current image:
To save as a 16-bit TIFF file use the extension .tiff or .tif
To save as a JPEG file use the extension .jpg
To save as a 8-bit PNG file use the extension .png (StarTools v1.5+ only)

Undo
Undoes the effects of the previous module.
Mask
For general instructions on using the mask see Mask Module Use.
Track
Turns off tracking and provides and opportunity to do the final Denoise - See Tracking.
Restore
Allows us to return to the image at a previous stage in the processing - but with the
option, for example, of reverting to Linear data but keeping Deconvolution intact - even
though that was done after the global stretch.
• Original - revert to the original Linear, Binned and Cropped image.
• Linear, Wiped - revert to the Linear image after being Binned, Cropped and Wiped.
• Linear, Wiped, Deconvolved - revert to the Linear image after being Binned,
Cropped, Wiped, and Deconvolved.
• Globally Stretched, Wiped, Deconvolved - revert to the image after being Binned,
Cropped, Wiped, Globally stretched, and Deconvolved.

Modules
The modules are all accessed by clicking the corresponding button to the left of the image
area. Click on the module name below to get the description of how to use that module.
• Band - Remove banding.
• Lens - Correct for lens defects.
• Bin - Reduce resolution - improve signal to noise ratio.
• Crop - Crop image edges - remove stacking artefacts.
• Wipe - Remove Gradient, light pollution and vignetting.
• AutoDev - Automated global stretching.
• Develop - Global stretching with more manual control.
• Decon - Recover detail from seeing-limited data.
• Contrast - Optimise Local contrast.
• HDR - Optimise Localised dynamic range.
• Sharp - Sharpen detail.
• Flux - Automatic feature recognition and manipulation.
• Life - Light diffraction modelling.
• Color - Correct and Adjust Colour.
• Entropy - Enhance local detail based on colour (V1.5+).
• Filter - Manipulate features based on colour.
• Denoise - Reduce noise.
• Layer - Versatile pixel level manipulation.
• Heal - Remove unwanted features.
• Shrink (Shrink) - Control star appearance.
• Repair - Repair star defects.
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•
•
•
•

Synth - Augment or replace stars.
Rotate - Rotate image.
Mirror H - Make mirror image horizontally.
Mirror V - Make mirror image vertically.

Hotkeys
StarTools allows the following hotkeys:
• Zoom In +, Out • Open o
• Save s
• Keep k
• Mask m
• Before/After - B
• OK/Done Enter
• Back/Cancel/OK - Esc
• Screenshot - x Saves an image of the current StarTools window named Screenshot<n>.jpg.

Background Notes:
Preprocessing Images for StarTools
StarTools works best with images that are Linear and without preprocessing apart from
registration and stacking.
• No stretching, noise reduction, colour balancing or deconvolution.
• When stacking, use median or some form of sigma clipping with more than 10 subframes.
• If using DeepSkyStacker (DSS):
o In 'Register Checked Pictures...' - 'Stacking parameters...' button:
o 'Light' tab: Change calibration from 'Per Channel Color Calibration' or 'RGB
Channels Calibration' to 'No Background Calibration'.
o 'Result' tab: Uncheck 'Align RGB Channels in Final Image'.
o In Options - Settings... - 'RAW/FITS DDP Settings...' - 'RAW Files' tab:
o Uncheck 'Use Auto White Balance'.
o Uncheck 'Use Camera White Balance'.
o Uncheck 'Set black point to 0'.
o When saving the stacked image - in the save dialog choose:
o Save as type: 'TIFF Image' or 'FITS image', '16 bit/ch' or '32 bit/ch - integer' (a
32-bit file is twice the size of a 16-bit file).
o Compression:'None' and Options:'Embed adjustments...' - otherwise you will
have problems processing using StarTools.
• For other settings see the topic DSS settings for StarTools.
• DSS always white balances - unless you preprocess with DCRAW using this method:
Eliminating white balancing when using DSS.
• If using Regim:
o See Using Regim with StarTools.
• If using PixInsight:
o Rejection algorithm: Sigma clipping or Winsorized Sigma Clipping.
o No white balance. Don't use BackgroundNeutralization or ColorCalibration
processes.
o Save as:- TIFF: 16-bit, or FITS: either 16-bit unsigned integer or 32-bit unsigned
integer.
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S t a r To o l s c a n t a k e o v e r b e f o r e y o u u s e D y n a m i c C r o p o r
DynamicBackgroundExtension (DBE) processes. See the topic Welcome,
Pixinsight Users! for advice on how to use StarTools as an alternative to
PixInsight for post-processing.
using Nebulosity:
Align and Combine: Standard Deviation based stacking: Sigma-clip.
Don't do post processing such as Digital Development, Adjust Color Background
or Auto Color Balance.
Edit menu - Preferences:
o - 'Save as compressed FITS' - unticked,
o - 'Save in 32-bit floating point' - unticked,
o - 'Scale to 15 bit (0-32767) at Save' - unticked.
o - 'Color File Format' - 'RGB Fits: Maxim'
o - 'Manually Override color reconstruction' - Tick -stops white balancing set Manual Demosaic Setup.
o - 'Demosaic (Debayer) method' - Bilinear.
Save as:- TIFF: uncompressed 16-bit (File - Save 16 bit/color TIFF File), or FITS:
uncompressed 16-bit integer (File - Save Current File).
using MaximDL:
During the Stack process:
o Color tab: Use Defaults (1:1:1) colour balance, Don't do post processing
such as 'Auto equalize background'.
o Combine tab: Combine Method: Sigma-clip.
Save as:- TIFF: uncompressed 16-bit, or FITS: uncompressed, either 16-bit int or
32-bit int.

Tracking
Tracking in StarTools is the name given to the way in which StarTools gathers information
about the signal and its evolution through different modules. It provides each module with
as much information as possible to allow it to get the best results.
Each module can:
• Understand how each pixel has been modified by previous modules.
• Influence data earlier in the processing chain (e.g. linear data) and re-apply the
modifications made since then.
• Use the information gained from previous modules to understand how the signal
has been changed and where the noise is.
Some benefits of Tracking:
• Deconvolution only works on linear data - but the Decon Module is used after the
data has been stretched.
• With the Decon module we use it after stretching and processing the data but
apply deconvolution on the linear data and watch its effect on the processed
image.
• Noise reduction is applied at the end of processing where Tracking has gained the
most information about noise.
• This means Noise reduction can be automatically targeted most at the areas where
it is needed.
StarTools Log File
• Every time you process an image, the processing steps are saved to a log file
named StarTools.log in the StarTools program folder.
• It contains entries for:
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o StarTools version used.
o Date processed.
o Source file name and location.
o Modules used along with the associated parameter values.
o Saved file name and location.
• It is very useful if you want to recreate a processing workflow or to help with
troubleshooting.
• For versions earlier than v1.3.5 it was saved in the folder where the source image
file is located.
The importance of not White Balancing (Color balancing) when preprocessing.
With White Balanced (Color Balanced) images the R, G and B channels are scaled
differently:
• This makes it impossible to derive an accurate luminance channel for the separate
processing of luminance and colour data.
• Noise levels are changed - Noise cannot be tracked as accurately.
• Scaling of R,G and B can cause clipping - impacting the ability to extract detail in
the highlights.
File formats for Preprocessed files
Notes on the choice of file format and bit-depth when saving files after preprocessing:
• To avoid any possible loss of data it is best to save as 32-bit Integer FITS if you have
the memory/processing power/disk space. See the topic 'DSS save as choice'.
• However, most of the time you will not notice the difference if you save as 16-bit
TIFF/FITS.
• Most applications will use the output from StarTools and not the preprocessed
output. StarTools output is 16-bit TIFF (or JPEG).
• If you want to use the preprocessed output with applications other than StarTools choose TIFF or FITS depending the applications you use.
o - FITS is standard for astronomical applications. It can be read by Startools,
PixInsight and FITS Liberator but not MS Windows' own apps. and Photoshop
requires a Plug-in.
o - TIFF files (uncompressed) can be viewed by MS Windows' own apps, StarTools,
PixInsight and PhotoShop (but see below).
• Saving as 32-bit may capture a little more detail than 16-bit in some cases but
further post processing (e.g.in StarTools) takes more processing power and
memory, and the files are up to double the size.
• If using 32-bit - choose 32-bit integer over 32-bit rational unless it is not supported
by one of the applications you need to use (see below).
• The file formats read by common applications are as follows:
o - StarTools uses 64-bit integer arithmetic internally - using integer avoids
mapping issues.
o - StarTools and PixInsight read 16-bit, 32-bit integer and 32-bit rational files. FITS Liberator reads 16-bit, 32-bit integer and 32-bit rational FITS format files.
o - PhotoShop does not read 32-bit integer files.
o - Nebulosity does not read 32-bit TIFF or 32-bit integer FITS files.
• Any intermediate preprocessed files are normally stored as 32-bit - don't change
this.
Debayering/Interpolation methods
A brief summary of major methods:
• Nearest neighbour - uses value of nearest pixel.
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Bi-linear interpolation - average of the 4 nearest diagonal pixels of same colour
(R,G or B) - a good choice if there is noise. For StarTools this is the best choice as it
allows StarTools to do better noise control.
• VNG - Variable Number of Gradients - noise in each frame can cause the VNG
algorithm to introduce artefacts and 'bleeds' the noise to surrounding pixels as
described in the topic 'Using debayered integrated images'. This method limits
StarTools' noise control.
• PPG - Patterned Pixel Grouping - fewer artefacts than VNG.
• AHD - Adaptive Homogeneity-Directed - causes artefacts especially if there is noise.
Don't use unless the subs have a high SNR. This method limits StarTools' noise
control.
• Bi-cubic interpolation - uses 16 neighbour pixels of the same colour.
If you are unsure which to choose - select bi-linear interpolation if available.
External References:
Comparison of Demosaicing Algorithms
Good Interpolation Introduction
Debayering Artefacts
Artefacts are caused by errors in estimating the 'missing' colours.
Look out for the following effects in debayered colour images:
• Zipper effect - at edges.
• False Colour - usually at edges - fringing.
• Halo - at edges.
• Aliasing - interference pattern.
• Mazing - fine parallel lines confuse demosaic algorithm producing an effect that
looks like a rectangular maze.
• Blurring.
•
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Mask Module
Description:
To help in the setting of a mask that can be used by many modules in StarTools to allow
them to act only on the selected parts of an image.
Pixels that are set in the mask are shown in green. These pixels will be processed by the
module.
Pixels that are not set in the mask are left in their original colour. These pixels will not be
processed.
If a selective mask is set the Mask will flash three times when you load a module.

When to use:
Masks can be used in the following Modules:
Color, Decon, Denoise, Filter, Flux, Heal, Layer, Life, Shrink, Repair, Sharp, Synth, Wipe

Method:
There are many different methods for creating a star mask - based on what you want to
mask.
See 'Special Techniques' section for a selection of the more common ones.
Here is the general method.
1. Optionally use a Preset as the starting point:
o Press 'Auto' button
o Press 'Stars' or 'FatStars'
o Press 'Do'
2. If needed:
o Select Brush Mode - see below for description of options.
o Use pointer to highlight areas as needed
3. Shrink or Grow as needed
4. Invert if needed
5. Keep (or Save if needed)

What result to look for:
•
•

The mask set should ensure that only the selected pixels are modified.
If parts of a DSO are wrongly included in a star mask try excluding the predominant
colors of the DSO from the mask selection by using the 'Exclude Color' setting.

After Use:
Continue with normal workflow. Keep or Clear the mask as required.

Special Techniques:
To revert to a module processing all pixels
Return to the default mask for any module - all pixels selected.
1. Clear
2. Invert
3. Keep
Create a Star Mask
Create a star mask based on the Auto 'Star' button preset values.
1. Auto
2. Star
3. Do
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Star Mask when there is a lot of noise in the image
The above procedure can show false 'stars' When the image is noisy. This procedure may
eliminate this problem
1. Auto
2. Star
3. Set Selection Mode to 'Highlights>Threshold'
4. Set Threshold to say 60%
5. Press 'Do'
6. If there are too few stars detected, reduce the threshold and press 'Do'. If noise is
being selected increase the threshold. Repeat until you get the result you want.
7. Keep the result.
Creating an Inverse Star mask for Decon use - AutoMask equivalent
This creates an inverse star mask with stars and their halos masked out. This gets the
same results as the AutoMask button in Decon. This is only possible to do when Tracking is
on.
1. Auto
2. FatStars
3. Grow x4
4. Invert
Selecting background only
To select the background only:
1. Press 'Auto'.
2. Select 'Stars' preset.
3. Reduce Threshold until only the background shows - usually to about 10-20% .
4. Press 'Do'.
5. Repeat until only the background is visible.
6. Press 'Invert' to select the background.
7. Keep
Selecting Faint Stars Only
There are a number of cases when you only want to select the fainter stars.
1. First select all stars including small ones:
o Use Auto->Stars preset
o Set Feature Size to 1 - to select the smaller features only.
o Increase the Filter Sensitivity value to show fewer stars if needed.
o Press 'Do'
2. Then select the brightest stars and subtract them:
o Auto
o Set Selection Mode to 'Highlights>Threshold'
o Set Threshold to say 75%
o Set Old Mask to 'Subtract New From Old'
o Press 'Do'
3. Keep the result.
Making Luminance Mask of a DSO
1. Set Brush Mode to 'Flood Fill Lighter Pixels'
2. Click on edge of DSO - any neighbouring pixels which are the same as or lighter will
be selected. It may take a few tries to get the right coverage.
3. Click on the edge of any other areas of the DSO that have not been selected.
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Making Luminance Mask of DSO excluding stars
Sets the mask of a DSO based on a brightness threshold - but excluding stars.
1. First make a mask based on brightness:
2. Auto
3. Set Selection Mode to 'Highlights>Threshold'
4. Set Source to 'Stretched'
5. Set Threshold to, say 30.00% - to select as much of the DSO as you want.
6. All other settings should be OK at their default values. Adjust if you want.
7. Press 'Do'
8. Next select all stars including small ones:
9. Auto
10. Use 'Stars' preset
11. Set Old Mask to 'Subtract New from Old'
12. Press 'Do'
13. 'Keep' the result
Masking out long thin wisps
For masking long thin wisps (e.g. the veil nebula). This masking technique is shown in this
video between 0m45s and 3m50s.
• Create a trail of individual green pixels over the detail you want to mask (using the
'Single Pixel Toggle' Brush Mode)
• Use the 'Grow' button until they merge.
• 'Keep' the desired result.

Description of Controls:
Open
The 'Open' button allows you to import a Mask that was previously saved by using the 'Save'
button. Note that the image that is being opened to become the new Mask, needs to have
the same dimensions as the image the Mask is intended for. Loading an image that has
values between black and white will designate any shades of gray closest to white as 'on',
and any shades of gray closest to black as 'off'
It works for any TIFF file so you can create masks using other programs like PhotoShop or
GIMP
Save
The 'Save' button allows you to save the current mask to a standard TIFF file that shows
'on' pixels in pure white and 'off' pixels in pure black.
Auto
The 'Auto' button is a very powerful feature that allows you to automatically isolate
features.
• See detailed description below
Clear
The 'Clear' button turns off all green pixels (i.e. it deselects all pixels in the image)
Invert
The 'Invert' button turns on all pixels that are off, and turns off all pixels that were on.
Shrink
The 'Shrink' button turns off all the green pixels that have a non-green neighbour,
effectively 'shrinking' any selected regions.
Grow
The 'Grow' button turns on any non-green pixel that has a green neighbour, effectively
'growing' any selected regions.
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Undo
The 'Undo' button allows you to undo the last operation that was performed.
Brush Mode
Specifies how clicking on the image affects the toggling on or off of pixels in the mask.
For a description of the different brush modes see Brush Modes.
• Flood Fill Lighter Pixels - Performs a flood fill, starting at the clicked pixel and
filling neighbouring pixels until it can no longer find neighbouring pixels that are
lighter than the clicked pixel.
o This selection method is very effective in selecting stars.
o Rather than clicking on an object (or part of an object) such as a star, try
clicking on the edge of a star to select the whole star.
• Flood Fill Darker Pixels - Performs a flood fill, starting at the clicked pixel and
filling neighbouring pixels until it can no longer find neighbouring pixels that are
darker than the clicked pixel.
• This selection method is very effective in selecting the darker parts of an image.
• Single Pixel Toggle - Toggles individual pixels on and off.
• Similar Color - Selects nearby pixels that are of a similar colour to the clicked
pixel.
• Similar Brightness - Selects nearby pixels that are of a similar brightness to the
clicked pixel.
• Line Toggle - Draws a line between the point where you press the mouse button
and the point where you release it.
o This can be useful in masking out satellite trails.
• Lassoo - Selects all the pixels that lie within any convex shape that you draw. Use it
to quickly select or deselect large blobs.
• Grow Blob - Grows the selected green blob of touching pixels. Use it to make any
individually selected areas bigger (for example a star), without modifying others.
• Shrink Blob- Shrinks the selected green blob of touching pixels. Use it to make any
individually selected areas smaller (for example a star), without modifying others.

Auto button description
Stars Preset
Creates a star mask where all the stars are selected (green).
FatStars Preset
Creates a star mask where a larger area around a star is selected (green) for all the stars.
• FatStars requires Tracking to be on as it requires a 'Linear' Source type. The preset
is greyed out when Tracking is off.
Source
Sets which data the mask generator should derive the mask from.
• Linear - The mask generator should use the data when it is linear and has not been
stretched.
o This is particularly suited for detecting bright elements such as stars and over
exposed elements.
o This is perfect for creating star masks for deconvolution.
• Stretched - The mask generator should use the data that has been stretched to the
current extent.
o Use this if you need to select the detail as it is now.
• Default is Stretched [Stars], Linear [FatStars]
• The Linear setting is only available when Tracking is on.
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Selection Mode
Specifies which type of features are to be isolated by the Auto algorithm.
For a description of the different Selection Modes see Selection Modes.
Below is a summary of the range:
• Light Features + Highlights>Threshold - Isolates light features of a maximum size of
Feature Size that are not coloured as specified in Exclude Color.
o It also isolates any pixels whose brightness is above a certain Threshold.
o This setting is perfect for isolating stars.
• Light Features - Isolates light features which are high frequency (rapidly changing)
components - based on a maximum size of Feature Size and that are not coloured
as specified in Exclude Color. Good for selecting stars, gas knots and nebula edges.
• Highlights>Threshold - Isolates any pixels whose brightness is above a certain
Threshold.
• Dead Pixels Color<Threshold - Attempts to isolate dead pixels - based on high
frequency components whose brightness is below a certain Threshold, whose size is
below a certain Feature Size, depending on the Filter Sensitivity, and that are not
coloured as specified in Exclude Color.
• Dead Pixels Mono<Threshold - Attempts to isolate dead pixels - based on high
frequency components whose brightness is below a certain Threshold, whose size is
below a certain Feature Size, and depending on the Filter Sensitivity.
• Hot Pixels Color>Threshold - Attempts to isolate hot and warm pixels - based on
whose brightness is above a certain Threshold, whose size is below a certain
Feature Size, depending on the Filter Sensitivity, and that are not coloured as
specified in Exclude Color.
• Hot Pixels Mono>Threshold - Attempts to isolate hot and warm pixels - based on
whose brightness is above a certain Threshold, whose size is below a certain
Feature Size, and depending on the Filter Sensitivity.
• Dust & Scratches - Tries to identify dust and scratches based on Threshold value.
• Noise - Isolates pixels that are deemed noisy. Use the Feature Size and Threshold to
define the noise grain and sensitivity.
• Edges >Threshold - Selects areas with a steep brightness transition controlled by
the Threshold value.
• Horizontal Artifacts - Selects horizontal features greater than Threshold brightness
which are 1 pixel wide with length of at least Feature Size.
• Vertical Artifacts - Selects vertical features greater than Threshold brightness
which are 1 pixel wide with length of at least Feature Size.
• Radius (use Threshold) - Selects pixels within a circle about the centre. The radius
is defined by the Threshold parameter (50%=full width circle).
• Default is 'Light Features + Highlights>Threshold'
Feature Size
Sets the maximum feature size Auto algorithm should attempt to isolate.
• The appropriate setting depends largely on the image size versus angular size of
the object image.
• Increasing this setting may help in the correct detection of bigger stars.
• Used by Selection Modes: 'Light Features + Highlights', 'Light Features', 'Horizontal
Artifacts', 'Vertical Artifacts' and 'Noise'.
• Default is 8. Range is 0 to 20.
Threshold
Sets a brightness threshold as a percentage of 'full brightness' to be used by the Selection
Mode to decide which pixels to select.
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Used by 'Light Features + Highlights', 'Highlights', 'Dead Pixels', 'Hot Pixels', 'Dust &
Scratches', 'Noise', 'Edges', 'Horizontal Artifacts', 'Vertical Artifacts' and 'Radius'
• Default is 100.00. Range is 0.00 to 100.00
Old Mask
Specifies what to do with any mask that already exists. New and old masks can be added
in a number of ways - allowing complex masking:
• Clear - Clears the old mask - only uses the new mask.
• Add New To Old - Adds to the old mask any new pixels that are selected. The new
mask is overlayed over the old mask.
• Subtract New From Old - Any pixels that are selected in the new mask will be
unselected in the resulting mask. This is useful for deselecting stars in a specific
part of an image.
• Add New Where Old Is Set - Only selects a pixel if both the old and the new mask
have that pixel selected. You could use this to create a star mask in only a part of
the image.
• Default is 'Clear'.
Filter Sensitivity
Sets how sensitive the feature detector should be when detecting features.
• Lower values increase the number of features detected (more sensitive), while
bigger values reduce the number of features detected (less sensitive) - this may be
counter-intuitive.
• For hot or dead pixel detection a higher sensitivity is appropriate.
• Default is 5 [Stars], 0 [FatStars]. Range is 0 to 30.
Exclude Color
Sets which colour channels to ignore when detecting features.
• This is particularly useful when detecting stars by minimising false positives caused
by, for example, bright gas knots in DSO's.
• Used by Selection Modes: 'Light Features + Highlights' and 'Light Features'
• Range is: None, Red, Blue, Yellow (Red + Green), Purple (Red + Blue)
• Default is None.
•

Associated Controls
Sometimes there are other controls in a module which are associated with using a mask.
Grow Mask
If a mask is used, sets the amount to temporarily grow the mask by.
• This allows a common mask to be used amongst several modules (e.g. a star mask)
making small temporary adjustments to suit individual modules
Mask Fuzz
If a mask is used, Mask Fuzz controls the blending of the transition between masked and
non-masked parts of the image.
• Increase this value to make a more gradual transition

Background Notes:
Mask Blink control
• To stop the Mask blinking three times as a reminder it is set, put a file called
'noblink' in the StarTools executables folder. Instead of blinking it will just show the
mask once for a few seconds.
Creating a mask in GIMP 2
You can create a mask in another program and import it into StarTools as a Tiff file.
So you can use brushes and other tools in PhotoShop or GIMP to create the mask, save it as
a tiff, and then Open it in StarTools.
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Here are some instructions for creating a Mask in GIMP 2 (These instructions have been
tested on version 2.8):
1. Load a saved version of the image into GIMP 2.
2. In the Layer menu - select 'New Layer' - Fill Type: 'Transparency' - this creates a
new Layer.
3. If the 'Layers' dialog is not visible open it using Ctrl-L.
4. If the 'Tools Options' dialog is not visible - open it using the Windows menu Dockable Dialogs - 'Tool Options'.
5. From the Tools menu select 'Paint Tools' - then select Paintbrush (or perhaps
another tool e.g Airbrush).
6. In the 'Tool Options' dialog adjust the 'Brush' settings - such as Size and other
settings as needed.
7. In the 'Layers' dialog select the new Layer.
8. Select (in black) the elements of the image you want masked using the brush - or
do the opposite and invert it later.
9. When done, select the original image layer - right-click and select 'Delete layer'.
This leaves the mask layer.
10. In the Image menu select 'Flatten Image'
11. In File menu - select 'Export As..' - Select 'File Type (by extension)' - 'TIFF Image',
name the image, then press 'Export'.
12. In StarTools, click the 'Mask' button at the top of the main screen.
13. Click 'Open' and select the newly created mask. The mask should open with the
black parts now the inactive (transparent) parts. Invert if needed.
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Compose
Description:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To allow the loading of separate files representing Luminance and Red, Green and
Blue colour channels to enable complex composites. The Compose module is used
to load and combine multiple files into a single image. Either standard luminance,
Red, Green and Blue data or a combination of narrow-band data using different
filters.
This allows simple creations of complex composites such as LLRGB
It can also be used to extract the Red, Green or Blue channel from a colour image.
If a channel is missing it can interpolate from the other channels to create the
missing channel.
The balancing (weighting) of the different channels is done automatically based on
the total exposure time for each channel.
While Tracking is on the 'Compose' button is lit up to show processing is being done
in a special 'Compose' mode.
In the Compose Mode luminance and colour datasets are processed separately in
parallel in subsequent modules.
Bin, Wipe etc until Tracking is turned off.

When to use:
At the start of processing if you need to load files representing different channels - either
traditional LRGB or other combinations such as Hubble Pallette (SII, Ha, OIII)

Method:
1. Preparation:
o All the image files must be aligned (registered). When stacking, use one image
as a reference for the others.
o If a luminance file has been loaded, any Red, Green or Blue file subsequently
loaded must be either exactly the same size or exactly half the size of the
luminance file. This allows luminance channels to be 1x1 binned while R,G and
B files can be 2x2 binned. In all other cases all loaded files must be the same
dimensions.
2. The Compose module can be set to interpolate any missing channels. Just set
Channel Interpolation on and load what channels you have.
3. If you have any Luminance data, load that first. If you don't you must specify a
Synthetic Luminance option in 'Luminance, Colour' setting otherwise the 'Compose'
mode will not be enabled.
4. Load any Red, Green and Blue data you have.
5. If there is a difference in exposure time between Red, Green and Blue data set the
Ratio settings accordingly.
6. If you have problems loading data because of the error: 'The dimension of the
bitmap you're trying to load differ from the previously loaded file bitmap(s). ...'
then check the dimensions of individual data files by loading them in StarTools
individually. The dimensions are listed to the right of the file name at the top of
the screen.

What result to look for:
•

Make sure all the channels are properly aligned. In rare cases it is possible for the
registration to be out.

After Use:
Continue with your preferred workflow.
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Special Techniques:
Loading Narrow Band data using the Hubble Palette
1. Load the Luminance data - if you have it - into the Luminance channel.
2. Load the SII data into the Red channel.
3. Load the Ha data into the Green channel.
4. Load the OIII data into the Blue channel.
5. If you want to create a weighted synthetic luminance channel set the 'Luminance,
Color' to 'L + Synthetic L from RGB, RGB'
6. Otherwise if you have Luminance data (and don't want to use LLRGB) set the
'Luminance, Color' to 'RGB, RGB'
7. Set the Total exposure times for each channel.
8. Press 'Keep' when done.
See also the description: LRGB & Hubble palette
Creating a Synthetic Luminance channel from Wide Band data
1. Load the Wide band image data into the Red, Green and Blue channels.
2. Set the 'Luminance, Color' to 'L + Synthetic L from RGB, RGB' [/url]
3. Set the Total exposure time for each of the Red, Green and Blue channels.
4. Press 'Keep' when done.
There is a useful video Painlessly re-creating the iconic Hubble 'Pillars of Creation' in
StarTools.
Re-centering blue back onto stars
To recentre a smeared blue channel back to align with the red and green channnels try the
following as described in Fringe killer filter add blue back to central star
1. Optionally Bin the image - then save it.
2. In the Compose module click Blue and navigate to the file just saved. This will load
only the Blue channel of the saved image. The other channels will be automatically
set due to 'Channel Interpolation'. You end up with a black & white representation
of the blue channel
3. Process this image so that you reduce the bloating of the stars in the blue channel
o Do AutoDev or Develop - this allows us to see what we are doing.
o You could then use the Decon module - set to 'De-ring Mask Gaps, Show Result',
set Iterations to 1, set Radius to 3.2 (as appropriate).
4. 'Keep' the result.
5. Use Restore selecting 'Linear, Wiped, Deconvolved' option - this reverts to an image
which is Linear but which retains the deconvolution you did.
6. Save the image.
7. Use the Compose module to load the Red and Green channels (also 50% binned) and
load the saved image into the Blue channel.
8. You should now have an image with a better focused blue channel. Process as
normal.
9. When using the Color module, the Scientific mode may have problems with the star
cores as they have artefacts in the blue channel due to the deconvolution. Either:
o Reduce Bright Saturation right down and set Saturation Amount to 100% or
lower. This will avoid recovering colour in the highlights, or
o Use a star mask to mask out the stars - they then won't be involved in setting
the colour balance, or
o Use Artistic mode
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Adding Ha to OSC data
1. Create new red channel
o Load Compose Module
o Channel Interpolation On
o Load full-colour data into red channel Only using the Red/S-II button
o Save that dataset - this creates a mono dataset of the red channel
2. Create a blend of this with Ha
o Load Compose Module
o Load these two datasets - the red channel data using Red/S-II button, and the
Ha data using Green/Ha button
o Channel Interpolation On
o Set 'Luminance, Color' to 'L + Synthetic L from RGB, Mono' to create a mono
blend
o Save this blend - this is the new red channel
3. Combine this new red channel with the other color data
o Load Compose Module
o Set 'Luminance, Color' to 'L + Synthetic L from RGB, RGB'
o Load new red channel using the Red/S-II button
o Load full-color data set using the Luminance, Green and Blue buttons. You now
have R+Ha, G and B
4. Process as normal

Description of Controls:
Luminance button
Allows you to navigate to and load the Luminance file.
Red Button
Allows you to navigate to and load the Red channel file.
• If a luminance file has been loaded then any Red, Green or Blue file subsequently
loaded can be either the same size or exactly a quarter of the resolution of the
luminance file. This allows luminance channels to be 1x1 binned while R,G and B
files can be 2x2 binned. In all other cases all loaded files must be the same
dimensions.
• If loading a colour (RGB) image - extracts the Red channel.
Green Button
Allows you to navigate to and load the Green channel file
• If loading a colour (RGB) image - extracts the Green channel.
Blue Button
Allows you to navigate to and load the Blue channel file
• If loading a colour (RGB) image - extracts the Blue channel.
Luminance, Color
Defines how to combine the data from each channel.
• RGB, RGB - Uses the luminance from the R,G and B channels, and the colour from
the R,G and B channels.
• RGB, Mono - - Uses the luminance from the R,G and B channels, does not output
colour.
• L, RGB - Uses the luminance from the L channel, and the colour from the R,G and B
channels.
• L + Synthetic L from RGB, RGB - Creates synthetic luminance data from the R,G and
B channels and adds it to the luminance channel, and the colour from the R,G and
B channels. Also known as LLRGB.
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L + Synthetic L from RGB, Mono - Creates synthetic luminance data from the R,G
and B channels and adds it to the luminance channel, does not output colour.
Channel Interpolation
The Compose module can be set to interpolate any missing channels.
• Just set Channel Interpolation On and load what channels you have. This feature
can be used to:
o Generate a missing green channel in the case of an Ha/Hb composite
o Generate a greyscale from a single Ha, Hb, OIII or SII frame which may later be
turned into a false colour image using the Color module.
• Default is On
Luminance File
Shows the path of any file loaded in the Luminance channel.
• Default is None.
Red File
Shows the path of any file loaded in the Red channel.
• Default is None.
Green File
Shows the path of any file loaded in the Green channel.
• Default is None.
Blue File
Shows the path of any file loaded in the Blue channel.
• Default is None.
Lum Total Exposure
Sets the total exposure time of the luminance data.
• Default is Not Set. Range is 1 minute to 720 minutes.
Red Total Exposure
Sets the total exposure time of the red data.
• Default is Not Set. Range is 1 minute to 720 minutes.
Green Total Exposure
Sets the total exposure time of the green data.
• Default is Not Set. Range is 1 minute to 720 minutes.
Blue Total Exposure
Sets the total exposure time of the blue data.
• Default is Not Set. Range is 1 minute to 720 minutes.
•

Background Notes:
Compose mode
• In 'Compose' mode the Wipe module works on the luminance and colour datasets in
parallel.
• You can see the results of each by pressing the 'Color/Luminance' button in Wipe.
• Remember to check both results.
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AutoDev Module
Description:
•
•
•

AutoDev is designed to show up the faults in an image - that is why most images
look bad when doing the initial global stretch.
When given a suitably cropped and Wiped image AutoDev is designed to find the
optimal global stretch.
AutoDev employs an enhanced algorithm that yields optimal global dynamic range
assignment - without masking artifacts - while being easy to control.

When to use:
•
•

For the initial global stretch - Just after loading the image in StarTools - to allow
initial viewing of the features and problems associated with the image.
For the final global stretch - After using the Wipe module.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR Sharp – Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer –
Shrink – Heal – Repair – Synth-Stereo 3D}

Method:
1. Set Ignore Fine Detail - to ensure AutoDev ignores noise, dust specks and other dark
anomalies.
2. Select Region of Interest (ROI):
o Highlight the subject, or a part of it, to select the range of levels that
AutoDev should allocate dynamic range to.
o Sometimes highlighting an area within the subject gives the optimum
dynamic range.
3. In rare cases, possibly due to the subject or the amount of noise, AutoDev does not
produce a good result. In these cases it is necessary to use the Develop module
instead.
4. If you make a mistake, the 'Reset' button discards all the changes since you started
using the module.
5. 'Keep' the result when you are happy with it - Unless you plan to use the Band
module.

What result to look for:
Initial global stretch
The image may look something like the one below:
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AutoDev will highlight any of the following:
• Stacking Artefacts - remove later with the Crop module.
• Colour bias (remove this later with the Wipe module)
o red or yellow/brown cast - skyglow that has been white balanced.
o teal, blue or green cast - skyglow that has not been white balanced.
o bright blue-green cast - skyglow filtered using a light pollution filter.
o missing yellow (e.g. no yellow stars) - indicates use of light pollution
filter.
• Vignetting - darkening towards the corners, Amp Glow - remove later with the
Wipe module.
• Dust specks - remember to mask out when using the Wipe module.
• Noise.
• Banding - use the Band module next - but don't 'Keep' the AutoDev result.
• Debayering Problems - checkerboard pattern. See the description here.
• Coma - fix later with the Lens module.
Final global stretch
The image may now look something like the one below:

Look for:
• Good dynamic range in the area of interest, showing all the major structures of
interest. Don't worry about the detail within the structures - they will be targeted
later.
• Controlled noise in the background - if not go back and do a less aggressive stretch
(by changing ROI selection). The Denoise module can handle a reasonable amount
of background noise but has problems when it is excessive.
• Colour Bias, Vignetting, Dust specks, etc. should be well controlled or removed by
this stage. If not you may need to go back and redo the Wipe or Crop.

Ways of getting better results:
•
•
•

Use Flats and Darks (or Dither) when creating the original image
Use the Bin module at the start of processing if the original image is oversampled.
If you continue to have problems with background noise you may want to try the
Develop module instead. It may provide the level of control you need.

After Use:
•
•
•

After initial global stretch - use the Band module if needed - followed by Lens-BinCrop-Wipe modules - as needed
If using the Band module next - don't 'Keep' the initial stretch.
After final global stretch - Consider using the Decon, Sharp, Contrast, HDR modules
as needed.
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Description of Controls:
Presets
• Reset - Resets controls 'Ignore Fine Detail' to 'Off' and 'Outside ROI Influence' to 0%.
• No ROI - Clears any Region of Interest (ROI) set.
Ignore Fine Detail
Allows AutoDev to ignore small features such as noise when allocating dynamic range.
• Particularly important when the image has a low signal to noise ratio (SNR).
• Default is Off. Range is Off then 1.1 to 50.0 pixels.
• Increase to exclude noise - usually until the image doesn't darken any more.
Detetor Gamma
Allows you to apply a Gamma correction before the linear data is analysed by the detail
detection algorithms
• Increasing the value above 1.00 will make bright details stand out more - so more
dynamic range will be allocated to bright detail.
• Decreasing the value below 1.00 will make bright details stand out less.
• The effect is like having an intelligent Gamma correction.
• Keep at 1.00 for no change.
• Default is 1.00. Range is 0.00 to 10.00
Outside ROI Influence
Defines how much dynamic range to reserve for outside the Region of Interest (ROI).
• Defaults to 15%. Range is 0% to 100%.
• Reduce if you have a high dynamic range subject and you want to allocate more
dynamic range to the subject.
• Avoid AutoDev clipping the data by never reducing this value to 0%.
• Increase if there is some detail outside the ROI which you want to show up.
Shadow Linearity
Sets how much linearity is applied to the shadows - before non-linear stretching takes
over.
• Values above 50% allocate more dynamic range to the shadows and background.
• Values below 50% allocate more dynamic range to the highlights and foreground.
• Default is 50%. Range is from 0% to 100%.

Background Notes:
The AutoDev module, along with the Develop, Contrast and HDR modules, provide
automated stretching at all levels of detail. These modules replace the traditional curvebased adjustment of stretching.
Dark Anomoly Headroom and more..
Dark Anomalies
These are - in StarTools - pixels (or clumps of pixels) that are darker than the 'real'
background. E.g. they don't describe real signal, but rather some form of signal
obstruction or hindrance (dust, dead pixel, tree, stacking artefacts etc.).
A number of modules in StarTools really, really hate dark anomalies as they rely on taking
measurements of the 'real' background for various purposes. Dark anomalies can really
throw off these measurements. Therefore filters like the Dark Anomaly filter exists for
filtering these anomalies out if they are small, or masks for bigger areas/clumps.
The question in some modules is then, how should a module treat this anomalous data
once it has been 'worked around'/'ignored'? Should it just clip it to black/0? Maintain the
original value? Something in between?
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The dark anomaly headroom does exactly this: it controls the headroom (dynamic range)
allocate to dark anomalies. No headroom = clip to black, full headroom = keep as-is.
Usually dynamic range taken up by dark anomalies is better allocated to real detail, but
the choice is yours.
Dark anomaly dynamic range is
'crunched'
(the 5% vs 100% dark anomaly
headroom is not to scale)

You can see that by crunching down the dynamic range allocated to dark anomalies, the
average background level now sits much closer to black. This effectively makes dark
anomalies harder to see, while re-purposing the freed up dynamic range for the
'Interesting stuff'.
Modules that don't explicitly offer a dynamic range control over dark anomalies use 100%
for any remaining dark anomalies after any filtering. E.g. they largely retain the dynamic
range allocated to dark anomalies for any large anomalies not caught by small anomaly
filtering.
To be be clear, the global background level is being reduced to the (squashed) amount of
the brightest (approaching background level in brightness) dark anomaly. Dynamic range
below that level is reserved to still describe the dark anomaly, however now there is much
less headroom - it is 'squashed' - to do that.
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Develop Module
Description:
Develop allows a more manually controlled global assisted stretching than AutoDev.
Develop automatically detects the white and black point and ensures the signal never
clips.

When to use:
•

•
•
•

In place of AutoDev where you have difficulty getting the results you want with
AutoDev. Principal causes are:
o There is no region of interest with sufficient detail for AutoDev to use
o There is a lot of noise which disrupts AutoDev operation
For the initial global stretch - after loading the image
For the final global stretch - after using the Wipe module
For adding back an artificial skyglow - at the end of processing

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
• Increase Digital Development to set the black point of the global stretch - The
'Home In' button usually finds a good value.
• Increase Dark Anomaly filter so the noise and other dark anomalies are ignored usually when the background stops darkening.
• Usually all other parameters work best with their default settings - but try
changing them as described below if you want.
• If you make a mistake, the 'Reset' button discards all the changes since you started
using the module.
• 'Keep' the result when you are happy with it - unless you plan to use the Band
module next.

What result to look for:
Initial global stretch - AutoDev will highlight any of the following:
• Stacking Artefacts - remove later with Crop module
• Colour bias (remove this later with the Wipe module)
o red or yellow/brown cast - skyglow that has been white balanced
o teal, blue or green cast - skyglow that has not been white balanced
o bright blue-green cast - skyglow filtered using a light pollution filter
o missing yellow (e.g. no yellow stars) - indicates use of light pollution filter
• Vignetting, Amp Glow - remove these later with the Wipe module
• Dust specks - remember to mask these out when using the Wipe module
• Noise
• Banding - use the Band module next - but don't 'Keep' the Develop module result.
• Debayering Problems - checkerboard pattern. See description here
• Coma - fix later with the Lens module
Final global stretch - look for:
• Good dynamic range in the area of interest
• Make sure you bring out the faintest detail you want to see - the brighter details
will be brought out by other modules
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•
•

Look for controlled noise in the background - if not, go back and do a less
aggressive stretch (by reducing the Digital Development setting)
Colour Bias, Vignetting, Dust specks, etc. should be well controlled or removed by
this stage.

Ways of getting better results:
Use Flats and Darks when creating the original image

After Use:
•
•

After the initial global stretch - use the Band module if needed - then use the Lens,
Bin, Crop and Wipe modules as needed.
After the final global stretch - Consider using the Decon, Sharp, Contrast, HDR
modules as needed.

Description of Controls:
Digital Development:
Emulates the response of film
• Defaults to Off. Range is Off(0.00%) to 100.00%.
• Use the 'Home In' button or change the slider to adjust the black point of the global
stretch of the image.
Home In:
Intelligently homes in on the optimum setting for Digital Development. Repeat until you
get the result you want.
Gamma:
Use this control to do a simple Gamma non-linear stretch. Used as an alternative to Digital
Development control.
• Defaults to 1.00. Range is 0.00 to 10.00.
• Leave at 1.00 if using Digital Development.
• If not using Digital Development - set to 2.2 for correct conversion of linear data so
that it appears linear on-screen. Set to approx. 0.46 to undo a JPEGs gamma curve.
Dark Anomaly Filter:
Controls the filtering of Dark Anomalies so that they don't interfere with the Develop
operation. Described further here.
Dark Anomalies are anything that is darker than the galactic background. Examples are:
Dead pixels, stacking artefacts. dust specks, scratches, trees, mountains.
• The Dark Anomaly Filter can remove small dark anomalies. For larger dark
anomalies you will need to use the Heal or Crop modules.
• Defaults to 'Off'. Range is Off to 20.0.
• Increase the value until the image stops darkening. Maximum 20.0 pixels. This
ensures that the Dark Anomalies are represented below the darkest point of real
data.
Dark Anomaly Headroom:
Defines the percentage of the original value a dark anomaly now occupies. This frees up
more dynamic range for subject data.
• Defaults to 5%. Range is 0% to 100%.
• Keep above 0% - to avoid clipping.
White Calibration:
Specifies how the Develop module decides on the white point of the global stretch of the
image.
• 'Use Stars' - look for big bright stars
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'Use Dark Anomaly Filter (May White Clip)' – (use if there are no bright stars and the
brightest features are hot pixels). Uses the Dark Anomaly Filter to filter out these
white anomalies as well (requires the Dark Anomaly Filter to be active).
• Defaults to 'Use Stars'
Colour Channel Luminance Contribution:
• For colour images Develop uses the RGB channels to create luminance data on
which to do the stretch.
• If one of the channels is unreliable (due to Chromatic Aberration or lack of Infra
Red) then its influence should be reduced.
• These controls have no effect on monochrome images and so in this case are
disabled.
• Defaults to 100%. Range is 0% to 500%.
Luminance Contribution Settings:
Red Luminance Contrib. - Sets the relative influence of the Red channel.
Green Luminance Contrib. - Sets the relative influence of the Green channel.
Blue Luminance Contrib. - Sets the relative influence of the Blue channel.
Skyglow:
• Re-introduces an artificial sky glow.
• Best to leave this to just before saving the image.
• Defaults to 0%. Range is 0% to 50%.
•

Background Notes:
The Develop module, along with the AutoDev, Contrast and HDR modules, provide
automated stretching at all levels of detail. These modules replace the traditional curvebased adjustment of stretching.
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Band Module
Description:
To remove banding usually caused by sensor read noise. The module allows application of
one of two algorithms to reduce vertical or horizontal banding.

When to use:
•
•
•
•
•

Use if there is banding visible when you do the initial global stretch (AutoDev).
The Band module works best on linear data - but will attempt to compensate for
any stretching.
Ideally it should be used after the initial global stretch (AutoDev) - but don't 'Keep'
the result - and before the final global stretch (AutoDev or Develop).
The earlier you remove the banding, the fewer modules that will have to work with
the 'tainted' data.
Experiment to see when it is most effective.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
• Set Orientation to match the banding's orientation you are trying to get rid of.
• Set Algorithm to 'Algorithm 1' (default) - If this does not improve the banding well
then try 'Algorithm 2'
• 'Keep' the result when you are happy with it.

What result to look for:
•

The banding should be reduced significantly.

Ways of getting better results:
•

Using Bias sub-frames when stacking may get rid of the banding altogether.

After Use:
Start the main workflow.

Description of Controls:
Mask
• The mask is not used in the Band module even though the button appears.
Orientation
Sets the orientation of the banding to be removed. Since this banding relates directly to
the sensor the banding is always aligned with the sensor.
• Vertical - removes vertical banding.
• Horizontal - removes horizontal banding.
Algorithm
Specifies which banding-reducing algorithm to use.
• Algorithm 1 - Usually gives best results.
• Algorithm 2 - Is better than Algorithm 1 in certain circumstances.
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Background Notes
When to use the Band Module
When to use the Band module is a little bit more care than many of the other modules.
The Band module is not currently Tracking aware - so ideally should be used either:
• When tracking is off:
o Before Tracking is turned on: Load image - say that it is modified - do the
Banding reduction - then turn Tracking on and process as normal. See topic
Band Module - where in workflow to use.
o Before Tracking is turned off.
• While the data is still linear (before final AutoDev or Develop module use).
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Lens module
Description:
To correct common lens distortions such as chromatic aberration and coma. The Lens
module in StarTools corrects for 'simple' radial distortion, which can alleviate some of the
worst effects of coma. It also allows for re-alignment of the Red, Green and Blue colour
channels to remove some of the worst effects of transverse (lateral) chromatic aberration.
Axial (longitudinal) chromatic aberration can be controlled using the Filter or Decon
modules.

When to use:
•
•
•

After the Bin module (if used).
Before the Crop module - the Lens module requires the centre of the image to be
the same as when the image was taken.
Stacking artefacts can be asymmetrical and require some re-centering of the
image. This is easier to do in the Lens module than by using the Crop module.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
To correct coma:
• Increase the Curvature Linked setting until the stars in the corners are circular.
• Adjust Center X and Center Y to correct if the centre of the lens is slightly offcentre.
To correct chromatic aberrations:
• Adjust the Red Shift X and Red Shift Y until the red fringe of the star has moved
into the stars centre.
• Adjust the Blue Shift X and Blue Shift Y until the blue fringe of the star has moved
into the stars centre.

What result to look for:
When correcting coma:
• Stars at the edges and at the centre are round - any elongation has been
compensated for.
• Diffraction spikes will, unfortunately, now be curved.
When correcting chromatic aberration:
• Star red and blue fringes are reduced or eliminated.
• Ways of getting better results:
To remove coma:
• Use a coma corrector/field flattener.
• Do this sort of adjustment to the subs before stacking if you can - as each sub will
be slightly rotated.
To remove chromatic aberration:
• Use an Apochromatic refractor.
• Use a reflector.
• For any axial chromatic aberration - use the Decon module or the Filter module which should remove any remaining blue fringes.
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After Use:
•

Do Crop if required - and continue with workflow.

Description of Controls:
Auto Crop
• Set if the Lens module should automatically crop the image after correction.
Curvature Linked
This parameter defines if the field curvature of the red and the blue channel should be
adjusted the same.
• For coma correction/field flattening both red and blue curvature should be the
same.
• Changing this setting changes the Curvature Red and Curvature Blue to the same
values.
• Default is 100.00%. Range is -100.00% to +300.00%.
• Change this value until the coma in the corners has been compensated for. Values
of 150% are common.
Curvature Red
Sets the field curvature of the red channel independently of the blue channel.
• Default is 100.00%. Range is -100.00% to +300.00%
Curvature Blue
Sets the field curvature of the blue channel independently of the red channel.
• Default is 100.00%. Range is -100.00% to +300.00%
Center X
Sets the X-axis position of the centre of the distortion.
• Default is 0.0 pixels.
• Change this value if the image has been cropped unevenly or if the optical axis is
offset.
Center Y
Sets the Y-axis position of the centre of the distortion
• Default is 0.0 pixels
• Change this value if the image has been cropped unevenly or if the optical axis is
offset.
Red Shift X
Shifts the red channel along the X axis.
• Default is 0.0 pixels. Range -50.0 pixels to +50.0 pixels.
• Adjust this parameter in conjunction with Red Shift Y until the red fringe around
the stars has been removed by moving it towards the centre of the star.
Red Shift Y
Shifts the red channel along the Y axis.
• Default is 0.0 pixels. Range -50.0 pixels to +50.0 pixels.
• Adjust this parameter in conjunction with Red Shift X until the red fringe around
the stars has been removed by moving it towards the centre of the star.
Blue Shift X
Shifts the blue channel along the X axis.
• Default is 0.0 pixels. Range -50.0 pixels to +50.0 pixels.
• Adjust this parameter in conjunction with Blue Shift Y until the blue fringe around
the stars has been removed by moving it towards the centre of the star.
Blue Shift Y
Shifts the blue channel along the Y axis.
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•
•

Default is 0.0 pixels.
Adjust this parameter in conjunction with Blue Shift X until the blue fringe around
the stars has been removed by moving it towards the centre of the star.

Background Notes
Optical Distortion
• The Lens module in StarTools uses Brown's distortion model to correct for 'simple'
radial distortion, which can alleviate some of the worst effects of coma. Ref:
Wikipedia article on distortion in optics.
• Image distortion may be off-centre for a number of reasons, such as the camera
not sitting perfectly flush/perpendicular to the imaging plane, or movement
between sub-frames affecting the stacking process.
Chromatic aberration
For a general introduction to the subject see the article: Chromatic aberration.
This can be split into two types:
• Transverse or Lateral chromatic aberration - colorshifts due to the different
channels not quite lining up - this is the type that the Lens module addresses. With
transverse chromatic aberration the colour fringes are on one axis.
• Axial or Longitudinal chromatic aberration - caused by different wavelengths/
colours coming into focus at slightly different distances - this can be mitigated
using the Decon or Filter modules. With axial chromatic aberration the colour
fringes are all around the object.
• For further information see this article on Chromatic Aberration.
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Bin Module
Description:
The Bin algorithm trades off resolution for an improved Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) - it
doesn't just change the scale.
The algorithm yields correct results even at arbitrary sizes (not just powers of 2) by
applying an anti-aliasing filter at the proper cutoff frequency corresponding to the new
image size.

When to use:
•
•
•

After initial global stretch (AutoDev).
When you want to improve the SNR - if the image is oversampled.
If the data is noisy you may want to bin to improve the SNR - even if the image is
not oversampled and you will lose some detail.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. Load the module - this automatically Bins the image by 50%.
2. Zoom in on the image to see if the image is still oversampled. See the background
notes on oversampling.
3. Try different levels of binning until the smallest features occupy only a couple of
pixels on their minor axis.
4. Leave a bit of oversampling if you want to use the Decon module later.
5. 'Keep' when finished.

What result to look for:
•
•

•

Is the image still oversampled? For a description of oversampling see below.
Zoom in and look at smallest stars when unbinned - are they spread over 3 or more
pixels in any direction? - if they are the image is oversampled - the combination of
the seeing, optics, focus and camera have lead to this spreading.
Zoom out - make sure the reduction in resolution hasn't caused the more prominent
stars to lose their roundness and other detail in the brighter parts of the image to
become angular and 'boxy'.

After Use:
•

You may want to use the Lens Module followed by the Crop module.

Description of Controls:
Presets
Define a preset amount of binning.
• 25% - Reduce image resolution to 25% of what
• 35% - Reduce image resolution to 35% of what
• 50% - Reduce image resolution to 50% of what
• 71% - Reduce image resolution to 71% of what
These SNR figures assume negligible read noise.
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Scale
• Scale sets the reduction in resolution (e.g. 25% - the number of pixels along one axis
has been reduced to 25%)
• Also shown is the corresponding noise reduction factor (1600.00%) and the bit depth
improvement (+4.00 bits)
• 100% = no reduction in scale, 0% noise reduction factor, 0 bit depth improvement
• Default is (scale/noise reduction 50%)/(400.0%)/(+2.00 bits)

Background Notes
Oversampling
• An image is oversampled if the image resolution is greater than the image detail
available. The extra resolution doesn't contribute to improved detail.
• For example, if you print a 2x oversampled image and print the same image after
2x binning (so it is not oversampled) enlarged to the same size - the detail visible
will be the same in both.
• As a general rule, if the smallest unsaturated star occupies 3 or more pixels in any
direction you can bin the data some more without losing detail.
o This rule applies to monochrome cameras and also for OSC/DLSR cameras
where the image has been stacked with a sufficient number of sub-frames
which have been dithered.
o The rule needs to be adjusted for less good OSC/DSLR images. At the
extreme, for a single OSC/DSLR sub-frame, a star will be spread across a
minimum of 3 pixels by the debayering algorithm - so the rule in this case if
a star occupied 3 pixels it would no longer be oversampled.
• The major benefit of oversampling is that, using the right algorithm, you can bin it
to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the image.
• It can also be used by deconvolution routines - so it may be beneficial to leave a
bit of oversampling for use by the Decon module.
• If we assume we have perfect focus and optics then to get the best information
from the seeing we need to have an image scale of about half the seeing.
• Image scale (arcseconds per pixel) = 206 * camera pixel size (microns) / Focal
length (mm)
o For many DSLR camera and telescope combinations the image scale is
around 1 arcsec/pixel or less.
o E.g. Canon 1100D (5.2um pixels) - with 200mm f5 reflector = 1.07 arcsec/
pixel, with 80mm f6 refractor = 2.23 arcsec/pixel
• Seeing:
o An Average night at an average site - 4-5 arc seconds
o A Good night at an average site - 2-3 arc seconds
o The Best conditions at the best sites - 0.5-1 arc second
As a result, for many conditions we meet, stars can be spread over a number of pixels.
Luckily we can take advantage of this wasted resolution for the conditions by binning and
improving the SNR.
Bin vs Deconvolution
The Bin algorithm can take advantage of oversampling to improve signal to noise. The
deconvolution algorithm used by the Decon module can take advantage of the
oversampling to recover detail. So how should we decide the amount? Should we leave
some oversampling for deconvolution to use?
• Binning more will improve the SNR and allow Decon to go 'deeper' and successfully
deconvolve features that are darker/buried. Other modules will also benefit from
the improved SNR.
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Binning less will accomplish the opposite (and the higher noise will impact other
modules as well) but finer detail may be recovered and described (i.e. kept at
higher resolution) in areas where signal is high.
So - it all depends - on whether you can get more detail using Decon that justifies the
degradation of the results by not getting every last bit of SNR available. For most noisy
images binning to use all the oversampling will give best results.For higher quality images
leaving some oversampling may be beneficial. Initially probably the best way of deciding is
to try it. See what results you can get when you go through the workflow (including
Decon) when keeping some oversampling - as to what you can get using the same workflow
by binning as much as you can.
Make sure that the overall image has a high enough resolution - with the prominent stars
keeping their roundness and the prominent detail not artificially jagged and angular. High
quality printed images are generally about 300 pixels per inch - although 240 pixels per
inch may be sufficient.
Hardware binning vs. StarTools binning
Hardware binning :
• Reduces noise by reducing the amount of read noise e.g. 2x2 binning means 4
pixels are read at once - so a quarter of the read noise.
• It is fixed at capture time - there is no way of reducing it later.
• May give better results where read noise is dominant over shot noise - such as with
very faint objects under really dark skies.
StarTools software binning:
• Read noise is the unchanged because the pixels are read individually
• Shot Noise is reduced - Example: 2x2 binning - signal increases by 4x but noise
increases by sqrt(4)=2 so SNR increases by 2 - assuming read noise is negligible
• Allows fractional binning (e.g. 2.1x2.1)
• Allows experimentation after capture
• Better results when there is skyglow or light pollution (i.e. shot & other noise is
dominant over read noise)
• If in doubt - use StarTools binning unless target is a faint object under a really dark
sky.
•
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Crop Module
Description:
The Crop module allows you to remove stacking artefacts and reframe your image.

When to use:
•
•

Before the Wipe module. Normally just before or after the Bin module (if used).
After the Lens module, if used. The Lens module relies on the image being
centered relative to the camera sensor - and can also warp the image when
correcting distortion - so it is important this is done before using the Crop module.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Either: Click on the StArt preset to crop just the stacking artefacts.
Or: Adjust the X1, Y1, X2 and Y2 sliders to move the crop the sides as needed.
Or: Click and drag on the image to define the area to keep.
If combining LRGB and processing them separately - all the cropping should be
done exactly the same (to give the same image pixel dimensions)
5. 'Keep' when done.

What result to look for:
•
•

Check the stacking artefacts have been removed.
Check the image framing is how you want it.

After Use:
•

Use the (optional) Bin module if not already used - and then the Wipe module.

Description of Controls:
•

•

•

Presets: crop the image to selected ratio
o 3:2< (v1.6) - adjust to 3:2 aspect ratio - by reducing the dimensions in one
direction
o 2:3< (v1.6) - adjust to 2:3 aspect ratio - by reducing the dimensions in one
direction
o 16:9< (v1.6) - adjust to 16:9 aspect ratio - by reducing the dimensions in
one direction
o 9:16< (v1.6) - adjust to 9:16 aspect ratio - by reducing the dimensions in
one direction
o 3:2> (v1.6) - adjust to 3:2 aspect ratio - by increasing the dimensions in one
direction
o 2:3> (v1.6) - adjust to 2:3 aspect ratio - by increasing the dimensions in one
direction
o 16:9> (v1.6) - adjust to 16:9 aspect ratio - by increasing the dimensions in
one direction
o 9:16> (v1.6) - adjust to 9:16 aspect ratio - by increasing the dimensions in
one direction
X1:
o Sets the Left hand edge crop position - position shown is measured from
the left.
o Default is 0 pixels. Range is 0 pixels to max width.
X2:
o Sets the Right hand edge crop position - measured from the left (right).
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•

•

o

Default is max width in pixels. Range is 0 pixels to max width.

o
o

Sets the Top edge crop position - measured from the top.
Default is 0 pixels. Range is 0 pixels to max height.

o
o

Sets the Bottom edge crop position - measured from the top (bottom).
Default is max height in pixels. Range is 0 pixels to max height.

Y1:

Y2:
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Wipe Module
Description
Wipe flattens the field and removes gradients, Wipe also calibrates the background and
removes bias in the colour channels. Note that this does not necessarily mean that the
background becomes a nice neutral grey. Rather it makes sure that the background is
luminance bias-free across all colour channels. Subsequent colour calibration will modify
and neutralize the chrominance (colour) information.

When to use:
•
•

After using Initial AutoDev, Lens, Crop and Bin as needed.
Only use Wipe once - although you can use 'Undo' on main screen to immediately go
back and redo the Wipe Module if you aren't happy with the results.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. When doing the Initial AutoDev (initial global stretch):
o Look at the image and see what sort of gradients you have. If the brightness
drops away at the corners you have vignetting, If there is a general
lightness in the background choose 'Gradient' If there is an intensity in a
particular area - especially at the edge - you have 'Amp glow'.
o Look for any stacking artefacts which need to be cropped out before using
the Wipe module.
o Look for any dust specks, dead pixels, trees, mountains etc. which will need
to be masked out.
2. After using the Crop module to remove any stacking artefacts, load the Wipe
module.
3. Set the mask to exclude the target, dust specks and other dark anomalies as
described below: Mask - Clear - Lasso around Dark Anomalies and Target as needed
- Invert - Keep.
4. Adjust the Dark Anomaly Filter to mask the effect of small Dark Anomalies (see
below).
WipeMask

5. Choose a preset which best describes what you are trying to achieve (see below). If
there are multiple issues choose the most aggressive (i.e. Vignetting > Gradient >
Color Cast).
6. Default values often work fine. Press 'Do'.
7. Check the results - Use the 'Color/Luminance' button to check both results if in
'Compose' mode
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8. If the result is not right, ensure the subject, dust specks, dead pixels, trees etc.
are not included in the analysis by using a combination of Mask and Dark Anomaly
Filter controls as described below.
9. Adjust the 'Corner Aggressiveness' and 'Drop Off Point' only when there is
Vignetting.
• 'Keep' the result when you are happy with it.
Wipe Result

What result to look for:
•
•
•

•
•

After applying Wipe the stretched image should have a uniform and dark
background.
There should be no remaining background hue or colour cast. If there is check the
masking and redo, and try increasing the Aggressiveness.
Look at the stretched image background for halos and other casts - this may be due
to dark features such as dead pixels, dust, trees etc. which have not been
removed. These can be removed using the Mask or Dark Anomaly Filter as described
below.
If some detail has been wiped reduce the Aggressiveness.
If casts exist try increasing the Aggressiveness.

After use:
•

The Wipe module should make the background darker. It is important to redo the
global stretch (using Develop or AutoDev) to take advantage of the extra dynamic
range made available.

Ways of getting better results:
•

•

Use Flats when stacking so that the Vignetting, dust specks, etc. will have already
been accurately compensated for. This will simplify the Wipe to work specifically
on light gradients.
If Wipe does not reduce the colour cast well it may be that the image has a lot of
noise. In this case, increasing the Dark Anomaly filter can make a difference.

Special Techniques:
Masking out flaws (e.g. dust or artefacts) that were hidden before running Wipe
• Use the Wipe module as normal and 'Keep' the flawed result.
• Use the 'Mask' button on the main screen to edit the mask to exclude the newly
highlighted flaws.
• Crop any remaining stacking artifacts.
• Use the 'Restore' button on the main screen - select 'Original' - this reverts to the
Original (Linear, Binned & Cropped) image.
• Use the Wipe module as normal - which now uses the updated mask.
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Description of Controls:
Presets:
The following buttons pre-set the control settings to values most suited to the intended
purpose:
• Gradient - gradual changes in background light level across the image - e.g. from
light pollution or the moon.
• Vignetting - for removing any background light level that falls away at the corners use flats instead if you can.
• 'NrwBand' - optimized for Narrowband images - Light pollution and gradients are
less of a problem with narrow band data.
• Amp Glow - a brightness normally at one edge of the image due to an uneven
heating effect from the camera electronics.
Mask
For general instructions on using masks see Mask.
• Mask out (make non-green) the main subject and any dust specks, mountains, trees
etc, using the 'Lassoo' Brush Mode.
• This will stop Wipe trying to use them in analysing how to wipe the image - the
whole image will still be wiped.
• If using the 'Amp Glow' preset - select (make green) the pixels that are affected by
amp glow.
• You must use Develop or AutoDev to bring out the image details before using Wipe
if you want to see them in the Mask. Temporary AutoDev does not affect the Mask.
Color/Luminance
In 'Compose' mode the Wipe module works on the luminance and colour datasets
separately but in parallel. You can see the results of each by pressing this button. You will
be reminded if you haven't checked the color view.
Mode
This specifies the kind of gradients removed by Wipe:
• Correct Color and Brightness - use for dealing with Vignetting, Gradient and Amp
glow.
• Correct Color Only - select if only interested in removing uniform colour casts.
• Correct Brightness Only - can be used if color absolutely needs to be retained. This
can be useful when processing narrowband data, or data that was not acquired on
earth.
• Default is 'Correct Color and Brightness'.
Aggressiveness
Sets how aggressive Wipe should be:
• Wipe searches for a constant background level of brightness around each pixel in
the image - the search area is governed by the 'Aggressiveness' setting - the higher
the value the smaller the area searched to establish the background level. See the
description in the topic Wipe feature - when to use Mask.
• Default is 75% for Gradient and Vignetting preset, 0% for NrwBand, and 98% for Amp
Glow presets.
• Change if gradients remain - up to 95% in extreme cases. Reduce from the default
if detail is being wiped.
Corner Aggressiveness
Sets how much to increase gradient removal aggressiveness in the corners.
• Range is 0% to 100%.
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•
•

Defaults to 100% - comes into effect When 'Drop off Point' is less than 100% - i.e.
use for removing vignetting.
Normally the default (100%) is fine. Change from default (100%) if the background
level in the corners is different from that in the centre. Should need only to reduce
it by 1 or 2%.

Drop Off Point:
Defines the point from the centre at which the 'Corner Aggressiveness' factor comes into
effect.
• Range is 0% to 100%.
• Defaults is 100% unless using the 'Vignetting' preset when the default is 0%.
• Change from default (0% when removing vignetting) if the background levels show
uneven rings about the centre.
• Leave at 100% except when removing vignetting - Reduce from 100% (to 0% or
thereabouts) to allow the 'Corner Aggressiveness' setting to apply as you move out
to the corners.
Precision:
Defines the image 'resolution' that Wipe uses when analysing the image prior to wiping.
• Range is 128x128, 256x256, 512x512, 1024x1024 or 2048x2048.
• Default is 256x256 pixels for Gradient and Vignetting presets, 128x128 for NrwBand
and 512x512 for Amp Glow.
• Change from the default to a larger number if the image has rapidly changing
gradients and some background gradient has not been compensated for.
Dark Anomaly Filter:
Use this to stop dark spots in the image (such as dead pixels, small dust specks and small
scratches) affecting the Wipe.
• Default is 1 pixel. Range is 'Off'(0) to 30 pixels.
• Set to the size of the dark area. Larger dark areas (including larger dust specks)
should be deselected using the mask instead.
• Try Increasing to 2-10 pixels - look at the effect - continue until no further benefit.

Background Notes
Dark Anomalies
Every night sky image that is still linear has a minimum background light level caused by
the sky glow.
This is represented by a certain pixel value. If there are pixels with values below this then
they don't represent something in the sky.
These values are either caused by hot or stuck pixels, dust or scratches, noise, or
something terrestrial like a tree or mountain.
StarTools calls these Dark Anomalies.
Dark Anomaly Filter and Mask
Wipe tries to find this background level so as to identify the minimum and maximum pixel
values that represent light from the sky.
Dark Anomalies are dips below the minimum level which would cause Wipe to set an
artificially low background level.
In order for StarTools to find the correct background level it uses two methods to identify
and ignore Dark Anomalies
• Mask - Larger Dark Anomalies, such as mountains or trees, as well as dust bunnies
can be identified using a Mask.
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•

Dark Anomaly Filter - The Dark Anomaly Filter lets Wipe automatically ignore small
clusters of pixels with very low values when deciding the background level. The
value of the Dark Anomaly Filter sets the maximum pixel cluster size that will be
ignored. Set to 1 pixel to ignore single pixels such as cold or stuck pixels. Set
higher to ignore clusters caused by noise or small dust specks or scratches.

Dark Anomaly Headroom
The Wipe module looks for the global background level and subtracts that from the signal
to reveal more detail. The only time this is a problem is when there is no global
background - i.e. when you are not looking at the sky (trees & mountains or dust) or when
there is a faulty pixel. In this case the subtraction would produce a negative value and so
clip to 0.
To avoid this, Dark Anomalies are identified - using the Dark Anomaly Filter and
(optionally) Mask - and some dynamic range is allocated for these. The background level is
raised for the whole image so that when the signal level is subtracted from it, the result is
always greater than 0. The amount the background level is raised by is called the Dark
Anomaly Headroom. See the diagram below.
In the Wipe module the Dark Anomaly Headroom allows all the dark anomalies to be
mapped directly- without modification. The Contrast module allows some compression of
the Dark Anomaly Headroom.
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Contrast Module
Purpose:
To optimise medium-to-large local contrast (dynamic range) by doing local stretching.
• Complements the HDR module which optimises medium-to-small local contrast,
and the Sharp module for detail enhancements.
• Adjusts stretch locally on medium-to-large elements to improve visibility.
• Similar in approach to the Wipe module but without the masking capability.

When to use:
•

•
•

After final global stretch (Develop or AutoDev modules) and optionally after using
the Decon module to reduce atmospheric effects and the Heal or Crop modules to
remove larger Dark Anomalies.
Use before the Color module.
It may be that if you have used the Wipe module the scope for further
enhancement is limited.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. Identify any dark anomalies that might interfere with the automatic detection of
the background level. Dark Anomalies are darker than the galactic background.
Examples include dead pixels, stacking artefacts, dust particles, trees, mountains
etc.
2. For small Dark Anomalies such as dead pixels, small dust specks, or small scratches,
identify and eliminate these using the Dark Anomaly Filter (and Dark Anomaly
Headroom).
3. For larger anomalies it is necessary to use the Heal or Crop modules first. There is
no equivalent to the mask in the Wipe module. Using the Heal module must be
done with Tracking off which may cause complications and so limit this as an
option.
4. Press 'Do'.
5. 'Keep' the result when you are happy with it.

What result to look for:
•
•
•

Increased contrast in areas of medium to large detail within the image.
If halos appear it is likely that there are hot or dead pixels that have not been
taken into account.
If detail is being lost - try reducing the Aggressiveness setting.

Ways of getting better results:
•

If you can't get the results you want with the Contrast module, try the HDR module
or the Sharp module to highlight medium to small detail.

Description of Controls:
Compensate Gamma
Used to compensate for any darkening by increasing the Gamma (slight non-linear
stretch).
• Default Value is No.
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Changing this may sometimes improve the visibility of darker features. Other
modules may work on the area of interest better.
Dark Anomaly Filter
Defines the size of the dark anomalies that will be detected and stopped from interfering
in the modules action. Described further here.
• Default Value is 1 pixel. Range is 0 to 30 pixels.
• Change to include larger dark anomalies. Common values are 2-10 pixels.
Dark Anomaly Headroom
Defines how much headroom is given to any dark anomalies detected - the percentage
reduction in the number of gray levels they used to occupy.
• See a description of how it works here.
• Default Value is 15%. Range is 0% to 100%.
•

Expose Dark Areas
Specifies whether the module can be allowed to increase brightness if that benefits
contrast. Normally contrast is increased only by darkening areas.
• Setting to Yes can cause clipping.
• Default Value is No.
• Default value is safest - only change when the effect is truly beneficial and the
negative impact is minimal.
Precision
Specifies the size and amount of samples the module takes in calculating the background
level.
• Default Value is 256x256 pixels. Possible values are 128x128, 256x256, 512x512,
1024x1024, or 2048x2048.
• Where the gradients change quickly a higher precision (smaller sample size) may be
needed.
• Change from the default is not normally needed.
Aggressiveness
Sets how hard the module works to increase contrast.
• The higher the aggressiveness the harder the module works to increase contrast.
• Default Value is 75%. Range is Off (0) to 100%.
• Reduce if losing detail - i.e. if the default (75%) is too harsh.

Background Notes:
The Contrast module uses a similar algorithm to that used by the Wipe module. As a result
the effect of the Wipe module can be to reduce or eliminate the effectiveness of the
Contrast module.
The Image Scale that Contrast works on
The Contrast module works on medium-to-large areas. However terms like 'medium-tolarge' and 'medium-to-small' are actually (and unhelpfully) image dependent.
It roughly depends on the entropy of the image at different scales (roughly corresponding
with 'busyness' at different scales, which itself roughly corresponds with the angular size
of the image).
As a result, the same settings for Contrast may yield different effects for different images.
If the entropy at large scales is low (for example the presence of a 'fog' amongst a busy
star field), Contrast, regardless of (most) settings will have the effect of lifting that fog.
If that fog did not exist and we just had a busy star field, Contrast would appear to do
very little.
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The Dark Anomaly Filter in the Contrast Module
This works exactly the same as in - for example - the Wipe module. However, its effect is
much more pronounced as this is the only module that is intended for stretched data (and
its effects are much easier to see). Somewhat similar to the Wipe module, the Contrast
module models large scale light distribution and subtracts this from the image to reveal
smaller scale detail.
What happens to the image when more is subtracted than what the local background (as
determined by the filter) allows for, is determined by the Dark Anomaly Headroom setting?
Without any headroom allocated (e.g. 0%), the Dark Anomaly Filter clips pixels to 0 (pure
black) if more is subtracted than there is signal. The only time where there is not enough
signal, is when we are dealing with a dark anomaly. Any other time the global background
should provide enough signal for subtraction without clipping.
To avoid clipping clipped pixels are not set to 0, but instead the global background is
raised (for the whole image!) to accommodate the subtraction. The every undershoot is,
however scaled by the Headroom parameter. This means that the global background level
may be raised less than 100%, thereby 'squashing' undershoot (e.g. darker-than-background
pixels) dynamic range, while leaving more dynamic range for the pixels that are brighter
than the background.
You can see, for example that varying the Dark Anomaly Filter from 1px to 20px (or
beyond) has no effect when Headroom allocation is set to 100%. This makes sense, as the
background is simply raised/restored to what it was before the subtraction (e.g. 100%).
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HDR Module
Description:
To optimise an images medium-to-small local contrast.
The HDR module digs out small detail hidden in the image. It provides an automated curve
manipulation. HDR can operate on the either the image detail brightness, colour, or both.

When to use:
After the final global stretch (Develop or AutoDev) and the Decon module (if used).
Can be re-used if you have a number of different HDR problems - at different scales for
instance.
Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. Select the appropriate preset: Optimise, Equalize, Tame, Reveal - see options
below.
2. Adjust the Detail Size Range to target the size of detail you want.
3. Use 'PreTweak button to compare between current and previous setting.
4. Use Before/After button to compare between original and processed version.
5. 'Keep' the result when you are happy with it.

What result to look for:
•

Enhanced detail in the area you targeted.

After Use:
•
•

Re-use the module to target other areas as needed.
Use the other optional modules as shown in the workflow. Then use the Color
module.

Description of Controls:
Presets:
Sets values for the Algorithm, Dark/Bright Response, and Detail Size Range settings.
• Optimise - accentuates detail it can find (uses Optimize Soft algorithm).
• Equalise - brings out detail in both shadows and highlights.
• Tame - brings out detail in bright areas such as galaxy cores, like Equalize but doesn't
brighten faint detail.
• Reveal Core - reveals details in almost-overexposed cores (uses the Reveal DSO Core
algorithm).
Algorithm
Select the main algorithm HDR will use - linked to the presets:
• Equalize - brings out detail in both shadows and highlights.
• Optimize Soft - accentuates detail it can find.
• Optimise Hard - a more aggressive version of 'Optimize Soft'.
• Tame Highlights - brings out detail in bright areas such as galaxy cores, like Equalize but
doesn't brighten faint detail.
• Reveal DSO Core - reveals details in almost-overexposed cores.
• Reveal All- reveals details in almost-overexposed cores and shadows
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• Brighten Dark - brings out detail in dark areas such as galaxy cores, like Equalize but
doesn't tone down highlights.
• Defaults to 'Reveal All'.
Dark/Bright Response
• Sets how strong the effect of the algorithm is in the brightest and darkest parts of the
image.
• Default is 1.00. Range is from 0.00 to Full (10.00).
• Strength
• Sets how strong the effect should be overall - applies to the Reveal algorithm only.
• Default is 1.0. Range is from 1.0 to 3.9.
Small Detail Precision
• Sets the degree of precision HDR should use to identify small detail - affects speed of
processing.
• Values of Max, Medium (Faster), Low (Fastest).
• Default is 'Max'.
Detail Size Range
• Sets what detail size HDR should concentrate on in order to bring out the most detail.
• Default is 20 pixels. Range is from 0 pixels to Max width.
• A small setting will separate out the details and make them stand on their own. This
highlights detail but may seem harsh or flat.
• A large setting will make the details fit in with the rest of the image. This will appear
soft and natural but some detail may seem obscured.
Channels
Sets whether HDR should work on brightness detail, colour detail or both.
• Values of 'Brightness Only', 'Color Only' or 'Brightness and Color'.
• Default is 'Brightness Only'.

Background Notes:
The HDR module uses algorithms considered better than techniques like wavelet layers, or
global manipulation of shadow, midtone and highlight.
The HDR module takes into account psycho-visual theory (i.e. the way human vision
perceives and processes detail). The result is an artefact free, totally natural looking
image with real detail that does not suffer from the problems that other approaches suffer
from, such as looking 'flat', looking too busy, or blowing out highlights such as stars.
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Sharp Module
Description:
To provide a range of tools which give the ability to sharpen the small to medium detail in
the image.
The Sharp module uses wavelet sharpening techniques to enhance the detail in the image.
The module is scale aware - it splits the image into multiple layers of different scale
elements - allowing the enhancing of detail of particular sizes only. The module is also
noise-aware - allowing you to control its effect on areas depending on their SNR.
Only detail that has a high enough SNR is emphasised. Noise grain propagation is
minimised.
The optional 'Intelligent Enhance' mode targets the sharpening where it will benefit most.

When to use:
•
•
•

After the final global stretch (AutoDev or Develop), Contrast and HDR - if used.
Before the Decon Module.
Use only once.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
Select the Structure Size you want to sharpen - and press Next
Create an inverse star mask. Mask-Auto-Stars-Invert.
Adjust the 'Amount' control to bring out the structures as much as possible without
increasing the noise at all scales.
Within the selected Structure Size are 5 different layers of different scale sizes. If
necessary, reduce the individual Scale setting to reduce the effect at that scale.
Select a Low SNR bias depending on the image type. Low (0) for DSO, High(around
85%) for Planetary.
Toggle top 'Pre Tweak/Post Tweak' button to see the effect of last adjustment if
needed.
Use Before/After button to compare between original and processed version.
'Keep' the result when you are happy with it.

What result to look for:
•
•
•

Look for structures becoming clearer - less blurred.
Watch for stars bloating. If this happens, improve the star mask to counter this
effect.
Watch for noise being enhanced. If this happens at all scales then back off the
Amount setting. If it is enhanced at a particular scale then back off the relevant
Scale setting instead.

After Use:
•

Use Life modules if needed.

Special Techniques:
Sharp module can also be used as a scale decomposition tool - being able to remove or
attenuate features of a particular size. This allows different versions of the image with
different scales to be processed separately and blended together at a later stage.
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Description of Controls:
Screen 1: Structure Size:
Specifies the largest (Scale 5) size the wavelet sharpening should cover:
• Large - elements of approximately 100-120 pixels downwards.
• Medium - elements of approximately 40-50 pixels downwards.
• Small - elements of approximately 10-15 pixels downwards.
• Default is Large.
• Set this to the size of the largest element you want to sharpen (e.g. spiral arms,
dust lanes).
Screen 2:
Presets
• DSO - Optimises the Settings for DSOs
• DSO Light - As DSO - but allows full local brightening to enhance contrast. Sets
Dark/Light Enhance to 0%/100%
• DSO Dark - As DSO - but allows full local darkening to enhance contrast. Sets Dark/
Light Enhance to 100%/0%
• Planetary - Optimises the Settings for Planetary and Moon.
Mask
• For general instructions on using mask see Mask.
• Select what parts of the image to sharpen - The inverse star mask used by Decon which excludes the stars - is ideal here.
• Create an inverse star mask. Mask-Auto-Stars-Invert.
Scale
• Sets the amount of sharpening at each of 5 different scales ranges.
• Default is 100%. Range is 0% to 100%.
• Reduce scale from 100% at a particular scale if noise is being enhanced at that
scale. If changed - this is usually only necessary at scales 1-2.
• Scales do not have absolute limits to the range - its is more like a particular scale
brings detail of a certain size into focus - and that other detail is out of focus to
varying degrees depending on its size.
• The following are broad guidelines:
o The largest scale (Scale 5) is set by the Structure Size parameter.
o The smallest size (Scale 1) is always around one pixel.
o The intervening scale sizes increase exponentially.
• Scale Descriptions:
o Scale 1 - Controls fine feature sharpening - This scale covers the smallest
features such as single pixel detail.
o Scale 2 - Controls the amount of medium to small feature sharpening.
o Scale 3 - Controls the amount of medium feature sharpening.
o Scale 4 - Controls the amount of large to medium feature sharpening.
o Scale 5 - Controls the amount of large feature sharpening.
Amount
Adjusts the strength of sharpening across all scales
o Default is 100%. Range is 0% to 1,000%.
o Increase to make structures clearer. Decrease if noise is being enhanced too
much at every scale.
Dark/Light Enhance
Specifies how the module can improve contrast - by specifying whether it is by
darkening the surrounding area, lightening the detail, or a mixture of both.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing this value - towards 0%/100% - means the module will be able to lighten
areas rather than darken them.
Decreasing this value - towards 100%/0% - means the module will be able to darken
areas rather than lighten them.
Use low values (towards 0%/100%) to enhance faint nebulosity without darkening
the surrounding area.
Default is 50%/50% in DSO and Planetary presets
Default is 0%/100% in DSO Light preset
Default is 100%/0% in DSO Dark preset

High SNR Size Bias
Specifies how the module resolves any conflicts between scales in high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) areas. For example, it may be that sharpening in a larger scale causes contrast
reduction in a smaller scale.
• The larger the value, the more important is the small-scale detail compared to the
larger scale.
• Normally the emphasis would be on the small-scale detail.
• Default is 85%. Range is 0% to 100%.
Low SNR Size Bias
Specifies how the module resolves any conflicts between scales in low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) areas.
• The larger the value, the more important is the small-scale detail compared to the
larger scale.
• For DSO's, in low SNR areas is is more likely that only large scale detail can be
recovered - so this should be low (0%).
• For Planetary images, the small-scale detail should be protected so use a high
value (around 85%).
• Default is 0% for DSO presets, 85% for Planetary preset.
• Range is 0% to 100%.
Mask Fuzz:
If a mask is used, Mask Fuzz controls the blending of the transition between
masked and non-masked parts of the image.
o Active if a mask is used to selectively sharpen the image.
o Using this control will ensure smooth transitions between sharpened and
unsharpened parts of the image.
o Default is 4.0 pixels. Range 1.0 to 40.0 pixels.

Background Notes:
The Sharp module uses Wavelet (aka Laplacian) Sharpening techniques to enhance the
detail in the image. See How Unsharp Masking and Laplacian Sharpening Work
Scale and regions affected
• The scale is based on the number of pixels - so if you use the same settings on an
un-binned image and the same image 50% binned they will have different scales
affected.
• For each scale increment the size increases exponentially, based on Structure Size.
For Small the next scale size is 2x the current one, For Medium it is 2.75x and for
Large it is 3.5x.
• If you want to see what size a particular scale affects - set that Scale to 100%, the
Amount to 1000%, and all other scales to 0%. Do Before/After to see the scale
affected.
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Scale aware processing
Here's is generally how to do it:
• Make two (or more - depending on how many scales you want) copies of the image.
• Blur one with, for example, a Gaussian blur.
• Subtract the blurred image from the non-blurred image. The blur will have killed
most of the fine detail (it's a blur after all), so subtracting the blurred image from
the non-blurred image logically leaves you with just the fine detail.
• You can now manipulate that fine detail - for example normalise it, use brightness/
contrast operations on it, etc.
• Add it (the modified fine detail) back to the blurred (coarse detail) image and
voilà: you have an image that has had just a particular scale manipulated.
You could even do all this in something like The GIMP or Photoshop with the caveat that
some additional trickery is required to manipulate and visualise pixels with a negative
value. Now, nothing of course stops us from grabbing that fine detail we isolated, perform
the same trick on that, so that you can start getting 'bands' of different detail sizes.
The radius of the kernel you use for the Gaussian blur in this case defines the image scale
peak response.
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Decon Module
Description:
The Decon module tries to reverse the effects that atmospheric turbulence has on the
data. It allows recovery of detail in seeing-limited data sets that were affected by
atmospheric turbulence.
The Decon module is noise-aware and is able to generate its own de-ringing mask. Deringing will still try to coalesce singularities.
In some implementations deconvolution is used to correct bad collimation or other optical
defects. However, this implementation is only designed to correct atmospheric seeingrelated issues. Other modules deal with the optical effects.
The Decon module incorporates a regularization algorithm that automatically finds the
optimum balance between noise and detail and allows you to control this trade-off.

When to use:
The Decon module should be used just after the final global stretch and local
dynamic sretch optimization (Contrast, HDR, Sharp).
• The mask that the Decon module creates is no longer re-used in the Sharp module
to stop it causing stars to bloat further.
• If there is no oversampling, or if there is a lot of noise, the benefit of this module
will be limited.
• Use only once.
Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}
•

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. Select 'Generate mask automatically' to create an inverse star mask - or use
AutoMask preset to create one - this masks out overexposed stars which cause
ringing.
2. Select a preview area rectangle in the image to see the effect of changes - this
speeds up analysis. Choose a bright, detailed and noise-free area.
3. Select 'Primary PSF' model you want to use.
4. Select a 'Secondary PSF' if needed - to compensate for optical train as well - or
leave Off.
o Select Sample Star when prompted
5. Leave 'Tracking Propagation' to 'Post-decon (Fast)' initially.
6. Select Image Type - Deep Space or Lunar/Planetary.
7. Leave 'Regularisation' at default unless you have reason to change it.
8. Adjust the 'Primary Radius' setting - until just before the smaller stars start showing
signs of ringing.
9. Set 'Enhanced Deringing' to 0% for Lunar/Planetary/Solar targets.
10. Zoom in and out so you can see effect in the detail as a whole.
11. Change the Iterations setting to see if increasing it gets better results.
12. Normally other default values work well - e.g. for Regularisation - but you can
experiment if you want.
13. Toggle top 'Pre Tweak/Post Tweak' button to see effect of last adjustment if
needed.
14. When done, select 'All' to apply this to the whole image - this may take some time.
15. Press 'Keep'.
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What result to look for:
•
•
•
•
•

Elements should appear more focussed as the blurring effect of atmospheric
turbulence is compensated for.
Edges should look more distinct and without the exaggerated coalescing caused by
increasing the radius a lot.
If there are ringing artefacts around the stars it indicates the Radius parameter is
too high.
An increase in noise blotches in the background in the 'After' image indicates the
Regularisation setting is too low.
An increase in blurring in the foreground in the 'After' image indicates the
Regularisation setting is too high.

Ways of getting better results:
•

•
•

•

The Decon module works best when there is little noise - Bin your oversampled
data to improve the SNR if needed - but consider leaving some degree of
oversampling to allow deconvolution to bring out finer detail. See the Bin module
notes for a discussion of the issues relating to Bin vs. deconvolution.
Data that is not oversampled is not a candidate for deconvolution if the aim is to
reverse seeing-related issues.
Select Primary PSF as needed. Try either of the Moffat settings to correct for
atmospheric seeing. Use the 'Circle of Confusion' setting to correct optical
Diffraction only.
Use the secondary PSF and select a star sample to further refine the PSF.

After Use:
•
•

Optionally use the Flux or Life Modules.
Use the Color module.

Description of Controls:
Mask
For general instructions on using masks see Mask
• In this case the mask is used to mask out the bright stars so that they can be
treated separately to avoid ringing effects.
• If no mask is set you are asked if you want to create star mask
• Select 'Auto-Generate Mask' or 'Auto-Generate conservative Mask' if the subject is a
DSO.
• Select 'Auto-generate conservative mask' if you have clean data and your system
has a linear response across the dynamic range including highlights.
• Select 'Don't create mask now' if your object is Lunar or Planetary
• If not prompted because a Mask is already set - select the AutoMask preset to
create a mask automatically: Auto - Stars - Do - Invert
• Grow - Shrink to get rid of single pixels
• Include star halos in the mask
• 'Keep'
Primary PSF
Defines which model of atmospheric turbulence blurring is used in the reversal process:
• 'Gaussian' uses a Gaussian distribution to model atmospheric blurring. This model is
fast to calculate and was the default model in StarTools prior to version 1.6.
• 'Circle of Confusion' models basic focusing assuming no atmosphere (e.g. in space).
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•
•
•
•

'Moffat Beta=4.765 (Trujillo)' uses a Moffat distribution with Beta factor 4.765.
Recommended by Trujillo et al (2001).
'Moffat Beta=3.0 (Saglia, FALT)' uses Moffat distribution with a Beta factor of 3.0, as
implemented in the FALT software at ESO.
'Moffat Beta=2.5 (IRAF)' uses a Moffat distribution with a Beta factor of 2.5, as
implemented in the IRAF software by the USNOAO.
Default is Gaussian (Fast).

Secondary PSF
This parameter allows the Decon module to calculate a total PSF for both the atmosphere
and the optical train using a sample star as a reference.
In this way Decon tries to compensate for blurring by the atmosphere and also in the
optical path.
Once you enable this option you will be prompted to choose a sample star.
Sample Stars: Good candidates for sample stars have the following characteristics:
• Are set in an even background.
• Are neither over-exposed or dim.
• Ideally their profile covers most of the linear dynamic range of the image.
• Ideally they are located towards the centre of the image.
The options for a Secondary PSF are:
• Off (Primary only)
• Star Sample Small x Primary
• Star Sample Medium x Primary
• Star Sample Large x Primary
• Dynamic Star Sample Small x Primary
• Dynamic Star Sample Medium x Primary
• Dynamic Star Sample Large x Primary
Tracking Propagation
Deconvolution works on linear data but the results can be shown on stretched and
processed data because StarTools keeps track of the signal evolution.
Tracking Propagation specifies how the Decon module propagates the result backwards and
forwards through the signal evolution history.
The way, and how often, this backward and forward propagation takes place is controlled
by this parameter.
• Post-decon (fast) - only propagates final Decon result
• During Regularization (Quality) - propagates all iteration steps
• Default is Post-decon (fast)
Bright Response
Specifies if there is non-linearity in the response when the pixel is near full-well capacity.
The deconvolution algorithm can make allowances for this.
• This non-linearity is represented using the formula: Non-linearity = 100% *
(BrightnessOfPixel^BrightResponse)
• Default (Full) means there is no non-linearity (BrightResponse is infinite). If this is
not the case then choose a value that best reprsents your system.
• For example: A value of 10 means a nonlinearity of 11% at 80% brightness, 3% at
70% brightness.
• The minimum value (1.0) means the non-linearity gradually ramps up from 0% to
100% as pixel brightness increases.
• Default is Full (11.0). Range is 1.0 to 10.9 then Full (Infinite).Specifies amount of
non-linearity of bright Pixels close to Saturation.
Primary Radius
The size of the blur that Decon will try and remove.
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•
•

•
•
•

This value can be increased until ringing starts to occur on small non-overexposed
stars - then back off a little.
Related to the seeing - Seeing-induced blur is normally 3-4.5 arc-seconds. The
camera/lens combination gives a resolution between 1 and 5 arcsec/pixel
depending on the equipment combination.
Adjust the Radius until just before the smaller stars start showing signs of ringing.
If a Secondary PSF is defined, its radius will be derived from this radius.
Default is 1.5 pixels. Range is 0.0 to 20.0 pixels.

Image Type
There are different Deconvolution modes for Deep Space and Lunar/Planetary targets.
• Deep Space - Deconvolution makes no special provision for extra dynamic range.
• Lunar/Planetary - This mode frees up dynamic range for any deconvolved
highlights.
• Default is 'Deep Space'.
Regularization
Sets the balance between detail, noise and smoothness.
• Default is 1.00 (optimal noise and detail).
• Range is 0.00 to 5.00
• Adjust as needed.
• Increase above 1.00 to reduce noise at the expense of detail, up to a maximum of
5.00
• Reduce below 1.00 to get extra detail at the expense of noise. Very high quality
data may benefit from slightly lowering this value below 1.0.
• The way the noise becomes visible below 1.00 is altered psychovisually so as to be
less noticeable.
• If reducing below 1.0, try 'Tracking Propagation' set to 'During Regularization
(Quality)'.
Enhanced Deringing
Defines the aggressiveness of the de-ringing filter:
Higher values will undo more artifacts - but may also undo some of the darker detail
enhancements from Decon.
Reducing risks introducing more artifacts - which may cause worse effects in other
modules.
Lunar, Planetary and Solar images need a less aggressive deringing strategy and so this can
be set to Off (0%)
Default is 50%, Range is Off (0) to 100%.
Iterations
Sets the number of iterations the deconvolution algorithm goes through.
• Default is 6, Range is 1 to 51.
• Increase this value incrementally if further improvement can be seen - there will
be a point beyond which you will not get a better result.
Mask Behaviour
The use of the mask can have different effects in different modes.
• 'Normal' - Retains the original pixels where no mask is set (non-green).
• 'De-ring Mask Gaps, Show Results' - Deconvolves the whole image but assumes the
mask is a star mask and applies de-ringing to them.
• 'De-ring Mask Gaps, Hide Results' - Deconvolves the whole image but assumes the
mask is a star mask and applies de-ringing to them. In this case the de-ringed parts
don't bleed into the masked parts. The deringing is hidden by copying the original
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•

non-deconvolved image in the non-masked parts (stars) and then gradually show
the deringed, convolved image in the masked part - with the transition being
controlled by the 'Mask Fuzz' setting.
Default, if the mask is used, is 'De-ring Mask Gaps, Hide Results'

Mask Fuzz
• If a mask is used, Mask Fuzz controls the blending of the transition between
masked and non-masked parts of the image.
• Only has effect when Mask is active (DSO subjects) - see Mask Behaviour above.
• Smooths the transition around the bright stars.
• Default 8.0 pixels. Range is 1.0 to 40.0 pixels.
• Experiment to find most natural look.

Background Notes
Deconvolution and Oversampling
Deconvolution is used to sharpen up an image, however this can amplify noise and
introduce artefacts including ringing. It works best on data which is oversampled and has a
high signal to noise ratio.
However, data that is on the cusp of being oversampled, where faint stars are spread over
3 pixels, may still benefit from a small amount of deconvolution. Every optical system, no
matter how expensive, spreads a point light over multiple pixels to a degree (see Airy
disk). Decon can reverse this spreading as well - just take it easy - it is very easy to overdo
this.
For further details regarding oversampling, binning and deconvolution see the Bin module
background notes.
Deconvolution and Singularities
Singularities in the data are those areas where there is a discontinuity in the valid data where the valid data is missing - such as in the saturated white cores of stars. These areas
normally cause bad ringing artefacts.
StarTools uses a novel de-ringing algorithm which ensures stars are protected from the
Gibbs phenomenon (also known as 'panda eye effect'), while actually being able to still
coalesce singularities, such as over-exposed white cores of stars, into point lights.
Lunar/Planetary/Solar
The Decon module behaves slightly differently with Lunar, Planetary and Solar images
when it comes to reconstructing highlights. With these images, if a reconstructed highlight
requires more dynamic range it is allocated it. The reconstructed highlights are not
allowed to over-expose. The dynamic range of the complete image is adjusted to
accommodate the new highlights. With DSOs, a reconstructed highlight is not given any
more dynamic range and is allowed to over-expose.Also, these images do not require an
aggressive deringing strategy so 'Enhanced Deringing' can be set to 0%.
Tracking
Tracking in StarTools allows the Decon module to do thigs that are normally impossible!
• Deconvolution only works on linear data - but the Decon Module is used after the
data has been stretched.
• In the Decon module we look at the result of a stretched and processed image and
apply deconvolution on the linear data and watch its effect on the processed
image.
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Models of the atmosphere
The way a point source has its light scattered around its actual location is called a Point
Spread Function (PSF). Deconvolution does its best to model this PSF and then reverses it
to get back to the original.
Over the years models have been developed for the PSF of atmospheric blurring.
Five of these models are available to select from in the Decon Module.
• Gaussian (Fast)
o Uses Gaussian distribution to model atmospheric blurring
o Model used previous to Startools 1.6
o Processing is Fast
• Circle of Confusion
o Models the way a lens focuses the light of a point source assuming no
atmosphere
o Suitable for images taken outside the Earth's atmosphere.
• Moffatt Beta=4.765 (Trujillo)
o Uses Moffat distribution to model atmospheric blurring
o Uses a Beta factor 4.765.
o Recommended by Trujillo et al (2001) as best fit for prevailing atmospheric
turbulence theory
• Moffatt Beta=3.0 (Saglia, FALT)
o Uses Moffat distribution to model atmospheric blurring
o Uses a Beta factor of 3.0.
o This is a rough average of the values tested by Saglia et al (1993)
o It corresponds with findings of Bendinelli et al (1988)
o As a result of studying the Mayall II cluster - Implemented as the default in the
FALT software at ESO.
o As implemented in the FALT software at ESO.
• Moffatt Beta=2.5 (IRAF)
o Uses Moffat distribution to model atmospheric blurring
o Uses a Beta factor of 2.5.
o As implemented in the IRAF software by US National Optical Astronomy
Observatory.
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Flux Module
Description:
To de-noise, sharpen or augment DSO detail. The Fractal Flux module uses an algorithm
which pin-points features in the image by looking for natural recurring fractal patterns
that make up a DSO, such as gas flows and filaments. Once the algorithm has determined
where these features are, it then is able to modify or augment them.

When to use:
•
•

•

•

Use after extracting the most detail (i.e. Contrast, HDR, Sharp, Decon) and before
using the Color module.
The noise reduction capabilities of the Flux module can be used in place of the
Denoise module where Tracking is not used (for example where an image is not
linear to begin with and StarTools is being used just to touch up an image).
It could be a decent alternative to the Denoise module after working in the Layer
module with Tracking off. In particular, for fine noise due to the way the selfsimilarity works.
Only use once.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. Select the Wavelet Library size - after a while you will be presented with Screen 2.
2. Select the desired preset - normally choose Sharpen or Noise - avoid using Detail
except in special circumstances.
3. Use Before/After button to compare between original and processed version.
4. Keep the result when done.

What result to look for:
•
•
•

Any change may be subtle - Use Before/After button to see the change.
If Sharpen preset is chosen the image will look sharper in the areas where there is
detail.
If Noise preset is chosen the noise in the image will be reduced.

Description of Controls:
Screen 1
Wavelet Library
This specifies the amount of 'knowledge' the fractal flux module starts off with. The
smaller the amount of knowledge the more flux you might get.
• Small.
• Large.
• Default is Small.
• The smaller the amount of knowledge the more flux you might get.
• A larger wavelet library will make the module better at relating detail to other
detail at larger scales (essentially making it more precise), but will also make the
effect a lot less 'dramatic', especially when noise is involved.
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Screen 2
Sharpen preset
This button optimises the settings for sharpening of the image.
Detail preset
This button optimises the settings for adding natural-looking detail to the image.
• This adds artificial detail but...
• It can distort stars so using a star mask to mask out stars is advisable.
Noise preset
This button optimises the settings for removing noise from the image.
Mask
For general instructions on using masks see Mask.
• Recommended to use an inverted star mask with this module - Auto, Stars, Do,
Invert, Keep.
Algorithm
This selects the filtering algorithm to use. Choose from:
• Add Detail - Used to add detail to the image.
• Modulate Unsharp Mask - the presence of flux turns on and off an Unsharp Mask
sharpening algorithm. Effectively performs a localized sharpening of only
‘interesting’ features, while leaving others (including noise) alone.
• Modulate Gaussian
• Modulate Median
• Modulate MOMH - Mean of Median Half - 25% upper and lower outlier rejection,
taking mean of remaining values - Used to reduce noise.
• Modulate Undo Buffer- Use when you want to combine an image with another
image using the flux to modulate.
• Default is Modulate Unsharp Mask [Sharpen], Modulate MOMH [Noise], Add Detail
[Detail]
• Use the default setting unless you understand and need the effects the other
settings give.
Positive Flux
Controls the amount any positive flux is amplified
• Default is 500%, 25% [Sharpen], 600% [Noise], Maximum is 1000%
Negative Flux
Controls the amount any negative flux is amplified:
• Default is 0%, 600% [Noise], Maximum is 1000%
Detail Filter
Sets the minimum allowable size of any flux concentrations.
• Increasing this value allows only the bigger clumps of flux through.
• Decreasing this value allows more and more smaller, detailed flux to pass through.
• Default is 1.0 pixels, 2.5 pixels [Sharpen], Range is 1.0 to 40.0 pixels.
Brightness Mask Power
Sets the power that should be applied to a pixel in the luminance mask if one is set in
Brightness Mask Mode.
• Default is 1.00, 3.00 [Noise], Maximum is 5.00.
Brightness Mask Mode
Sets the mode of the optional masking using the luminance information. Options are:
• Off
• Where fg is dark, use bg
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•
•
•
•

Where fg is light, use bg
Where fg is light & dark, use bg
Where fg is grey, use bg
Default is 'Off', 'Where fg is light, use bg' [Noise]

Filter Amount
Sets the strength of the Unsharp Mask sharpening.
• Default is 200%. 100% [Noise], Maximum is 1000%.
Filter Radius
Specifies the maximum size of any details to be sharpened by the Unsharp Mask algorithm
(if used) or the filter width for the other algorithms.
• Default is 1.5 pixels, 12.5 pixels [Noise], Range is 1.0 to 40.0 pixels.
• The larger the radius the larger the details that are sharpened.
Filter Fuzz
Specifies the kernel radius of an optional Gaussian blur, to be applied to the flux before it
is passed to the Unsharp Mask routine for modulation.
• Default is 1.0 pixels, Range is 1.0 to 40.0 pixels.
• Increasing this value effectively 'smears out' the flux over a larger area so the
detail around the flux is also sharpened.
• As the flux is spread out its intensity becomes lower. You may compensate for this
by increasing the Positive Flux and Negative Flux amplifiers, or by increasing the
Filter Amount (sharpening strength) parameter.
Mask Fuzz
If a mask is used, Mask Fuzz controls the blending of the transition between masked and
non-masked parts of the image.
• Default is 1.0 pixels, Range is 1.0 to 40.0 pixels

Background Notes:
The way Fractal Flux works is by analysing the image larger scale structures and gas flows
and then tries to apply what it has learned about the larger structures to the smaller
structures.
In wide fields, the gaseous structures start behaving/looking materially different than at
smaller scales (kind of like how cloud patterns seem to look different from the surface of
the earth than they look from high up in outer space where you can see swirls and distinct
low/high pressure areas, cloud fronts, etc.), so using very large structures (thousands of
light years across) to base smaller structures on when the difference is big, starts
becoming harder. Therefore the results will start looking less plausible.
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Life Module
Description:
To bring back life into an image by remodelling uniform light diffraction. Removes the
flatness that heavy processing can cause bringing back some of the 3d effects.
To lift objects from very noisy data or dense star fields.

When to use:
Towards the end of the workflow - usually just before using the Color module or the final
Denoise.
Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
Isolate preset - to push back noise/starfield.
1. Select Isolate preset - this sets most of the controls to their optimum.
2. Set Strength - to adjust the impact of the Life module. Normally somewhere
between 30-100% - use your judgement.
3. Set Saturation - Change this to adjust the amount of ‚glow‘
Other Presets - to add 'life' to the image - increased glow and a more 3-dimensional effect.
1. Select Heavy, Medium or Less=More preset depending on the type and amount of
effect needed.
2. Set strength - to adjust the impact of the Life module. Normally somewhere
between 50-100% but can be less - use your judgement.
3. Set Saturation - Change this to adjust the amount of 'glow'.
4. When you are finished 'Keep' the result.

What result to look for:
•
•
•

Isolate Preset - objects should be lifted from the noise and background stars.
Watch for halos around bright stars.
Shroud preset - The image should look brighter without background noise or
starfields being more prominent.
Other presets - Images should look less flat and detail looks more 3-dimensional.

After Use:
Often followed by the Color module.

Special Techniques:
Push Back noise using the Isolate preset with a mask
1. Open the Life module.
2. Create a mask which is initially clear but which you put green in the areas of detail
you want to exclude.
3. for long thin wisps (e.g. veil) - create a trail of individual green pixels (Using Single
Pixel Toggle Brush Mode) then use Grow until they join up and cover the whole area
of detail.
4. Press 'Isolate' preset.
5. Increase 'Mask Fuzz' to 3-4.
6. Press 'Do'.
7. Press 'Keep' when happy with the result.
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Star Shrinking Under Tracking
(by Richard Konrad - notes by Ivo Jager)
1. Autodev
2. Crop as usual then wipe with a dark anomaly setting of about 3 px.
3. Autodev with an emphasis on either the eastern or western nebula. I adjusted the
ROI influence until I could see as much of the central nebula region as possible
without enlarging the stars too much.
4. No deconvelution at this point as the image is too noisy (done after tracking and
near the very end)
5. I did a linear mask of the stars (fat stars) with default setting then hit 'grow' one or
two times - 'keep'
6. I masked the stars a second time under (stars) with default settings. Make sure you
select 'add new to old'. At this point you will notice that the stars and noise are
selected. Click 'shrink' (maybe twice) to remove the selected noise. Invert mask so
stars are *not* selected
7. Under 'life' select 'isolate' and 'do'. This will emphasize all but the stars. The
following screen shots show the result just after '3. autodev', then after '7. lifeisolate'
8. To further separate the nebula from stars, you will do a second iteration of isolate.
First highlight all visible parts of the nebula using the default 'flood fill lighter
pixels'. This is the fiddly part where it may take time to find faint central parts - be
generous looking for all the 'red'. Click grow once.
9. So as not to emphasise the stars within the nebula, mask the stars with default
settings but 'subtract new from old'. Once done, invert the mask to view the
masked stars. If noise is also masked, click shrink then grow.
10. Invert then apply 'isolate'. Following is the result after 2nd isolate.
11. To sharpen details in the nebula, keep the same mask.
12. At this point, or even earlier, I prefer to desaturate the image so I can clearly see
how dark the background is. In this case I might apply a small amount of
equalization under the HDR module.
13. Following, go to the colour module and then disengage tracking for noise
reduction.
14. In my case, I found further emphasising the faint parts of the nebula were achieved
by applying the default setting of 'life' over the whole image but changing the glow
threshold to 0 and bumping up the 'airy disk radius' 2/3 towards the end. This gave
a nice glow but kept more detail.
The Isolate preset in the Life module is great for isolating larger scale nebulosity from a
busy star field (or noise!). It really is extremely useful if you want to 're-focus' the viewer's
attention on latent nebulosity, as it imparts coherence to the scene.
If you use it with a mask to selectively apply it (rather than globally), just be aware that
you're getting into a 'grey area' with regards to documentary value, as you are now making
guesses (though very educated!) at where nebulosity exists and where it doesn't exist - all
without having recorded it through an instrument in order to substantiate your decisions.
It's not exactly 'photoshopping' or 'painting on' nebulosity, but it may be frowned upon by
some if presented as a scientific rendition of a dataset.
Of course, for a lot of us, astrophotography is more about making amazing pictures, rather
than hard-core science. And where you stand on this is totally up to you!
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Description of Controls:
Mask:
For general instructions on using mask see Mask.
• A mask can be used to selectively 'add life'.
• The mask can be used in conjunction with the 'Isolate' preset to select the
object(s) to be lifted.
Presets:
• Moderate - Applies a moderate application of the 'life' algorithm.
• Heavy - A more aggressive application of the 'life' algorithm.
• Less=More - Applies a light application of the 'life' algorithm.
• Shroud - Helps brighten an image without emphasising background noise or
starfields.
• Isolate - Lifts objects from noisy data.
Inherit Brightness, Color
Sets whether brightness or colour information is preserved.
• Brightness
• Color
• Off
• Default is Off (Moderate preset).
Glow Threshold
Sets how bright a pixel needs to be in order to be considered for diffraction.
• Range is 0% to 100%.
• Default is 12% (Moderate preset), 5% (Heavy), 4% (Less=More), 3% (Shroud), 0%
(Isolate).
• Setting a lower value will cause more pixels to be processed and so processing will
take longer.
Output Glow Only
• Set if only the calculated diffracted light (glow) is output.
• Default is No.
Saturation
Sets the colour saturation level of the extracted diffracted light (glow) before it is
combined with the original.
• Default is 50% (Moderate, Heavy, Less=More), 75% (Shroud), 100% (Isolate).
• Range is 0% to 500%.
• Change this to adjust the amount of 'glow'.
Detail Preservation
Sets the way that Life preserves the detail in the parts of the image to be brightened.
• Off - does not preserve any detail.
• Min Distance to 1/2 Unity - uses the pixel that is closest to half unity.
• Max Contrast - uses whatever pixel maximises contrast.
• Linear Brightness Mask - uses a brightness mask that progressively masks out
brighter values and uses the original values instead.
• Linear Brightness Mask Darken - uses a brightness mask that progressively masks
out brighter values. Only pixels that are darker than the original image are kept.
• Default is 'Min Distance to 1/2 Unity' (Moderate & Heavy preset), Linear Brightness
Mask (Less=More, Shroud & Isolate).
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Detail Preservation Radius
Sets a filter radius that is used for smoothly blending processed and non-processed pixels,
according to the algorithm specified.
• Default is 20.0 pixels. Range is 1.0 pixel to 50.0 pixels.
Compositing Algorithm
This setting defines how the calculated diffraction glow is combined with the original
image:
• Screen - works like projecting two images on the same screen.
• Power of Inverse - Combination based on Power of Inversed Pixels (PIP) function.
• Multiply, Gamma Correct - multiplies foreground and background and then takes
the square root.
• Multiply, 2x Gamma Correct - as above but doubles the Gamma Correction.
• Default is 'Power of Inverse' (moderate), Screen (Heavy preset), Multiply, Gamma
Correct (Less=More, Isolate), Multiply, 2x Gamma Correct (Shroud).
Strength
Controls the overall strength of the effect.
• Range is 0% to 500%.
• Default is 100% (for Moderate, Heavy, Isolate presets), 50% (Less=More), 75%
(Shroud).
Airy Disk Sampling
Sets the number of samples in the Airy disk point spread function (PSF).
• Default is 128 x 128 pixels. Range is 128 x 128, 256 x 256, 512 x 512 pixels.
• Increasing this value will give a more accurate simulation but will take longer.
Airy Disk Radius
Sets the radius of the Airy disk point spread function (PSF) that is used to diffract the
light.
• Default is 8 pixels. Range is 0 pixels to 64 pixels.
• There are subtle rings around the stars after processing. The way this looks can be
adjusted using this setting.
Mask Fuzz
When using a mask, this sets the smoothness of the transition between masked and nonmasked elements.
• Default is 1.0 pixel. Range is 1.0 to 40.0 pixels.
• Increase to make the transition smoother - values of 10 pixels are common.

Background Notes
Adding Life - Modelling Light Diffraction
The Life module tries to compensate for the fact that some sorts of processing can cause
bright objects to lose their 'glow'. It assumes the light went through a perfect lens with a
circular aperture and produced an Airy Disk. The Life module tries to recreate the original
Airy Disk by taking the energy represented by the sample pixels and redistributing that
energy into an Airy disk. This is done using a point spread function that produces an Airy
Disk. The calculated Airy Disk is then added back into the original image.
Airy Disk
The Airy Disk is defined by the following settings:
• Glow Threshold - Defines how bright a pixel needs to be before it is included in the
Airy Disk diffraction model. This defines the area that is to be redistributed.
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Airy Disk Radius - Sets the radius of the point spread function - dictates how the
resultant Airy Disk looks.
o slow (small diameter, more 'blur', showing individual rings and a big bulging
center) - suits best for closups
o fast (large diameter, less 'blur', showing diffraction patterns) - suits best for
widefields
• Airy Disk Sampling - defines the accuracy with which the point spread function
defines the Airy disk. Greater accuracy takes longer.
•

Adding the Airy Disk back into the image
The calculated Airy Disk diffraction model is added back into the image in two steps.
• Creating a composite of the model and the original image
• Selectively merging the composite with the original image.
The process is controlled by the following settings:
• Compositing Algorithm - this defines how the contribution from a pixel in the Airy
Disk is combined with the contribution of the corresponding pixel in the image
(e.g. Screen, Power of Inverse, Multiply, Gamma Correct) to create a composite.
• Detail Preservation - Defines how to decide between the detail in the image and
the Airy Disk, or the proportions of both. This is done by selecting the algorithm to
use in merging the composite of the model and the original image back into the
image. Takes the Detail Preservation Radius as a parameter.
o Off - None of the detail is preserved - the area to be redistributed is completely
replaced by the new Airy Disk.
o Linear Brightness Mask - uses a brightness mask with a linear relationship
between input and masking - and with the composite of Airy Disk model and
original as input - so, as the composite gets dimmer it masks out more of the
composite and uses more of the original instead.
o Max Contrast - chooses between the composite and image detail values based
on which adds most contrast with its neighbouring pixels. Takes the Detail
Preservation Radius as a parameter.
o Min Distance to 1/2 Unity - chooses between the composite and the image
detail values based on which value is closest to 1/2 unity (gray). Pixels closest
to gray tend to show the most human detectable detail. Takes the Detail
Preservation Radius as a parameter.
• Detail Preservation Radius - used with binary either/or Detail Preservation
algorithms to smooth the transition. As you move away from where a processed
(composite) pixel is selected, a greater proportion of the relevant non-processed
(original image) pixel is combined until there is no processed pixel contribution.
This parameter defines the radius of that transition. Used in the Detail
Preservation algorithms 'Min Distance to 1/2 Unity' and 'Max Contrast'.
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Color Module
Description:
To achieve a good colour balance that accurately describes the colour ratios that were
recorded.
Processing can modify the colour balance - in particular stretching the image to bring out
detail can have a bad effect. This module helps correct those changes.
Important:
To get best results this module should be used on a colour calibrated monitor. If you can't
do that the 'Max RGB' button helps by showing the dominant channel (R,G or B) for each
pixel. This can help you adjust the colour if you have an uncalibrated monitor.

When to use:
•
•
•

Towards the end of the workflow (after all the stretching) just before turning off
Tracking and doing the final Denoise.
You can re-use this module if you use one of the 'LRGB Method Emulation' modes
that uses CIELab Luminance Retention.
Re-use if you want to adjust the colour or saturation in different areas by using a
mask.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases. If you have
used a narrow band or light pollution filter then you should look at the Special Techniques
section:
1. At startup, if there is a full mask set, the module auto-calibrates the white point in
the image.
2. Select the preferred 'Style' - choose from: Scientific, Artistic Detail Aware, or
Artistic Not Detail Aware.
3. Select the 'LRGB Method Emulation' you want to use - usually this is 'Straight CIELab
Luminance Retention'.
4. See if you get what you expected (see below for 'standard' colouring).
5. If there are problems:
o Use MaxRGB to look for issues (like unexpected green-dominant areas) - adjust
the Red, Green and Blue bias to get a better balance.
o Use Cap Green control to eliminate any unwanted remaining green.
o If there are colour problems around stars or other highlights - use Highlight
Repair (v1.6)
6. If you make a mistake, the 'Reset' button discards all the changes since you started
using the module.
7. 'Keep' the result when you are finished.

Sampling Methods:
Parts of the image can be sampled to establish a good colour balance. The following ways
are available:
See also the topic Auto Color Balance and Color Balancing Techniques.
• Sampling overrides the current settings.
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•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Use Sampling when automatic colour balance is difficult due to, for example, noisy
data.
Sampling doesn't work when a filter (e.g. a narrow band or light pollution filter)
has been used as the stars are all missing part of their spectrum - so no good
reference white objects, or broad range of spectral types, exist. See 'Special
Techniques' for an alternative approach.
This colour balance technique is based on the assumption that the sampled
object(s) is, on average, a good reference white so we can establish the correct
relative balance of the R,G and B channels from this.
White light contains all the visible spectrum so we look for objects which contain
the same broad range:
o 'White' Galaxies and some Star fields contain a broad range of spectral class
stars and so are considered good reference white.
o Spectral class G2V stars, like our sun, are often considered suitable white
references but some people argue that they don't have a unique role as
reference source. See the discussion in the Background Notes.
Globular Clusters often don't have a good mix - they mostly have very old stars mainly yellow with some orange and reds - so should be excluded from a star field
calibration.
For a discussion of these colour balancing techniques see the following references:
'Getting the colors right in astrophotos'.
'PixInsight color calibration methodology'.
See also this Starizona article on 'True Color Imaging'.

Single sample
See also 'Setting white reference by clicking pixel'.
• Click on an area in the image that should be white.
Sample from Mask
See also 'Setting white reference by mask sampling'.
• Define the elements that make up your sample in the mask (e.g. a galaxy, G2V star,
or star field with good mix of star temperatures).
• Click the 'Sample' button - this uses the mask to define the sample from which the
white balance is determined and the Red, Green and Blue bias settings are
established.
Star Field Calibration - assumes the star field has a good mix of star temperatures
See also Starfield Colour Calibration.
• Mask - Auto - 'Fat Stars' preset - Do - (optional grow 1 pixel) - Keep.
• Click Sample (uses the star samples and sets RGB bias control settings based on
that).
• Mask - Clear - Invert - Keep.
• The module remembers the RGB settings but now applies them to the whole image
(based on the new mask).

What result to look for:
The colour distribution you are looking for depends to a large degree on your preferences.
(See also the topic M31 in Moonlight).
If you look at these Thumbnails of Images of M8 you can see the range of colours of the
processed M8 images on the internet. Many of them have a red bias and this can be a sideeffect of the non-linear stretching causing a colour skew that has not been compensated
for.
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If using the 'Scientific (Color Constancy)' approach you should look for the
following:
o Good distribution of star colours - Foreground stars should show a good
distribution of colour temperatures from red through orange, yellow and white
to blue.
o If a light pollution filter is used the star colours may just be orange and blue
with little in between - yellow is often missing.
o Check for green - This should be rare unless there is an OIII emission region
(e.g. M42 core or Tarantula Nebula).
o The H-alpha should look red, H-beta should look cyan.
o HII areas (H-alpha + H-beta) should look purplish/pink.
o Galaxy cores tend to look yellow (older stars) and their outer rims tend to look
bluer (younger stars & star formation).
o Dust tends to let through lower wavelength light (if any) - mainly browns and
reds.
• If using the 'Artistic, Detail Aware' or 'Artistic, Not Detail Aware' styles you should
look for the following:
o Bright areas will be paler, less colourful than above.
• If using narrow-band techniques - such as the Hubble pallette or similar.
o The automatic colour balancing that occurs on loading the module will probably
give odd results because there is so much of the spectrum missing.
o Set the 3 Bias Sliders back to 1.00 and manually adjust until you get the result
you want. This is false colour so there is no 'right' result.
o Ensure the relative strength of each channel highlights the detail you want.
• Light Pollution filter - tends to have a dip where the yellows should be - so galaxy
cores lose their yellow.
•

Ways of getting better results:
•
•
•
•

Try to correct any colour problems (such as those caused by light pollution and
gradients) using the Wipe module first.
Help the Wipe module by using Flats.
Temporarily increase the Saturation Amount control (to say 300%) while working
with colour to help when guaging colour balance.
If using a light pollution filter visually getting the right balance will be very
difficult as there are parts of the spectrum missing. It will often show a lack of
yellow and some green when properly colour balanced - There is a way around this
- see the Special Techniques section below.

After Use:
Normally at this point you are ready to stop Tracking and to use the Denoise module.

Special Techniques:
Colour Balancing data filtered by a Light Pollution Filter
This approach is summarised in the article Colour balancing of data that was filtered by a
light pollution filter.
1. Colour balancing by sampling of filtered data will not give meaningful results.
2. Shoot luminance data with the light pollution filter in place.
3. Shoot colour data without the filter in place.
4. Process both images separately.
5. Combine in Layer module as described in the topic Mel 15 (in this example it
combines luminance and colour for Ha and RGB but the techniques are the same).
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Colour Balancing data collected using narrow band filters (e.g. Hubble Palette)
For cases where you have used the LRGB module to load the data collected using SII, Ha
and OIII narrowband filters to the R,G and B channels respectively.
1. This is not intended to be true colour so colour balancing becomes a matter of
taste.
2. Optionally create a weighted synthetic luminance frame - As described in the
article: Ha,R,G,B -> Synthetic Luminance.
3. Adjust the relative proportions of SII, Ha and OIII using the R, G and B bias sliders
until you get a balance that you like.
4. 'Keep' the result.
Adjusting Colour of Stars and other features separately
Sometimes you want to adjust the colour of the stars separately from the rest of the
image:
1. Create a Star Mask.
2. In Color module click 'Sample' - this sets the colour balance assuming the average
star colour is white.
3. Invert the mask - this will apply the white balance to the other (non-star) features.
4. Adjust the saturation of the other features.
5. Make any other changes to the colour balance you want.
6. Invert the mask - so it selects the stars again.
7. Adjust the saturation of the stars.
8. Make any other changes to the colour balance you want.
9. 'Keep' the result.

Description of Controls:
Top Buttons
• Reset - Sets the controls to neutral settings. Saturation to 100%, Bright and Dark
Saturation to 1.0, R,G and B Bias to 1.0, All other settings to defaults.
• Sample - Uses the current mask setting as a sample set from which the white
balance is determined and the Red, Green and Blue bias settings are established.
• Mask -For general instructions on using mask see Mask:
o The mask can be used to select areas to sample as a colour reference - see
Sampling Methods section above. Click 'Sample' when done.
o The mask can also be used to selectively adjust the colour of areas in the
image. To do this you need to clear the mask before starting the module and set
it when prompted at the start.
• Constancy - Optimised preset settings to support the 'Scientific (Color Constancy)'
style.
• Legacy - Optimised preset settings to support the 'Artistic, Not Detail Aware' style.
• Hubble - Optimised preset settings for narrow band data sets using the Hubble
palette (v1.5).
• SHO(HST) - Optimised preset settings for narrow band data sets using the Hubble
palette (v1.6).
• SHO:OHS - Optimised preset settings for narrow band data sets using the SHO
(v1.6).
• Duoband - Optimised preset settings for narrow band HO data sets (v1.6).
• Cancel - Exits the module - discarding any changes.
• Keep - Exits the module - saving any changes.
• Max RGB - For each pixel, shows which channel - R, G or B - is dominant. See Max
RGB Mode.
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If your image is too red, pixels that are supposed to be 'neutral' (such as the
background) will show mostly red. If your image is too green they will show mostly
green. If, however, your image is well calibrated, these neutral pixels will alter
between red, green and blue.
• Before/After - Toggles the display of the image between the current and initial
view.
Histogram:
The histogram shows the distribution of pixel intensity for the separate R,G and B
channels.
• Displays the pixels intensity distribution split into RGB channels.
• Only pixels set in the current mask are counted.
Style:
See also the article Tweaking your colors.
Options: • Scientific (Color Constancy) - keeps the colour regardless of brightness by
separating luminance and colour processing.
• Artistic, Detail Aware - Emulates much other software where bright areas can look
washed out. Tries to compensate for local brightness manipulations during
processing (e.g when using HDR), In these areas it will compensate for these
changes and show more colour.
• Artistic, Not Detail Aware - As above but does not try to compensate for local
brightness manipulations during processing.
• The Style control is only available when Tracking is engaged.
Saturation Amount:
Specifies the amount of colour saturation relative to the original image.
• Default 200%, Range 0-1,000%.
• Reducing to 0% turns the image monochrome.
Bright Saturation:
Specifies the colour saturation in the lighter areas.
• Default is Full (10), Range 1.00-10.00 (Full).
• Reduce this value where there are colour artefacts noticeable in the highlights. For
example where there are colour fringes around bright star cores with one side blue
and the opposite side red.
•

Dark Saturation:
Specifies the colour saturation in the darker areas.
• Default 2.00, Range 1-10.
• Reduce this value if there is a lot of colour noise in the dark background.
Cap Green:
• Green is produced by OIII emission regions (e.g. M42 core or Tarantula Nebula)
which are rare.
• Stretching colour data with luminance causes a skew in the colour balance.
• Very few objects in space are predominatly green when imaged in RGB. So if we
find a green pixel, and we are sure the colour balance is right, we can assume any
pixels that are green are made that way by noise so we convert them to something
more natural like yellow or brown.
• Default is '0%'. Range is 0% to 100%.
• Use as a final change if necessary.
Hightlight Repair:
To remove color defects around highlights due to debayering or channel alignment issues.
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Specifies the area size around highlights where color data should be repaired.
Default is 'Off'.Range Off-10 pixels.
LRGB Method Emulation:
With Tracking on, StarTools has from the start separated L and RGB (if the data was linear
when imported).
Now is the time to combine them - there are a number of different approaches to
combining them to choose from here:
• Straight CIELab Luminance Retention - adjusts all colours in a psychovisually
optimal way in CIELab space, introducing colour without affecting apparent
brightness.
• RGB Ratio, CIELab Luminance Retention - Applies the RGB Ratio technique, with
luminance retention in CIELab color space being applied afterwards.
• 50/50 Layering, CIELab Luminance Retention - Applies the 50/50 Layering
technique, with luminance retention in CIELab color space being applied
afterwards.
• RGB Ratio - This uses RGB ratios multiplied by luminance in order to better
preserve star colour saturation.
• 50/50 Layering - Here the luminance is layered on top of the colour information
with a 50% opacity.
• The default is 'Straight CIELab Luminance Retention'.
Bias Slider Mode:
Sets whether the Bias sliders increase or reduce the channel influence.
• Default is 'Sliders Reduce Color Bias'.
•
•

Bias Sliders:
These sliders set the colour balance. They can be adjusted manually or by one of the
colour sampling techniques described above.
• Red Bias Reduce (or Red Bias Increase):
o Default 1.00 (no reduction), Range 1.00-20.00.
• Green Bias Reduce (or Green Bias Increase):
o Default 1.00 (no reduction), Range 1.00-20.00.
• Blue Bias Reduce (or Blue Bias Increase):
o Default 1.00 (no reduction), Range 1.00-20.00.
Mask Fuzz:
• If a mask is used, Mask Fuzz controls the blending of the transition between
masked and non-masked parts of the image.
• Default is 1.0 pixels. Range is 1.0 to 41.0 pixels.
Highlight Repair (1.6+)
Specifies the size of the area around highlights (e.g. stars) where inaccurate color data
may exist and will be repaired.
• Color inaccuracy may be due to channel alignment or debayering issues.
• Increasing this value increases the area around the highlight which will be
repaired.
• Default Off (0 pixels), Range 0-10 pixels.
Matrix (1.6+)
Contains either:
• a list of DSLR cameras - if the dataset is imported as 'Linear, from OSC/DSLR and
not white-balanced'.
o This allows selection of the right color correction matrix for your camera.
o Options include cameras from Canon, Nikon, Olympus, Pentax, Samsung & Sony
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a list of common channel blends to choose from - if the dataset is imported as
'Linear'.
o This allows the selection of your preferred channel blend remapping.
o Options include combinations based on:- SHO, SHO:OHS, SHO:HOS, Duoband
HO, HO(H+O), RGB:RGB combinations, False Color: Solar
• Default is 'Identity (Off)'.
•

Background Notes:
Star Colours
• Stars radiate similar to a black body - with the colour made from a continuous
spectrum - but with absorption lines.
• The peak output wavelength depends on temperature - appearing as red, orange,
yellow, white & light blue
• They are not the colours of the spectrum - there is no green, indigo (dark blue) or
violet
CLASS

TEMP K

APPARENT COLOUR

NOTES

M

<3,700
<5,200

Orange-Red
Yellow-Orange

Old stars

F

<6,000
<7,500

Yellow-white
White

A

<10,000

White-Blue

B

<30,000
>30,000

Blue-white
Light Blue

K
G

O

Young stars and star-forming regions

Gas Colours
Excited gases produce emission spectra - Narrow band
ID

ELEMENT

IONISATION

COLOUR

WAVLENGTH (NM)

HII

Hydrogen

Single

Red-Pink

656.3 nm

HA+HB

Hydrogen

Single

Purple (Hb Blue)

656.3 486.1 nm

NII

Nitrogen

Single

Red

654.8,658.3 nm

SII

Sulphur

Single

Red

671.9,673.0 nm

OIII

Oxygen

Double

Cyan

495.9,500.7 nm

OII

Oxygen

Single

Near U-V

372.6,372.9 nm

'Real' colours in Astronomical Images
Checking colours are ‘real’:
• Full range of star colours - Older (red, orange, yellow) and younger (white and
blue)
• Gas clouds - HII regions Red (Ha) or Purple (Ha & Hb), SII and NII Red, OIII cyan
There is an interesting discussion of the issue of 'real' colours in astrophotography in the
article by Jerry Lodigruss Color in Astronomical Images.
Also there is another related discussion on Starizona True Color Imaging.
This discusses ways of getting a proper colour balance including using a white (G2V) star.
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G2V vs Other sampling techniques
The article 'Getting the colors right in your astrophotos' discusses other approaches as well
as discussing the idea that a sun-centric view of color balance (Anthropocentrism) does
not make sense, so methods other than using G2V stars to color balance should be used.
This PixInsight forum post 'About our color calibration methodology' describes the
PixInsight approach to colour balancing - which they call 'spectrum-agnostic' or
'documentary' calibration methods.
They 'try to apply a neutral criterion that pursues a very different goal: to represent a
deep sky scene in an unbiased way regarding color, where no particular spectral type or
color is being favored over others'.
They advocate using light sources which include a good range of stellar populations and
spectral types. Examples they suggest are:
• A nearby galaxy with negligible red shift.
• A sampling of a large number of stars - by averaging a sufficiently representative
sample of stars there is no bias towards one colour.
Colour Balancing and Light Pollution Filters
• Traditional light pollution filters filter out the band of wavelengths that some
artificial lights (e.g. low pressure sodium lights) produce.
• This means there is part of the spectrum missing (in the orange-yellow region)
which means it is not possible to colour balance using this data - see the Special
Techniques section for a way of dealing with this.
• With the rise of more broadband lighting (LED, HPS and Metal Hydride) this
approach is also becoming less effective.
• Here is an Interesting approach to using narrow band filters to overcome light
pollution Using Photometric Filters to Overcome Light Pollution.
• Instead of a single LP filter, it uses 3 narrowband filters Ha (656nm x 20nm), sYel
(550nm x 19nm) and sV (410nm x 16nm) assigned to R, G and B. The 3 channels are
colour balanced by calibrating against a white source.
Factors affecting colour balance
A large number of factors can affect the white balance (interstellar, terrestrial and
equipment) and not all of these have a uniform affect across the image. This needs to be
taken into account when choosing reference points.
• Red Shift (varies across image)
• Emission gases - causing enhancement in specific wavelength (varies across image)
• Interstellar extinction - reddening due to scattering off interstellar dust or other
matter. (varies across image)
• - Absorbs and scatters blue more than red
• Atmospheric Extinction - scattering by atmospheric dust (varies with altitude of
target)
• - Scatters blue more than red - reasonably predictable - lowest at zenith,
increasing with zenith angle
• Transparency - atmospheric moisture content, pollution, ash etc. - can cause
colour shifts (varies across image)
• Telescope Optical path (uniform across image) - including:
• RGB Filter transmission profiles
• Light Pollution Filter
• Sensor sensitivity profile
• Intensity variation over time - affecting images made with RGB filters - since R, G
and B are captured at different times
• Preprocessing (uniform across image)
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Filter Module
Description:
To modify features in the image on the basis of their colour.
The Filter module can be used to bring out detail of a specific colour (such as faint Ha,
Hb, OIII or S2 details), remove artefacts (such as halos, chromatic aberration) or isolate
specific features. It functions as an interactive colour filter.

When to use:
This is best used after the Color module and before the Denoise module (Tracking off).
Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. Specify the action you want to perform when you choose the colour range (spectral
line) by setting the Filter Mode.
2. Optionally - create a mask to select only those elements you want to act on. If you
don't the selected action will apply to the selected colour range anywhere in the
image.
3. Select a particular colour on which to do the specified action by clicking on that
colour in the image.
4. Repeat the selection to enhance the chosen effect.
5. If you make a mistake, the 'Undo' button undoes the last operation, the 'Reset'
button discards all the changes since you started using the module.
6. 'Keep' when the result is right.

What result to look for:
•
•

The selected colour range should be enhanced or reduced as specified by the Filter
Mode setting.
Only the areas where the mask is set (green) should be changed.

After Use:
•

If used after the Color module then the usual next step is either Entropy module or
to turn off Tracking and use the Denoise module.

Special Techniques:
Removing Purple Fringes around stars
For a full description of this technique see Fringe and halo killer.
1. Put the stars with fringes in a mask - making the stars green. Be sure to include the
fringe.
2. Set the Filter Mode to 'Fringe Killer'.
3. Set the Filter Width to 1 - the lower value makes the filter more responsive to
colours close to (but not exactly the same as) the selected colour.
4. Click on the coloured star halos in different places to eliminate the fringes
completely.
5. 'Keep the result when you are done.
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Description of Controls:
Mask
For general instructions on using masks see Mask.
• Select the elements that you want to be modified. The action will be applied to
areas of the selected colour range within the masked areas.
Filter Mode
Controls what a filter will do with the selected spectral line.
Values are:
• Conservative Nudge - make the selected colour range more pronounced as long as
it doesn't cause over-exposure (clipping).
• Nudge - make the selected colour range more pronounced - even if it means overexposure.
• Pass - keep the selected colour range and reduce all other parts of the spectrum.
• Reject - reduce the selected spectral band and keep all other parts of the
spectrum.
• Fringe Killer - tries to remove halos and fringes around stars that have the selected
colour range.
• Saturate H-Alpha - tries to make the Hydrogen Alpha (red) spectral line more
prominent.
• Saturate H-Beta - tries to make the Hydrogen Beta (cyan) spectral line more
prominent.
• Default is 'Conservative Nudge'.
Sampling Method
The central colour to filter is selected by clicking a pixel in the image. This setting
controls how the colour range will be identified from this:
• 3 x 3 Average - averages the colour of a 3x3 pixel block around the selected pixel.
• Single Pixel - uses the colour of the selected pixel only.
• Default is '3x3 Average'.
Filter Width
Controls how much of neighbouring parts of the colour spectrum that the selected action
will be applied to.
• Values can range from 0 to 10 with 10 being the widest colour range.
• The width does not have a sharp cutoff - there is a peak and the intensity of the
effect fades away as you get further from the peak. The fading is more gradual at
higher Filter Width values.
• Default is 5. Range is 0 to 10.
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Mask Fuzz
• If a mask is used, Mask Fuzz controls the blending of the transition between
masked and non-masked parts of the image.
• Using this control will allow smooth transitions between filtered and unfiltered
parts of the image.
• Default is 1.0 pixels. Range is 1.0 to 31.0 pixels.

Background Notes:
Chromatic Aberration
This can be split into two types:
• Axial or Longitudinal chromatic aberration - caused by different wavelengths/
colours coming into focus at slightly different distances - this is the type that the
Filter module addresses.
• Transverse or Lateral chromatic aberration - colour shifts due to the different
channels not quite lining up - this can be mitigated using the Lens module.
Practical Test Results
• With a Filter Mode of 'Reject':
o A Filter Width of 0 gives a fairly narrow band rejecting a single colour with a
steep side to the rejection curve.
o A Filter Width of 10 gives a wide band rejecting just under half the visible
spectrum with a shallow side to the rejection curve.
• With a Filter Mode of 'Pass':
o With a Filter Width of 0 a fairly narrow pass band showing a single colour and a
steep side to the pass curve.
o With a Filter Width of 10 a wide pass band showing just under half of the visible
spectrum and a shallow side to the pass curve.
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Entropy Module
Description:
To enhance the local detail in the image - using information in the colour within your data.
Works with both narrowband and broadband data.
It uses the idea that interesting features have distinct colours - derived from the emission
lines of what they are made of, or the light they reflect.
This idea can be well exploited when using narrowband data where each channel
represents a different part of the spectrum.
• The module identifies local detail in each band and locally adjusts the weighting of
the bands luminance contribution to highlight the detail.
• By default the Entropy module works on all bands and darkens and brightens to
bring out the detail evenly.
• With Tracking on, noise will be tracked and taken care of when Denoise is done
when Tracking is switched off.
• With Tracking off, noise reduction is applied within the module itself.

When to use:
•
•
•
•
•
•

When you want to improve the detail in the image - and highlight the changes in
colour.
When the object fills much of the image.
Very effective with narrowband data - also works with broadband data from OSC
and DSLR cameras.
Use after using the Color module. The Entropy module will be greyed out until the
Color module has been applied.
With Tracking on, prior colour balancing does not affect the result.
Works on both unstretched and stretched data (e.g. .JPG data)

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is
1.
2.
3.
4.

a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
Load the module.
Adjust the Resolution as needed.
Press 'Do' to generate the entropy map and get initial results.
Try different settings of Strength, Dark/Light Enhance, and Midtone Pull Filter and
Strength until you get the right effect.
5. Press 'Do' to update to see the results of the changed settings.
6. Press 'Keep' when you have the results you prefer.

What result to look for:
•

Increased detail in the image where the colour changes.

After Use:
You may want to use retry the Color Module to adjust the colour of the recovered detail.
Then move on to Wavelet Denoise.
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Description of Controls:
Presets
Define a preset areas of the spectrum you want to use to enhance the detail.
Many of the presets assume SHO (e.g. Hubble Palette) RGB mapping.
• Default(All) - Uses all of the color data to enhance the detail
• SHO SII - When using SHO narrowband data - Enhances the detail identified using
the SII (red) data.
• SHO Ha - When using SHO narrowband data - Enhances the detail identified using
the Ha (green) data.
• SHO OIII - When using SHO narrowband data - Enhances the OIII detail identified
using the OIII (blue) data.
• Visual Ha - When using broadband data - Enhances the detail identified using the
Ha (red) data.
Resolution
Specifies the Entropy mapping resolution of the analysis. Higher resolution takes longer to
process.
• Low - If you are trying to highight larger, more general, variations in the image.
• Medium - If you are trying to highlight medium sized detail.
• High - If you are trying to highlight small details in the image.
• Default is Medium.
Channel Selection
Selects the channels which are used in enhancing the detail. Hubble pallette (HSO) is
assumed for narrow band, or full visual spectrum.
• All - Enhances the detail using all the colour data.
• Red (SHO SII, Vis.HA) - Enhances the detail identified using red data (e.g. SHO SII or
Visible Ha)
• Red+Blue (SHO SII+OIII,Vis.HII) - Enhances the detail identified using the red and
blue data (e.g. SHO SII & OIII or Visible HII)
• Red+Green (SHO SII+Ha) - Enhances the detail identified using the red and green
data (e.g. SII & Ha data)
• Green (SHO Ha) - Enhances the detail identified using the green data (e.g. SHO Ha
data)
• Green+Blue (Vis.O-III, SHO Ha+OIII) - Enhances the detail identified using the green
and blue data (e.g. SHO Ha and OIII or visible OIII)
• Blue (Vis.Reflection, SHO OIII) - Enhances the detail identified using the blue data
(e.g. SHO OIII or visible reflection nebulae)
• Default is 'All' - Uses all channels to identify the detail to enhance.
Strength
• The overall strength of the increase or decrease of luminance.
• Increasing the Strength parameter increases the effect.
• Be careful not to introduce artefacts with the higher values under certain
circumstances.
• Default is 100%. Range is 0% to 1,000%.
Dark/Light Enhance
Selects the balance between brightening the selected channels and darkening areas in
order to enhance the detail locally.
• Minimum 0%/100% - Just brightens to highlight the detail. Use this to just enhance
faint nebulosity without darkening the surrounding area.
• Maximum 100%/0% - Just darkens to highlight the detail.
• Default is 50%/50% - Both darkens and brightens evenly to highlight the detail.
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Midtone Pull Strength
Sets the amount of priority given to the midtones. How much luminance should be pulled
towards the midtones.
• 0% Turns off the midtone filter.
• Default is 50%. Range is 0% to 100%.
Midtone Pull Filter
Defines the kernel size of the filter that blends the enhanced and non-ehanced detail to
give a smooth transition.
• Default is 20.0 Pixels. Range is 1.0 pixel to 51.0 pixels
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Denoise Module
Description
To get rid of different types of noise while preserving detail.
For a general overview see De-Noise: Detail Aware Wavelet-based Noise Reduction.
Noise reduction is applied at the very end when Tracking is switched off. Due to StarTools'
noise evolution Tracking noise reduction will be much more targeted.
• Separates Brightness and Colour - this allows separate control of brightness and
colour noise.
• Uses information gained while Tracking was on to help target the noise.
The Denoise module uses the following methods to separate detail from noise:
• Tracking identifies the areas of higher noise.
• Scale Correlation techniques are used to identify detail.
• This allows a high level of control over noise - with extra control over areas of
detail.

When to use:
Final Denoise is usually done after the Color module - When turning 'Track' off
select the option to 'Stop tracking, do final noise reduction'.
• The Denoise module can also be used in 'Preview Only' mode at any time when
Tracking is on.
o This allows you to see the effect the Denoise module will have when Tracking is
switched off based on the current image.
o It can show when you have overdone something (like the final Develop/AutoDev
module stretch was too aggressive) and too much noise will remain visible even
after applying the Denoise module.
o It can show you need to go back and redo a step, or do further noise-reduction
steps, prior to turning Tracking off and final Denoise.
• Also, try using the Life modules' 'Isolate' preset with no mask set just before using
the Color module then final Denoise module - this will help to push back the noise.
Watch out for halos around the stars though.
•

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. Select Filter Type - try 'Gaussian Noise Diffusion' if the image is noisy - otherwise
use the default.
2. Select Grain Size so the noise grain and clumps can no longer be seen - as
described below. Structures larger than the Grain Size are considered detail, not
noise.
3. Click 'Next' - StarTools will do its initial attempt using that grain size with other
settings at their default values. When complete screen 2 is shown.
4. Select an area to sample to speed up the processing while you adjust the
parameters.
5. Adjust the Smoothness - this sets how much structures that have been identified as
detail can be smoothed to reduce noise.
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6. In many cases the remaining parameters can be left at their default values.
However, if further adjustment is needed then experiment with the following
controls:
o Adjust Brightness Detail Loss and Color Detail Loss - to balance detail loss and
noise reduction.
o To control the balance between detail retention and noise reduction within the
subject adjust the Scales (e.g. consider using Scale 5), Scale Correlation, and
Smoothness.
o Scale Correlation identifies how much of the smaller structure is
considered detail.
o Smoothness defines how much the structures identified as detail can be
smoothed to reduce noise.
o If there is any remaining mottled appearance in the dark background, try
adjusting Read Noise Compensation to remove it.
7. Press 'Full' to apply the effect to the full Image.
8. If you make a mistake, the 'Reset' button discards all the changes since you started
using the module.
9. Press Keep to exit, keeping the results.

What result to look for:
•
•
•
•
•

Background noise should be greatly reduced or eliminated without affecting detail
significantly.
Check stars to see if they have a blurry halo around them - if so the Read Noise
Compensation setting may need to be reduced.
Look out for any remaining noise blotches - if found go back and check the Grain
Size and Smoothness settings.
Look out for any reductions in the detail - if found try reducing Smoothness,
Brightness Detail Loss or Color Detail Loss.
Use the 'Before'/'After' button to see the effect of the module.

Ways of getting better results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) of the original image - by taking more subs.
Also, make sure the subs are long enough.
With light polluted data you will need many more subs to get equivalent results.
If you have pattern noise try Dithering if you don't already.
Make sure you have used the Bin module to reduce the resolution (and improve the
SNR) if the image is oversampled.
Try using the Life module 'Isolate' preset with no mask set just before using Color
and Denoise modules - to help push back the noise.
If there is background colour noise this may be de-emphasised by using the Dark
Saturation control in the Color module.
If the background noise cannot be controlled successfully in Denoise - it may be
necessary to go back and redo Develop/AutoDev to control the final stretch a little
to limit the noise to a level Denoise can handle. To do this use the Restore - 'Linear,
Wiped' button.

After Use:
•

Save the image and finish - or apply one of the modules not available when
Tracking is on i.e: Heal, Shrink, Repair or Synth as needed.
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Special Techniques:
Selecting optimum noise reduction settings
In cases where you are struggling to find the right noise settings this approach may help.
- This is experimental - please let me know how well this works for you.
1. Select an area which includes background and large scale structures.
2. Set Read Noise Compensation as described below.
3. Reduce Smoothness to 10%, increase Brightness Detail Loss to 30%, and reduce
Scale Correlation to 2 - this allows us to see the effects of our changes.
4. Increase Grain Size from 4.5 in increments until there is no further discernable
smoothing of the background noise.
5. Increase Scale Correlation from 2 to 6 to see the increase in detail in the larger
structures - stop when the level of detail is about right.
6. Reduce the Brightness Detail Loss - making sure the background noise is smoothed
enough.
7. Increase Smoothness until the larger scale structures are smoothed the correct
amount - you may need to adjust the Scale Correlation a little to get the right
balance.
8. Keep the result.
Find a good setting for Read Noise Compensation
This is a technique for finding the optimum Read Noise Compensation setting. It is
described here.
1. Create a preview area that has both background and DSO.
2. Turn off noise reduction completely (set Brightness Detail Loss to 0%).
3. Increase Read Noise Compensation until it affects the background and almost starts
affecting the DSO.
4. Increase Brightness Detail Loss to denoise the rest of the DSO and adjust other
settings as normal.
Using the Denoise module with a Mask to protect the detail
Use this in cases where with Denoise on its own does not protect the detail enough perhaps in high noise situations.
1. Create a Mask - To just protect the central parts of the object and let the outer
extremities be denoised:
o For a well defined object use one of these methods:
o 'Flood Fill Darker Pixels' selects the darker background easily - and the
fainter extremities of the object. Grow a little.
o 'Flood Fill Lighter Pixels' defines the brighter core of the object easily
but any fainter extremities are not selected - Invert.
o For long thin wisps (e.g. the veil) - create a trail of individual green pixels over
the detail (using the 'Single Pixel Toggle' Brush Mode) and then use 'Grow' until
they merge.
2. Do further changes to make sure that all the areas which you want denoised are
green.
3. Use the Denoise module as normal.
4. Increase 'Mask Fuzz' until the transition between masked and unmasked areas looks
natural.
5. 'Keep' the result when done.
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Denoise Separate Colour Data with LRGB
See also M45: Advanced Processing in StarTools 1.3 Part 2.
The trick with colour data is to apply heavy noise reduction. The human eye is much less
sensitive to loss of colour detail than it is to loss of luminance detail. Since, with LRGB, all
the luminance detail will come from our luminance frame, we can be heavy handed with
our noise reduction. Often this data set also has had a much shorter total exposure time
allocated to RGB, so it is quite noisy.
In Denoise Module:
1. Set all Scale settings 1-5 to 100%.
2. Set Brightness Detail Loss to 100%.
3. Set Color Detail Loss to 100%.
4. 'Keep' the result.
5. Merge this with the luminance frame.

Description of Controls:
Screen 1 - Select filter type and grain size
Filter Type:
Select the noise filter type which will form the basis of noise reduction:
• Gaussian Noise Diffusion - Yields good results when there is a lot of noise.
• Distance Weighted Outlier Rejection - Yields very good results if there is not too
much noise.
• Median - Very good at preserving edges when there is low to moderate noise.
• Default is Distance Weighted Outlier Rejection.
Grain
•
•
•

Size:
Specifies the maximum size of the noise grain that is visible in the image.
Once set tells module that anything larger in scale than this is not noise.
Specifies over how large an area it spreads the energy that was contained in pixels
that are smoothed.
• Default is 4.5 pixels. Range is 1.0 to 30.9 pixels.
• Experiment until you find a value which causes the noise grain and clumps to be
dispersed so that can no longer be seen at any scale. Values up to 15-30 are fairly
common with noisy data.
• Do not exceed what is needed so as to preserve large scale detail as much as
possible.
• Concentrate on the noise and don't worry about the detail. This is a visual
representation to help find the right setting and the signal is not being affected.
Screen 2 - Customise noise reduction
Identifying and protecting detail
• Structures larger than the Grain Size are not considered to be noise.
• Scale Correlation identifies how much the smaller structures are analysed when
looking for detail.
• Smoothness defines how much structures identified as detail are affected by the
denoise algorithm.
Mask:
For general instructions on using masks see Mask.
• If parts of the image will not benefit from noise reduction it helps to mask these
off.
• If a mask is used set Mask Fuzz to control the blending of the transition between
masked and non-masked parts of the image.
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Smoothness
This controls how any detail identified using Scale Correlation is smoothed.
• Default value is 75%. Range is 0% to 100%.
• Reducing this lessens the amount of smoothing done to the detail - keeping intact
more of the small detail that was correlated with the larger structure.
• Increasing this allows greater smoothing, removing noise but potentially losing
detail as well.
Scale Settings:
Defines how hard the noise reduction is done for different sizes of noise.
• Scales do not have absolute limits to the range - its is more like a particular scale
brings detail of a certain size into focus - and that other size detail is out of focus
to varying degrees depending on its size.
• The following are broad guidelines:
o The largest scale (Scale 5) is approximately 100-120 pixels.
o The smallest size (Scale 1) is around one pixel.
o The intervening scale sizes increase exponentially.
• Increase the scale value if noise is noticeable at that scale. Decrease it if detail is
being affected.
• For Scales 1-4 the default is 90%. For Scale 5 the default is 0%. Range is 0% to 100%.
• Scale 5 may need to be increased if there is large scale noise. If there is noise at
this scale it has often been introduced artificially during debayering or subsequent
processing and is not from natural Poisson noise sources. This type of noise can
show scale correlation too - so we need to reduce the Scale Correlation (from the
default of 6 to 4 - 2) to avoid the algorithm mistakenly identifying noise for signal.
• Values up to 90% aren't unusual.
Scale Descriptions:
Scale 1 - This controls
Scale 2 - This controls
Scale 3 - This controls
Scale 4 - This controls
Scale 5 - This controls

the
the
the
the
the

extent
extent
extent
extent
extent

of
of
of
of
of

noise
noise
noise
noise
noise

reduction
reduction
reduction
reduction
reduction

in fine detail - such as single pixels.
in small to medium detail.
in medium detail.
in medium to large detail.
of large noise blotches/grain.

Grain Dispersion (aka Redistribution Kernel):
See also the description above.
• The Grain Size influences the noise reduction of all the other controls apart from:
o Scale Correlation and Smoothness - which define how parts of the image are
protected from noise reduction.
o Read Noise Reduction - which uses a different algorithm to deal with noise
below the noise floor.
• Default 2.0 pixels. Range is 1.0 to 30.9 pixels.
• Structures larger than the Grain Dispersion are considered detail, not noise.
• Defines a surface area over which it can safely redistribute energy that was taken
away (denoised).
• Typical values <30 pixels - there will be a value beyond which there will be little
effect - don't exceed the maximum size needed.
Non-linear response <
This allows you to eliminate noise (and signal) below the noise floor - the point below
which noise no longer has a 1:1 linear relationship with signal due to the predominance of
noise which is not signal-related (e.g. read noise). Noise reduction below this level is done
differently: Gaussian modeling is replaced by Poissonian modeling.
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•

•
•

•
•

Use this after having used other parameters to eliminate as much of the noise as
possible. This should remove any mottled appearance in the dark background if
there is any.
Default is Off. Range is Off (0.00%) to 100.00%.
Change if the image shows a definite noise floor beyond which the signal is
overwhelmed by noise. However, first try using other parameters to eliminate as
much of the noise as possible. This value should be kept as low as possible.
Typical values 0-15% but can be as high as 40%.
If you increase 'Non-linear response <' too much the stars will get a blurry halo
around them - so check for this when adjusting.

Brightness Detail Loss
This balances noise reduction with detail loss in brightness. Larger values will do more
aggressive noise reduction possibly causing some detail loss. Smaller values will reduce
noise reduction. 0% is no noise reduction.
• Default is 12%. Range is 0% to 200%.
• Reducing to 0% turns off noise reduction completely.
Color Detail Loss
This balances noise reduction with detail loss in colour. Larger values will do more
aggressive noise reduction possibly causing some colour loss.
• Default is 12%. Range is 0% to 200%.
Scale Correlation:
Usually, when there is a correlation between image elements over multiple scales it
indicates important detail in an image. This is how Denoise identifies detail. It can then
provide the control to protect this detail from the denoising algorithm.
For every scale, the scale correlation algorithm looks at the immediate neighboring scales
to see if detail in that scale exists. If detail in the neighboring scale exists, this is taken
into account when determining how much noise reduction is applied. The Scale
Correlation parameter specifies how many neighboring scales are evaluated. For example,
if the Scale Correlation is set to 2 then it will look at scales +/- 2 from the current scale.
• Defines how much Denoise identifies smaller scale features as being detail that
correlates with large scale detail that contains it. The scale correlation value
controls how far the correlation propagates to other scale levels.
• Default value is 6. The range is 0 to 6.
• Certain types of noise can have scale correlation that makes them look like detail.
To avoid this mis-identification in noisy images the Scale Correlation value can be
reduced so it doesn't search for correlation in the smaller elements. This can be a
problem when:
o There are too few sub-frames taken when using an OSC or DSLR or when using
drizzle, or
o Using insufficient dithering.
o The noise has been introduced artificially during debayering or subsequent
processing and not from natural Poisson noise sources.
• Larger values mean smaller elements of a larger structure are searched for to
identify detail.
• Smaller values means that more of the smaller elements of detail will not be
identified and so will not have the additional control over the denoise process.
Mask Fuzz
If a mask is used, Mask Fuzz controls the blending of the transition between masked and
non-masked parts of the image.
• Default is 1.0 pixels. Range is 1.0 to 40.0 pixels.
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Background Notes
StarTools Denoise Techniques
• By doing denoise late in the workflow - Tracking has had time to follow noise
evolution over most of process and identify areas prone to noise, allowing noise
reduction to target these areas.
Identifying Detail in an Image
• The traditional method of identifying detail in an image is to use a mask - either
based on luminance or created manually. To avoid this Startools identifies detail
automatically by using a technique called Scale Correlation.
• Usually, when there is a correlation between image elements over multiple scales
it indicates important detail in an image. This is how the Denoise module identifies
detail. It can then provide the control to protect this detail from the denoising
algorithm.
• By making the Denoise module scale aware it allows the comparison of elements at
different scales. Looking for correlation between elements at different scales
enables identification of likely detail.
• The number of scale levels which the algorithm tries to correlate dictates the
smallest detail that is identified - and therefore may be protected. If the scale is
too small it is possible, under certain conditions, that you start to protect noise
that is mistaken for detail. That is why we control the depth of the search for
detail in the scale levels.
Wavelet Denoise
• Wavelet scale extraction - classifies features and structures into 5 different size
scales.
• Noise removal is done by an enhanced wavelet denoiser - removes features (such as
noise) based on their size.
• Noise grain caused by shot noise exists at all scale levels - becoming less noticeable
as size increases.
• Denoise aggressiveness at each scale is adjustable using the Scale parameter.
• Global noise reduction (i.e. not scale-specific) is done by the Brightness/Colour
detail loss setting.
Scale Correlation
• StarTools looks for inter-scale pattern/structure correlation to identify image
detail.
• Correlation is higher in areas that look 'busy' - this is normally associated with
image detail.
• Correlation is low in areas that have little change such as large, smooth gas clouds.
• Scale Correlation removes the need for a mask to protect image detail from noise
reduction.
• Smoothness defines how much this 'detail' is smoothed to reduce noise.
• Where noise does not exhibit a Poisson distribution it may exhibit scale correlation
- which can cause noise to be mistaken for detail.
• To avoid this, reduce the depth of correlation using the Scale Correlation
parameter.
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Noise Sources
See also this Wikipedia article on Image Noise
Here is a very good video: Craig Stark: What do all great shots have in common?. Discusses
noise sources and SNR clearly.
Shot Noise
• Caused by the random arrival of photons.
• Proportional to the square root of the intensity of light falling on the pixel.
• Independent of other pixels.
• Poisson distribution.
• Reduced by stacking multiple sub-frames.
Read
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Noise
Caused by random varations in the current in the equipment electronics.
Mainly thermal noise - temperature dependent.
Independent of the amount of light falling on the pixels.
Gaussian distribution.
Dominant at low intensities.
Reduced by stacking multiple sub-frames.
Noise reduction of (Gaussian) Read Noise is done differently from the noise
reduction of the (Poisson) Shot noise.

Dark Current Noise
• Caused by the dark current - which increases linearly with time and exponentially
with temperature.
• Poisson distribution.
• Independent of the amount of light falling on the pixels.
• Reduced by cooling of the sensor.
Quantisation Noise
• Derived from quantisation error in A-D converter.
• Depends on the number of bits.
• Can be intensity dependent.
• Small for A-D converters of 12 bits or more.
Visible Noise Characteristics
Salt and Pepper Noise
• Descriptive of noise where there are bright pixels in dark regions (salt) and dark
pixels in bright regions (pepper).
• Random errors of large variation.
• Caused by bit errors, A-D errors, electronic interference.
• Normally removed by use of dark frames or median filtering.
Fixed
•
•
•
•
•

Pattern Noise
Descriptive of noise which is distributed in a fixed pattern.
e.g. Row or column patterns.
May be caused by small differences in the characteristics of pixels.
May be due to debayering issues in colour cameras.
Normally removed by using bias frames or dithering.
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Denoise 2 Module
Description
The Denoise 2 module provides an alternative to the standard Denoise module while still
exploiting the advantages of Tracking.
• The standard Denoise module ends up with a smoothed image with no noise grain
visible.
• The Denoise 2 module equalises noise grain across the whole image.
Choosing between the classic Denoise Module and the Denoise 2 Module
• Use this module in preference to the classic Denoise Module where you would
prefer a more film-like result where there is a uniform grain in the background.
• Use the classic Denoise Module where you would prefer a result where noise is
smoothed.
Noise reduction is applied at the very end when Tracking is switched off. Due to StarTools'
noise evolution Tracking noise reduction will be much more targeted.
This module:
• Equalises the noise grain across the entire image.
• Separates Brightness and Colour - this allows separate control of brightness and
colour noise.
• Uses information gained while Tracking was on to help target the noise.
• Aimed primarily at targeting Poisson (shot) noise.
• The Denoise 2 module uses the following methods to reduce the impact of noise:
• Tracking identifies the areas of higher noise.
• The noise grain is equalised over the entire image - gives the effect of appearing to
have a constant SNR - which avoids the eye being drawn to areas of low SNR.
• Optionally uses psychovisual techniques - exploiting the fact that we can't easily
recognise noise in areas of great detail.

When to use:
Final Denoise is usually done after the Color module - When turning 'Track' off select the
option for 'Grain equalisation' noise reduction.
The Denoise 2 module can also be used in Preview-Only mode at any time when Tracking is
on.
Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. Select Grain Size so the noise grain and clumps can no longer be seen - as
described below. Structures larger than the Grain Size are considered detail, not
noise.
2. Click 'Next' - StarTools will do its initial attempt using that grain size with other
settings at their default values. When complete screen 2 is shown.
3. Select an area to sample to speed up the processing while you adjust the
parameters.
4. Select the 'Mode' leave in Psychovisual usually - but toggle between the two modes
to see the effect.
5. Adjust the Grain Removal parameter - increase to remove more noise grain.
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6. In many cases the remaining parameters can be left at their default values.
7. However, if further adjustment is needed then try adjusting Grain Limit Detail and
Grain Limit Color - to balance detail loss and noise reduction.
8. Toggle top 'Support' button (PV only) to see the effect on the gain map.
9. Toggle top 'Pre Tweak/Post Tweak' button to see effect of last adjustment if needed
.
10. Press 'Full' to apply the effect to the full Image.
11. If you make a mistake, the 'Reset' button discards all the changes since you started
using the module.
12. Press Keep to exit, keeping the results.

What result to look for:
•
•
•
•

Background noise should be greatly reduced or eliminated without affecting detail
significantly.
Look out for any remaining noise blotches - if found go back and check the Grain
Size and Grain Removal settings.
Look out for any reductions in the detail - if found try reducing Grain Removal,
Grain Limit Detail or Grain Limit Color values as appropriate.
Use the 'Before'/'After' and 'PreTweak'/PostTweak' buttons to see the effect of the
module and changes.

Ways of getting better results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) of the original image - by taking more subs.
Also, make sure the subs are long enough.
With light polluted data you will need many more subs to get equivalent results.
If you have pattern noise try Dithering if you don't already.
Make sure you have used the Bin module to reduce the resolution (and improve the
SNR) if the image is oversampled.
Try using the Life module 'Isolate' preset with no mask set just before using Color
and Denoise modules - to help push back the noise.
If there is background colour noise this may be de-emphasised by using the Grain
Limit Color control.
If the background noise cannot be controlled successfully in Denoise 2 or Denoise it may be necessary to go back and redo Develop/AutoDev to control the final
stretch a little to limit the noise to a level Denoise/Denoise 2 can handle. To do
this use the Restore - 'Linear, Wiped' button.

After Use:
Save the image and finish - or apply one of the modules not available when Tracking is on
i.e: Heal, Shrink, Repair or Synth as needed.
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Special Techniques:
<Contributions welcome!>

Description of Controls:
Screen 1 - Psycho-Visual Grain Equalization De-Noise
Grain Size:
Allows calibration of the amount of noise by specifying a size where the noise grain,
mottling and clumps can no longer be seen.
• Sets a baseline for maximum noise grain.
• Default value is 2.0 pixels. Range is from 1.0 to 30.9 pixels.
Screen 2 - Psycho-Visual Grain Equalization De-Noise
Top Buttons
Support:
Toggles the gain map in Psychovisual mode. Psycho-visual (PV) mode only
Mode:
Selects the algorithms used to control the noise.
• Statistical - Uniformly equalises noise grain across the image.
• Psychovisual - In addition to the statistical algorithms, uses also the psycho-visual
characteristics - that we find it hard to distinguish noise in areas of detail - and a
subjective perception of sharpness based on the edge contrast in an image.
• Default value is Psychovisual. Range is Statistical or Psychovisual.
Grain Removal
Controls the amount of fine noise grain reduction.
• Higher values will remove more grain and the image will start to blur.
• Default value is 50%. Range is from to 100%.
PV Detail Size
Controls the size of the multi-scale support bands used in deciding whether a region is
visually 'busy'.
Psycho-visual (PV) mode only
Smaller values protect the finer details. Increasing the value increases the range of sizes
of the details protected.
• Default value is Grain Size value. Range is from 1.0 to 5.0 pixels.
Grain Limit Detail
Sets the largest visible noise grain size for detail (luminance)
• Above this size limit larger detail is left completely intact.
• Reducing this value will reduce the maximum size of detail which is affected.
• Default value is 2.0 pixels. Range is from 1.0 to 100.9 pixels.
PV Support Gamma[/b]
Allows the multi-scale protection of visually 'busy' areas to have a non-linear response.
• Psycho-visual (PV) mode only
• 'Busyness' map is non-linesarly stretched.
• Increasing this value increases the strength of the noise grain preservation in 'busy'
areas.
• Default value is 2.20. Range is from 0.00 to 5.00.
[u]Grain Limit Color
Sets the largest visible noise grain size for color.
• Above this size limit larger detail is left completely intact.
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• Default value is Grain Size value. Range is from 1.0 to 100.9 pixels.
PV Support Area
Specifies how far noise grain protection of visually 'busy' areas should extend to
neighbouring pixels as well.
• Psycho-visual (PV) mode only
• Increasing this value extends noise grain preservation to neighbouring pixels preserving more noise grain - and detail.
• Default value is 3 pixels. Range is from 'Off'(0) to 20 pixels.

Background Notes:
Evaluating Results
When working on an image over a period of time it is difficult to ensure the changes you
make are moving to a 'better' overall image.
• It is important to try and see it as if through the eyes of someone seeing the image
for the first time.
• This is particularly difficult when trying to get the optimum noise reduction.
• One useful technique is to look at the image at different levels of zoom to see
what effect your changes have at different scales.
Other Notes
See also the background notes in the Denoise Module User Notes
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Heal Module
Description:
To remove unwanted elements in an image (e.g. satellite trails, stars, scratches, stuck
pixels, etc) and replace them with pixels similar to the surrounding pixels.
The Heal module was created to provide a means of substituting unwanted pixels in an
neutral way. The elements to remove are indicated by the mask. The Heal algorithm is
content aware and is able to synthesise extremely plausible substitution pixels for even
the large areas.
Note: Heal is not well suited for removing noise

When to use:
•
•
•

The Heal Module can only be used when Tracking is Off.
It is normally used after most of the processing has been done - after the Tracking
has been turned off and Denoise done.
Can be used more than once.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
There are many variations in using the Heal module. Here is a common process to remove
unwanted elements.
1. Open the Heal module.
2. Create a mask highlighting the elements to be removed.
3. Set 'New Must be Darker Than' as needed
4. Set 'Grow Mask' as needed to replace pixels around the elements to be removed.
5. Set 'New Darker Than Old' to Yes.
6. 'Keep' the result when finished.

What result to look for
•
•
•
•

Ensure elements to be removed are completely gone.
Ensure the replaced pixels look natural and are not too bright (or dim) - set 'New
Must be Darker Than' value to adjust.
Ensure the area around the removed elements don't have a halo.
Make sure you don't have star 'doughnuts' - if so, grow the mask a bit to select more
pixels and then retry.

Ways of getting better results
If using the Heal module to remove elements such as satellite trails try stacking with a
different stacking algorithm - such as median or sigma stacking, or some other outlier
rejection stacking algorithm.
If possible, avoid using the Heal module by removing the problem earlier on in processing for example - by discarding bad sub-frames.

After Use:
Consider using other modules that require Tracking to be off - like Shrink, Repair and
Synth.
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Special Techniques
Using the Heal module to remove satellite trails
See also the description in the topic Lens flare and artifact removal.
1. Open the Heal module.
2. Create a mask for the satellite trail by Clearing the mask and using the 'Line Toggle
(Click & Drag)' Brush Mode and clicking the start and end of the trail.
3. Click 'Grow' a few times until the green line covers the whole trail.
4. 'Keep' the result.
5. Set 'New Must be Darker Than' to 30%.
6. Set 'Grow Mask' to 3 or so as needed.
7. Set 'New Darker Than Old' to Yes.
8. Keep other settings at default Values.
9. The trail will be removed. 'Keep' the result when you are happy with it.
Creating a Starless Image
See also the description in the topic Creating a starless image.
1. Launch the Heal module.
2. Create a mask for the stars - Mask-Auto-Stars-Do.
o If the mask picks up details that are not stars - in 'Auto', adjust 'Filter
Sensitivity' as needed (Note: lower values are more sensitive - i.e. more
features detected).
o If the mask picks up detail which is in a particular colour channel you can
ignore that channel. To do this - in 'Auto', adjust 'Exclude Color' to stop
selection of elements of that colour channel (channels are - Red, Blue, Yellow
(Red + Green) and Purple (Red+Blue)).
o Manually adjust the mask to remove any remaining masking of non-stars.
o When you are happy with the mask 'Keep' it - we are then back in the Heal
module.
3. Set 'New Darker Than Old' to 'Yes'.
4. Set 'Grow Mask' as needed to ensure all pixels are masked.
5. The Heal module should remove the masked stars with all other settings at their
default values.
6. Go back and adjust the mask if there are outstanding stars or star halos.
7. 'Keep' the result when you are happy with it.
Using the Heal module to process stars independently
See also the description Using Heal to process stars and background independently.
1. Create a starless image as described above.
o 'Keep' the starless background image when you are happy with it.
o Save the starless image for use later.
2. Create a stars-only image:
o Launch the 'Layer' module.
o Click the preset 'Undo->Bg' - this sets the background (left panel) to what is in
the undo buffer - which is the original image.
o Set the 'Layer Mode' to 'Subtract' - and the result (right panel) is the extracted
stars.
o 'Keep' the resulting stars-only image.
o Save the stars-only image - we will need it later.
3. Process the starless image:
o Click 'Undo' - reverts to the image before the last modules' changes - to restore
the starless image.
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Process the starless image as you want (e.g. Sharp, Life, Denoise, HDR etc.)
until you are happy with it.
4. Merge the stars back in:
o Launch the 'Layer' module - This loads the starless image in the foreground
(centre panel).
o Click 'Open' and select the saved stars-only image - This will load into the
foreground (centre panel) and the starless image becomes the background (left
panel).
o Set the 'Layer Mode' to 'Add'.
o The resulting merged image is in the right panel.
o Click 'Keep' to keep the merged image.
o

Removing Dust bunnies using the Heal module
The Heal module was partly designed for this task.
1. Put the the bunny in a mask.
2. Run the Heal module and set the 'New must be darker than' value to a percentage
that approach the brightness of background level (it may be a little bit higher). You
can do this by eye. I.e. if the mean background level brightness is about 10% of full
intensity (white) then set it to 15% or so.
3. You'll see the Heal module fill in a plausible background. The 'New must be darker
than' value is simply there to make sure it is not adding 'plausible' stars as well. If
you see it do that, just lower the value.
4. Once you're happy with the 'plausible' background, it's time to add back in any stars
that were healed out. For this, launch the 'Layer' module, click Undo->Fg and set
the 'Layer Mode' to 'Lighten'.

Description of Controls:
Mask:
For general instructions on using mask see Mask.
• Mask areas which need to be healed.
• Set 'Grow Mask' as needed to ensure all pixels are masked.
New Must Be Darker Than
Sets the maximum value of new pixels (as a percentage of full white).
• This is useful when the Heal algorithm generates elements that look like stars. By
putting a cap on the maximum brightness these elements will not be mistaken for
stars.
• Adjust this if the replacement pixels are too bright.
• Default value is 0% (Pure Black). Range is 0% to 100% (Off).
Grow Mask
Temporarily grows the mask - like pressing the 'Grow' button the set number of times.
• Default value is 0 pixels. Range is 0 to 10 pixels.
• Set Grow Mask as needed to ensure all pixels are masked.
• A value of 2-3 is normally all that is needed.
Quality
Sets the quality with which the new pixels are rendered. Higher quality settings give
marginally better results but are slower.
• Low
• Medium
• High
• Ultra
• Default value is Medium.
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Neighbourhood Area
Sets the size of the local area where the algorithm can look for good candidate seed
pixels.
• Default value is 200 pixels. Range 0 pixels to the image size.
Neighbourhood Samples
For a large area being healed using seed samples avoid repeating patterns. Leaving it to 0
means the heal algorithm will not use any seed samples.
• Default value is 0. Range 0 to 500.
New Darker Than Old
Sets whether any new pixels created must be darker than the ones they replace.
This setting makes it possible to subtract the healed image from the original image.
• Yes
• No
• Default value is No.
• Set to Yes if creating a starless image or processing stars separately - as described
in the Special Techniques section.

Background Notes
Removing Star Trails in Comet Images
If you want to replace the star trails in an image of a comet with point stars you can use
the Heal module.
1. Take a sequence of comet images for stacking.
2. Stack the comet images - using the comet as the alignment point. Use sigma
clipping removes some if not all the stars. This gives the clear image of the comet
with blurred (or reduced) stars.
3. Re-stack using the stars as the alignment points. Use sigma clipping to reduce the
comet. This gives a clear image of the stars with a fainter blurred image of the
comet.
4. Create a completely starless image using the clear comet image - as described in
'Creating a Starless Image' above.
o 'Keep' the comet-only image when you are happy with it.
5. Create a stars-only image:
o Launch the 'Layer' module.
o Click the preset 'Undo->Bg' - this sets the background (left panel) to what is in
the undo buffer - which is the original image.
o Set the 'Layer Mode' to 'Subtract' - and the result (right panel) is the extracted
stars.
o 'Keep' the resulting stars-only image.
o Save the stars-only image - we will need it later.
6. Process the comet image:
o Load the comet image.
o Process the starless comet image as you want (e.g. Sharp, Life, Denoise, HDR
etc.) until you are happy with it.
7. Merge the stars back in:
o Launch the 'Layer' module - This loads the comet image in the foreground
(centre panel).
o Click 'Open' and select the saved stars-only image - This will load into the
foreground (centre panel) and the comet image becomes the background (left
panel).
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o Set the 'Layer Mode' to 'Add'.
o The resulting merged image is in the right panel.
o Click 'Keep' to keep the merged image.
You should end up with an image where the comet is clear and in focus and so are the
background stars.
A variation of this is to take an image of the stars with a shorter duration and use this as
the basis for the stars-only image. This will reduce the brightness of the background stars
and so highlight the comet.
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Repair Module
Description:
To detect and automatically repair star defects such as those caused by blooming, guiding
errors, bad polar alignment, collimation problems, or mirror defects such as astigmatism.
The Repair module is used to repair severely deformed stars. It complements the Shrink
module which is used if you just want to reduce the stars size.

When to use:
•
•

Can only be used when Tracking is off. Towards the end of the processing workflow.
Can be used more than once. Using different algorithms perhaps.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
This is a way of using the module To improve the shape of the stars - which should give
good results in most cases:
1. Create a star mask Mask-Auto-Stars-Keep making sure that the stars in the mask are
separated by at least one 'off' pixel.
2. Load the Repair module.
3. Select the Algorithm - Warp for oval stars, One of the Redistribute modes for more
heavily distorted stars.
4. You can usually leave all other settings at the default values.
5. Experiment with the settings if the results aren't right.
6. 'Keep' the result.

What result to look for:
•
•
•

Stars should be round and the colour should be well distributed. If not, see the
method for 'Improving the Stellar Profile' in the Special Techniques section.
Check for artefacts around the corrected stars - increase Grow Mask if they exist.
Check for places where two stars have merged into one - if found make sure that
all stars in the mask are separated by at least one 'off' pixel.

After Use:
Consider using other modules that require Tracking to be off - like Heal, Shrink and Synth.

Special Techniques
Improving the Stellar Profile
This technique is useful in cases where the stars don't look natural. It is described in the
video M8 in Color with modest data between 13m32s and 15m11s.
1. Load the Layer module - keeping the star mask used by the Repair module.
2. Grow the mask by about 2 pixels or so to make room for the stellar profile to taper
off. Mask - Grow.
3. Set Layer Mode to 'Lighten' and apply a small amount of Gaussian Blur - Filter Type:
'Gaussian (Fg)' - Filter Kernel Radius - say 3-4 pixels.
4. Optionally increase the Mask Fuzz to blur the edges further.
5. Experiment with the settings until it looks right. Keep the result.
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Description of Controls:
Mask:
For general instructions on using masks see Mask
• For best results make sure that in the mask all stars are separated by one 'off' pixel
- otherwise the stars may be merged.
Algorithm:
Sets the algorithm the Repair module uses when repairing stars:
• Warp - rounds stars by warping them into shape.
• Redistribute, Core is Avg Location - Tries to redistribute all starlight pixels. Use
where stars are severely distorted by astigmatism or heavy coma where starlight is
scattered, out of focus (doughnuts) or otherwise badly distorted. Tries to find the
original centre of the star by averaging all the sample locations.
• Redistribute, Core is Brightest Pixel - As above but sets the centre of the star based
on the brightest pixel.
• Debloom (Vertical Streaks) - Tries to recover stars that were affected by CCD
blooming. The algorithn assumes that bloom is in a straight vertical direction and
there is negligible rotation.
Grow Mask:
Sets the amount to temporarily grow the mask by.
• Use a higher value if you can see artefacts around corrected stars.
• Default is 1 pixel. Range is 0 to 10 pixels.
Radial Samples:
Applies to the Warp algorithm only - Sets the number of samples taken to determine the
roundness of a star.
• A higher value may be needed to correct severely distorted stars but will be slower.
• Default is 32. Range is 16, 32 or 64.
Sub Sampling
Applies to the Warp algorithm only - Sets the number of subsamples per pixel to use while
creating the Radial Samples.
• A higher value may make the stars more precisely round but will be slower.
• Default is 4x. Range is 2x, 4x or 8x.

Background Notes:
The Repair module allows for the correction of more complex aberrations than the much
less sophisticated 'offset filter & darken layer' method, whilst retaining the star's exact
appearance and color.
The repair module comes with two different main algorithms:
• The 'Warp' algorithm uses all pixels that make up a star and warps them into a
circular shape. This algorithm is very effective on stars that are oval or otherwise
have a convex shape.
• The 'Redistribution' algorithm uses all pixels that make up a star and redistributes
them in such a way that the original star is reconstructed. This algorithm is very
effective on stars that are concave or otherwise heavily distorted, such as stars
that look more like patches of light without a distinct core which cannot be
repaired using the 'Warp' algorithm.
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Shrink Module
Description:
To modify the way stars look in the image - by shrinking bloated stars, recover the colour
and manipulate the core and halo. This module can be used to control bloated stars (with
the Shrink or Tighten algorithm) that the Decon module had trouble with - possibly
because they were overexposed. It changes the star sizes. It complements the Repair
module which is used for severely deformed stars.

When to use:
•
•

Can only be used when Tracking is off. Towards the end of the processing workflow.
Can be used more than once.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
To shrink and improve the colour in stars.
1. Create Star Mask.
2. Set Mode to Shrink Core - This mode will shrink any overexposed parts of your stars
and draw any colored part into the core.
3. Set Iterations to whatever you like (more iterations draws color in further).
4. You might also want to increase the 'grow mask' parameter 1 or 2 pixels.
5. 'Keep' the result.
6. Launch the Color module.
7. Bump up the Saturation parameter to accentuate the star colour.
8. 'Keep' the result.

What result to look for:
If the Mode is set to Shrink or Tighten
• Stars are more concentrated and have improved colour.

After Use:
Consider using other modules that require Tracking to be off - like Heal, Repair and Synth.

Special Techniques:
Reduce bloom around bright stars
This is a way of using the module to reduce the halo or bloom around bright stars:
1. Create Star Mask.
o Open Mask editor and click Auto - Stars
o Set Selection Mode to 'Highlights>Threshold'
o Set Threshold to about 90% - depending on the brightness of the stars you want
to include.
o Click 'Do' - The star cores will be selected (green).
o Click Grow as needed to expand to cover the whole star.
o Keep the result when done.
2. Set Mode to 'Tighten' - This mode will remove the halo that is around the star (as
long as it is within the mask).
3. Set Iterations to whatever you like (more iterations draws color in further).
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4. You might also want to increase the 'grow mask' parameter 1 or 2 pixels if not all
the halo is selected.
5. 'Keep' the result.

Description of Controls:
Mask:
For general instructions on using masks see Mask
• The use of a star mask is highly recommended.
Mode:
Defines the Mode the Shrink module operates in:
• Shrink - Shrinks the full star. It is best applied when star fields in wide-field images
detract from a DSO. It is also useful to subtly make blown out stars appear less
blown out.
• Shrink Core - Shrinks only the star core, gradually filling the core with pixels that
are not completely white.
o Draws color into a star's core by progressively adopting surrounding pixels for
the overexposed core - Bringing the stars colour into the core.
o It may also help to subsequently increase the stars colour using the Color
module.
• Expand Core - Expands the star's core.
• Tighten - Reduces the star halos, drawing them in to the star. Does not affect the
star core.
Iterations:
Sets the strength of the effect.
• Default is 1 pixel. Range is 0 to 30 pixels.
Mask Grow
Sets the amount to temporarily grow the mask by. Use this if rings occur in or around the
stars when using a star mask.
• Default is 1 pixel. Range is 0 to 10 pixels.
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Synth Module
Description:
To allow the user to adjust, augment or even replace stars in an image by the modelling of
a telescope's diffraction of starlight.
This module can be used to:
• Make stars brighter and tighter. However the Shrink module may be more
appropriate if this is all you need to achieve.
• Re-model stars to show physically correct starlight energy distribution.
• Accurately model diffraction spikes.

When to use:
•
•

Can only be used when Tracking is off. Towards the end of the workflow.
Only use once.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
1. Select the 'Newtonian' or 'Refractor' Preset according to the telescope used to take
the image.
2. Set the Aperture value to that of the telescope used to take the image.
3. Set the Focal Length to that of the telescope used to take the image.
4. The default values may be sufficient for the other settings - but adjust any that
you know are wrong.
5. Press 'Next'.
6. Define a star mask - Mask-Auto-Stars-Do-Keep
7. Set the Blur parameter so the diffraction pattern of the stars are consistent with
the blur in the image caused by the atmosphere.
8. Set the Image Diameter value to the angular size of the image.
9. Set the Overlay Mode to 'Hybrid, Keep Stars'
10. The default values may be sufficient for the other settings - but experiment if you
want.
11. 'Keep' the desired result.

What result to look for:
•

Ensure the stars have the same sharpness as the rest of the image. If not, adjust
the Blur parameter.

Ways of getting better results:
•

The Synth module works best on images which are sharp and have low noise.

After Use:
•

Consider using other modules that require Tracking to be off - like Heal, Shrink and
Repair.
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Description of Controls:
Screen 1 - Specify the parameters of the virtual telescope
Newtonian preset
Sets default values relevant to a Newtonian reflector telescope.
• With this preset it may only be necessary to set Aperture and Focal Length. The
default values of other settings may be Ok in most cases.
Refractor preset
Sets default values relevant to a refractor telescope.
• With this preset it may only be necessary to set Aperture and Focal Length. The
default values of other settings may be Ok in most cases.
Aperture
Sets the scope's aperture. Apart from being a factor in the concentration of starlight and
the diffraction limit, this setting also influences the relative size of all other components.
• Default is 200mm. Range is 50mm to 1050mm
Focal Length
Sets the scope's focal length.
• From this and the Aperture setting the FoV of the scope is derived.
• From the FoV and the angular size of the image object, the virtual stars' light
concentration is estimated.
• Default is 1200mm. Range is 50mm to 10050mm
Sample Size
Sets the accuracy of the diffraction pattern.
• Larger sizes yield more accurate simulations, at the expense of increased
computing time.
• Default is 2048 x 2048 pixels. Range is 512x512, 1024x1024, 2048x2048, 4096x4096
pixels.
Vanes
Sets the number of spider vanes present.
• This setting is the main influence on the number of distinctly visible diffraction
spikes.
• Default is 4 [Newtonian], 0 [Refractor]. Range is 0 to 4.
Vane Width
Sets the width of the virtual spider vanes.
• This setting influences the frequency of the occurrence of the 'rainbow patterns' in
the spikes.
• Default is 1.6mm, 0.00mm [Refractor]. Range is 0.0 to 100.0 mm.
Vane Support Width
Sets the width of the virtual spider vanes.
• This setting has a subtle influence on the central flare's diffraction pattern.
• Default is 1.6mm, 0.00mm [Refractor]. Range is 0.0 to 100.0 mm.
Backscatter
Sets how much light is reflected back by the primary mirror and mirror Clips onto the
Central Obstruction, the Vanes and the Vane Supports and subsequently emitted as
diffused light.
• The setting dulls down the brightness of the diffraction spikes and parts of the
central flares.
• Default is 2%. Range is 0 to 100%.
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Central Obstruction
Sets the size of the Central Obstruction as a percentage of the full aperture.
• This setting greatly influences the diffraction pattern.
• A setting of 0% effectively turns the virtual scope into a refractor.
• Default is 25% [Newtonian], 0% [Refractor]. Range is 0 to 100%.
Dispersion
Sets the strength of the dispersion - the subtle way the different wavelengths (colours) are
diffracted differently.
• This setting effectively controls the strength of the 'rainbow effect' in the
diffraction spikes.
• Note that stars that do not emit equal amounts of light in all wavelengths will
generate 'rainbows' with different colour balances.
• Default is 100%. Range is 0 to 100%.
Screws
Sets the number of evenly distributed screws around the edge.
• These screws block light in the optical tube assembly.
• This setting subtly affects the central flare's diffraction pattern.
• Default is 12 [Newtonian], 0 [Refractor]. Range is 0 to 50.
Clips
Sets the number of clips present around the edge to hold the primary mirror or lens in
place.
• This setting subtly affects the central flare's diffraction pattern.
• Default is 3 [Newtonian], 0 [Refractor]. Range is 0 to 20.
Clip Size
Sets the size of the clips that hold the primary mirror or lens.
• This setting subtly affects the central flare's diffraction pattern.
• Default is 10mm [Newtonian], 0mm [Refractor]. Range is 0 to 100mm.
Focuser
Sets the size of the optional focuser.
• This setting subtly affects the central flare's diffraction pattern - adding a faint but
distinct spike.
• Default is None. Range is None, 1.25, 2 and 3 inch.
Focuser Travel
Sets the amount of inward travel of the focuser.
• This setting subtly affects the central flare's diffraction pattern - adding a faint but
distinct spike.
• Default is 20mm [Newtonian], 0mm [Refractor]. Range is 0 to 100mm.
Focuser Angle
Sets the angle at which the focuser is mounted on the optical tube assembly.
• This affects the angle of the faint but distinct spike caused by the inward travel of
the focuser.
• Default is 120 [Newtonian], 0 [Refractor]. Range is 0 to 360.
Screen 2 - Set the parameters of the image.
Mask
Set the star mask if not already set - Mask-Auto-Stars-Do-Keep
• Remove any noise that is also selected - by using the Shrink-Grow buttons.
• All stars should be selected - not just a few.
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Gamma Adjust
Allows adjustment of the gamma of the synthesized star layer.
• This is a basic but effective means of reducing the virtual stars' diffraction spike
and central flare.
• Default is 1.00. Range is 0.00 to 5.00.
Core Whiteness
Sets the amount of colour the Synth module should pick up from the star.
• Default is 67%. Range is 0 to 100%.
• Note that this parameter is not real-time.
Blur
Sets the kernel size of the Gaussian blur that is applied to the virtual layer, prior to
overlaying it.
• This should be close to the blur in the image caused by the atmosphere.
• Default is 1.0 pixels. Range is 1.0 to 5.0 pixels.
OTA Rotation
Sets how many degrees the point spread function (and thus the virtual stars and any
diffraction artefacts) is rotated.
• Default is 0. Range is 0 to 359.
• Note that this parameter is not real-time.
Grow Mask
This is identical to the 'Grow' operation as found in the mask editor.
• This parameter is best increased if the healing stage of the Synth algorithm is not
getting rid of all traces of the original star.
• Default is 0 pixels. Range is 0 to 10 pixels.
• Note that this parameter is not real-time.
Image Diameter
Sets the angular size of the image in arc-minutes.
• This information is used to scale the point spread function appropriately.
• Default is 70 arc-minutes. Range is 1 to 301 arc-minutes.
• Note that this parameter is not real-time.
Overlay Mode
Sets one of seven algorithms to be used to overlay the virtual stars.
The range is:
• Hybrid, Remove Stars - Performs a mixture of addition and lighten-only, while
removing the original stars.
• Lighten, Remove Stars - Performs a lighten-only operation, while removing the
original stars.
• Addition, Remove Stars - Performs an addition operation, while removing the
original stars.
• Hybrid, Keep Stars - Performs a mixture of addition and lighten-only, while keeping
the original stars.
• Lighten, Keep Stars - Performs a lighten-only operation, while keeping the original
stars.
• Addition, Keep Stars - Performs an addition operation, while keeping the original
stars.
• Subtract, Keep Stars - Performs a subtraction operation, while keeping the original
stars. This mode may assist in masking out stars completely, revealing detail
otherwise drowned out by its glare.
• Default is 'Hybrid, Keep Stars'.
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Blend Original
Sets how much of the original image should be blended in with the synthesised version.
• Default is 0%. Range is 0% to 100%.
Brightness Adjust
• Adjusts the brightness of the virtual stars.
• Default is 100%. Range is 0% to 400%.
Core Noisiness
This parameter attempts to compensate for noise in the stars' cores.
• This setting is best used if the core of the stars are not perfectly white and contain
noise. If the latter is the case, such stars may be (incorrectly) split into multiple
smaller stars.
• Default is 0%. Range is 0% to 25%.
• Note that this parameter is not real-time.
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Layer Module
Description:
To allow pixel manipulation in a very versatile but straightforward manner. The Layer
module performs Pixel math by means of graphical user interface. A huge range of
operations is selectable, while multiple operations can be chained by means of a buffer.
The effects of using this module can range from very simple to highly complex - and the
effective use of the full range of this module requires a great deal of knowledge about the
effects of these transformations and their combination.
It is possible to cause clipping and artefacts with this module - which can negatively
impact the image and subsequent processing.
However, it is possible to make effective use of some of its power with a little basic
knowledge.

When to use:
•
•

•

Usually it is best to use the Layer module towards the end of the workflow after
Tracking has been turned off and denoise has been done.
Anything that causes artefacts (whether visible or not) like ringing, sharp edges,
clipping, etc. will impact Tracking's ability to keep track of noise - so it is safest to
use it after you have switched Tracking off.
If you know that what you are doing with the Layer module will not cause artefacts
as described above then you can use it with Tracking on - and also the SMI and PIP
techniques described below can be used safely with Tracking on.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth}

Method:
There are so many ways of using the Layer module with so many different aims and no
single method stands out - See the Special Techniques section for some of the more
common uses.
The general process is:
1. If multiple images are to be combined make sure they are the same size and
aligned the same as described in the Background Notes.
2. Start the Layer module - the current image gets loaded into both foreground
(centre) and background (left) fields.
3. Load another image - this will replace the image in the foreground.
4. Swap the images if necessary to put the right image in the foreground.
5. Create a mask if needed to protect certain parts from being altered.
6. Select the desired Layer Mode.
7. Select Filter Type or Brightness Mask Mode as required.
8. Adjust other settings as required.
9. 'Keep' the desired result.

What result to look for:
Ensure that image layers are properly aligned.
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Special Techniques:
Combining images of different exposure lengths
This is useful when you have a subject with a high dynamic range and you can't, in a single
image, get the exposure right which gives you the detail you want in the fainter portions
without saturating the brighter portions.
This Technique is shown in video StarTools: M42 H-alpha High Dynamic Range composite.
1. Make sure the images are the same size and aligned the same as described in the
Background Notes.
2. Process each image separately - Use Develop instead of AutoDev - save each result.
3. Restart StarTools.
4. Load both images into Layer Module - with the longer exposure in the foreground
(centre).
5. Set the Layer Mode to 'Blend'.
6. Use the Filter Type 'Max Contrast' or 'Max Distance to 1/2 Unity'.
7. You can combine the two by copying the result (Copy) of one filter, pasting to the
Foreground (Paste>Fg), and then apply the other filter.
8. Adjust the Blend Amount (to 50% or 100% perhaps).
9. Increase the Filter Kernel Radius until a smooth blend is achieved (can be near
max. of 51 pixels).
10. You can repeat the process by copying the result and Paste to the Foreground
(Paste>Fg) (or Background).
11. Keep the result.
Combining Luminance and RGB images using the Layer module
This is a generic method to combine (synthetic) luminance and colour data as described in
Mel 15. It is an alternative to the method 'Processing Ha,R,G,B using a synthetic luminance
frame' described in LRGB Module Use.
1. Make sure the images are the same size and aligned the same as described in the
Background Notes.
2. Process luminance data as normal - trying to tease out the detail - and save it.
3. Process the R+G+B colour stack, making sure the noise is minimal and there is a
good continuum of colours - then save it.
4. Restart StarTools.
5. Load the luminance data.
6. Start the Layer module - the current image gets loaded into both foreground and
background.
7. Load the colour data - this will replace the image in the foreground.
8. Select Layer Mode 'Color Extract fg' to extract the luminance independent
(normalised) colours from the colour image.
9. Click Copy to store the composite output in the buffer.
10. Click Paste>Fg to paste the extracted colours into the foreground layer.
11. Select the Layer Mode 'Color Of fg' (or 'Multiply') to use the luminance information
from the background and the colour of the foreground.
12. If darker parts of the background are too bright - select Brightness Mask Mode
'Where fg is dark, use bg' or 'Where composite is dark, use bg'.
13. Use the Brightness Mask Power to subdue the colouring of the background.
14. Use the Blend Amount to increase/decrease saturation.
15. 'Keep' the desired result.
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Creating a synthetic luminance frame
Creating a synthetic luminance frame, derived by combining the results from different
narrow-band filters while they are linear and unprocessed, allows you to process the
luminance and the colour separately. The luminance is processed to enhance the detail,
the other frames are processed to minimize noise - see M45 Advanced Processing In
StarTools Part 2.
To create the synthetic luminance frame we combine all the data we have into a weighted
average - weighting according to the exposure time collected in each channel.
Example: R:G:B:Ha 30m:30m:30m:110m T1:T2:T3:T4
See also the description: Ha,R,G,B ->synthetic luminance.
We load one file and then add the other channels one by one using the Layer module.
1. Make sure the images are the same size and aligned the same as described in the
Background Notes.
2. Start StarTools.
3. Open R file - indicate the data is not linear (even though it is) by selecting
'Modified and not linear' - This turns Tracking off.
4. Open the Layer module.
5. Open G - Set blend to T2/(T1+T2)% - which is 30/60=50% in the example.
6. Copy, then Paste>Bg
7. Open B - Set blend to T3/(T1+T2+T3)% - which is 30/90=33% in the example.
8. Copy, then Paste>Bg
9. Open Ha - Set blend to T4/(T1+T2+T3+T4)% - which is 110/200=55% in the example.
10. Either:- Save the image to a file and open as a linear file later - or turn Track on.
We now have our weighted average synthetic luminance frame.
Hubble Palette synthetic luminance frame Example
Ha:SII:OIII 110m:40m:40m T1:T2:T3
1. Make sure the images are the same size and aligned the same as described in the
Background Notes.
2. Start StarTools.
3. Open the Ha File - indicate the data is not linear.
4. Open the Layer module.
5. Open the SII file - Set blend to T2/(T1+T2)%=40/150=27%.
6. Copy, then Paste>Bg
7. Open the OIII file - Set blend to T3/(T1+T2+T3)%=40/190=21%.
8. Either:- Save the image to a file and open as a linear file later - or turn Track on.
Colour balancing of data that was captured using a light pollution filter
Data that was captured using a light pollution filter is difficult to colour balance. In this
technique the colour data is captured without a light pollution filter. The luminance data
is a longer exposure using a light pollution filter. The method described here uses the
Layer Mode and a Brightness Mask to combine the two data sets.
See also Colour balancing of data that was filtered with a light pollution filter.
1. Make sure the images are the same size and aligned the same as described in the
Background Notes.
2. Load the colour data.
3. Launch the Layer module.
4. Select Layer Mode 'Color Extract fg' to extract the colours from the colour image.
5. Click Copy to store the output in the buffer.
6. Open the luminance image.
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7. Click Swap - swaps background and foreground (putting luminance in the
background).
8. Click Paste->Fg to paste the extracted colours into the foreground layer.
9. Select Layer Mode 'Color Of fg' to use the luminance information from the
background and the colour of the foreground.
10. Select the Brightness Mask Mode 'Where fg is dark use bg'.
11. Use the Brightness Mask Power to subdue the colouring of the background.
12. Use the Blend Amount to increase/decrease saturation.
13. Use the Filter Kernel Radius (with Gaussian filter) to mitigate colour noise.
14. Keep the result.
Creating Bi-Colour images using Steve Cannistras method
This is a description of a method proposed by Steve Cannistra Modified Bicolor Technique
for combining Ha and OIII images which can produce fairly 'natural' results. You may get
better results if you preprocess the images separately and then combine them as
described here.
1. Create Synthetic Green Image:
o Make sure the Ha and OIII images are aligned and the same size in pixels.
o Load Ha data - indicate the data is not linear (even though it is) by selecting
'Modified and not linear' - This turns Tracking off.
o Open the Layer Module.
o Load OIII data into foreground.
o Set Layer Mode to 'Multiply'.
o Set Blend Amount to 100%.
o Keep.
o Save as a Tiff file.
2. Re-start StarTools.
3. Load the LRGB Module.
4. Load the Ha data into the Red Channel.
5. Load the saved Synthetic Green image into the Green Channel.
6. Load the OIII data into the Blue Channel.
7. Increase the Green Ratio to about 1.50 - or as you prefer - this increases the
influence of the Synthetic Green data.
8. Keep.
9. When prompted for Type of Data select 'Linear, was not bayered or is
whitebalanced'.
10. Process with other modules as normal - Crop, wipe etc.
11. When using the Color Module with narrow-band data the automatic colour balance
that happens on loading may produce odd results. Set the Bias Sliders back to 1.00
and then adjust from there until you get the result you want. Adjust the Saturation
Amount if you want.
Splitting a colour image into Luminance and RGB before Processing
The technique was described by Kevin Bisher and based on Scott Rosens LLRGB method for
DSLR image processing - which used PhotoShop. It allows us to process luminance and
colour separately which can produce superior results. The luminance is processed to
enhance the detail, the RGB is processed to minimise noise - see M45 Advanced Processing
In StarTools Part 2
1. Load the image.
2. Bin and Crop the Image as needed.
3. Save the image - this is the RGB version.
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4. Create a Luminance (monochrome) version of the image (one way is: Layer -> Layer
Mode=Desaturate fg (Luminance) -> Keep) and save it.
5. Load and Process the RGB version using heavy denoise - save it.
6. Load and Process the Luminance image - concentrating on bringing out the detail.
7. Merge images using the Layer module:
o Make sure the images are the same size and aligned the same as described in
the Background Notes.
o Load the Layer module - Luminance image will be loaded into centre
(foreground) and left (background) panel.
o Load the RGB image - this puts the RGB image in foreground (Luminance stays
in background).
o Set the Layer Mode to 'Blend'.
o Set the Blend Amount - reduce from 100% as needed.
8. Do any further processing needed to the combined image.
9. Optionally - Load the Luminance image again, swap and put it in the background,
'Blend' again, and process the combined image. This is the main additional step in
the LLRGB method.
10. You can repeat this process with the result to further improve it.
11. Keep the result.
Screen Mask Invert (SMI)
This is an old method used by PhotoShop/PixInsight users to increase contrast in the
shadows. Normally other StarTools functions are better but, if needed, StarTools can
achieve this as described in SMI
1. It is best run just before the Color Module (while Tracking is still on!)
2. Launch the Layer module.
3. Set 'Layer Mode' to 'Screen'.
4. Set 'Brightness Mask Mode' to 'Where foreground is light, use background'.
5. Keep the result.
Power of Inversed Pixel (PIP)
This is an old method used by PhotoShop/PixInsight users to increase contrast in the
shadows. Normally other StarTools functions are better but, if needed, StarTools can
achieve this as described in PIP
It is best run just before the Color Module (while Tracking is still on!).
1. Launch the Layer module.
2. Set 'Layer Mode' to 'Power of Inverse'.
3. Set 'Brightness Mask Mode' to 'Where foreground is light, use background'.
4. Keep the result.

Description of Controls:
Mask
For general instructions on using masks see Mask
• The mask is applied to the foreground.
• Non-green parts appear in the result on the right as they are in the background
image, unchanged.
• The effect of the Filter, Layer Mode and the Brightness Mask Mode are all masked
out.
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Buffer Actions:
The following Buffer Action buttons are at the top of the screen:
• Note: Fg=Foreground, Bg=background
• Open - Opens an image and loads it into the Foreground (centre image)
• Paste>Bg - Pastes Copy Buffer (i.e. the Image last Copied to the Copy Buffer) to the
Background - greyed out if nothing in the Copy Buffer.
• Paste>Fg - Pastes Copy Buffer (i.e. the Image last Copied to the Copy Buffer) to the
Foreground - greyed out if nothing in the Copy Buffer.
• Undo>Fg - Copies Undo Buffer (i.e. the old Image - as it was at the start of the
previous module) to the Foreground.
• Undo>Bg - Copies Undo Buffer (i.e. the old Image - as it was at the start of the
previous module) to the Background.
• Copy - Copies the Layered composite result (right hand image) to the Copy buffer.
If there is not an image in the right hand side StarTools may crash in some versions.
• Swap - Swaps the Foreground and Background images
Layer Mode
Defines how the foreground image should be layered on top of the background image.
This layering is applied after the Filter has been applied to the Foreground.
• Blend - Copies the foreground over the background. Change the Blend Amount to
change the Fg vs Bg.
• Lighten - Copies the pixels that are the lighter of the foreground and the
background.
• Darken - Copies the pixels that are the darker of the foreground and the
background.
• Multiply - Multiplies the background image by the foreground image.
• Add - Adds the foreground image to the background image.
• Subtract - Subtracts the foreground image from the background image.
• Difference - Calculates the difference (positive or negative) between the
foreground image and the background image.
• HardLight - Dark pixels are darker, light pixels are lighter.
• Divide - Divides the background image by the foreground image.
• Brightness of fg - Applies the luminance ('brightness') information of the foreground
to the background.
• Color of fg - Applies the chroma ('colour') information of the foreground to the
background channel.
• Screen - Works like having two slide projectors projecting foreground and
background images on top of each other.
• Power of Inverse - The blending algorithm used in the PIP algorithm.
• Desaturate fg (Average) - Projects a desaturated (i.e. black and white) version of
the foreground over the background. The foreground is desaturated by using the
average value of the combined red, green and blue channels.
• Desaturate fg (Luminance) - Projects a desaturated (i.e. black and white) version
of the foreground over the background. The foreground is desaturated by using the
weighted values for the red, green and blue channels corresponding to humanperceived luminance values (0.299, 0.587 and 0.114 respectively).
• Invert fg - Projects a negative version of the foreground on top of the background.
• Color Extract fg - Generates an image devoid of luminance information (luminance
information is set to unity), leaving only the (normalised) colour information.
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Multiply Luminance - Multiplies the luminance info of the foreground image by the
background image. Using this mode in conjunction with the Color Extract fg mode
allows us to recombine luminance and colour information into one image again.
• Multiply Compensate Gamma - Multiplies the foreground and the background and
then takes the square root.
• Distance - Calculates the magnitude as if the foreground and background were two
vectors.
• Distance, MCG Hybrid - A hybrid of the Distance and Multiply Compensate Gamma
modes.
• Overlay - Overlays the foreground image on top of the background image. It
darkens the image but not as much as the Multiply mode.
• SoftLight - Dark pixels are darker, light pixels are lighter, edges softened and colors
desaturated a bit.
• Multiply Foreground Only - takes the (filtered) foreground image and uses the
Blend Amount as a multiplier - allows under- or over- exposing an image - Overexposing may clip.
• Default is 'Blend'
Blend Amount
Controls the relative intensity of the foreground image to the background image.
• Default is 100%. Range is 0% to 500%.
• For synthetic luminance - normally set so that the foreground is the same relative
proportion as the components of the background.
• Examples of how to calculate the correct blend amount are shown in the Special
Techniques section above.
Cap Mode
Defines how negative and over-unity values should be treated:
• Clip - Truncates the negative values to 0 and over-unity values to unity.
• Normalize - stretches levels to span the whole available dynamic range.
• Soft Clip
• Default is 'Clip'
Offset X
Specifies the horizontal offset (in pixels) of the foreground relative to the background.
• Default is 0.0 pixels. Range is -50.0 pixels to 950.0 pixels.
Offset Y
Specifies the vertical offset (in pixels) of the foreground relative to the background.
• Default is 0.0 pixels. Range is -50.0 pixels to 950.0 pixels.
Brightness Mask Mode
Specifies an optional masking using the brightness information contained in both the
foreground and background mode. This feature allows you to blend an image based on
brightness. The available modes are:
• Off
• Where fg is dark, use bg
• Where fg is light, use bg
• Where fg is light & dark, use bg
• Where fg is grey, use bg
• Where composite is dark, use bg
• Where composite is light, use bg
• Where composite is light & dark, use bg
• Where composite is grey, use bg
• Default is Off
•
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Brightness Mask Power
Sets the power that should be applied to a pixel in the brightness mask, giving you control
over the range of very brightest (or darkest) pixels that will still impact the brightness
mask blending procedure.
• A lower value lowers the Brightness Mask threshold.
• Default is 1.00. Range is 0.00 to 5.00 in 0.1 increments.
Filter Type
Specifies the type of filter to be applied to the foreground layer before layering:
• Gaussian (Fg) - Applies a Gaussian filter with a kernel size as specified in Filter
Kernel Radius
• Median (Fg) - Applies a median filter with a window size of (1+ [Filter Kernel
Radius]x2)
• Mean of Medium Half (Fg) - Applies a 'mean of median half' filter with window size
of (1+ [Filter Kernel Radius]x2)
• Minimum (Fg) - Applies a minimum filter with window size of (1+ [Filter Kernel
Radius]x2)
• Maximum (Fg) - Applies a maximum filter with window size of (1+ [Filter Kernel
Radius]x2)
• Lightness (Fg) - Applies a maximum and minimum filter with window size of (1+
[Filter Kernel Radius]x2) to the foreground layer. It then takes the mean of the
minimum and maximum.
• Differential Adaptive Noise - Suppresses any noise increase in the foreground due to
brightening.
• Min Distance to 1/2 Unity - chooses between foreground and background values
based on which value is closest to 1/2 unity (gray). Filter Kernel Radius controls
the smoothness of the blend between the two.
• Max Contrast - chooses between foreground and background values based on which
adds most contrast to the image. Filter Kernel Radius controls the smoothness of
the blend between the two.
• Sobel - Performs a Sobel edge detection operation on the foreground image.
• Median Horizontal (Fg) - Performs a horizontal median filter with a horizontal
kernel size of (1+ [Filter Kernel Radius]x2) pixels.
• Fractional Differentiation - Applies Fractional Differentiation Filtering on the
foreground image. The Filter Kernel Radius governs the v parameter, while alpha is
fixed at 0.5. For some images this can show additional structural detail which
otherwise would be hidden.
• Mode Approx. - Uses a fast method to approximate the Statistical Mode of a patch
of pixels.
• Localized Histogram Equalize - performs Histogram Equalisation one patch at a
time.
• Localized Histogram Optimize - calculate a non-linear transformation curve for
each patch in such a way that the patch's histogram shape resembles a bell curve This gives a much more natural look, rather than histogram equalisation, and is
very effective.
• Mean of Medium Half Distance Weighted - performs the same type of filtering as
Mean of Medium Half - but weighted by distance.
• Local Maximum Entropy RGB Selection • Default is 'Gaussian (Fg)'
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Filter Kernel Radius
Controls a parameter of the selected filter:
• Kernel size for Filter Types of: Gaussian (Fg), Median Horizontal (Fg)
• Window Size for Filter Types of: Median (Fg), Mean of Medium Half (Fg), Minimum
(Fg), Maximum (Fg), Lightness (Fg)
Smoothness of the blend for Filter Types of: Min Distance of 1/2 Unity, Max Contrast
• v Parameter for Filter Types of: Fractional Differentiation
• Default is 1.0 pixels. Range is 1.0 to 51.0 pixels
Mask Fuzz
If a mask is used the Mask Fuzz parameter will ensure smooth, undetectable, transitions
between the background and foreground images.
• This parameter specifies the kernel radius of an optional Gaussian blur, to be
applied to the mask.
• Default is 1.0 pixels. Range is 1.0 to 101.0 pixels.

Background Notes:
PixInSight nearest equivalent: - GradientHDRComposition, Morphological Filters, PixelMath
Aligning two or more Images
In cases where multiple images are combined it is important that the images are exactly
the same size. If they are not you will get the error message: 'Dimension differ from
already loaded file'. If you do, check the dimensions of individual data files by loading
them in StarTools individually. The dimensions are listed to the right of the file name at
the top of the screen.
Also, in most cases it is important to ensure all the images are aligned the same.
To ensure multiple stacked images are aligned you can use one of the sub-frames as a
reference frame.
This is described for Deep Sky Stacker (DSS) and Regim in the Background Notes in LRGB
Module Use notes.
When processing the images in StarTools before combining, make sure you Bin and Crop
each image the same amount.
Pixel Maths
In the Layer module the resulting pixel value depends on three functions:
• Filter(mode,blend amount, Fg,Bg) - calculated first.
• Layer Combination(mode, kernel radius, Fg,Bg) - calculated using the result of the
filter.
• Brightness mask(mode, power, Fg,Bg) - overall mask applied to result.
• This result can be used as the input and processed again.
Filter Types
See the 'Filter Type' parameter for a large selection of different filters.
The Filter Types in StarTools are similar to some of the Filter Types in Photoshop and GIMP
or the Filters in PixInsight. They fall into three broad groups:
• Noise reduction - Gaussian, Median, Mean of Medium Half, Differential Adaptive
Noise, Mean of Medium Half Distance Weighted.
• Bring out detail - Minimum, Maximum, Lightness, Local Histogram Equalize, Local
Maximum Entropy RGB Selection, Sobel, Fractional Differentiation.
• Blending Foreground and Background - Min Distance to 1/2 Unity, Max Contrast these can be used to create High Dynamic Range composites from 2 images with
different exposure lengths.
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Layer Modes
The Layer Modes in StarTools specify how the background and foreground are combined.
They are similar in effect to some of the GIMP Layer Modes or the Photoshop Blending
Modes or PixInsight Blending Modes. See also the Wikipedia article on Blend Modes.
Layer Modes can be split into the following general groups:
• Lightening - Lighten, Screen, Add, Power of Inverse
• Darkening - Darken, Multiply, Multiply Luminance
• Making Dark Darker, Light Lighter - Overlay, SoftLight, HardLight
• Increasing Saturation - Color Extract fg
• Desaturation (Black and White) - Desaturate fg (Average), Desaturate fg
(Luminance)
• Combining L and RGB - Brightness of fg, Color Of fg
• More Extreme Darkening - Subtract, Difference, Divide
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Stereo 3D Module
Description
To synthesise depth information based on astronomical image feature characteristics to
allow displaying 3D-like images in various ways. This can be an important tool in
interpreting the subject - making us understand its structure - and guiding us to process
the data to bring out that structure. This module synthesises plausible depth information
to allow images to appear three-dimensional.
Images can be created for viewing with: Red/Cyan glasses, VR Headset, Facebook 3D
photo feature, or in standard web browser using the 2.5D option.
This depth information is not in the data but is suggested based on common rules and
assumptions about gas and radiation behaviour.

When to use
•
•
•

When Tracking is Off.
Standalone - on any image processed previously. No need to reprocess.
At end of workflow.

Example Workflow: {...} = optional modules
AutoDev – {Band/Lens} – Bin – Crop – Wipe – AutoDev (or Develop) – Contrast – HDR - Sharp
– Decon – Life – Color – {Filter} – Entropy – Denoise (or Denoise 2) – {Flux – Layer – Shrink –
Heal – Repair – Synth-Stereo 3D}

Method
This is a way of using the module which should give good results in most cases:
1. Choose the Mode that is most comfortable for you to perceive depth
2. For Side-By-Side 'Cross' or 'Parallel' Modes - Zoom out so you see both L and R
images
3. You can process using the easiest mode to view (e.g. Anaglyph with glasses) and
then convert later
4. Choose the way(s) of getting depth information best for this subject:
o Dark Detail in front of light background - e.g. dust clouds - Luma to Volume Shadow Dominant
o Light Detail in front of dark background - e.g. M20 - Luma to Volume - Highlight
Dominant
o If there are still bright elements you want to bring forward - Simple L to Depth Increase from 0%
5. Control the embedding of elements:
o Large bright areas - e.g. emission or reflection nebulosity - Highlight Embedding
- use higher values to embed
o Bright objects within reflection nebulosity - e.g. bright stars within reflection
nebula - Highlight Embedding - use higher values to embed
o Small structures in front of large - Structure Embedding - use lower values.
6. Use 'Before'/'After' and 'PreTweak'/'PostTweak' button to see the effect of changes
7. Set the Mode to 'Depth Map' to see the areas that have been brought forward
(white)
8. Choose the final Mode required
9. Export to: Web 2.5, Virtual Reality or Facebook 3D Photo as needed
10. Press 'Keep' when done
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What result to look for
•

Image should give a sense of three-dimensional solidity.

Ways of getting better results
•
•
•

Often less is more. Overdoing it may spoil the illusion
For cross-eye or parallel viewing, portrait images are recommended
For Virtual Reality and anaglyph viewing, landscape images are recommended

After Use
•

Enjoy

Special Techniques
<Contributions welcome!>

Description of Controls
Exporting Presets
In addition to the the type of image being produced which is set by the Mode control.
The image can be output to support different 3D representations using these buttons:
• Web 2.5D - Exports as an HTML file for viewing using a browser.
• WebVR - Exports as an HTML file for viewing using a Virtual Reality headset.
• Facebook - Exports as an JPEG file for viewing using the Facebook 3D Photo
feature.
Simple L to Depth
Does simplistic depth mapping - assumes lighter stuff is nearer than darker.
Larger values mean brightness will be taken more as an indication of depth.
0% means that brightness is not taken as an indicator of depth.
It is usually sufficient to leave this at 0% and rely on the Luma to Volume control.
Default 0%. Range from 0% to 100%.
Mode
This sets the output mode. Select based on the type of output needed for the way it is to
be viewed.
• Side-by-Side Right/Left (Cross) - For Cross-eyed depth perception without aids. The
left hand image is for the left eye, the right hand image is for the right eye.
• Side-by-Side Right/Left (Parallel) - For Parallel depth perception without aids. The
right hand image is for the left eye, the left hand image is for the right eye.
• Anaglyph Mono (screen) - For use with red/blue filter glasses - Mono image that
minimises ghosting on sRGB calibrated screens.
• Anaglyph Mono (print) - For use with red/blue filter glasses - Mono image suitable
for printing.
• Anaglyph Color - For use with red/blue filter glasses - Keeps some color tones
intact.
• Depth Map - Outputs the depth map. White is the near plane, black is the far
plane.
• Default is 'Side-by-Side Right/Left (Cross)'.
Depth
The 3D effect is obtained by modelling two planes. A near plane closer to the viewer and a
far plane further from the viewer.
• The Depth parameter defines the distance between the planes.
• The smaller the value the less pronounced will be the 3D effect.
• The larger the value the more pronounced will be the 3D effect.
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•

Default is 21 pixels. Range from 0 to 42 pixels.

Protrude
The Protrude parameter defines how much of the scene appears to be in front of the
image and how much behind.
• At 0% the entire scene will appear to be inside the screen or print.
• At 100% the entire scene will appear to be in front of the screen or print.
• Default 0%. Range from 0% to 100%.
Highlight Embedding
This controls whether highlights appear embedded within the larger structures around
them.
• Bright objects often cause emissions around them. It makes sense to embed these.
• The higher the value the more embedded the highlights are.
• Default 25%. Range from 0% to 100%.
Min Structure Size
Controls the size of the smallest details that are acted on.
• Smaller values are best for wide fields with lots of small detail.
• Larger values are best for narrow fields with many larger scale structures.
• Larger values may take longer.
• Default 1.6 pixels. Range from 1.0 to 5.0 pixels.
Structure Embedding
This controls whether small-scale structures should appear embedded or intersect larger
scale structures.
• Lower values mean more structures float in front of larger structures.
• Higher values mean more smaller structures intersect larger structures.
• Default 25%. Range from 0% to 100%.
Depth Non-Linearity
This controls how matter is distributed across the depth.
• A value of 1.0 distributes matter evenly.
• Values greater than 1.0 progressively skew distribution towards the near plane.
• Values less than 1.0 progressively skew distribution towards the far plane.
• Default 1.00 Range from 0.00 to 5.00.
Luma to Volume
This controls how brightness acts as a predictor for volumetric detail.
• Larger 'shadow dominant' values (slider to left) give larger dark structures more
volume. Objects against a bright background.
• Larger 'highlight dominant' values (slider to right) give larger bright structures more
volume. Objects against a dark background.
• Default 50% highlight dominant. Range from 100% shadow dominant to 100%
highlight dominant.
Intricacy
This controls what size detail is distributed in depth.
• Lower values show more depth changes for larger scale structures.
• Higher values show more depth changes for the finer detail.
• Default 50%. Range from 0% to 100%.
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Background Notes
The benefits of 3D representations
One of the benefits of this module is to encourage new ways of looking at a subject. It is
possible to make assumptions about the target which may be wrong - such as:
• Dark objects are in the background
• Light objects are in the foreground
This are assumptions we make from our experience of our own world - but this is based on
reflection of a bright light source.
However with DSO's the following may be true:
• Sources of reflected light are less commonly visible than emission sources.
• Dark areas may be in the foreground - blocking the light coming from elements
behind.
• Bright DSO cores are often embedded in, surrounded by, and shrouded by, bright
gases.
Understanding how the object looks in 3D may help you make better decisions when
processing:
• Highlighting local detail at the expense of the shroud of gas surrounding it - giving
a false impression.
• The way you process dark areas may make a DSO with a dust cloud in front of it
look like a DSO with a hole in it.
3D viewing without aids - Free Viewing
There is a useful web site with information about 3D images here: Basic 3D Viewing Terms
You need to train your brain to see using Freer viewing methods - see here for a general
discussion: The logical approach to seeing 3D pictures
The main ways of seeing 3D images without aids are:
• Cross-viewing or The Cross-eyed Method - This link describes how to see images
using Cross-viewing: The Single Finger Method
• Parallel-viewing or The Parallel Method - This link describes how to see images
using Parallel-viewing: Parallel-viewing Stereo Photographs
Ways of identifying depth
The Stereo 3D module gives us a number of ways of identifying depth based on common
rules and assumptions about gas and radiation behaviour:
• Simple L to Depth - Assumes the lower the luminance the further away it is.
• Luma to Volume - Shadow dominant e.g. Pillars of Creation , Highligh dominant e.g.
M20.
• Highlight embedding - bright stars with emissions gas around them - embed.
• Structure embedding - small structures embedded in larger ones.
Types of 3D images
• Anaglyph - Creates a 3D image by Layering of different colours to create a
stereoscopic image. Requires color filter glasses to view.
• Lenticular - Places thin lenses over the image to restrict the view of each eye to a
particular part of the image.
Depth Map
The Depth Map tells how far away from the viewer each pixel is.
• Can be used to convert a 2D image to a 3D image.
• Facebook and Photoshop can use a depth maps to create a 3D image.
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Appendix
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PixInsight User Information
If you're coming from post-processing in PixInsight, then there are a number of important things
that are different/new in StarTools:
Signal evolution 'Tracking' plays an extremely important role in StarTools. This makes workflows
much less linear and allows for StarTools' engine to 'time travel' between different versions of the
data as needed, so that it can insert modifications or consult the data in different points in time as
needed ('change the past for a new present and future'). It's the primary reason why there is no
difference between linear and non-linear data in StarTools, and you can do things in StarTools that
are otherwise quite destructive (like deconvolution after stretching your data) in PixInsight. If
you're not familiar with Tracking and what it means for your images, signal fidelity and
simplification of the workflow & UI, please do read the above manual section.
As of version 1.5, StarTools is able to process luminance - whether synthetic, real or a combination
thereof - and chrominance (color) data in parallel. Apart from important enhancements in signal
fidelity, this means that processing luminance and chrominance data separately (and combining
afterwards) is no longer required, nor considered best practice. (video examples see ST homepage)
The time-shifting freedom Tracking affords, makes some operations best applied at entirely
different times than you might be used to:
Noise reduction is always applied at the very end of your processing when switching Tracking off.
Color calibration can be applied at any time, but is preferably applied at the end of your
processing, as StarTools is able to completely negate the adverse effects of stretching (global and
local), yielding perfect color constancy (e.g. no hacks or scripts such as 'Repaired HSV Separation'
are necessary).
As of the 1.6 alpha versions, extensive support for narrowband coloring schemes, means you can
completely change the color presentation of your narrowband composite with a single click at any
time during your processing, without having to re-composite.
Deconvolution is preferably applied after stretching (and possibly even after other local detail
enhancement). This is because Decon takes into account how signal has evolved in the stretched
data when performing regularization of the linear equivalent.
Traditional histogram stretching and white/black point setting is completely abstracted away.
StarTools considers such tools sub-optimal and archaic approaches to image processing.
Many tools seems simpler but, in reality, are more powerful. Data mining and analysis does away
with parameters that can be objectively determined, or (derivatives of) parameters that you
already specified in other modules earlier. As such, truly destructive settings are neigh-impossible
to achieve (for example StarTools refuses to clip your data) and objectively optimal constraints are
automatically determined from prior input. Luminance masks or local supports are automatically
generated and updated as needed without user intervention, given the program keeps the
necessary statistics and image versions/instances available at all times (Tracking).
StarTools does not treat processing as a linear, object-oriented process (e.g. an implied collection
of independent processes), because real image processing carried out by a human emphatically isn't
a linear process. In StarTools, as long as Tracking is on, processing steps depend on each other and
reuse each other's data, findings and previous user settings. StarTools is all about refinement and
shaping of data, where you revisit, rather than reapply modules. A linear, object oriented approach
is therefore not possible or even desirable if signal fidelity, noise mitigation and ease of use are
paramount. As such you will not find the equivalent of 'process containers', undo histories or similar
in StarTools. Instead you'll find a single undo buffer and a 'Restore' button, which will let you negate
the contributions that certain operations made to the currently visible end result, regardless of
sequence. Processing sessions in StarTools are very short as a result; it is a converging process and
'overcooking' an image is not a thing.
While some prefer scientific purity of an image (the author included), others like to emphasize
aesthetics. StarTools does not try to prescribe what's right and what's wrong in this regard. As such
StarTools contains tools like the Heal Module, the Synth module, the Life module (and others) that
can be (ab)used to help the user make educated guesses about what plausible data would look like,
based on what is already in the image and based on what the user knows is definitely not in the
image. Contrary to PixInsight, we take no stance in what should or should not be allowed by
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including or excluding these tools in the software. Some people like diffraction spikes on their
stars, some people don't like stars at all. Some people like to be able to remove dust donuts or fix
CCD blooming issues. You decide.

PixInsight

StarTools Notes

ABE

Wipe

Using Wipe without a mask functions similar to ABE - a
gradient/bias model is created based on all pixels in the
image.

Wipe

Using Wipe with a mask functions roughly similar to DBE. If
a large area of the image is covered by a DSO or
nebulosity, it is recommended to mask out this DSO or
nebulosity, as Wipe may include aspects of the DSO or
nebulosity in the background/bias model.

Wipe

At the same time Wipe flattens the field and removes
gradients, Wipe also calibrates the background and
removes bias in the color channels. Note that this does not
necessarily mean that the background becomes a nice
neutral grey. Rather it makes sure that the background is
luminance bias-free across all color channels. Subsequent
color calibration will modify and neutralize the
chrominance (color) information.

AssistedColorCalibration

Color

While in PixInsight it is mandatory that color calibration is
performed on the linear data at the start, color
calibration in StarTools may be performed at any time,
preferrably closer to the end of your workflow. This is to
achieve pure, more scientifically correct color constancy
(a more 'compromised' PixInsight style of coloring is also
selectable if you're feeling nostalgic). White point
references may be selected with a mask or through
clicking on the image.

ColorCalibration

Color

see above

Repaired HSV Separation

Color

see above, (StarTools retains color information, rather
than trying to recover it from neighboring pixels)

AutoHistogram

Develop

Develop automatically sets the white and black point.

AutoDev

StarTools employs an enhanced (and much faster)
algorithm that yields optimal global dynamic range
assignment (without masking artifacts), while being easier
to control. Noise may be rejected for optimisation and a
Region Of Interest may also be specified.

HistogramTransformation

osbsolete

In StarTools histogram transformations for global dynamic
range assignment are considered obsolete and sub-optimal
tools. Use AutoDev and Develop instead and optimize local
dynamic range subsequently with Contrast, HDR and
Sharp.

ScreenTransferFunction

osbsolete

In StarTools the distinction between linear and non-linear
data does not exist. Use Develop or AutoDev to redo your
stretch as many times as you like.

LocalHistogramEqualization

HDR,
Contrast,
Sharp

LocalHistogramEqualization results can be approximated
with the more flexible HDR, Contrast and Wavelet Sharpen
modules.

ATrousWaveletTransform

Sharp

In StarTools Sharp does not clip, allows control over
interscale-fighting and is noise-aware.

HDRWaveletTransform

Contrast,
HDR

In StarTools, Contrast nor HDR clip the image and work
locally instead of globally, leading to more optimised
results.

DBE

BackgroundNeutralization

AdaptiveStretch,
MaskedStretch
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GradientHDRCompression

HDR

GradientHDRComposition

Layer

The Min Distance to 1/2 Unity and Max Contrast filters in
the Layer module will create High Dynamic Range
composites from 2 images with different exposure lengths.

RangeSelection

Mask
(Auto)

In StarTools the Mask editor's 'auto' feature allows for a
great variety of automated ways of selecting pixels,
including range selection and multi-step mask addition/
overlaying.

ChannelExtraction

Compose

The Compose module performs channel extraction and
even interpolation and re-weighting into new luminance
masters.

ChannelCombination,
LRGBCombination

Compose,
Color

In StarTools the Compose module stays active in the
background, allowing StarTools to process luminance and
chrominance data separately, yet in parallel. The Color
module as of 1.6 allows for complete change of color
presentation at any time, without having to re-composite

Morphological Filters

Layer

See 'filter type' parameter for a large selection of
different filters.

Layer

In StarTools, pixel math is performed in the Layer module
by means of graphical user interface. A huge range of
operations is selectable, while multiple operations can be
chained by means of a buffer.

Decon

In StarTools, deconvolution is noise-aware and is able to
generate its own de-ringing mask. De-ringing will still try
to coalesce singularities. Deconvolution is StarTools is
geared towards dealing with atmospheric and diffractionlimited data only.

ACDNR, TGVDenoise,
MUREDenoise

Denoise,
Denoise 2

In StarTools, noise reduction is applied at the very end
when Tracking is switched off. Due to StarTools' noise
evolution Tracking noise reduction will much more
targeted than any particular 2D noise reduction routine or
combination thereof. No (sub-optimal) luminance masks or
local supports are required.

Star De-emphasis (Adam
Block)

Life
Isolate
preset

The Life module's Isolate preset Isolates large scale
structures and pushes back busy star fields.

PixelMath

Deconvolution
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OS and Hardware Requirements
Operating systems
StarTools works on all 32-bit (NT-based) and 64-bit versions of Windows. This means that StarTools
runs on Windows NT 4, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and
Windows 10.
StarTools works on macOS versions from 10.7 onwards.
StarTools should works on 32-bit or 64-bit Linux distributions with X11, GLIBC 2.15 and Zenity.
What are the minimum recommended specifications to run StarTools?
The minimum specifications for a computer to run StarTools successfully depends mostly on the
resolution the data you intend to process.
Low resolution data sets (for example from a 1MP CCD or Webcam) may be processed successfully
on a Pentium 4 with 512Mb RAM.
High-resolution data sets, such as those from a DSLR typically require at least 4Gb of RAM.
8GB should usually be enough to process images ~12MP in size comfortably.
For best results, 16GB and a modern 4-core CPU are recommended, in addition to running from a
RAM disk (or alternatively a Solid State Drive).
Regardless of your machine's specification, consider binning your data if your data is oversampled.
StarTools is an unapologetic memory and resource hog. When it comes to low-signal
astrophotography, 'regular' old algorithms are not sufficient and more rigorous, brute force
approaches are warranted to make the most of your prized signal. StarTools implements these more
advanced algorithms in spades, augmented at every step by its pervasive signal evolution Tracking
(which keeps tabs on per-pixel signal vs noise evolution). As such, all components of your system
will be given a workout and all CPU cores and threads are loaded up where possible. The features
and flexibility you get in return though, is absolutely worth the CPU, memory and storage
resources.
The StarTools 1.6 development versions implement a great number of optimizations that may
alleviate some pressure on some systems (in addition to new features and other improvements).
You may wish to give these a spin if you haven't done so.
Thank you also for sharing your specs; it's very helpful.
8GB is a the lower end of what is needed to run StarTools, but should usually be enough to process
images ~12MP in size comfortably.
Intel's older U series of CPUs (i3, i5 and even i7) are only 2-core, 4-thread parts with very low clock
speeds. They are great for keeping power consumption down and yield excellent battery life.
Unfortunately they accomplish this by being low on raw processing grunt. It's not the end of the
world - it just means longer processing times. Indeed binning will dramatically (exponentially) cut
processing times, as does judicious use of previews. Be sure to try the 1.6 versions. The i5 4200U is
one of the first CPUs to support AVX2, so try the new (in 1.6) AVX2-specific executable for a small
speed boost as well. Like the i5, the i7-6500U is also a 2-core, 4-thread part and (according to
benchmarks) should yield a modest 20% performance improvement over the older i5.
Laptops with 4-core Intel QM-series processors or the more recent 4-core AMD Ryzen U processors
are a lot more powerful. They yield performance that is roughly twice as fast their older siblings.
An SSD vs mechanical drive will make less of a difference while within a module. Provided no
virtual RAM is used (e.g. you have enough physical RAM), most disk access happens in between
modules (after 'Keep'-ing an image). This disk access is caused by the Tracking data mining, which
back and forward propagates the changes through time. With larger datasets this means routinely
shifting around many gigabytes of data. In 1.6 this disk access is somewhat reduced and
compression is applied.
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Star Tools Changelog
1.0.1

1.0.26

* Initial Release

* Added new Definition/ST Sharp hybrid sharpening
algorithm to Sharp.
* Improved Wipe's pre-filtering.
* Improved Contrast's pre-filtering.
* Added Minimum filter to Layer.
* Added Maximum filter to Layer.
* Added 4th order (e.g. steeper response) option to Luma
Mask generation in Layer.
* Added Color Extract mode to Layer.

1.0.3
* Made changes to Windows and Linux eventloop
to reduce CPU usage in UI thread.

1.0.6
* Made some multi-core CPU specific optimizations
* Optimized Gaussian filter code

1.0.8

1.0.28

* Added second pass function to heal module for more
accurate star removal.
* No longer crashes when 'resources' file is missing, instead
shows error message.
* Added refractor and newtonian presets to Synth's PSF
generator per feature request.

* Added new Wavelet module for wavelet sharpening
* Added histogram to Color module
* Color ratio in color module no longer affected by
luminance retention
* Added lightness filter to Layer module
* Added Multiply Luminance mode to Layer module

1.0.13

1.0.29

1.0.10

* Added PNG read support
* Overhauled Color module and added new, more effective
color balancing algorithm.
* Added pre-SSE3 legacy 32-bit executables to distribution.
* Small UI tweaks.
* Small performance tweaks.

* Added new Repair module for star repair and rounding
* Fixed major bug in Synth (didn't work properly on bigger
stars)
* Made numerous UI fixes and enhancements across several
modules
* Added icon to Linux version

1.0.14

1.0.31
* Added new Deconvolution module
* Fixed small bug in Heal module
* Fixed bug in Layer module (would ignore background &
foreground swap when using mask and/or creating luma
mask)
* Fixed multi-threading issues on all platforms
* Fixed memory zeroing bug in Gaussian filter

* Added 32-bit signal path version to distribution for faster
performance and lower memory usage on legacy systems.

1.0.19
* Revamped Color Module
• Added average RGB readout to color module for color
correction guiding.
• Removed superfluous per-channel saturation controls.
• Rewrote
* Made fixes to 32-bit signal path version and made this
version the standard for 32-bit systems.

1.0.33
* Added preview cropping mode to Decon module
* Fixed bug in multi-threading code on Windows
* Added presets to Bin module
* Removed desaturate mode from Levels module in lieu of
noise filter kernel width control

1.0.24
* Revamped Layer Module
• Added new modes Screen, Power of Inverse (PIP),
Desaturate Average, Desaturate Luminance and Invert
• Added luminance masking (prerequiste for SMI).
• Added new Median filter type.
• Added filter type selection (Gaussian or Median).
• New scrolling behavior
• Now capable of a huge amount of added
functionality; SMI, PIP, many new noise reduction
methods)
* Revamped Sharp Module
• New highly effective general purpose StarTools Sharp
algorithm.
* Enhanced StarTools Definition algorithm.
• Added new De-ringing option.
• Removed Highpass algorithm in lieu of new Deringing
option (De-ringing converts Unsharp Mask into
Highpass).
* Added Sobel edge detection to Mask's Auto feature.
• Rewrote median filter code.
* Added presets to HDR module.
* Added presets to Wipe module.
* Normalization filter in Levels now only applies to bottom
end.

1.0.34
* Added Reset button to Wavelet sharpening
* Enhanced zooming logic
* Enhanced UI layout
* Rewrote Crop module

1.0.35
* Reduced size of some controls
* Fixed major bug when opening B&W files or files with
alpha channel
* Added linked slider to Lens module

1.0.36
* Fixed bug in Levels module (Color Noise reduction).
* Fixed issue with +/ buttons working in increments of
1/10th.
* Fixed some auto-fitting logic.
* Added frame around image to make image limits better
visible.
* Fixed some gaussian radius parameters specifiying kernel
size (double radius) instead of radius.
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1.0.37

* Made preview area selection in Decon more user friendly.
* Optimized Mask application across all modules.
* Added wait cursor to progress dialog.
* Added new Mean of Median Half filter to Layer module.
* Noise filter in Levels module now uses Mean of Median
Half filter.
* Added 'Make HDR' layering mode in Layer module.
* Optimized Decon module further.
* Added 'Difference' layering mode in Layer module.
* Replaced HDR module and algporithms with new 3rd
generation 'Optimize' module.
* Added indicator that 'Do' button needs to be used to
update image with non-realtime parameter changes.
* Now graying out buttons that are not applicable.
* Changed Synth module workflow.
* Made Luma masking in Layer module more flexible.
* Fixed Sobel (Edge) detection threshold response.
* Added graying out and message when preview is out of
date.
* Added descriptive label to Crop module.
* Fixed bug in Windows version that would cause screen
corruption after prolonged use.
* Fixed bug in Linux version that would make ST
unresponsive for a small amount of time when switching
focus and window needed exposure.
* Made numerous enhancements to UI and workflow.
* Added negative curvature to Lens module.
* Graying out controls when not applicable.
* Contrast module now preserves luminance and doesn't
modify chrominance.
* Levels module now called Develop.
* Added option to calibrate top end against stars in
Develop module.
* Now using EKOpath compiler for Linux 64-bit
* Added 'Non-linearity' parameter to Decon module.
* Added 'Luma Mask' to Decon module.
* Generic optimizations across all modules.
* New algorithm for horizontal and vertical artifact
detection.
* Fixed glitch in single channel Gaussian filter.
* Added screenstretch facility.
* Added hints on appropriateness of linear (screen
stretched) vs non-linear (developed) data.
* Added new Fractal Flux module (automated sharpening,
noise reduction and detail estimation).
* Added new Banding module.
* Added Radius (circle) mask generator.
* Added'Reject masked pixel' mode in lieu of De-Ringing in
Decon.
* Added Amp Glow preset to Wipe.

* Added grayscale hot pixel detection to mask module's
auto feature.
* Upgraded Repair module with 'Redistribution' algorithm.

1.0.40
*
*
*
*

Fixed memory leak in Color module.
Made small optimization to Levels module.
Made small optimization to Mask module.
Made some minor other small fixes.

1.0.52
* Made many performance optimizations (multi-core and
non-multicore) across all modules.
* Fixed some usability issues.
* Added more graceful save file handling.
* Added partial mask detection to Wipe.

1.0.53
* Made additional performance and memory optimizations
across all modules.
* Made some fixes to the UI and help text.
* Fixed crash in Windows version in alpha gap interpolation
during load file.
* Improved Wipe's noise reduction filter.

1.0.54
* Added dead pixel detection for mono images.

1.0.55
* Fixed path rememberance on Windows.
* Fixed file rememberance on Linux.
* Fixed incorrect FITS loading for images that have
negative values.
* Increased precision of the Digital Development paramater
in the Levels Module.

1.0.61
* Added edge cropping to debayering routine.
* Replaced memory hungry gradient heal algorithm.
* Reintroduced top-end normalization in Levels module.
* Added Horizontal artifact detection in Auto Mask
generation.
* Added Vertical artifact detection in Auto Mask
generation.
* Added 'Dust & Scratches' detection in Auto Mask
generation.

1.0.63
* Revamped HDR module with new algorithm.

1.0.64
* Minor UI enhancements and fixes.

1.0.65
* Added Stacking artifact detection and warning.
* Added Stacking artifact auto-crop to crop module
* Fixed some minor UI issues.

1.1.90

1.0.66

1.1.91

* Optimized Decon module.
* Fixed potential memory leak in Contrast module.
* Fixed some further minor UI issues.
* Fixed bug in Decon module.
* Enhanced vignetting handling in Wipe
* Change parameter labeling and behavior in Wipe and
Contrast into something more humanly comprehendable.

* Reverting back to GCC from EKOpath on Linux 64-bit due
to shared object dependencies.

1.1.89

1.1.97

* Fixed bug where Mask Fuzz would not enable in some
modules after creating a mask in-module.

1.1.94
* Changed LRGB's RGB composition weighting.
* New font.
* Reduced button labels and made descriptions longer
(full).

* Fixed auto file naming logic.

* Added new Tame algorithm to Optimize module.
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1.1.98

1.1.120

* Made Digital Development parameter response
exponential.
* Updated help texts.
* Including suggested processing flow PNG.

* Changed Bottom End Clipping in Wipe module to become
a continuum between Clip < 0 and Add Headroom
* Added Multiply with Gamma Compensation to Layer
module.
* Improved 'Add Detail' algorithm in Flux module.
* New 'Life' module.
* Revamped Color module (luminance retention, added
'Sample Mask' button for white balance correction).
* Added 'Flatten' preset to Optimize module.
* Enhanced core algorithm of Optimize module.

1.1.100
* Fixed bug in XML parser, causing problems mostly on
Win32.
* Fixed overflow problem in Mask Fuzz on 32-bit systems.

1.1.101
* Fixed glitch in Mask editor when launched from Wipe.

1.1.122

1.1.105

* Fixed bug where differing dimensions in Layer module
were allowed
* Fixed bug where loading a color image after a b&w image
would not enable luminance mixer controls in Develop
module
* Revamped 'Wavelet+' module with new algorithm
* Added new 'Equalize' algorithm to Optimize module
* Fixed bug in Wipe (Add Headroom and Clip <0 blending)
* Fixed memory leak in Wavelet
* Enhanced Differential Adaptive Noise Reduction

* Major memory optimizations - reduced memory usage by
30% in some cases.
* Minor speed optimizations across all modules.
* Small quality enhancement to Warp algorithm in Repair
module.
* Worked around GCC compiler optimization bug in bicubic
scaler.

1.1.108
* Fixed minor glitch in Band module.
* Added splash screen.

1.1.123
* Optimized Wavelet+ module
* Re-wrote Life module
* Changed Wipe's 'Noise Filter' parameter to 'Dead Pixel
Filter'.

1.1.109
* Some parameter changes in Wipe module are now realtime.
* Fixed memory leak in Band module.

1.1.125

1.1.112

* Fixed bug in Life module in 32-bit versions

* Fixed instability bug in Wipe module.
* Fixed instability bug in Synth module.
* 'Off' setting in Stretch Mode now really means off.

1.1.126
* Free Luma power selection in Layer module
* Make HDR is now 'Min Distance to 1/2 Unity' filter in Layer
module
* New Max Contrast Filter in Layer module
* Fixed bug in Decon where Mask Fuzz would have no
effect in some cases
* Fixed bug in Band module where selecting Horizontal on
first launch removed 'please click Do' message
* Added 'intelligent' mode to Boost module
* Addedd 'Mask Fuzz' to Life module
* Added 'select similar color' and 'select similar brightness'
brushes to mask editor
* Added Isolate preset to Life module

1.1.113
* Added healed deconvolution option to allow for
deconvolution with a healed copy.
* Auto Mask generator now responds the same irrespective
of screen stretch.
* Made memory optimization to Mask editor.
* Added Undo buffer modulation to Fractal Flux module; it
is now possible to apply automated Deconvolution.
* Added option in Auto Mask generator to add or subtract
newly generated mask from old mask.
* Updated noise mask algorithm.

1.1.114

1.2.147

* Fixed bug where option in Auto Mask generator to add or
subtract newly generated mask from old mask was not
working as expected.

* New Denoise module
* Sharp module now is new Wavelet Sharpener
* Fixed bug in rotation and mirroring of images with alpha
channel
* Updated Differential Adaptive Noise algorithm
* Made fix to Wipe's Dead pixel filter
* New Dark Noise headroom added to Wipe in lieu of old
Bottom End Treatment algorithm
* Clearer font rendering
* Added Debloom algorithm to Repair
* New Heal algorithm
* Made enhancements to Repair algorithm
* Revamped Development module
* New noise suppression in Dev module
* Fixed glitch in Contrast module when using noise filter
* Added horizontal Median filtering to Layer module
* Added 3rd source reference luma masking to Layer
module

1.1.115
* Fixed bug which would render some colors incorrectly
when screen stretch is active.

1.1.116
* Fixed broken real-time updating of parameters in Wipe
module.

1.1.117
* New Wipe Top-end treatment mode ('Wipe 2.0').
* Removed Min Of Max.
* Added Differential Adaptive Noise filter to Layer module.

1.1.118
* Added crosshairs to Crop module.
* Added reset button to Develop module.
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* Added Fractional Differentation filter to Layer
* Brightness Mask Power selection across all modules
* New Logging module
* UI optimizations
* Improved mask healing quality in Decon module
* Warning in decon module when operating on stretched
data
* Revamped Contrast module
* More consistent wording across all modules
* More consistent parameters across all modules
* Can now select items from drop down menu
* Reset button in Layer module
* Fractional Differentiation filter in Layer module
* Algorithm speed ups of 10% across the board (new
compilers)

* Linear vs non-linear data now abstracted away from user
* Removed Stretch module
* Tracking now swaps to harddrive insted of internal
memory
* Tracking (formerly CONRAD) now enabled and ready for
testing
* Fixed severe bug/instability in Gaussian filter code
causing problems mainly on 32-bit versions and MacOSX
(Thanks TimN!)
* Updated help documentation
* Some memory and speed optimisations

1.3.165 Alpha
*
*
*
*

1.3.158 Alpha
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

New content aware heal algorithm
Fixed reading of 32-bits TIFF
Color module now has maximum RGB display mode
'Mask' button now lights up when mask active
'Do' button now lights up when appropriate
New 'Compensate Gamma' option in Contrast module
New auto development feature in Develop module
Completely new real-time Optimize module with new
'Reveal Core' algorithm
Completely new Heal module with content-aware
inpainting features
Cross Operation Noise Reduction And Diffusion (CONRAD)
groundwork
Completely new Deconvolution module with first-in-class
deringing algorithm and new CONRAD-driven
regularization
New 'Structural Emphasis' feature in Denoise module
More optimisations leading to algorithm speed of up to
50%
Faster Bin algorithm
Fixes to Repair module to counter artifacts between
close stars
* More multi-core optimisations
* Improved Halo Killer in Boost module

Fix for 32-bit Autodev
Fix for 32-bit Denoise
Fixed bug in Denoise
Hourglass/wait icons to indicate binning and cropping in
respective modules while in tracking mode

1.3.166 Alpha
* Misc bugfixes
* Further updated help documentation
* Curve now tracking
* Curve now has redo dialog
* Wipe now tracking
* Autodev now tracking
* Autodev now has redo dialog
* Remove global histogram equalization from Layer module
(needs rewrite)
* Made fix to last scale of Wavelet Denoise
* Denoise is now preview-only during tracking
* Denoise can only be used upon switching of tracking

1.3.168 Alpha
* Made optimizations to tracking

1.3.169 Alpha
* Fixed bug in Decon where returning to decon would not
start preview rendering
* Added option of de-noising decon detail

1.3.170 Alpha
* Fixed crashing bug in AutoDev and Curve
* Fixed bug where modules would still be disabled after
terminating Tracking

1.3.159 Alpha
* Fixed non-functioning Repair module
* Fixed button-lighting bug
* Fixed Heal module 'darker-than-value' bug in visual
stretch mode
* Moved auto develop feature next to Develop parameter
and renamed to 'home-in'
* Fixed Optimize normalisation behavior

1.3.171 Alpha
* Limited support for reading Hubble Space Telescope
extended FITS files
* Fixed bug where Wipe would claim image was
unstretched even though user indicated it was

1.3.173 Beta
* Added Rotate module
* Fixed bug in Adaptive Noise filter in Layer module
* Added Noise Suppression to HDR module
* Optimised Reveal DSO algorithm in HDR module
* Now feature complete (entering Beta)

1.3.160 Alpha
* Made enhancements to Repair module's Redistribution
module
* Fixed bug in Heal's 'Must be darker' behavior

1.3.163 Alpha

1.3.174 Beta

* Lots more work on Tracking (formerly CONRAD)
* New Autodev module
* Wipe module now tracks
* Decon module now tracks
* Develop module now tracks
* Autodev module now tracks
* Bin module now tracks
* Crop module now tracks
* Denoise module now tracks

* Fixed a race condition in the Develop and Auto Develop
modules

1.3.175 Beta
* Moved tracking swap files to tmp folder on Linux and
MacOSX (fixes crash when using Tracking feature in some
verisons of MacOSX)

1.3.176 Beta
* Fixed 2 memory leaks in Autodev module
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* Fixed small memory leak in HDR
* Fixed memory leak in Decon

1.3.195 Release Candidate

1.3.179 Beta

1.3.199 Release Candidate

* Fixed MacOSX stability issues by reverting back to O2
level of optimisation
* Fixed more MacOSX stability issues by initializing
threading mutex differently
* Added CPU core detection for multi-threading support
(no longer hardcoded to 4)

* Made StarTools netbook friendly
* Fixed overflow issue in Wavelet Sharpen module on 32-bit
versions
* Fixed overflow issue in Wipe module on 32-bit versions
* 32-bit now using minimum Pentium 4
* Found malloc bug in GCC 4.7.2 on 32-bit, adjusting
optimisation flags to circumvent

1.3.182 Beta

1.3.200 Release Candidate

* Fixed banding issue in 32-bit version of Wipe module

1.3.180 Beta

* Enhanced HDR module statistical analysis accuracy
* Added Local Histogram Equalize and Optimize to Layer
module
* StarTools log file now also written on MacOSX

* Small multi-core optimisation to Decon, HDR and denoise module

1.3.184 Beta
* Fixed bug in rotate where tracking color data would be
garbled
* Fixed bug in Wipe module where stretched color would
not be correct
* Color module now using CIELAB for saturation

1.3.201 Release Candidate
* Fixed instability bug in Denoise module

1.3.203 Release Candidate
*
*
*
*
*

1.3.185 Beta
* Made optimisations to the Color module
* Fixed jitter in statusbar on multi-core machines
* Made fix to 'Sample' function to not allow sampling of
pixels that could potentially be clipping
* Fixed further bug in Wipe module where stretched levels
would not be correct
* Reverted some modules that don't need it to old, faster
desturation
* Made Unsharp Sharp Mask Voreinstellung ist in Flux
module
* Removed defunct 'Heal Masked Pixels' from Sharp module

1.3.206 Final Release
* Accuracy fix to Decon's de-ringing
* Warning on too large images for 32-bit version
* Overflow fix in Wavelet-Denoise
* Added Intelligent Despeckle denoising augmentation to
Wavelet-Denoise
* Fixed crash when clicking keep before result is rendered
in Sharp module

1.3.186 Beta
* Improved anti-aliasing filters
* Major bug fixes to tracking's detail and levels retention
* Added reminder dialog to Wipe to restretch
* Added reminder dialog to De-Noise to reset mask

1.3.208 Maintenance Release
* Backported 1.4 improved color calibration in Wipe for
noisy images (using alternative dark anomaly filter)
* Backported 1.4 bug fix in scaler on 32-bit versions that
would introduce artefacts in some cases in various
modules

1.3.187 Beta
* Small fixes to in-app help and dialog information
* Fixed bug in MaxRGB button behaviour

1.3.1.212 Maintenance Release
* Backported 1.4 new mask tools by popular request
(lassoo, freehand on/off, line)

1.3.188 Beta
* New 'single pixel off' brush in mask editor

1.3.2.215 Maintenance Release

1.3.189 Beta

* Backported 1.4 new color module
* Fixed some typos in help text (many thanks to D.
Sharpe!)

* Fixed some typos in help
* Improved AutoDev algorithm to never blow out stars
* Recommending Autodev for non-linear data only

1.3.2.216 Maintenance Release

1.3.190 Beta

* Downgraded optimisation level for older GCC compilers
in attempt to enhance stability

* Crop now remembers settings if next crop is same
dimensions
* Small fix to luminance loading in LRGB
* LRGB now asks whether data is linear

1.3.3.222 Maintenance Release
* Backported 1.4 HDR enhancements
* Backported 1.4 star mask creation during Tracking mode
using linear data
* Made bug fix to Decon module (infinite loop in some
corner cases)
* Mask Fuzz in Sharp now Voreinstellung ists to 8.0 during
Tracking mode

1.3.192 Beta
* Made fix to TIFF loader to load first image encountered,
rather than last

1.3.194 Release Candidate
*
*
*
*

Update in-app documentation for Repair module
Update in-app documentation for HDR module
Update log parameters for LRGB module
Update log parameters for Decon module
Layer module now available during Tracking mode, but
usage not recommended unless expert (added popup)

Minor texts updates
Fixed bug in 32-bit Contrast module
Fixed bug in 32-bit multiplatform system
Fixed bug in Sharp module

1.3.3.223 Maintenance Release
* Create Decon preset in Mask Auto module
* Fixed some help text
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1.3.3.224 Maintenance Release

* Added back auto sampling in Color module
* Added Intelligent Sharpening to Wavlet Sharpen module
* Removed obsolete 'channel' in Wavlet Sharpen
* New Read Noise Compensation algorithm in Denoise
module
* Really fixed glitch in Mask auto generator sometimes not
initialising

* Tapering off PSF in Life and Synth modules to mask FIR
window boundaries

1.3.5.227 Alpha
* Fixed small memory leak in median filter
* Made Color module more intuitive
* Improved Wipe's handling of edge cases
* Improved Autodev
* Improved De-Noise module
* Added JPEG export
* Added preliminary JPEG import
* Added automated mask generation for Decon
* Added Restore feature

1.3.5.249 Beta
* Layer module now uses CIELab space for inheriting
chroma or luma of foreground
* Improved Read Noise Compensation algorithm in Denoise
module

1.3.5.250 Beta
* Fixed glitch in Read Noise Compensation algorithm in
Denoise module (ringing around bright stars)

1.3.5.229 Alpha
* Fixed bug that would trip up the denoise module on
MacOSX
* Added warning dialog if Tracking cannot swap to drive
(out of disk space)
* Changed Develop's Digital Development response

1.3.5.251 Beta
* Fixed another glitch in Read Noise Compensation
algorithm

1.3.5.255 Beta

1.3.5.233 Alpha

* Fixed rare glitch in FITS 32-bit Integer loading code
* Fixed showing 'demo user' even when registered on some
windows installs

* Added dynamic range cruncher to FITS code for 32-bit
versions
* Simplified Wipe
* Fixed path bug on Windows
* Added DSLR/OSC flag setting for better noise tracking

1.3.5.258 Beta
* Updated more in-application help
* Fixed bug in Denoise module when used in non-tracking
mode

1.3.5.236 Alpha
* Reduced number of dialogs for DSLR/OSC flag setting
* Small bug fixes

1.3.5.259 Beta
* Improved brush behavior in Mask editor

1.3.5.238 Alpha

1.3.5.260 Beta

* Made fix to outside ROI response in AutoDev
* Improvement to energy redistribution in Denoise module
* Fixed bug/glitch in Decon
* Added fully original to Tracking and Restore
* Improved denoise module (added read noise
compensation)

* Improved HDR and Sharp effectiveness

1.3.5.261 Beta
* Marginal improvement to Wipe color handling of brighter
objects
* Improved de-ringing algorithm in Decon
* Changed styles to 'scientific' and 'artistic'

1.3.5.243 Beta
* Improved Color module and added color styles

1.3.5.262 Beta

1.3.5.244 Beta

* Fixed bug in Sharp that would cause mask editor to
malfunction when launched from Sharp

* Fixed small glitch in color module (human vision style)
* Made some small fixes to Wipe module and added
courtesy AutoDev feature

1.3.5.263 Beta
* Tracking files are now being compressed and take up less
space
* Reverted back to mean of median half filtering for Wipe's
dark anomaly filter

1.3.5.246 Beta
* Improved precision for 32-bit FITS files on 32-bit versions
* Made fix to courtesy AutoDev feature in Wipe module
* Fixed glitch in Mask auto generator sometimes not
initialising
* Cancel button now showing in Restore feature

1.3.5.264 Beta
* Fixed two buffer overflow bugs

1.3.5.265 Beta

1.3.5.247 Beta

* Fixed Tracking corruption bug

*
*
*
*

1.3.5.267 Beta

Made fixes to Color module
Made fixes to Wipe module (healing)
Made fixes to HDR module (color retention), presets
Made fixes to Decon module (artifacts under some
conditions)
* Lens module now works while Tracking is active
* Windows version now puts .trk files in executable's
directory

* Change message in Color module
* Improved read noise removal algorithm

1.3.5.268 Beta
* Removed auto-normalization upon loading
* Set AutoDev ROI influence to 15% by Voreinstellung ist
* Improved Tracking precision under heavy gradients and
light pollution conditions

1.3.5.248 Beta

1.3.5.269 Beta

* Added LRGB Emulation to Color module
* Made further fix to Color module (Style)

* Further improved read noise removal algorithm
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1.3.5.272 Beta

* Great number of architectural changes and preparatory
work under the hood
* Linux version no longer needs GTK, uses Zenity instead
* MacOSX 64-bit version

* Fixed bug in denoise preview when using read noise
removal algorithm

1.3.5.273 Beta

1.4.296 Alpha

* Switched to GCC 4.8 for Windows compiler

* Small fixes to Denoise module
* Fix to 64-bit Windows version which would corrupt the
image during some operations (ex. Life module)

1.3.5.275 Release Candidate
Fixed bug in 'Restore' function

1.3.5.276 Release Candidate

1.4.297 Alpha

* Increased ratio range in Color module
* Enabled 'smart' dynamic range optimisation in FITS
loading routines if range information is lacking (e.g.
HSTLA data)

* Fixed bug where Synth module would not allow
progressing beyond PSF generation
1.4.299 Alpha
* Made stability improvements to MacOSX version
* Implemented fallback solution for Linux distros without
wmctrl

1.3.5.278 Release Candidate
* Made TIFF loading more robust against incorrect
numStrips count (Lykeos)

1.4.300 Alpha

1.3.5.279 Release Candidate

* Fixed memory leak in Denoise
* New psychovisual correlation algorithm in Denoise
* Improved Read Noise compensation

* Enabled 64-bit FITS loading
* Fixed bug in 'Restore' function
* Added date/time to log

1.4.301 Alpha

1.3.5.281 Release Candidate

* Made stability and bug fixes to MacOSX version

* Added some help text

1.4.302 Alpha

1.3.5.283 Release Candidate

*
*
*
*

Fixed small 32-bit TIFF loading bug
Improved noise floor handling in Denoise
New Reveal algorithm in HDR - needs work
Improved color handling for non-color calibrated OSC/
DSLR data
* Rewrote file dialogs for MacOSX *again*

* Fixed small bug in Denoise where nothing would render
after popup unless a parameter was changed
* Fine tuned precision in some of the Tracking code
(impacts various modules)
* Added grain size calibration (previously Redistribution
Kernel) to setup screen in Denoise
* Major improvement to Read Noise denoising algorithm
* Major improvement to general Denoise algorithm
* Denoise may now detect and fix small ringing artifacts
introduced by Decon

1.4.303 Alpha
* Improved Wipe results
* Fixed memory corruption bug in file dialog code
* Stabilised file dialog code on MacOSX

1.4.304 Alpha

1.3.5.284 Release Candidate

* Fixed bug in Wipe on 32-bit versions
* Enabled O2 optimisations on MacOSX

* Fixed creation of small 'dots'/artifacts in the Decon
module when dealing with very noisy data.
* AutoDev yields better results when redoing stretch after
many different operations
* Renamed Decon preset in Auto Mask generator to 'Fat
Stars' to avoid potential confusion
* Slightly enhanced results in decon when working with
color data

1.4.312 Alpha
* Fixed bug in Synth module on 32-bit versions
* Added noblink option for user Xiando (gets migranes from
the blinking)

1.4.315 Alpha
* Fixed 'white dots' bug in Decon module

1.3.5.285 Release Candidate

1.4.316 Alpha

* Fixed crashing bug in Color module when clicking Sample
under some circumstances (thanks to Alivinillo for
reporting this).

* Fixed Tracking bug where previously deconvolved data
would revert back to non-deconvolved if Develop/
AutoDev launched after decon
* Fixed bug in LRGB showing old 'stretched/unstretched'
dialog
* LRGB module now fills mask by Voreinstellung ist instead
of clearing it

1.3.5.286 Release Candidate
* Improved FITS loading behaviour and interpolation of
missing data, anomalous data and NaN pixels

1.3.5.288 Release Candidate
* Exposed Multiply Foreground 'blend' mode in Layer
module
* Exposed Local Maximum Entropy Filter in Layer module
* Pressing 's' key creates screenshot

1.4.322 Alpha
* Now handling multiple screens with different resolutions
on Windows correctly
* Clicking outside modal dialog with only one action
dismisses dialog and executes action (if any)
* Fixed crashing bug in Denoise when clicking 'Back' before
first result has rendered
* Fixed crashing bug in Bin when clicking 'Back' before first
result has rendered
* Made some changes to UI appearance

1.3.5.289 Release
* Significant improvements to Tracking code (increased
accuracy of noise detection in the various modules)
* Significant improvement to Wipe module results

1.4.295 Alpha
* Significantly enhanced noise reduction in Denoise module
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* Set Default ist 'strength' parameter for Reveal algoprithm
to 1.2

1.4.341 Beta

1.4.324 Alpha

1.4.344 Beta

* Fixed bug where screen would not update in some cases
when parameter changed (introduced in 1.4.322)
* Fixed bug where Max Contrast Filter in Layer moudle
would not work
* Increased max. blend/blur radius for Max Contrast Filter
and Min Distance to 1/2 Unity Filter

* Fixed bug in Layer module's offset filter sometimes
Voreinstellung isting to 0.5px, rather than 0px
* Fixed bug in LRGB module where RGB blur could not be
used while still processing

* Now logging image size changes

1.4.345 Beta
* First cut of ST Replay interface

1.4.325 Alpha

1.4.346 Beta

* Fixed crashing bug in Bin and Wavelet Sharpening
modules when pressing back button before initial image
has loaded.
* macos Sierra compatibility

* Added 'are you sure?' dialog when closing StarTools

1.4.347 Beta
* Further improvement to Tracking accuracy in Denoise and
Decon, in processing flows where Wipe was used

1.4.326 Alpha
* < macos Sierra compatibility reinstated (in addition to
Sierra)

1.4.350 Beta

1.4.327 Alpha

* Fixed bug in Decon that prevented color images from
deconvolving correctly

* Fixed sporadic crashing bug during mask save

1.4.352 Beta

1.4.328 Alpha

* Made improvements to RGB Ratio and 50/50 Layering
more useful in Color module
* Made improvements to Artistic mode in Color module

* Removed unused Mask button in Band module
* Fixed bug in Decon lunar/planetary mode
* Added micro-scale wavelet detail regularization to HDR
module.

1.5.355 Release Candidate 1
* Fixed bug in FITS import module affecting datasets with
NaN entries (e.g. Hubble Legacy Data)
* Removed FITS data interpolation for 'corrupt' (out-ofbounds) pixels
* Improved Binning function performance for integer
factors (e.g. 25%, 50%, 33.333%)
* Improved Decon quality with more sophisticated stretch
modeling of Tracking data
* Life module improvements to luma/chroma inheritence
(also impacts Isolate preset)
* Life module Voreinstellung ist settings now Voreinstellung
ist to Isolate preset
* Fixed small bug in AutoDev that would yield slightly
incorrect results in color image in some edge cases
* Fixed bugs in AutoDev and Wipe that would incorrectly
designate a mono image as a color image
* Automatically adding TIFF extensions when saving image
originally imported as FITS
* Added 'pre tweak' and 'post tweak' views to Denoise for
easier evaluation of changes
* Rename to 'Grain Size' to 'Grain Dispersion' in second
Denoise module screen (still inherits Grain Size value as a
starting point)
* Removed Noise propagation suppression in HDR module
when tracking is on (better results are achieved through
subsequent Denoise)
* Fixed bug in Denoise module that would yield 'purple'
coloring in some cases (even in mono images)
* Changed Read Noise Compensation to 'Non-linear
Response <' in Denoise module, and replaced algorithm
* Changed some Defaults in HDR module
* Tweak to AutoDev algorithm weighting
* Added 'Hubble' preset to Color module
* Replaced 'Color cast' preset by 'Narrow band' preset in
Wipe module
* Tweaked Decon auto mask generator to no longer pick up
less bright nebulosity detail
* Revamped LRGB module
* Fixed border rendering glitch of image fit-to-screen

1.4.329 Alpha
* Loading TIFF no longer normalises data
* Made resources file more attribute agnostic
* Added high-DPI functionality (create empty file called
highdpi in STarTools folder to activate)

1.4.330 Alpha
* AutoDev RoI can now be set via sliders
* AutoDev RoI now available in log
* Fixed reference to 'Decon' mask preset in Decon module
* Fixed Temporary AutoDev in Wipe module not being
mentioned correctly in log
* Improvement to Wipe handling of edges

1.4.331 Alpha
* Put upper limit on amount of pixels per star for
Redistribute algorithm in Repair module
* Enabled subsampling control in Repair module at all times
* Fixed LRGB module crash
* Logging more parameters and actions

1.4.332 Alpha
* Further improvement to Wipe handling of edges
* Logging more parameters and actions

1.4.336 Beta
* Fixed Layer reset button resetting offset filter incorrectly
* Improved Layer module offset filter
* Fixed slight color tinge being introduced into mono
images by Denoise under certain circumstances
* Fixed memory freeing bug in Layer module's Max Entropy
filter
* Preliminary work for hotkeys

1.4.337 Beta
* Fixed slight color tinge being introduced into mono
images by various modules under certain circumstances

1.4.340 Beta
* Now logging mask as BASE64 PNG
* Created mouse-in interface for scripting
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1.5.363 Release Candidate 8

* Added hotkeys for zoom and common functions (-, =/+
and 0 keys for zooming, O for open, S for save, D for
done, K for keep, M for mask, ESC for back/cancel/OK,
ENTER for OK/Done, B for 'blink' before/after)
* Added screenshot saving functionality (X key)

* Small tweak to AutoDev Ignore Detail Smaller Than <
behavior
* Tweak to Hubble preset in Color module
* Added Legacy preset to Color module
* Added Constancy preset to Color module
* Made Cap Green into a slider
* Made fix to MaxRGB mode
* Max Red Bias Reduce/Increase now set depending on
image
* Made fix to Entropy module
* Improved FITS import for Hubble Legacy Archive data

1.5.356 Release Candidate 2
* Made improvements to zoom code
* Updated some dialog text
* Moved home screen module icons to reflect common
workflow from left to right, top to bottom
* Added new 'Entropy' module
* Renamed LRGB module to 'Compose'
* Added 'pre tweak' and 'post tweak' views to Decon for
easier evaluation of changes
* Made improvement to Decon de-ringing
* Made improvement to Denoise precision and handling of
parameters (Smoothness response is now different and
more controllable)
* Fixed RoI message in AutoDev
* Made UI easier to see with some contrast enhancements
* Added 'pre tweak' and 'post tweak' views to HDR for
easier evaluation of changes
* Made improvement to Tracking code handling of clipping
highlights
* Added 8-bit PNG saving
* Made Denoise chroma denoising more aggressive

1.5.364 Release Candidate 9, Final Release
* Added histogram to Develop module

1.5.365
* Fixed incorrect labeling in log
* Made minor updates to help
* Fixed glitch in Develop module with global dark anomaly
filter setting
* Fixed bug in Contrast module not weighing color channels
correctly
* Whitelisted Nebulosity 32-bit float FITS if min/max not
specified in header

1.5.366
* Moved Cap Green application to earlier point in the
signal flow
* Added warning message to Wipe if color result has not
been evaluated by user while in Compose mode
* Data was bayered and not white balanced now uses
Compose mode

1.5.357 Release Candidate 3
* Fixed normalization bug in Shrink/Shrink module
* Renamed Shrink module to Shrink
* Added Luminance/Color toggle to Wipe module when in
'Compose' mode
* Added message to Wipe module
* Made AutoDev always on in Wipe module

1.5.367
* Fixed stack overflow in Entropy module on macOS

1.5.358 Release Candidate 4

1.5.368

* Lens module did not take chroma into account while in
Tracking mode
* Optimized Wipe when mask is used
* Fixed bug in Denoise using wrong color space for gain
map
* Made further improvements to Decon noise grain
suppression

* Added Detector Gamma and Shadow Linearity controls to
AutoDev
* Fixed crash bug in Develop module when using 100%
Develop
* Fixed color loading bug for RGB-only data
* Windows NT 4.0 compatibility

1.5.359 Release Candidate 5

* Fixed another crash bug in Develop module when using
gamma 0.0
* Fixed bug when loading 32-bit rational TIFF (e.g. DSS)
* Made some text changes
* Tweaked visual Ha preset in Entropy module to be
brighten only

1.5.369

* ST Replay integration enhancements

1.5.360 Release Candidate 6
* Fixed bug in Entropy blue channel mode (O-III)
* Added presets to Entropy
* Added more helpful descriptions to channel selection
control
* Optimized Decon deringing
* Added denoising to Entropy module if Tracking is off
* Fixed issue with 'holes' in over-exposing star cores when
using more aggressive Denoise settings

1.6.373 Alpha
* Optimized overall Tracking storage usage and processing
times
* Added camera model selection in Color module
(accessible when data is not white balanced DSLR w/
Bayer matrix data)
* Added narrowband blend selection in Color module
* Added duoband blend selection in Color module
* Added channel remapping selection in Color module
* Added duoband and SHO:OHS presets to Color module
* Added highlight fix option in Color module

1.5.361 Release Candidate 7
* Small tweak to Decon deringing
* No longer applying energy redistribution (Grain
Dispersion) in Denoise to chroma information
* Inital Grain Dispersion selection screen in Denoise now
shows black&white (luminance) only
* Using globally remembered noise filter settings (shared
by Dark Anomaly Filter in Wipe and Contrast, Ignore Fine
Detail < in AutoDev and Grain Size in Denoise)

1.6.374 Alpha
* Improved Decon deringing of small stars
* Fixed edge cases in Decon where Decon would generate
pixel artifacts
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* Fixed bug in Lens module introduced during Tracking
optimization in 1.6.373

Fixed memory leak in Wipe module
Small improvement in overall handling of Tracking fidelity
Enhanced detail recovery in Sharp module
Fixed bug where small screens would not show Rotate
functionality in main screen
* New Enhance Deringing algorithm in Decon
* MaxRGB mode now shows linear color dominance in
'before' mode

* Whitelisted DeepSkyStacker 32-bit float FITS min/max
handling
* Automatically disabling Channel Interpolation parameter
in Compose module if all color channels are accounted
for
* Fixing some typos, wording, naming
* Added "support" functionality in main screen
* Help functionality in modules now opens relevant web
content in addition to regular off-line content
* Added Circle of Confusion primary PSF option to Decon
module
* Added dynamic PSF mode to Decon module
* Added intra-iteration back and forward propagation to
Decon module
* Added more guidance and warning messages for dynamic
PSF mode to Decon module

1.6.380 Alpha

1.6.389 Beta

* New Sharp module
* Added Solar False Color to Color module Matrix presets
* Added Strategy presets to denoise
* Fixed memory overflow bug in Shrink module

1.6.390 Beta

1.6.376 Alpha
* Fixed bug in handling edge cases in Decon where Decon
would generate pixel artifacts
* Fixed bug in histogram handling code on 32-bit versions

1.6.378 Alpha
*
*
*
*

* Changed links to live digital footprint (including
Notifications link)

* Fixed rounding issue in Bin module
* AutoDev now remembering RoI
* Logging parameters of Synth module properly
* Fixed crash upon immediately using Color module first
thing when image is mono

1.6.382 Alpha
* CPU cache-friendly data structure optimizations across
the board
* Multi-threading optimizations across the board
* Removed camera-specific white balance reset
* New Grain Equalization Denoise module ("Denoise 2")
* Fixed High DPI issue on Windows
* New mask generation and handling during Sharp
* Tweaked weighting algorithm in Compose module
* Fixed "type of data" popup logic/behaviour for different
cases (e.g. Compose module)
* Added conservative auto-mask generation
* Added shrink and grow-to-ratio presets and reset
functions to Crop module

1.6.391 Beta
* Fixed crash upon immediately using Color module
without Tracking

1.6.392 RC1
* Dialog, help tweaks

1.6.393 RC2
* Fixed glitch bug in Crop module when choosing fixed
aspect ratio preset grow buttons
* Added Color button for help cropping image based on
chroma information (courtesy temporary AutoDev
applied)

1.6.383 Alpha
* Made some tweaks to Decon and Color presets
* Changed parameter names of Denoise 2 and added a
"Mode" parameter to switch between statistical and
psychovisual noise reduction
* Retina screen improvement on macOS

1.6.394 RC3
* Improved star shapes and depth rendering somewhat for
Web 2.5D in Stereo 3D module
* Whitelisted Fistwork 32-bit float FITS min/max handling
* Added crosshair in Decon star selection
* Added snap-to-star in Decon star selection
* Setting Dynamic PSF mode and quality to high by default
if sample star selected in Decon
* Increased default Mask Fuzz in Decon
* Changed Dark Anomaly Headroom default to 50% in
Contrast module

1.6.386 Alpha
* New 3D Stereo synthesis module

1.6.387 Beta
* Fixed bug in Develop where Skyglow was sometimes
ignored
* Whitelisted NOAO IRAF 32-bit float FITS min/max
handling
* Added custom PSF by guide star functionality to Decon
* Fixed bug where Decon would reset parameters upon
returning from mask editor

1.6.388 Beta
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Document Revisions
V1.0 - Initial Release for Star Tools 1.5
V1.1 - Rework for Star Tools 1.6
•

Decon Module Usage added (Ivo)

•

Denoise 2 Module added (Ivo)

•

3D Stereo Module added (Ivo)

•

AutoDev Usage amended (Ivo)

•

Sharp Module amended (Ivo)

•

PixInsight User Information added (Ivo)

•

OS and Hardware Requirements added (Ivo)

•

Various corrections

•

Improved Formatting

•

Rearranged User Notes

•

Included updates to 'Color' in User Notes (Guy)

•

Added 'Adding HA to OSC data' to Compose User
Notes (Guy)

•

Minor updates to 'Crop', 'HDR' and 'Main Screen'
User Notes (Guy)

•

Added 'Matrix correction and remapping' to Color
Module (Ivo)

•

Added 'Crop' (Ivo)

V1.4 - Update for Star Tools 1.6.393
•

Added 'Stereo 3D' to User Notes (Guy)

•

Updated 'Background Notes of 'Life' in User Notes
(Guy)

V1.5 - Update for Star Tools 1.6.396 final

V1.2 - Rework for Star Tools 1.6.392

•

Added 'Recommended ISO for DSLR cameras' to
Tutorials (Ivo)

•

Updated all 'Descriptions of Controls' sections of
the User Notes

•

Added "Understanding AutoDev's behavior" to
"AutoDev" (Ivo)

•

Added 2 workflow diagrams to Tutorials

•

Added "OSC Instruments" to "Color" (Ivo)

•

Added 'Aesthetics and knowing Your audience' to
Life Module (Ivo)

•

Added "On synthetic luminance generation" to
"Compose" (Ivo)

•

Added 'How to make big/fat/white stars appear
tighter' as Usage to Shrink Module (Ivo)

•

Added "Channel assignment and coloring" to
"Compose" (Ivo)

•

Added 'Dark Anomoly Headroom and more..' as
Background Notes to AutoDev

•

Added 'Airy Disk Radius' as Background Notes to
Life (Ivo)

•

Added 'Minimum distance to 1/2 unity' as
Background Notes to Life (Ivo)

•

Added 'Detector Gamma ' and 'Shadow Linearity'
to AutoDev (Ivo)

•

Updated workflow diagrams in Tutorials for new
HDR and Decon positions and new descriptions

•

Changed workflow descriptions in User Notes for
new HDR and Decon positions

•

Changed order of Module and User Notes sections
to match GUI and new workflow

•

Updated Decon Module (Ivo)

•

Reworked User Notes for V1.6

•

Added 'Deep Sky Stacker Settings' to Tutorials
(Ivo)

•

Added 'Starting with a good Dataset' to Tutorials
(Ivo)

V1.3 - Rework for Star Tools 1.6.393
•

Added Bookmarks

•

Reformatting

•

Added 'Denoise 2.0' to User Notes (Guy)

•

Added 'Tracking' to Main Window use in User
Notes (Guy)

•

Included updates to 'Decon' in User Notes (Guy)

•

Included updates to 'Sharp' in User Notes (Guy)

•

Included updates to 'Wipe' in User Notes (Guy)

•

Added 'Dark Anomalie Headroom' to Wipe User
Notes (Guy)
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